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INTRODUCCION
Este volumen re oge los trabajos a eptados para su presenta ion en las Primeras Jornadas sobre Programa ion y Lenguajes (PROLE 2001) elebradas en
Almagro los das 23 y 24 de Noviembre de 2001, bajo la organiza ion del grupo Alar os de la Universidad de Castilla - La Man ha. Tambien re oge los
resumenes de las dos onferen ias invitadas impartidas por los profesores Farhad Arbab (Amsterdam) y Hartmut Ehrig (Berln).
La idea de la organiza ion de estas Jornadas partio de Juanjo Moreno que me
onven io para que las pusiera en mar ha. El objetivo era rear un espa io de
reunion de los grupos espa~noles que trabajan en temas ligados a la programa ion
y a los lenguajes de programa ion. Con la organiza ion de este evento, se ha
pretendido que los, ada vez mas numerosos, grupos que trabajan en Espa~na en
este ambito puedan ono erse mejor, inter ambiar experien ias y resultados de
investiga ion y, posiblemente, ini iar lneas de oopera ion.
El ambito estable ido para PROLE omprende trabajo tanto teori o omo
pra ti o alrededor de la espe i a ion, dise~no, implementa ion, analisis y veria ion de programas y lenguajes de programa ion. Mas on retamente, una
lista no exhaustiva de los temas de PROLE in luira:








Paradigmas de programa ion (fun ional, logi o, on urrente, orientado a
objetos, visual .) y su integra ion.
Espe i a ion y lenguajes de espe i a ion  Semanti a y su apli a ion al
dise~no, analisis y veri a ion, transforma ion o aprendizaje de programas.
Te ni as de analisis de programas  Compila ion y herramientas de implementa ion de lenguajes de programa ion
Te ni as de veri a ion  Sistemas de tipos

En un tiempo relativamente es aso se organizo un Comite de Programa formado por Jesus Almendros (Universidad de Almera), Mara Alpuente Universidad Polite ni a de Valen ia), Javier Esparza (Universidad de Edimburgo) Rafael
Cor huelo (Universidad de Sevilla), Fernando Cuartero (Universidad de CastillaLa Man ha), Juan Manuel Cueva (Universidad de Oviedo), David de Frutos
(Universidad Complutense), Manuel Hermenegildo (Universidad Polite ni a de

Madrid), Juan Hern
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an Iranzo
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e ni a de Madrid), Marisa
Navarro (Universidad del Pa
s Vas o), Robert Nieuwenhuis (Universidad Polit
e ni a de Catalu~
na), Fernando Orejas (Universidad Polit
e ni a de Catalu~
na),
Ri ardo Pe~
na (Universidad Complutense), Ernesto Pimentel (Universidad de
M
alaga), Isidro Ramos (Universidad Polit
e ni a de Valen ia), Mario Rodr
guez
Artalejo (Universidad Complutense), Ambrosio Toval (Universidad de Mur ia) y
Manuel Vilares (Universidad de Coru~
na). A
da para el env
o de traba jos, que tuvo
disponible, y se sele

ontinua i
on se difundi
o una llama-

onsiderable 
exito, dado el po o tiempo

ionaron los traba jos que in luye este volumen.

Estas jornadas se realizan
ne espe ial relevan ia las, ya

onjuntamente

on varios eventos, entre los que tie-

onsolidadas, VI Jornadas de Ingenier
a del Software
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Abstra t. In re ent works, a lazy fun tional logi language with multisets and onstraints, named SETA, was des ribed, in luding a Prologbased implementation and a well-de ned de larative and operational semanti s. In the present paper, we have hanged the urrent naive lazy
narrowing strategy implemented for SETA, in orporating a new demand
driven strategy whi h avoids, in some ases, unne essary omputations,
improving the behaviour of the strategy. Furthermore, we have developed
a omplete Prolog-based implementation of the language and we have inorporated it into the lazy fun tional logi system T OY , omparing the
old SETA implementation with the new one. Experimental results have
shown good performan e.
Keywords: Fun tional logi programming, lazy narrowing, multisets,
implementation.

1 Introdu tion
The integration of Fun tional and Logi Programming (FLP in short) aims to
ombine into a single paradigm the ni est properties of both fun tional and Logi
Programming (see [13℄ for a survey). In many approa hes to FLP programs are
seen as onstru tor-based onditional rewrite systems. This is the ase of the
CRWL-framework presented in [11℄, where lassi al equational logi is repla ed
by a suitable onstru tor-based rewriting logi whi h expresses properly the
semanti s of redu tion for lazy, partial and possibly non-deterministi fun tions.
Most approa hes to FLP, in luding CRWL, are based on free onstru tors.
However, in some ases the use of non-free onstru tors (in parti ular multisets) is very suitable to des ribe some kind of problems, su h as a tion and
hange problems [12℄, [20℄ or the General Abstra t Model for Multiset Manipulation (GAMMA) [8℄. In [7℄, authors extend the CRWL-framework in orporating
algebrai polymorphi datatypes. The new resulting framework, named ACRWL,
allows to deal with any kind of non-free onstru tors (in luding multisets). However, like CRWL, ACRWL only supports stri t equalities as possible onstraints.
The language SETA, rstly proposed in [5℄, is an attempt to integrate lazy fun tional logi programming with multisets, as well as various symboli onstraints
over datatypes (equality, disequality, membership and non-membership). More
on retely, the work [5℄ des ribes an exe utable Prolog spe i ation of the operational semanti s of SETA, whi h an be exe uted in any Prolog system with
the ability to solve simple arithmeti onstraints (needed to solve ardinality
onstraints). The operational and de larative semanti s of SETA, extended with
arithmeti onstraints, was presented in [6℄, where authors shown that SETA
is in fa t an extended instan e of ACRWL. It is an instan e in the sense that
?

This resear h has been partially supported by the the Spanish CICYT (proje t
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the multiset onstru tor is the unique non-free onstru tor onsidered, but it
is an extension sin e it in orporates primitive built-in data (the real numbers)
and onstraints in luding equality, disequality, membership and non-membership
(CRWL and ACRWL only support stri t equality). Some other interesting extensions of logi programming with (multi) sets are [20℄, [10℄, [15℄, [16℄, whi h use
set uni ation as a parti ular instan e of uni ation modulo equations [14℄; but
no on ern on programming with lazy fun tions is found in these proposals. With
respe t to fun tional logi programming, we an nd the higher-order language
Es her [17℄, where sets and multisets an be represented as fun tions rather than
using data onstru tors (as in SETA). The advantages of ea h representation are
problem dependent (e.g. see [17℄).
The aim of the present paper is to des ribe a new lazy narrowing strategy
for the language SETA, more lazy and eÆ ient than the presented in [5℄. In [5℄
authors use a naive lazy narrowing strategy, similar to that presented in [18℄,
but hanging the uni ation in order to take into a ount the ommutativity
axiom for multisets. As ommented in [18℄, [5℄, the naive strategy performs a lot
of redundant work, even more in presen e of multisets, where the existen e of a
unique most general uni er is lost. What we have done in the present paper is to
repla e the naive strategy by a demand driven strategy whi h improves substantially the behaviour of the language. The lazy narrowing strategy that we present
uses ideas in the spirit of needed narrowing [18℄, [2℄,[3℄ but with important modi ations. In fa t, the demand driven strategy in [18℄, modifying ex lusively the
uni ation to take into a ount multisets, is as bad as the naive. We have also
extended the syntax of SETA in luding ardinality onstraints, whi h are really
needed in order to dete t failures and su esses as soon as possible, without
evaluating any expression. Although, due to the la k of spa e, in this paper we
fo us on the des ription of a demand driven strategy for lazy narrowing with
multisets, we have also developed a omplete Prolog-based implementation of
the language, in orporating it into the lazy fun tional logi system T OY [19℄. In
fa t, we have three di erent implementations, one supporting the naive strategy
des ribed in [5℄, other with the demand driven strategy of [18℄, [2℄, [3℄ modifying the on ept of uni ation, and the last with the demand driven strategy for
multisets presented here. Experimental results have shown good performan e of
the last one.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se t. 2 des ribes the language
SETA as presented in [5℄, in luding a simple but illustrative example. Se t. 3
presents the demand driven strategy for lazy narrowing with multisets. Se t. 4
omments very brie y on the Prolog-based implementation for SETA and shows
several experimental results. Some on lusions are pointed in Se t. 5.

2 The language

SETA

Our presentation of SETA follows exa tly the lines of [5℄. In the urrent implementation, ardinality onstraints have been in orporated to lose SETA's syntax
to omputed answers (see next se tion).
We assume a ountable set
S TV of type variables A; B; : : : ; et . and a ountable ranked alphabet TC = n0 TC n of type onstru tors, in luding the multiset type onstru tor mset 2 TC 1 . Polymorphi types ;  0 2 TTC (TV ) are built
from TV and TC . In the following tvar ( ) stands for the set of type variables o urring in  . We de ne a polymorphi signature  over TC as hTC ; DC ; FS ; PS i,
where:
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is a set of typeSde larations for data onstru tors, of the form : (1 ; : : : ;
n tvar( )  tvar( ). We assume that DC ontains
! 0 , with
i
0
i=1
the type de larations f[ ℄g :! mset (A) (representing the empty multiset)
and f[  j  ℄g : (A; mset (A)) ! mset (A) (representing the multiset onstru tor1 ). The multiset onstru tor is governed by the equation (mset):
f[ X; Y jXs ℄g  f[ Y; X jXs ℄g. Here, we have used f[ X; Y jXs ℄g as an abbreviation for f[ X jf[ Y jXs ℄g ℄g. In the sequel we will ontinue using su h notation.
. FS is a set of type de larations for fun tion symbols, of the form f : (1 ; : : : ;
n ) !  .
. PS = f==; ==: (A; A); 2; 62: (A; mset (A))g is a set of type de larations for
predi ate symbols. == and == stand for stri t equality and disequality respe tively, whereas 2, 62 represent membership and non-membership respe tively.
We will write h 2 DC n [ FS n to indi ate the arity of a symbol a ording
to its type de laration. Assuming another ountable set DV of data variables
X; Y; et ., expressions e; r; l : : : 2 E (DV ) are built from DV , DC and FS .
Terms TDC (DV )  E (DV ) are built by using only DV and DC . A onstraint
' 2 R (DV ) is de ned as ' ::= e1 }e2, where e1 ; e2 2 E (DV ) and } 2 f==,
==, 2, 2= g.
A program rule for f 2 FS n has the form: f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) = r ( '1 ; : : : ; 'm ,
where the left-hand side is linear (i.e., without multiple o urren es of variables),
ti 2 TDC (DV ), 1  i  n, r 2 E (DV ), all variables o urring in r o ur also
in the left-hand side and 'j 2 R (DV ), 1  j  m. Program rules must be welltyped in the usual way; see e.g. [5℄. We de ne programs as pairs P = h; Ri,
where  is a polymorphi signature and R is a nite set of program rules for
de ned fun tion symbols in FS . Programs must be well-typed, i.e., all program
rules must be well-typed.
Goals G have the form: '1 ; : : : ; 'm , where 'j 2 R (DV ), 1  j  m, and
must be well-typed in the usual way; see e.g. [5℄.
A solution for a goal is a pair hSS ; i, where SS = fX1 = t1 ; : : : ; Xn = tn g
is a system of equations in solved form, i.e., ea h variable Xi o urs only on e
in SS, ti 2 TDC (DV ), 1  i  n, and  is a set of onstraints in solved form.
There are two kinds of onstraints in solved form: X== t (with t di erent from
X ) and t 62 Xs . SETA's implementation is designed in su h a way that SS is
omputed by Prolog's uni ation, whereas  is omputed by using a onstraint
store (whi h is updated by the proper implementation).
DC

n )

As an example, onsider TC = fa tion 0 ; bool 0 g, DC = fsleep ; study ;
work ; doShopping :! a tion ; true ; false :! bool g and the fun tion symbols
FS = fasBusy : (mset (a tion ) ; mset (a tion )) ! bool g. A multiset of a tions
represents the daily tasks of a person. The fun tion asBusy (M ; N ) below he ks
if M has to do at least the same tasks as N . Of ourse, the a tion of sleeping is
not onsidered. The ode for fun tion asBusy is the following:
Example 1.

fg
f j g
f j gf j g
(X
A possible goal for this program would be:
Y 2 f X jYs g asBusy f X jYs g f sleep work doShopping g
f jXs g
(R1 )
(R2 )
(R3 )
=

1

asBusy (Xs ; [ ℄ ) = true
asBusy (Xs ; [ sleep Ys ℄ ) = asBusy (Xs ; Ys )
asBusy ( [ X Xs ℄ ; [ Y Ys ℄ ) = asBusy (Xs ; Ys )

==

[

℄ ) ==

℄

;

([

The intended meaning of [ X
multiset Xs .

℄

;

[

;

;

℄ is to add a new

Y ; X == sleep
true ;

opy of the element

X

to the
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for whi h we expe t, among others, the solutions:
hfX = work ; Ys = f[ doShopping jZs ℄gg; fY == work ; Y == doShopping ; Y 2= Zs gi
hfX = doShopping ; Ys = f[ work jZs ℄gg; fY == work ; Y == doShopping ; Y 2= Zs gi
hfYs = f[ work ; doShopping jZs ℄gg; fY == work ; Y == doShopping ; Y == X ; Y 2= Zs gi
Note that, be ause of the axiom (mset), we get di erent solutions by binding
X and Ys onveniently. Note also that there are more solutions oming from
onsidering sleep as a possible element of Ys . In fa t, there are in nite solutions.

3 A Demand Driven Strategy for

SETA

This se tion des ribes a Demand Driven Strategy (ddsm, for short) to deal with
multiset uni ation, omparing this strategy with other existing ones. First of
all, note that as in AC1-uni ation (see [14℄), the uni ation between two terms
involving multisets may have several in omparable uni ers, even for very simple
uni ation problems, as e.g. [ X; Y ℄ = [ a; b ℄ (where X ,Y are di erent variables
and a,b di erent onstant symbols), whi h has two di erent uni ers X = a; Y = b
and X = b; Y = a. Another diÆ ulty is related to pattern mat hing. For instan e,
mat hing a given expression e with a multiset pattern su h as [ a Xs ℄ annot
be solved simply by redu ing e to head normal form (i.e., variable or outermost
onstru tor). Imagine that e happens to redu e to the expression [ b; a Ys ℄ ! This
shows that lazy evaluation is mu h harder to implement in presen e of multisets.
Nevertheless, laziness must be preserved as mu h as possible.
In [5℄ the authors present a Prolog-based implementation for SETA, based on
the idea of translating multisets into Prolog terms whi h keep information about
their ardinalities. Su h a representation turns out very useful when solving
equality or disequality onstraints sin e allows to dete t failures and su esses
without evaluating. As an example, a disequality of the form [ f; f ℄ == [ f ℄ ,
where f is a fun tion symbol de ned by the rule f = f (diverges) su eeds beause of dis repan y of ardinalities (f is not evaluated!). However, the proposal
of [5℄ has two important drawba ks. Firstly, there is a disagreement between
SETA's syntax and omputed answers. The reason is that multiset representation in Prolog, although ingenious, for es to use onstraints about ardinalities
whi h are solved by a onstraint solver (more on retely, by the solver for real
onstraints of Si stus Prolog [21℄). Hen e, omputed answers ontain ardinality
onstraints, not allowed in SETA's syntax. As an example, a goal of the form
[ X Xs ℄ == [ a; b ℄ would ompute the solution Xs = Ys : L ; L== 1 , expressing that both multisets have di erent ardinality. As shown by the example,
the answer ontains multiset variables (Ys : L) and real onstraints (L== 1) not
allowed in SETA's syntax. Se ondly, the lazy narrowing strategy they use (i.e., the
way of translating program rules to Prolog) is very ineÆ ient, even without using
multisets. More on retely, in [5℄ authors implement the naive lazy narrowing
strategy presented rstly in [18℄, but hanging the pro ess of uni ation to onsider multisets. As a result, any program rule of the form f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) = r '
is translated2 into the prolog lause:
f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ; H ) : unify (X1 ; t1 ); : : : ; unify (Xn ; tn ); solve ('); hnf (r ; H ).

f

g f g

fj g
f j g

f g f g

f j g f g

hf

gf

gi

(

2

Of ourse, all expressions o urring at the program rule at hand must be translated
into their orresponding Prolog terms. We are not onsidering su h a translation
be ause it is irrelevant for the understanding of the problem.
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The argument H of f returns the head normal form of the evaluation of the
rule, the predi ate solve solves the onstraint ', hnf omputes the head normal
form of its rst argument, returning the result in the se ond one, and nally,
predi ate unify uni es an expression with a term, possibly involving multisets.
As an example onsider the fun tion p whi h returns true if a multiset ontains
either the onstant symbol a or both onstant symbols a and b.
p (f[ a jXs ℄g) = true
p (f[ a ; b jXs ℄g) = true

g1
g2

=
=

b
a

h

= f[ g1 ; g2 ℄g

A goal of the form p (h ) == L returns the solution L = true twi e, sin e both
rules of p an be applied. Imagine the translation of p into Prolog by following
the naive strategy. In order to ompute both answers, we would need to all,
rstly to unify (h ; f[ a jXs ℄g) and se ondly to unify (h ; f[ a ; b jXs ℄g). The rst all to
unify omputes the head normal form of h (whi h is f[ g1 ; g2 ℄g), and afterwards,
tries to unify su h a head normal form with f[ a jXs ℄g by evaluating g1 (whi h
is b) to head normal form. Sin e b and a are not synta ti ally uni able, the
uni ation pro ess (embedded in predi ate unify ) mutates the multiset f[ g1 ; g2 ℄g
returning f[ g2 ; g1 ℄g. Then omputes the head normal form of g2 (whi h is a)
and again, he ks the synta ti uni ation, that in this ase su eeds getting
the rst solution. If we would want to ompute the se ond solution, solving the
all unify (h ; f[ a ; b jXs ℄g), then we would need to revaluate h, g1 and g2 to head
normal form. All head normal forms omputed to al ulate the rst solution are
lost!
As an improvement over the naive strategy without multisets, in [18℄ authors
spe ify a so alled demand driven strategy, using de nitional trees [1℄ to guide
uni ation with the left-hand sides of rewrite rules. The idea is roughly as follows:
given a set of rules S for a fun tion symbol f 2 FS n , we partitionate S a ording
to demanded positions. Ea h resulting subset Si will have demanded the position
i , i.e., in su h a position all rules in Si will have a term with a onstru tor at head.
As a onsequen e, in order to narrow an expression of the form f (e1 ; : : : ; en ),
the head normal form hi of ei will be omputed only on e, and after this, we
will apply the asso iated rule depending on the form of hi . Note that the naive
strategy would revaluate ei to head normal form as many times as rules in Si
before the rst one yielding su ess. As an example, fun tion p above would be
translated, following the demand driven strategy in [18℄ (modifying onveniently
the uni ation pro ess, as in the naive strategy), as follows:
p0 (A; H ) :- hnf (A; HA); p1 (HA; H ):
p1 (A; H ) :- unify (A; f[ Y jYs ℄g); hnf (Y ; HY ); p2 (f[ HY jYs ℄g; H ):
p2 (f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unify (Y ; a ); hnf (true ; H ):
p2 (f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unify (Y ; a ); hnf (Ys ; HYs ); p3 (f[ a jHYs ℄g; H ):
p3 (f[ a jYs ℄g; H ) :- unify (Ys ; f[ Z jZs ℄g); hnf (Z ; HZ ); p4 (f[ a ; HZ jZs ℄g; H ):
p4 (f[ a ; Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unify (Y ; b ); hnf (true ; H ):

Note that the rst argument of both rules for p is demanded sin e it has the
multiset onstru tor at head. For su h a reason, the lause p0 omputes the head
normal form of the rst argument (the evaluation always is required). Similarly,
the position o upied by the onstant a in rules for p is also demanded. Hen e,
the lause p1 omputes the head normal form for su h position. The se ond
lause for p2 orresponds to the se ond rule of p , that demands the evaluation
of the rest of the multiset. After this, su h a rule demands also the evaluation
of the head of the tail of the multiset, what is re e ted by lause p3 . If we
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onsider again the goal p (h ) == L, we an observe that the head normal form
of h is omputed only on e in order to apture both solutions. In general, this
improves the behaviour of the naive strategy. However, in presen e of multisets,
this ode may revaluate head normal forms in the same way that the naive
strategy does. The problem relies on the need of mutating. Let us follow the
exe ution of the goal from the all p1 (f[ g1 ; g2 ℄g; H ). The head normal form of
g1 (whi h is b ) is omputed. Sin e b and a are not uni able, then the uni ation
pro ess mutates the multiset returning the f[ g2 ; g1 ℄g (as in the naive strategy).
Then omputes the head normal form of g2 (whi h is a ) and again, he ks the
synta ti uni ation, that in this ase su eeds, getting the rst solution by
applying the rst lause of p2 . To ompute the se ond solution, by the se ond
lause of p2 , we need to evaluate g1 (previously omputed!) to head normal
form. Basi ally the problem now is that the evaluation to head normal form of
the elements of a multiset is not kept!
What we have done in the present paper is to modify the above demand
driven strategy in two senses: First, we have separated the uni ation pro ess
from the mutation pro ess, and se ond, we have mixed the head normal form
pro ess with the mutation pro ess. As an introdu tory example of the new resulting strategy ddsm, we anti ipate the new ode for fun tion p :
p0 (A; H ) :- hnf (A; HA); p1 (HA; H ):
p1 (A; H ) :- mutateHnf (A; HA); unifyHnf (HA; f[ Y jYs ℄g); p2 (f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ):
p2 (f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unifyHnf (Y ; a ); hnf (true ; H ):
p2 (f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unifyHnf (Y ; a ); hnf (Ys ; HYs ); p3 (f[ a jHYs ℄g; H ):
p3 (f[ a jYs ℄g; H ) :- mutateHnf (Ys ; HYs ); unifyHnf (HYs ; f[ Z jZs ℄g); p4 (f[ a ; Z jZs ℄g; H ):
p4 (f[ a ; Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unifyHnf (Y ; b ); hnf (true ; H ):

where unifyHnf does the synta ti uni ation between its two arguments, not
mutating. The need of this predi ate is due to the onstraints supported by SETA.
We will omment on this later. For the moment we an think only on synta ti
uni ation. Predi ate mutateHnf reorganizes the representation of a multiset in
di erent ways, trying to bring all the elements at the head position, omputing
their head normal forms. Now, the omputation of the goal p (h ) == L does not
revaluate anything. By p0 , the head normal form of h is omputed. After this,
predi ate mutateHnf returns f[ b ; g2 ℄g. Sin e the uni ation between a and b
fails, there is a ba ktra king pro ess over predi ate mutateHnf , whi h returns
as new solution f[ a ; b ℄g (does not destroy the previously omputed head normal
form). Finally, both lauses for p2 ompute the solutions.

3.1 De nitional Trees
In order to des ribe the ddsm strategy, we rely on the idea of using de nitional
trees [1℄,[18℄ as a tool to generate the Prolog ode asso iated to ddsm. However,
as we will see later, our de nitional trees are not identi al to the presented ones
in the previous works, sin e the presen e of multisets requires new kinds of nodes
in order to onsider the axiom (mset). Before presenting formally the algorithm
to generate de nitional trees, we need some auxiliary on epts similar to that
de ned in [18℄.

Preliminary notions Let f 2 FS n be a de ned fun tion symbol in a program
P = h; Ri:
. Rf stands for the set of all rules for f in P .
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A all pattern for f is any linear expression of the form f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ), where
ti 2 TDC (DV ), 1  i  n.
. A generi all pattern for f is any all pattern for f of the form f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ),
where Xi , 1  i  n, are pairwise distin t variables.
Let pat 1 and pat 2 be two all patterns. We say that pat 1 mat hes pat 2 i
pat 1 is an instan e of pat 2 via some term substitution (a mapping from DV to
TDC (DV )). Moreover, pat 2 is a variant of pat 1 i this term substitution is a
variable renaming.
Given a all pattern pat , P (pat ) denotes the set of all positions in pat , and
it is de ned re ursively as follows:
. P (t) = f"g if t 2 DV [ DC 0 , where
Sn " stands for the empty position.
. P (f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )) = f1; : : : ; ng [ i=1 fi  uju 2 P (ti )g, if f 2 F S n .
For instan e, if pat = f ( (X; Y ); d(Z; d); s(W )), then P (pat ) = f1; 1  1; 1 
2; 2; 2  1; 2  2; 3; 3  1g. u 2 P (pat ) identi es the subterm t of pat o urring at
position u. If t has a onstru tor symbol at head, then u also identi es .
For the example at hand, position 1 refers to (X; Y ) and also to . Similarly,
position 2  1 identi es variable Z . VP (pat)  P (pat ) denotes the set of variable
positions in pat . Following with our example, VP (pat ) = f1  1; 1  2; 2  1; 3  1g.
Let pat be a all pattern for a fun tion symbol f , whi h mat hes the left-hand
side of at least one de ning rule Rul  l = r ( ' in Rf . Let u be a position in
VP (pat ). We say that:
. u is a demanded position by Rul i l has a onstru tor at position u.
. u is a uniformly demanded position by a set of rules S  Rf i u is a
demanded position by every rule in S .
As an example, onsider the fun tion asBusy de ned in Example 1 together
with the generi all pattern pat = asBusy (X ; Y ). Position 2 2 VP (pat ) is uniformly demanded by RasBusy , sin e the se ond argument of all rules in RasBusy
has a (multiset) onstru tor at head. Position 1 2 VP (pat ) is demanded only by
rule (R3 ) (and also uniformly demanded by the set f(R3 )g), whi h has, in its
rst argument, the multiset onstru tor at head.
Generation of de nitional trees Let f be a de ned fun tion symbol. The
de nitional tree of f is built a ording to the re ursive algorithm dt below. A
generi all to dt has the form dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ), where pat is a all pattern,
oldpat is (intuitively) the last modi ed pat 's an estor in the tree, and S  Rf .
An initial all to dt is as follows: dt (pat ; pat ; Rf ), where pat is a generi all
pattern (note that in this ase oldpat = pat ). The algorithm termination an
be proved by onsidering that any all dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) veri es the following
invariant properties:
. S  Rf .
. pat = oldpat or pat = oldpat [Y =d(Z1 ; : : : ; Zn )℄, where Y is a variable o urring at a uniformly demanded (by S ) position in oldpat . The notation
pat [Y =t℄ stands for the result of repla ing in pat the variable Y by the term
t. In the sequel, we will ontinue using su h notation. Similarly, we will use
Zn to denote Z1 ; : : : ; Zn .
. If VP (pat ) has no uniformly demanded positions by S , then left-hand side of
rules in S are variants of pat .
.
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dt-Algorithm
Be ause of item (a.1) below, for the des ription of the algorithm we will
assume that all multisets o urring at left-hand sides of program rules have been
reorganized in order to put at the beginning all elements with a onstru tor at
head. For instan e, the multiset f[ X; a; Y ; bjZ s ℄g, where a; b are onstant symbols
and X; Y ; Z s are variables would be reorganized as f[ a; b; X; Y jZ s ℄g3 .

1. dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = ; if S = ;.
2. Otherwise, ompute VP (pat ) and distinguish the following ases:
(a)

Some position in VP (pat ) is uniformly demanded by S . Let u be the leftmost
one (this hoi e is arbitrary) and let X be the variable at position u in pat .
Let 1 ; : : : ; k be all di erent onstru tors o urring at position u in the lefthand sides of rules in S (we assume that these i are taken in textual order).
Let Sui be the subset of S omposed of those rules ontaining i at position
u (1  i  k ). For ea h i , 1  i  k , build the new all pattern:
pati = pat[X= i (X1 ; : : : ; Xmi )℄
where mi is the arity of i and Xj , 1  j  mi , are new variables.
(a.1) If u  p1  :::  pm 1  1 (m > 1) and the symbol at position p1  :::  pm 1
in pat is the multiset onstru tor4 , then:
dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = pat

1 :
2 :
:::

k :

(a.2)

mutate hnf
dt (pat1 ; pat ; Su1 )
dt (pat2 ; pat ; Su2 )
dt (patk ; pat ; Suk )

Otherwise:
If pat = oldpat[Y =f[ Z jZ s ℄g℄ then the de nitional tree has the
following form:

(a.2.1)

dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = pat

1 :
2 :
:::

k :

dt (patk ; pat ; Suk )

dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = pat

ase X of
dt (pat1 ; pat ; Su1 )
dt (pat2 ; pat ; Su2 )

(a.2.2)

Otherwise, the de nitional tree has the form:
1 :
2 :
:::

k :

(b)

3

mutate ase X of
dt (pat1 ; pat ; Su1 )
dt (pat2 ; pat ; Su2 )

dt (patk ; pat ; Suk )

Some position in VP (pat ) is demanded, but none of them is uniformly demanded. Let u1 ; : : : ; uk be those positions in VP (pat ) whi h are demanded,
taken in the same order as they o ur as demanded positions in the rules.
For ea h 1  i  k , we de ne re ursively the sets of rules Q0 = S , Qi =
Qi 1
Sui , Sui = fRul j Rul 2 Qi 1 demanding the position ui g. Let S0 be

Of ourse, there exists more possible representations. But we need only to ensure
that a,b are at the beginning. It does not matter the order between them.
4
As ommented at the beginning of this se tion, all demanded elements in a multiset
are at the beginning.
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the set of rules of S whi h does not demand any position (S0 = Qk ). Then
the de nitional tree has the following form:
dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = pat or
dt (pat ; oldpat ; S0 )
dt (pat ; oldpat ; Su1 )

:::

( )

dt (pat ; oldpat ; Suk )

No position in VP (pat ) is demanded. All the left-hand sides of rules in S are
variants5 of pat . Let pat = ri ( 'i , 1  i  m, be renamings of rules in S
with the left-hand side equal to pat, taken in textual order.
( .1) If pat = oldpat [X =f[ Z jZs ℄g℄, then the de nitional tree has the following
form:
dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = pat

( .2)

mutate try

hr1 ( '1
jr2 ( '2
j:::
jrm ( 'm i

Otherwise, the de nitional tree has the following form:

dt (pat ; oldpat ; S ) = pat

try

hr1 ( '1
jr2 ( '2
:::
jrm ( 'm i

Before explaining brie y the dt-algorithm, we are going to present an example showing the stru ture of the de nitional tree asso iated to the generi all
pattern asBusy (A; B ) from Example 1.

asBusy A; B
(hhhhhh
(
(
(
(
(
(
hhh
(
(
asBusy A; f g
asBusy A; f Y jYs g
(h
(((((( hhhhhh
B=f[ ℄g

(

(

)

ase

[ ℄)

B=f[ Y jYs ℄g

fR2 g

asBusy(A; f[ Y jYs ℄g)

try

mutate hnf
Y=sleep

asBusy(A; f[ sleepjYs ℄g)

?
true

try

?

asBusy(A; Ys )

(

[

or

℄)

fR3 g

asBusy(A; f[ Y jYs ℄g)
mutate ase
A=f[ XjXs ℄g

asBusy(f[X jXs ℄g; f[Y jYs ℄g)
mutate try

?

asBusy(Xs ; Ys ) ( X == Y; X== sleep

In general, de nitional trees show how to ompute goals by following the

ddsm strategy. In our example at hand, the evaluation of a all asBusy (e1 ; e2 ),
e1 ; e2 2 E (DV ), requires the evaluation of e2 to head normal form (h2 ) in order
to look for either the empty multiset (rule (R1 )) or the multiset onstru tor
(rules (R2 ); (R3 )). In the root, position 2 is uniformly demanded by all rules
of asBusy , thus the root is a ase -node. If h2 and the empty multiset unify,
5

Be ause of the

invariant properties.
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the solution true is returned (try -node). Otherwise, if h2 and f[ Y jYs ℄g unify,
we have two possibles rules ((R2 ), (R3 )) to ontinue (or -node), whi h do not
demand uniformly any new position. The leftmost subtree of the or -node works
only on rule (R2 ). Sin e su h a rule has the onstru tor sleep as rst element of
the multiset o urring at se ond argument, then a mutate hnf -node is required.
Su h a node indi ates that the multiset f[ Y jYs ℄g must be mutated in order
to put as head of the multiset the onstant symbol sleep (this pro ess will be
done by predi ate mutateHnf des ribed in Se t. 3.2). After this, a re ursive
all asBusy (A; Ys ) is exe uted (try -node). The rightmost subtree of the or -node
uses rule (R3 ). This rule demands the evaluation of e1 to head normal form (h1 )
without forgetting that we are in presen e of a multiset. For su h a reason a
mutate ase -node is required in order to possibly mutate the multiset f[ Y jYs ℄g.
If the uni ation between h1 and f[ XjXs ℄g su eeds, we an then apply rule
(R3 ). But sin e the last uni ation involved a multiset, now it is needed to use
a mutate try -node to take into a ount the possible mutations of f[ XjXs ℄g.
As we have just seen in the above example, a de nitional tree may have
or (item (b)), ase (item (a.2.2)) and try (item ( .2)) nodes (similarly to [18℄)
together with three new types of nodes (to manage multisets): mutate ase (item
(a.2.1)), mutate try (item ( .1)) and mutate hnf (item (a.1)). mutate ase and
mutate try nodes are needed to implement the uni ation modulo the equational
axiom (mset). A mutate hnf node, also manages multiset uni ation, avoiding
revaluations of head normal forms, as shown at the beginning of this se tion.
mutate try nodes are similar to try nodes, i.e., they are used to apply program rules in order to return a solution. The di eren e between these two nodes
relies on the presen e of multisets. If the last uni ation pro ess in the tree involved multisets, then a mutate try node is required in order to possibly mutate
the multiset before getting a solution. mutate ase and mutate hnf nodes are
similar to ase nodes in the sense that there exists a uniformly demanded position. Again, the di eren e relies on the presen e of multisets whi h requires the
mutation of the multiset (mutate ase and mutate hnf nodes) before evaluating to head normal form the demanded position. However, there are substantial
di eren es between mutate ase and mutate hnf nodes. A mutate ase node is
used in presen e of multisets not having demanded elements6 . Hen e, there is no
evaluation to head normal form of elements! On the ontrary, a mutate hnf node
is used in presen e of multisets of the form f[ tjXs ℄g, where t has a onstru tor
at head (i.e., the position of the rst element is demanded). In su h a ase we
need to mutate the multiset but also to ompute the head normal form of the
demanded element (trying not to lose it). For su h a reason, a mutate hnf node
does a spe ial kind of mutation whi h, simultaneously, evaluates the element to
head normal form and does the mutation. Any other possible mutation of the
multiset would not destroy the head normal form previously omputed.
3.2

Prolog translation of program rules

From a given de nitional tree for a fun tion symbol f , we an generate the
Prolog ode for f . The generated ode makes use of several auxiliary predi ates,
for whi h we are going to give a brief des ription:
. hnf (E ; H ) omputes a head normal for E in H . We remark that an expression
is in head normal form i it is either a variable or an expression with a
onstru tor at head. The Prolog lauses for hnf are:
6

Given a multiset

f[ t1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tn jX ℄g,

by elements we mean t1 ; : : : ; t

n.
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 n ); H ) :- !; f (E
 n ; H ):
hnf (f (E
hnf (E ; H ) :- H = E :

Note that the head normal form for a fun tion all is omputed by alling to
 n ; H ). This last predi ate will be spe i ed below, when giving
predi ate f (E
the algorithm whi h translates the de nitional tree of f into Prolog lauses
(whi h simulates the ddsm strategy).
. unifyHnf (E ; T ) uni es synta ti ally E and T (whi h are in head normal
form). Its asso iated Prolog lauses are:
unifyHnf (E ; T ) :- var (E ); !; extra tAndPropagateCtr (E ); E
unifyHnf (E ; T ) :- T = E :

=

T:

The rst lause of unifyHnf uni es a variable with a term. Sin e SETA inorporates onstraints, before doing the uni ation E = T , we need to he k
that E is not \ onstrained" by T . For instan e, if the variable E has as asso iated onstraint E == T , then the uni ation between E and T is not possible.
This is he ked by predi ate extra tAndPropagateCtr whi h imposes on T all
the onstraints asso iated to E . All onstraints asso iated to a variable will
be stored in a onstraint store. Whenever we impose a onstraint on a variable
X , su h a onstraint will be stored in the onstraint store. Similarly, whenever a variable X is bound to a term T , we will impose on T all onstraints
for X . The onstraint store is also used to ompute the nal solution, more
on retely, the part referring to onstraints in solved form. For su h a reason,
the onstraint store only ontains onstraints in solved form. Due to the la k
of spa e, we have fo used on the ddsm strategy, dis arding the management
of onstraints. Interested readers an onsult, e.g., [5℄.
Note that, di erently to [5℄, the predi ate unifyHnf does synta ti uni ation.
In [5℄ the uni ation is done modulo the equational axiom (mset).
. mutateHnf (E ; R ) reorganizes the representation of a multiset trying to bring
all the elements ( omputing their head normal form) at the head position.
For instan e, onsider the program rules f = 2 and g = 3, and the multiset
f[ f; g ℄g. A all to mutateHnf (f[ f ; g ℄g; R) would return f[ 2; g ℄g as rst solution
and f[ 3; 2 ℄g as se ond solution. The predi ate mutate is similar to predi ate
mutateHnf but without omputing head normal forms for elements. Thus, a
all to mutate (f[ f ; g ℄g; H ) would return f[ f; g ℄g as rst solution and f[ g; f ℄g
as se ond solution. The Prolog ode for mutateHnf and mutate is:
mutateHnf (Xs ; R ) :- var (Xs ); !; extra tAndPropagateCtr (Xs ); Xs = R :
mutateHnf (f[ E jEs ℄g; R ) :- hnf (E ; HE ); mutate aux (f[ HE jEs ℄g; R ):
mutate aux (f[ E jEs ℄g; R ) :- R = f[ E jEs ℄g:
mutate aux (f[ E jEs ℄g; f[ Y ; E jYs ℄g) :- hnf (Es ; HEs ); mutateHnf (HEs ; f[ Y jYs ℄g):
mutate (Xs ; R ) :- var (Xs ); !; extra tAndPropagateCtr (Xs ); Xs = R :
mutate (f[ E jEs ℄g; R ) :- R = f[ E jEs ℄g:
mutate (f[ E jEs ℄g; f[ Y ; E jYs ℄g) :- hnf (Es ; HEs ); mutate (HEs ; f[ Y jYs ℄g):
The g -algorithm

The g -algorithm generates all Prolog predi ates asso iated to a fun tion
FS n by means of its asso iated de nitional tree (the rst argument of
g ). The names of su h predi ates are built from the demanded positions in Rf ,
hen e the algorithm will have a se ond argument in whi h to keep the sequen e of
demanded positions (of the form u1 u2 : : : un ). A generi all to g has the form
g (tree ; positions ), whereas an initial all has the form g (dt (f (Xn ); f (Xn )); Rf ); "),
f

2
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where " is the empty sequen e of positions. A all to g (tree ; positions ) generates
Prolog lauses as follows:
(1) If tree = ; then g (tree ; positions ) = ;.
(2) If tree = pat
mutate hnf
1 : tree 1
2 : tree 2
:::
m : tree m
then, let NY be a new variable. By onstru tion of the de nitional tree,
oldpat = f (tj ), 1  j  n, and pat = oldpat [Y =f[ Z jZs ℄g℄. Let u  1 be the
position of Z and then u the position of the multiset f[ Z jZs ℄g in pat . Build
t0j as tj [Y =f[ Z jZs ℄g℄. Then the following lause is generated:
f positions (tj ; H ) :- mutateHnf (Y ; NY ); unifyHnf (NY ; f[ Z jZs ℄g);
f positions u :1 (t0 j ; H ):

(3)

and the alls g (treei ; positions u :1 ), 1  i  m, are generated.
If tree = pat mutate ase X of
1 : tree1
2 : tree2
:::
m : treem
then let N Y be a new variable. By onstru tion of the de nitional tree,
oldpat = f (tj ), 1  j  n, and pat = odpat [Y =f[ Z jZs ℄g℄. Let u be the position
of X in pat and HX be a new variable. Build t0j as tj [Y =f[ Z jZs ℄g℄[X=HX ℄.
Then the following lause is generated:
f positions (tj ; H ) :- mutate (Y ; NY ); unifyHnf (NY ; f[ Z jZs ℄g);
hnf (X ; HX ); f positions u (t0 j ; H ):

(4)

and the alls g (treei ; positions u ), 1  i  m, are generated.
If tree = pat
ase X of
1 : tree1
2 : tree2
:::
m : treem
then let u be the position of X in pat and HX be a new variable.
(4.1) If oldpat = pat = f (
tj ), 1  j  n, then build t0j as tj [X=HX ℄. The
following Prolog lause is generated:
f positions (tj ; H ) :- hnf (X ; HX ); f positions u (t0 j ; H ):

If oldpat = f (tj ), 1  j  n, and pat = oldpat [Y =d (Zk )℄ where d 2
DC k ff[  j  ℄gg, then build t0j as tj [Y =d(Zk )℄[X=HX ℄. Then the following
Prolog lause is generated:

(4.2)

f positions (tj ; H ) :- unifyHnf (Y ; d (Zk )); hnf (X ; HX ); f positions u (t0 j ; H ):

(5)

In both ases the alls g (treei ; positions u ), 1  i  m, are generated.
If tree = pat or
tree0
tree1
:::

treek

(6)

then we have the ode generated by the alls g (treei ; positions ), 0  i  k .
If tree = pat mutate try

hr1 ( '1
jr 2 ( ' 2
:::
jr m ( 'm i
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then let NY be a new variable. By onstru tion of the de nitional tree,
oldpat = f (tj ), 1  j  n, and pat = odpat [Y =f[ Z jZs ℄g℄. Build ri0 as ri [Y=f[ Z jZs ℄g℄
and '0i as 'i [Y=f[ Z jZs ℄g℄. Then, for ea h alternative, the following Prolog
lause is generated:

f positions (tj ; H ) :- mutate (Y ; NY ); unifyHnf (NY ; f[ Z jZs ℄g); solve ('0i ); hnf (ri0 ; H ):

(7)

These lauses are generated in the textual order of rules of f in the program.
If tree = pat try

hr ( '
jr21 ( '21
:::
jr ( ' i
If oldpat = pat  f (t ), 1  j  n, then for ea h alternative, generate
m

(7.1)

m

the lause:

j

f positions (tj ; H ) :- solve ('i ); hnf (ri ; H ):

If oldpat = f (tj ), 1  j  n, and pat = oldpat [Y =d (Zk )℄ where d 2
DC k ff[  j  ℄gg, then build ri0 as ri [Y=d(Zk )℄ and '0i as 'i [Y=d(Zk )℄. For
ea h alternative, generate the lause:

(7.2)

f positions (tj ; H ) :- unifyHnf (Y ; d (Zn )); solve ('0i ); hnf (ri0 ; H ):

In both ases, lauses are generated a ording to textual order of the rules of

f in the program. On the other hand, the predi ate solve solves the ondition

( onstraints) of a rule.

Example 2. The Prolog translation for fun tion asBusy in Example 1 generates
the following Prolog lauses:

asBusy (A; B ; H ) :- hnf (B ; HB ); asBusy 2 (A; HB ; H ):
asBusy 2 (A; B ; H ) :- unifyHnf (B ; f[ ℄g); hnf (true ; H ):
asBusy 2 (A; B ; H ) :- mutateHnf (B ; HB ); unifyHnf (HB ; f[ Y jYs ℄g)
asBusy 2 2 :1 (A; f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ):
asBusy 2 (A; B ; H ) :- mutate (B ; HB ); unifyHnf (HB ; f[ Y jYs ℄g); hnf (A; HA);
asBusy 2 1 (HA; f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ):
asBusy 2 2 :1 (A; f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- unifyHnf (Y ; sleep ); hnf (asBusy (A; Ys ); H ):
asBusy 2 1 (A; f[ Y jYs ℄g; H ) :- mutate (A; HA); unifyHnf (HA; f[ X jXs ℄g);
solve ([X == sleep ; X == Y ℄); hnf (asBusy (Xs ; Ys ); H ):

4

Implementation

Currently we have implemented ddms, the naive strategy in [5℄ and the demand
driven strategy (dds in the table below) in [18℄ modi ed to support multiset

management. The three strategies have been in orporated into the system T OY
[19℄ (implemented in Si stus Prolog) as independent modules. For an eÆ ient
implementation, several optimizations are required. As an example, following a
te hnique introdu ed by Cheong [9℄, we modify the representation of expressions
to support sharing. The system T OY in luding the module for ddms an be
loaded from http://titan.sip.u m.es/toy/multisets.tar.gz
Our implementation extends the language SETA presented in Se t. 2 with
arithmeti onstraints and also with ardinality onstraints. As ommented in
Se tion 3, the in orporation of ardinality onstraints to SETA lose the syntax of the language to omputed answers. The management of onstraints, as
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ommented in Se tion 3.2, is ontrolled by a onstraint store whi h keeps those
onstraints asso iated to a variable. Su h a onstraint store is updated ea h time
a onstraint is imposed on a variable. Also plays an important role when binding
variables, sin e it is ne essary to he k (by onsulting the onstraint store) that
the binding is possible.
To illustrate the performan e of our strategy we use the SETA program presented in Se tion 3 but adding a new onstant symbol and modifying the
fun tions g1 , g2 as follows:
g 1 = b ( genList (20000 ) == L
genList (0) = [ ℄
g 2 = a ( genList (20000 ) == L
genList (N ) = [ jgenList (N 1)℄ ( N > 0
The table below shows the time onsumed to obtain either all solutions or
the rst one (as shown in the table) of the orresponding goals. For the ase of
all solutions, the time needed to dete t that a goal has no more solutions is also
in luded. Time is measured in millise onds. On the other hand, in order to get
times, we have hanged the textual order of both rules of p . The goal -whi h is
a s heme goal over the parameter N - is p(f[ ; : : : ; ; g 1; g 2 ℄g) == L.
| {z }

N

naive
dds
ddms

(all

N=0
N=1
N=1
N=5
N=8
solutions ) (all solutions ) ( rst solution ) ( rst solution ) ( rst solution )

16330
10920
5670

19140
27070
5730

8150
24080
5750

8150
9575300
5750

8150
5750

5 Con lusions
The previous work [5℄ deals with the problem of implementing lazy narrowing
with multiset onstraints using the te hnique of translating into Prolog. More
on retely, the authors proposed a naive strategy for translating programs rules
into Prolog based on the idea of representing multisets as Prolog terms whi h
keep information about multiset ardinalitites. As ommented in [18℄ (but without multisets), the naive strategy performs redundant work be ause of revaluations of head normal forms. More eÆ ient strategies, su h as the demand driven
[18℄, adapted to manage multiset uni ation, are not very appropriated be ause
omputed head normal forms of multiset elements are, in general, lost. What we
have proposed here is a new strategy (ddsm) for lazy narrowing with multisets
whi h repairs some of the problems presented by the other strategies.
On the other hand, we have extended the syntax of SETA in [5℄ to support
ardinality onstraints and arithmeti onstraints. This repairs the problem in
[5℄, where omputed answers ontain information about ardinalities not allowed
in the syntax of the language. Due to the la k of spa e, we have fo used on the
presentation of ddsm, ommenting brie y on the rest of details.
Finally, we have developed a omplete Prolog-based implementation for SETA,
in orporating it into the system T OY [19℄,[4℄. Furthermore, we have also implemented the naive strategy [5℄ and the demand driven strategy [18℄ (modi ed to
manage multisets), proving that, in general, the behaviour of ddsm improves the
other strategies.
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Computational properties of term rewriting with
strategy annotations?
Salvador Lucas
DSIC, Universidad Politecnica de Valencia
Camino de Vera s/n, E-46022 Valencia, Spain
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Abstract. Strategy annotations have been used in several programming

languages to improve termination and eciency of computations. Eager
(rewriting-based) languages (e.g., Lisp, OBJ*, CafeOBJ, or Maude) interpret them as replacement restrictions in order to become `more lazy', thus
(hopefully) avoiding nontermination. In this paper, we investigate some
computational properties (termination and completeness) of programs
whose execution is controlled by strategy annotations.
Keywords: Declarative programming, replacement restrictions, term
rewriting, termination.

1 Introduction

A number of programming languages permit the explicit speci cation of strategies aimed at controlling the execution of the programs. For instance, strategy
annotations have been used in the OBJ family of languages1 (OBJ2 [FGJM85],
OBJ3 [GWMFJ00], CafeOBJ [FN97], or Maude [CELM96]) to introduce replacement restrictions aimed at improving eciency of computations (by reducing
the number of attempted matchings). Their usefulness has been demonstrated
in practice: in [FGJM85] the authors remark that, due to their use in OBJ2 programs, `the ratio between attempted matches and successful matches is usually
around 2=3, which is really impressive'. For instance, OBJs built-in conditional
operator has the following (implicit) strategy annotation [GWMFJ00]
op if_then_else : Bool Int Int -> Int [strat (1 0)]

which says to evaluate the rst argument until it is reduced, and then apply
rules at the top (indicated by `0'). Intuitively, this strategy annotation improves
eciency, since reducing the second or third argument of if only makes sense
after knowing the value of the rst argument. The presence of such `true' replacement restrictions (e.g., by forbidding replacements in the second and third
arguments of if) is also invoked to justify that OBJ programs are able to avoid
nontermination ([GWMFJ00], Section 2.4.4; [OF00]).
This work has been partially supported by Spanish CICYT and Conselleria de Cultura y Educacio de la Generalitat Valenciana.
1
As in [GWMFJ00], by OBJ we mean OBJ2, OBJ3, CafeOBJ, or Maude.

?
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Example 1. The following OBJ3 program (borrowed from [OF97]):
obj EXAMPLE is
sorts Sort .
op 0
: -> Sort .
op s
: Sort -> Sort .
op _::_ : Sort Sort -> Sort [strat: (1 0)] .
op inf : Sort -> Sort .
op nth : Sort Sort -> Sort .
var X Y L : Sort .
eq nth(s(X),Y::L) = nth(X,L) .
eq nth(0,X::L) = X .
eq inf(X) = X::inf(s(X)) .
endo

speci es an explicit strategy annotation for the list constructor `::' which disables replacements on the second argument. In this way, the evaluation of expression nth(s(0),inf(0)) always nishes and produces the term s(0), even
if the `in nite list' inf(0) is a part of the expression.
Using restrictions of rewriting may give rise to incomplete computations, i.e.,
normal forms of some terms could be unreachable by restricted computation.
In order to avoid this, negative indices have been introduced aimed at enabling
reductions on arguments `on-demand', where a `demand' is an attempt to match
a pattern to the term that occurs in such an argument position [OF00].
Example 2. The following CafeOBJ program (borrowed from [NO01]):
mod! TEST {
[T]
op 0
: -> T
op s
: T -> T
{strat:
op _::_ : T T -> T
{strat:
op 2nd : T
-> T
{strat:
op from : T
-> T
{strat:
vars X Y Z : T
eq from(X) = X::from(s(X)) .
eq 2nd(X::(Y::Z)) = Y .
}

(1)}
(1 -2)}
(1 0)}
(0)}

speci es negative indices in the strategy for ::. A local strategy such as (1)
disables the evaluation of 2nd(0::from(s(0))) into s(0), since reducing the
second argument of `::' is not allowed. On the other hand, with (1 2), the
following in nite reduction sequence is possible:
2nd(from(0))

!

2nd(0::from(s(0)))

!

2nd(0::s(0)::from(s(s(0))))

! 

Negative indices are aimed at keeping computations terminating, but providing
more opportunities for achieving completeness.
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In this paper, we investigate termination and completeness of programs whose
execution is controlled by strategy annotations. Following a recent classi cation
([Vis01], Section 5.7), we consider the following kinds of computational strategies
associated to strategy annotations:
1. E -strategy [Eke98,GWMFJ00], which permits us to completely avoid the
evaluation of some arguments of function symbols (in an ordered way).
2. Just-in-time [Pol01], which is designed to delay the evaluation of arguments
as much as possible.
3. On-demand E -strategy [OF00], which is similar to E -strategy, but enables
the evaluation of subterms `on-demand'.
4. Laziness annotations [FKW00], where the arguments of symbols can be annotated as `lazy'. No reductions should be performed for subterms of these
arguments unless needed for matching.
We use term rewriting systems (TRSs [BN98]) as a suitable computational model
for programs written in more sophisticated programming languages. We show
that context-sensitive rewriting (CSR , a simple restriction of rewriting that forbids reductions on selected arguments of functions [Luc98]) provides a suitable
framework for describing and analyzing computations with programs using positive strategy annotations (i.e., only non-negative integers are allowed) as used
in E -strategies and just-in-time. Due to lack of space, we discuss in detail only
these two computational interpretations of strategy annotations. A preliminary
analysis of completeness and termination of on-demand E -strategies and laziness annotations (covering, e.g., termination and completeness of the program
in Example 2) are given in [Luc01a,Luc01b].
Section 2 gives some preliminary de nitions. Section 3 introduces CSR . Sections 4 and 5 discuss termination and completeness of computations under the
E -strategy and just-in-time, respectively. Section 6 concludes.

2 Preliminaries
Given a set A, (A) denotes the set of all subsets of A. Let R A A be a binary
relation on a set A. We denote the re exive closure of R by R= , its transitive
closure by R+ , and its re exive and transitive closure by R. An element a A is
an R-normal form, if there exists no b such that a R b; NFR is the set of R-normal
forms. We say that b is an R-normal form of a (and that a is R-normalizing), if
b is an R-normal form and a R b. We say that R is terminating i there is no
in nite sequence a1 R a2 R a3 . Throughout the paper, denotes a countable
set of variables and  denotes a set of function symbols f; g; : : : , each having a
xed arity given by a function ar :  N. We denote the set of terms built from
 and by (; ). A context C [] is a term from ( 2 ; ), where 2 is a
new constant symbol. A term is said to be linear if it has no multiple occurrences
of a single variable. Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. Positions
p; q; : : : are represented by chains of positive natural numbers used to address
subterms of t. By , we denote the empty chain. Given positions p; q, we denote
P





2



X

f

g

!

X

T

X

T

[f

g X
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its concatenation by p:q. Positions are ordered by the usual pre x ordering .
Given a set of positions P, minimal (P) (maximal (P)) is the set of minimal
(resp. maximal) positions of P w.r.t. . If p is a position, and Q is a set of
positions, p:Q is the set p:q q Q . By os(t) we denote the set of positions
of a term t. Positions of non-variable symbols in t are denoted as os (t) and
osX (t) are the variable occurrences. The subterm at position p of t is denoted
as t p and t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at position p replaced by s. If
P = p1; : : :; pn is a set of disjoint positions (i.e., incomparable according to
), then we write t[s]P instead of t[s]p1 [s]pn . The symbol labelling the root
of t is denoted as root(t). A substitution is a mapping  :
(; ) which
homomorphically extends to a mapping  : (; )
(; ).
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l; r), written l r, with l; r
(; ),
l
and ar(r) ar(l). The left-hand side (lhs) of the rule is l and the righthand side (rhs) is r. A TRS is a pair = (; R) where R is a set of rewrite
rules. L( ) denotes the set of lhs's of . is left-linear if L( ) is a set of linear
terms. An instance (l) of a lhs l L( ) is a redex. The set of redex positions
in t is osR(t). A term t (; ) rewrites to s (at position p), written t p R s
(or just t s), if t p = (l) and s = t[(r)]p , for some l r R, p os(t)
and substitution . A term is a normal form if it is a -normal form. Let NFR
be the set of normal forms of . A term t is a head-normal form if it cannot be
rewritten to a redex. A TRS is terminating ifp is terminating. We say that t
innermost rewrites to s, written t i s, if t s and p maximal ( osR (t)).
A TRS is innermost terminating if i is terminating.
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3 Rewriting with syntactic replacement restrictions
Given a signature , a mapping  : 
(N) is a replacement map (or map) if for all f ; (f) 1; : : :; ar(f) [Luc98]. The inclusion ordering
on (N) extends to an ordering on M , the set of all -maps:  0 if for all
f , (f) 0 (f). Thus,  0 means that  considers less positions than
0 (for reduction). We also say that  is more restrictive than 0 .
A replacement map  speci es the argument positions which can be reduced
for each symbol in . Accordingly, the set of -replacing Spositions os (t) of t
(; ) is: os (t) =  , if t
and os (t) =  i2(root(t)) i: os (t i ),
if t . The set of positions of replacing redexes in t is osR (t) = osR (t)
os (t). In context-sensitive rewriting (CSR ), we (only) rewrite redexes at replacing positions: t -rewrites to s, written t ,  s, if t p R s and p os (t).
Example 3. Consider the TRS [NO01]:
! P
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!

2nd(x:y:z)
from(x)

!
!

y
x:from(s(x))

!

2 P

and (:) = (2nd) = (from) = (s) = 1 . Then we have:
2nd(from(0)) ,  2nd(0:from(s(0)))
where, since 1:2 os (2nd(0:from(s(0)))), -rewritting stops here.
f g

!

62 P

j

\
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The ,!-normal forms are called -normal forms. Let NFR be the set of normal forms of R. A term is -normalizing if it is ,! -normalizing. A TRS
R is -terminating if ,! is terminating (see [Luc96]). With innermost contextsensitive rewriting # , we only contract maximal positions (w.r.t. ) of replacing
p

redexes: t # s if t !
R s and p 2 maximal (P osR(t)). We say that R is
innermost -terminating if # is terminating.
A (non-deterministic) rewriting strategy for a TRS R is a function S that
assigns a non-empty set of non-empty nite rewrite sequences each beginning
with t to every term t which is not a normal form. A (non-deterministic) contextsensitive rewriting strategy (or just -strategy) for R is a function H that assigns
a non-empty set of non-empty nite -rewrite sequences each beginning with t
to every term t which is not a -normal form [Luc00]. We write t ,!H s if
H(t) contains a -reduction sequence ending with s. Given a -strategy H, a
-reduction sequence of the form t1 ,!H t2 ,!H    is called a H-sequence. An
H-sequence t1 ,!H t2 ,!H    ,!H tn is maximal if tn is a -normal form. The
-strategy H is -normalizing if, for all -normalizing term t, there is no in nite
H-sequence starting from t.
The maximal replacing context MRC (t) of t consists of the maximal part of
t whose positions are -replacing in t, see [Luc00]. Every one-step -strategy H
can be extended to a one-step strategy SH as follows:
8
H(t)
if t 62 NFR
>
>
< C[
SH(t1); : : :; SH (tn)] if t 2 NFR NFR , where
SH (t) =
C[ ] = MRC (t) and t = C[t1; : : :; tn]
>
:?
otherwise
Here, for a given context C[ ] and sets of rewrite sequences S1 ; : : :; Sn , issued
form terms t1; : : :; tn, C[S1; : : :; Sn ] is the set of sequences C[t1; : : :; tn] !+
C[s1; : : :; sn], where either si = ti (during the whole sequence) or si is the end
point of a sequence in Si (also, at least one of the si must be taken in this way).
4

E -strategy

A positive local strategy (or E-strategy) for a k-ary symbol f 2  is a sequence
'(f) of integers taken from f0; 1; : : :; kg which are given in parentheses (see
Example 1). A mapping ' that associates a local strategy '(f) to every f 2 
is called an E-strategy map [NO01]. Nagaya describes the operational semantics
of term rewriting under E-strategy maps as follows [Nag99]: Let L be the set
of all lists consisting of natural numbers. By Ln, we denote the set of all lists
of natural numbers not exceding n 2 N. We use the signature L = ffL j f 2
 ^ L 2 Lar(f ) g and labelled variables XL = fxnil j x 2 Xg. An E-strategy map
' for  is extended to a mapping from T (; X ) to T (L ; XL) as follows:

x2X
'(t) = xf nil ('(t ); : : :; '(t )) ifif tt =
= f(t1 ; : : :; tk )
1
k
' (f )
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The mapping erase : T (L ; XL) ! T (; X ) removes labellings from symbols in
the obvious way. The binary relation !' on T (L ; XL)  N+ (i.e., pairs ht; pi
of labelled terms t and positions p) is [NO01,Nag99]: ht; pi !' hs; qi if and only
if p 2 Pos(t) and either
1. root(tjp ) = fnil , s = t and p = q:i for some i; or
2. tjp = fi:L (t1 ; : : :; tk ) with i > 0, s = t[fL (t1; : : :; tk )]p and q = p:i; or
3. tjp = f0:L (t1 ; : : :; tk ), erase(tjp) is not a redex, s = t[fL(t1 ; : : :; tk )]p , q = p;
or
4. tjp = f0:L (t1 ; : : :; tk ) = (l0 ), erase(l0 ) = l, s = t[('(r))]p for some l ! r 2
R and substitution , q = p.
We write e 2 L to denote that item e appears somewhere within the list L.
Given a E -strategy map ' for  , we de ne ' 2 M as follows: for all f 2  ,
'(f ) = fi > 0 j i 2 '(f )g. We will drop superscript ' if no confusion arises.
We have the following.
Theorem 1. [Luc01b] Let R be a TRS and ' be a positive E-strategy map. Let
t 2 T (L ; XL), and p 2 Pos (erase(t)) be s.t. root(tjp ) = fL for some sux L
of '(f ). If ht; pi !' hs; qi, then q 2 Pos (erase(s)) and erase(t) ,!= erase(s).
Algebraic languages OBJ2, OBJ3, CafeOBJ, and Maude admit the speci cation
of E -strategies. Symbols without an explicit local strategy are given a default
one whose concrete shape depends on the language2 considered. Semantics of
OBJ programs under a given E -evaluation map ' is usually given by means
of a recursive evaluation function eval' (from terms to their sets of `computed
values') rather than specifying the concrete rewrite steps leading to computed
values [Eke98]. Nakamura and Ogata describe the evaluation strategy eval' for
positive E -strategy maps by using the reduction relation !' [NO01]: given a
TRS R = (; R) and a positive E -strategy map ' for  , eval' : T (; X ) !
P (T (; X )) is de ned as eval' (t) = ferase(s) 2 T (; X ) j h'(t); i !' hs; i 2
NF!' g.
Example 4. Consider the following TRS R [Eke98]:

! g(f(a))
!b
and the E -strategy map ' given by '(f) = (0 1), '(g) = '(h) = (1 0), '(a) =
(0), and '(b) = nil. Consider the evaluation of t = g(f(a)) (more precisely, the
evaluation of '(t) = g(1 0)(f(0 1)(a(0)))) using !' (we underline contracted
f(b)
g(x)

!
!

c
h(x)

h(c)
a

redexes in the `term' component of pairs):

hg(1 0)(f(0 1)(a(0))); i !' hg(0)(f(0 1)(a(0))); 1i
!' hg(0)(f(1)(a(0))); 1i !' hg(0)(fnil(a(0))); 1:1i
!' hg(0)(fnil(bnil)); 1:1i !' hg(0)(fnil(bnil)); 1i
!' hg(0)
(fnil (bnil)); i !' hh(1 0) (fnil(bnil ));i

2

For instance, in Maude, the default local strategy associated to a k-ary symbol f , is
(1; 2; : : : ; k; 0), see [Eke98].
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!' hh(0)(fnil(bnil)); 1i !' hh(0)(fnil(bnil)); i
!' hhnil
(fnil(bnil ));i

where hhnil(fnil (bnil ))); i is a !' -normal form. Then, h(f(b)) 2 eval' (t).

4.1 Termination
Given an OBJ program P with positive E -strategy map ', we let RP and 
be the TRS and replacement map associated to it. According to the previous
de nition of eval' , we can say that
P (or RP ) is ('-)terminating if, for all t 2 T (; X ), there is no in nite
!' -rewrite sequence starting from h'(t); i.
Thus, according to Theorem 1, we have the following.
Theorem 2. [Luc01b] An OBJ program P with positive E-strategy map ' is
terminating if RP is -terminating.

Theorem 2 connects termination of CSR and termination of OBJ programs
with positive evaluation strategies. Termination of CSR has been studied in
[GM99,Luc96,Zan97]. For instance, the OBJ program in Example 1 can be proven
terminating by using Zantema's techniques (see Examples 2 and 3 of [Zan97]).
However, termination of CSR only approximates termination of such OBJ programs.
Example 5. Consider the TRS [Gra96]:
f(a)
a

!
!

f(a)

,!

f(a)
b

and a local strategy ' such that '(f) = (1 0) and '(a) = (0). This TRS is
'-terminating, but it is not -terminating, since we have:
f(a)

,!   

The point here is that OBJ computations are `basically' innermost. Innermost
rewriting computations can be terminating even though the TRS is not terminating. This gives rise to the topic of innermost termination of rewriting which
has been studied in e.g., [AG97,Gra96].
Given R = (; R), we consider  as the disjoint union  = C ]F of symbols
c 2 C , called constructors and symbols f 2 F , called de ned functions, where
F = froot(l) j l ! r 2 Rg and C =  F . We say that an E -strategy map ' is
elementary if for all f 2 F , '(f ) = (i1    in 0) and ij > 0 for 1  j  n.
Remark 1. Contiguous occurrences of zero can be simpli ed into a single one
(Corollary 3.3 in [Eke98]). Since [Eke98,Nag99] largely motivate the interest in
requiring that 0 be the last index of local strategies associated to de ned symbols,
the only critical requirement which is introduced with elementary strategies is
that 0 occur only at the end of the local strategy.
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Computations with elementary strategies can be modeled using innermost CSR .
Theorem 3. Let = (
; R) be a TRS and ' be a positive elementary
E -strategy map. Let t (; ). If '(t);  ' s; p , then t # erase(s).
Without requiring elementarity of ', Theorem 3 does not hold.
Example 6. Consider , ', and t as in Example 4. According to Theorem 1, the
-rewriting steps associated to the evaluation of t are:
R

C ] F

2 T

X

h

i !

h

i

R

g(f(a))

# g(f(b)) ,

!

 h(f(b))

Due to redex f(b), the second -rewriting step is not innermost,

Theorem 4. An OBJ program P with positive elementary E-strategy map ' is
terminating if P is innermost -terminating.
For nonelementary E -strategies, Theorem 5 can fail to hold.
Example 7. Consider the TRS of Example 5 and ' given by '(f) = (0 1 0),
'(a) = (0), and '(b) = nil. Note that is innermost -terminating. However,
is not '-terminating, since we have:
f(0 1 0) (a(0)); 
' f(0 1 0)(a(0)); 
'
R

R

R

R

i !

h

h

i !



Since -termination implies innermost -termination (but not vice versa), analyzing innermost termination of CSR provides a more accurate framework for
proving termination of OBJ programs with positive, elementary E -strategies.

Theorem 5. Let P be an OBJ program with positive elementary E-strategy map
'. If P is terminating, then P is innermost -terminating.
Without elementarity, '-termination may not imply innermost -termination.
Example 8. Consider and ' as in Example 4. Note that is not innermost
-terminating, since we have:
R

R

h(c)

R

# g(f(a)) # g(f(b)) # g(c) # h(c) #



However, is '-terminating, since, as shown in Example 4, whenever (the labelled version of) the term g(f(a)) is reached, the derivation stops in h(f(b))
without producing h(c) which is needed to generate the cycle.
R

Related work In [FGK01], an inductive method is proposed to prove (ground)
termination of rewriting with positive E -strategies. We have checked that the

two examples used in [FGK01] to illustrate their technique can be easily proven
terminating by using Zantema's transformation [Zan97] and an automatic tool
such as Contejean and Marche's CiME 2.0 system3 . Moreover, we note that only
Theorem 2 is necessary to deal with these examples. On the other hand, in order
to be able to use their methods, it is necessary to use a di erent technique to
3
Available at http://www.lri.fr/~demons/cime.html.
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ensure that the constant symbols are terminating (w.r.t. computations guided
by the strategies). This is easy if there is no rewrite rule c ! r associated to any
constant symbol c. Note that '-termination of (a TRS containing) the TRS R,
a

!

f(a)

a

!

f

with '(f) = nil, could not be proven in this way. However, '-termination of
R is easily proved by using the -contractive transformation of [Luc96] (that
essentially removes the non--replacing subterms from left and right-hand sides
of rules), since the transformed TRS:
is clearly terminating.

4.2 Completeness

Computations with programs that use replacement restrictions may not directly
compute normal forms (i.e., terms without redexes), but rather normal forms
w.r.t. the reduction relation that is used for implementing computations (e.g.,
!'). This is the case with OBJ programs, where terms returned by eval' are
called E -normal forms (ENF s). We have the following.
Theorem 6. [Luc01b] Let R = (C ] F; R) be a TRS and ' be a positive Estrategy map such that for all f 2 F , '(f ) ends in 0. If s 2 eval' (t), then s is

a -normal form.
Correctness of OBJ computations (i.e., if s 2 eval' (t), then s 2 NFR) has been

studied in [Nag99] (Theorem 6.1.12) and [NO01] (Theorem 3.2 and Corollary
3.8). Here we consider completeness (regarding normalizations), i.e., if there
exists s 2 NFR such that t ! s, we want that s 2 eval' (t).
Normal forms of a term t can be obtained by successively computing its normal forms s, splitting s as s = C [s1 ; : : :; sn ] where C [ ] = MRC (s) and continuing the evaluation of t by (recursively) normalizing s1 ; : : :; sn (normalization
via -normalization [Luc00]). This works for replacement maps  which are less
restrictive than the canonical replacement map can
R . Given a TRS R = (; R),
is
the
most
restrictive
replacement
map
(in
M ) ensuring that the noncan
R
variable subterms of the left-hand sides of the rules of R are replacing, i.e., the
minimum  -map  such that 8l 2 L(R); Pos (l)  Pos (l) [Luc98,Luc00].
Theorem 7 (Normalization via -normalization [Luc00]). Let R = (; R)
be a left-linear, con uent TRS and  2 M be such that can
R v . If H is a
-normalizing -strategy, then SH is normalizing.
If R is '-terminating and ENF s are -normal forms, then, according to Theorem

1, eval' could be seen as the -strategy that associates to each term t the set
of all possible -rewrite sequences obtained by applying erase to terms in !' sequences issued from '(t). Then, we have the following.
Theorem 8 (Normalization via '-normalization). Let R = (; R) be a

left-linear, con uent TRS and ' be an E -strategy map such that for all f 2 F ,
'(f ) ends in 0 and can
R v . If R is '-terminating, then Seval' is normalizing.
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Related work With regard to the computation of normal forms by directly us-

ing the E -strategy, Nagaya provides conditions (on the TRS and the E -strategy
') ensuring that ' is normalizing, i.e., it is able to compute a normal form of
a term whenever it exists (i.e., he studies completeness of the E -strategy w.r.t.

normalization). However, these results concern quite a restricted subclass of orthogonal TRSs. Complementarily, Theorem 8 establishes that completeness is
possible for left-linear, con uent and '-terminating TRSs. However, we need a
`meta-operation' (namely, Seval' ) that uses eval' to obtain partially evaluated
results (i.e., E -normal forms) in order to obtain normal forms.

5 Just-in-time
Let R = (; R) be a TRS. According to van de Pol [Pol01], a strategy annotation
associated to a given symbol f 2  is a list & (f ) whose elements can be either
1. a number i with 1  i  ar(f ); or
2. a rule l ! r 2 R such that root(t) = f .
In principle, strategy annotations contain no duplicated items.
Example 9. Consider the TRS [Pol01]:

: if(true,x,y) ! x
: if(b,x,x) ! x
: if(false,x,y) ! y
Then, a possible strategy annotation for if is & (if) = [1,

, ,2,3, ].

We say that & is r-full if for all l ! r 2 R, l ! r 2 & (root(l)).
Given a strategy annotation, van de Pol describes the rewriting strategy that
it speci es. A strategy is seen as a function that,
given a term t, yields either
p
some rewrite of t, i.e., a pair (p; s) such that t ! s, or ? if no rewrite step has
been selected. Given a term t and a strategy annotation & , rewr& indicates the
(unique, if any) rewrite step that can be issued on t.
De nition 1. [Pol01] Let R = (; R) be a TRS, & be a strategy annotation,
and t 2 T (; X ). Then, rewr& (t) = rewr& (t; & (root(t))), where

rewr& (t; nil) = ?

; (r)) if t = (l) for some 
rewr& (t; (l ! r : L)) = (rewr
& (t; L) otherwise

(
i:p;
t
if rewr& (tji) = (p; s) for some p; s
rewr& (t; (i : L)) = rewr&[(st;]i)L) otherwise

p
We write t !
& s (or just t !& s) if (p; s) = rewr& (t) 6= ?. Thus, t is a !& normal form (or just a & -normal form) if and only if rewr& (t) = ?. Given a
strategy annotation & for  , we de ne & 2 M as follows: for all f 2  ,
& (f ) = fi 2 N j i 2 & (f )g. We will drop superscript & if no confusion arises. The
following theorem establishes a very close connection between !& and ,! .
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Theorem 9. Let R be a TRS, & be a strategy annotation, and t; s 2 T (; X ).
If t !& s, then t ,! s.
According to the de nition of !& , given terms t; s, and s , it follows that t !& s
and t !& s imply that s = s , i.e., each !& -reduction step is deterministic.
0

0

0

5.1 Termination
Given a term t and a strategy annotation, van de Pol de nes the reduction
sequence associated to t by concatenating !& -steps (see Section 2.3 of [Pol01]).
Thus, we say that a TRS is & -terminating if !& is terminating. According to
Theorem 9, we have the following immediate consequence.

R be a TRS and & be a strategy annotation. If
terminating, then it is & -terminating.

Theorem 10. Let

R is -

Termination of !& can be more accurately characterized as innermost -termination.
Conditions for doing this are similar to those given in Section 4.1 for E -strategies.

5.2 Completeness

According to Theorem 9, -normal forms are always & -normal forms. We also
have the following.

Theorem 11. Let R be a TRS, & be an r-full strategy annotation, and t 2
T (; X ). If t is a & -normal form, then t is a -normal form.
Therefore, for r-full strategy annotations, & -normal forms and -normal forms
coincide. In this case, !& can be thought of as the reduction relation ,!H
associated to a (one-step, deterministic) context-sensitive rewriting strategy H&
given by H& (t) = ft !& sg.
&

The main concern of [Pol01] is to achieve normalization using !& . The author introduces the notion of full (and in-time) strategy annotation. A strategy
annotation & is full if it is r-full and for all f 2  and i 2 f1; : : :; ar(f )g, i 2 & (f ).
A strategy annotation & is in-time if for all f 2  , : l ! r 2 R such that
root(l) = f , and i 2 f1; : : :; ar(f )g, whenever & (f ) = L1 L2iL3 , then i is not
needed for . Here, index i is needed for a rule : l ! r if lji 62 X or lji 2 X
occurs in ljj for i 6= j . For example, the strategy of Example 9 is full and intime4. There is a trivial connection between needed indices and the canonical
replacement map can.
Proposition 1. Let R = (; R) be a left-linear TRS and : l ! r 2 R. If
i 2 f1; : : :; ar(root(l))g is needed for , then i 2 can(root(l)).
R

R

4

The name just-in-time that entitles this section (and van de Pol's paper) corresponds
to the full and in-time strategy that can be automatically associated to a given TRS
(see Section 4 of [Pol01]). The just-in-time strategy is aimed at delaying (as much as
possible) the evaluation of arguments of function symbols. For instance, strategy & in
Example 9 is the just-in-time strategy that corresponds to the TRS in the example.
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However, there can be indices in can
R (f) that are not needed for any rule l ! r
such that root(l) = f.

Example 10. Consider the TRS R (based on [Pol01]):

: f(x,a) ! f(b,c)
:b!c
: g(f(c,c)) ! c
Index 1 is not needed for (which is the only rule associated to f). However,
1 2 can
R (f).
Van de Pol also provides the following normalization (partial) function:

De nition 2. [Pol01] Let R = (; R) be a TRS, & be a strategy annotation,
and t 2 T (; X ). Then, norm& (t) = norm& (t; &(root(t))), where

norm& (t; nil) = 
t
norm& ((r)) if t = (l) for some 
norm& (t; (l ! r : L)) = norm
& (t; L) otherwise
norm& (t; (i : L)) = norm& (t[norm& (tji )]i; L)
Then, he proves the following theorems.

Theorem 12. [Pol01] If & is in-time, then norm& (t) is the last element of the
maximal !& -reduction sequence starting from t.

Theorem 13 (Correctness [Pol01]). Let & be full and in-time. If s 2 norm (t),

then s is a normal form.

&

Unfortunately, no analysis of completeness is given for5 norm& . According to
Theorem 10 and Theorem 12, -termination of R implies that norm& is de ned
on all terms, i.e., it is actually a mapping. On the other hand, if & is full (as
required in Theorem 13), -termination and termination coincide. Thus, no clear
(or easily provable) bene t is obtained (regarding termination) from restricting
computations. We can improve this situation as follows.

Theorem 14. Let R = (; R) be a TRS and & be r-full and in-time. If s
norm& (t), then s is a -normal form.
5

2

In page 40 of [Pol01], van de Pol calls `a strategy annotation (& ) complete if norm& is
partially correct', i.e., `if norm& (t) = s, then s is a normal form of t'. We think that
this terminology is misleading, since it does not correspond to the standard notion
of completeness. This can eventually confuse the reader when the author claims that
`full and in-time are sucient syntactic criteria for completeness'. Moreover, in page
41, the author refers to completeness of E -strategy annotations which `is proved in
Theorem 6.1.12 of [Nag99] for full annotations ending in 0'. However, as remarked
above, this result concerns correctness; completeness (or normalizability in Nagaya's
terminology) is studied elsewhere in [Nag99], e.g., Theorems 6.2.8 and 6.3.8. On the
other hand, Nakamura and Ogata do not study completeness in [NO01].
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Now, if R can be proved &-terminating (e.g., by using Theorem 10), we can
use norm& (or H& ) as a -normalizing -strategy (where norm& (t) is the singleton containing the unique nite !& sequence starting from t and ending
in a -normal form of t) which can be used within the normalization via normalization process described in Section 4.2.
Theorem 15 (Normalization via & -normalization). Let R = (; R) be a
left-linear, con uent TRS and & be an r-full and in-time strategy annotation such
that can
R v . If R is -terminating, then Snorm (and SH ) is normalizing.
Unfortunately, r-full and in-time alone (i.e., without requiring can
R v ) do not
ensure correctness of the procedure.
Example 11. Consider the TRS R of Example 10 and the r-full and in-time
strategy annotation & given by &(f) = [2, ], &(g) = [1, ], &(b) = [ ]. Hence,
(f) = f2g, (g) = f1g, and (b) = ?. Then we have,
norm& (g(f(b,b))) = g(f(b,c))
which is not a normal form (but it is a -normal form). Now, by the normalization
via & -normalization process, and since the only non--replacing position of s =
g(f(b,c)) is 1:1, we recursively normalize sj1:1 = b and obtain s[norm& (b)]1:1 =
g(f(c,c)) which is not a normal form. Note that can
R 6v .
The reason for this `bad' behavior of r-full and in-time strategy annotations is
that `in-time' does not ensure that computations under (not full, but possibly
r-full) strategy annotations nally obtain head-normal forms.
Example 12. (continuing Example 10) Term g(f(b,c)) obtained as the evaluation of g(f(b,b)) is not a head-normal form, since we have
&

! g(f(c,c))

g(f(b,c))
and g(f(c,c)) is

&

a redex.
However, we have the following.
Theorem 16. [Luc98] Let R = (; R) be a left-linear TRS and  2 M be
such that can
R v . Every -normal form is a head-normal form.
And hence, according to Theorems 14 and 16, we have:
Corollary 1. Let R = (; R) be a left-linear TRS, & be r-full and in-time such
that can
R v . If s 2 norm& (t), then s is a head-normal form.
We note that left-linearity cannot be dismissed in this result.
Example 13. Consider the following TRS R [Luc01b]:
: f(x,x) ! c(x)
:a
!b
which is not left-linear, and let & be &(f) = [1,2, ], &(a) = [ ], and &(b) =
&(c) = []. Note that & is r-full and in-time. Term t = f(c(a),c(b)) is not
root-stable:
f(c(a),c(b))

! f(c(b),c(b))

and f(c(b),c(b)) is a redex. However, norm& (t) = t.
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Related work We think it fair to point out that `in-time' alone (i.e., without
fullness, or even with r-fullness) does not provide better results than obtained using E -strategies (concerning the ability of computing head-normal forms [NO01]).
This complements van de Pol's claim in the introduction of [Pol01] (see page 41):
`we generalize the mentioned results (by Nakamura and Ogata) by having a more
liberal criteria on a larger class of TRSs', since Nakamura and Ogata's analysis

also concerns strategy annotations which are not full. Moreover, Nagaya's result
on correctness of E -strategies (Theorem 6.1.12 of [Nag99]) is also valid for arbitrary TRSs. However, Nagaya requires that strategy annotations end in 0, at
least for de ned symbols; this is not necessary in van de Pol's approach.
6 Conclusions and future work

We have shown that the theory of CSR is useful for analyzing computations with
strategy annotations. The analysis of (innermost) termination of CSR provides
a characterization (which can even be complete) of termination of OBJ programs
with positive local strategies.
Nakamura and Ogata prove that E -strategies '0 which compute head-normal
forms (i.e., such that if s 2 eval'0 (t), then s is a head-normal form of t) can be
completed to E -strategies ' which compute normal forms (i.e., such that if s 2
eval' (t), then s is a normal form of t, see Theorem 3.2 in [NO01]). Therefore, this
is a result which ensures correctness of eval' if constructed from an appropriate
'0. We conjecture that '0 -termination of such E -strategies ensures completeness
of ', even without any `meta-operation' (e.g., Seval'0 ). In this way, proofs of
termination of CSR would be useful for ensuring completeness (or normalization)
of full E -strategies (and also full and in-time strategy annotation). A similar
statement would hold for just-in-time style. We plan to address these problems
in future work.
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Abstract. J. Launchbury gave an operational semantics for lazy evalu-

ation and showed that it was correct and complete w.r.t. a denotational
semantics of the language. P. Sestoft then introduced several abstract
machines for lazy evaluation and showed that they were correct and
complete w.r.t. Launchbury's operational semantics. We go a step forward and show that the Spineless Tagless G-machine is complete and
(almost) correct w.r.t. one of Sestoft's machines. In the way to this goal
we also prove some interesting properties about the operational semantics and about Sestoft's machines which clarify some minor points on
garbage collection and on closures' local environments. Unboxed values
and primitive operators are excluded from the study.

1 Introduction

One of the most successful abstract machines for executing lazy functional languages is the Spineless Tagless G-machine (STG machine) [5] which is at the
heart of the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) [6]. The compiler receives a program written in Haskell [7] and, after some steps and intermediate transformations, produces a program in a very simple functional language called the STG
language. This is the input for the STG machine. The back-end then generates
imperative code emulating the transitions of the machine.
The STG machine has proved to be ecient compared with some other machines for lazy languages such as the G-machine [2] or the TIM (Three Instructions Machine) [1]. But until recently there has been no formal proof of its correctness. This was provided for the rst time by J. Mountjoy in [4]. There, the
author starts from Launchbury's natural semantics for lazy evaluation [3] and
transforms it to successive more elaborated semantics. From these semantics he
derives a STG-like machine and proves its correctness w.r.t. the semantics. The
machine has a single stack (instead of three) and does not treat constructions as
normal forms. Additionally, he proves that the more elaborated semantics are in
fact equivalent to Launchbury's.
Launchbury's semantics is a good starting point because it has been accepted
de facto as the reference for de ning the meaning of lazy evaluation. It is however
debatable whether the right approach to proving the correctness of a machine is
to re ne the speci cation so that it gets closer and closer to the desired operational behaviour.
?
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In order to prove the correctness of the STG machine, we have followed a
di erent strategy. We accept Launchbury's semantics as the speci cation and
we continue with the abstract machines developed by Sestoft in [9] which were
shown to be correct and complete w.r.t. Launchbury's semantics. In order to
have a common language, we de ne a language similar to that of STG which
can be considered a subset of the language used by Sestoft's machines. Then,
we de ne and prove a bisimulation between the Sestoft machine called Mark-2
and the STG. The bisimulation holds for a single-stack STG machine. The one
described in [5] and implemented in the rst versions of the GHC compiler had
three separate stacks. We show that the three stack machine is not correct w.r.t.
to the semantics for some ill-typed programs.
Other contributions are: improvements to Sestoft's semantics in order to solve
a small problem related to freshness of variables and to take into account garbage
collection. Also, a property about Sestoft's machines environments is proved.
The plan of the paper is as follows: After this introduction, in Section 2
Launchbury's semantics is summarized. Then, Sestoft's and our improvements
are presented. Section 3 introduces Sestoft's Mark-2 machine and presents our
proposition about its environments. Section 4 de nes the STG-like language, the
single-stack STG machine and proves the bisimulation with the Mark-2 machine.
Section 5 shows that the three-stack STG machine is complete but not correct
w.r.t. the semantics. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions.1

2 Natural Semantics
2.1

Launchbury's original proposal

A well-known work from Launchbury [3] de nes a big-step operational semantics for lazy evaluation. The only machinery needed is an explicit heap where
bindings are kept. A heap is considered to be a nite mapping from variables to
expressions, i.e. duplicated bindings to the same variable are disallowed. The language used was a normalized -calculus, extended with recursive let, (saturated)
constructor applications and case expressions. To ensure sharing, arguments of
applications are forced to be variables. A grammar for this language is given
in Figure 1 where the overline notation A denotes a vector A1 ; : : : ; A of subscripted entities.
To avoid variable capture, the normalized language has the additional restriction that all bound variables (either lambda, let or case bound) in the initial expression must be distinct. (Weak head) normal forms are either lambda
abstractions or constructions. Throughout the paper, the symbol w will be used
to denote normal forms. The semantic rules are reproduced in Figure 2. There,
a judgement : e +  : w means that expression e, with free variables bound in
heap , reduces to normal form w and produces a nal heap . The notation
w^ means expression w where all bound variables have been replaced by fresh
names. We say that : e +  : w is a (successful) derivation if it can be proved
by using the rules. A derivation can fail to be proved for instance because of
entering in a blackhole. This would happen in rule Var when a reference to variable x appears while reducing expression e and before reaching a normal form.
i

1

Propositions proofs can be found at

n

http://dalila.sip.ucm.es/~albertoe.
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e!x
j x:e
j ex

j
j
j

-- variable
-- lambda abstraction
-- application
letrec xi = ei in e -- recursive let
-- constructor application
C xi
case e of Ci xij ! ei -- case expression

Fig. 1.

Launchbury's normalized -calculus

: x:e + : x:e
: C xi + : C xi
: e +  : y:e  : e [x=y] +  : w
:ex+:w
:e+:w
[ [x 7! e] : x +  [ [x 7! w] : w^
[ [xi 7! ei] : e +  : w
: letrec xi = ei in e +  : w
: e +  : Ck xj  : ek [xj =ykj ] +  : w
: case e of Ci yij ! ei +  : w
0

Fig. 2.
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Launchbury's natural semantics

As this is done in a heap not containing a binding for x, no rule can be applied and the derivation cannot be completed. Other forms of failure are those
corresponding to ill-typed programs or in nite loops.
The main theorem in [3] is that the operational semantics is correct and complete
with respect to a non-strict denotational semantics for the language, i.e. if e is
a closed expression, then [ e] 0 = v 6= ? if and only if there exist  and w such
that f g : e +  : w and [ w]  = v, being 0 the empty environment and  an
environment de ning the free variables of w and obtained from heap .

2.2 Sestoft's improvements

Sestoft introduces in [9] two main changes to the operational semantics of Figure 2: (1) to move the renaming of variables from the Var rule to the Letrec one,
and (2) to make in the Letrec rule the freshness condition locally checkable by
extending judgements with a set A of variables under evaluation. The rst modi cation aims at getting the semantics closer to an implementation in terms of
abstract machines. In the usual implementations, fresh variables (i.e. pointers)
are created when introducing new closures in the heap in the Letrec rule. This is
also more economical than renaming all bound variables in a normal form. The
second modi cation makes more precise the de nition of freshness: a variable is
fresh in a judgement : e +A  : w if it does not belong to either dom or
A, and it is not bound either in range or e. The modi ed rules can be seen in
Figure 3. In the Letrec rule, the notation e^ means the renaming e[pi =xi ] where
pi are fresh variables in the judgement : letrec xi = ei in e +A  : w.
The di erence between the new rules and the ones in Figure 2 is the place
where renaming is done. So, the only thing needed to prove the equivalence
between the two sets of rules is that there is neither name capture nor duplicated
bindings to the same variable.
Proposition 1 (Sestoft) Let e be a closed expression and fg : e +  : w
a successful derivation. Then, in no instance of rule App there can be variable
capture in e [p=x], and in no instance of rule Var is p already bound in .
Moreover, Sestoft proves that, in every derivation tree, there is a clean distinction
between free variables and bound variables in expressions appearing in judgements and in heaps. The rst ones are always pointers (in Figure 3 and in what
fg

0
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: x:e +A : x:e
: C pi +A : C pi
: e +A  : x:e  : e [p=x] +A  : w
: e p +A  : w
: e +A p  : w
[ [p 7! e] : p +A  [ [p 7! w] : w
[ [pi 7! e^i ] : e^ +A  : w
: letrec xi = ei in e +A  : w where pi fresh
: e +A  : Ck pj  : ek [pj =xkj ] +A  : w
: case e of Ci xij ! ei +A  : w
Fig. 3. Sestoft's natural semantics
0

Lam
Cons

0

[f g

App
V ar
Letrec
Case

follows, they are denoted by p), and they are either bound in the corresponding heap, or they are under evaluation and belongs to A. The second ones are
program variables belonging to the original expression (in Figure 3 and in what
follows, they are denoted by x or y).
Unfortunately, the proof of the theorem was done before introducing case
expressions and constructors and, when the latter were introduced, the theorem
was not redone. With the current Case rule the freshness property is not locally
checkable anymore. While reducing the discriminant in judgement : e +A  :
Ck pj , fresh variables may be created with the same names as bound variables in
the alternatives, without violating the freshness condition. Then, in the second
part of the premise, name capture may occur in expression ek [pj =xkj ].
In the next section we introduce a modi cation to the rules in order to keep
the freshness locally checkable in presence of case expressions.
A problem not addressed by Sestoft is garbage collection. One invariant of
the derivation of any expression is that heaps always grow with new bindings,
i.e. in every judgement : e +A  : w, it turns out that dom  dom .
We are interested in having a semantics re ecting that garbage collection may
happen at any time without altering the result of the evaluation. To this aim,
we develop a set of rules in which all heaps are assumed to contain only live
bindings. So, the garbage collector must be explicitly activated in certain rules.
This forces us to maintain new sets during a derivation in order to keep all the
roots of live bindings. This extension is also done in the next section.

2.3 A modi ed natural semantics

To solve the rst problem, i.e. having freshness locally checkable, we introduce a
multiset C of continuations associated to every judgement. The alternatives of
a case are stored in this multiset during the evaluation of the discriminant. We
say then that a variable is fresh in a judgement : e +AC  : w if it does not
belong either to dom or to A, and it is not a bound variable either in e, or in
range . or in any continuation of C .
To provide for garbage collection, we must rst decide which are the roots
of live closures. Of course, free variables of the current expression belong to the
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set of roots. By observing the rules, it is clear that the continuations in set
C should also provide additional roots. Otherwise, a minimal heap during the
derivation of the discriminant might not include bindings for the free variables
of the alternatives. Symmetrically, during the derivation of the normal form of
function e in rule App, we should include the argument p of an application in the
set of roots. So, we introduce an additional multiset B in judgements standing
for arguments of pending applications. A judgement will have the following form:
: e +ABC  : w where the intention is that be minimal w.r.t. e; B and C ,
and  be minimal w.r.t. w; B and C .
As the knowledgeable reader may have already noticed, set A is not an additional source of roots. This set represents bindings currently under evaluation
or, in more operational terms, pending updates. If the only reference to a pending update is that of set A, this means that the value of the corresponding free
variable will not be used anymore in the future. So, the variable can be safely
deleted from A, and the corresponding update avoided2. Moreover, we want to
have also minimal sets of pending updates in our derivations. This means that
the set A associated to the initial expression of a given judgement needs not be
the same anymore than the set A associated to the nal expression. To take
this into account, a last modi cation of judgements is needed. Their nal form
is the following one:
A : e +BC A : w
where and A are minimal w.r.t. e; B and C , and  and A are minimal w.r.t.
w; B and C . Its meaning is that expression e reduces to normal form w starting
with heap and set A, and ending with heap  and set A .
That heaps and sets of pending updates are minimal is just a property that
must be proved. To preserve this property in derivations, garbage collections and
trimming of pending updates must be activated at certain points. The semantic
rules exactly clarify which these points are.
De nition 2 Given a heap , an expression e, a multiset B of variables, and
a multiset C of continuations, we de ne the set of live variables of w.r.t. B; C
and e, denoted live BCe :
0

0

0

0

live BCe = x (L : L [ fv e [ B [ fv C

[ [ ffv e j (p 7! e ) 2 g)
0

0

p L
2

where fv e denotes the set of free variables of expression e, fv C is the obvious
extension to a continuation and x denotes the least xed-point.
De nition 3 Given a heap , a set of pending updates A, an expression e, a
multiset B of variables, and a multiset C of continuations, we de ne the live
BCe , and the subset of live updates of A
heap of w.r.t. B; C and e, denoted gc
BCe
w.r.t. ; B; C and e, denoted Agc :

f !7 j 7! e) 2 ^ p 2 live BCeg
\

BCe = p e (p
AgcBCe = A live BCe
gc

2

This trimming of the set of pending updates is done in the STG machine after each
garbage collection. See [5, Section 10.7].
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In a judgement A : e +BC A : w, if a minimal heap and update set should
be ensured before the derivation starts, we will write gc Agc : e +BC A : w,
meaning that the initial heap and update set should respectively be gcBCe and
AgcBCe . These gc annotations exactly mark the points in a derivation where a
garbage collection or/and a trimming of the update set may be needed.
The new set of rules is shown in Figure 4. Some explanations follow:
Maintaining the correct set of roots When evaluating the discriminant of
a case (see rule Case), the pending alternatives must be included in set C in
order to avoid losing bindings for the free variables of the alternatives. Also,
when evaluating the function of an application (see rules AppA and AppB), the
argument must be included in set B in order to avoid losing the binding for it.
Activating garbage collection in the appropriate points The gc annotation, meaning the trimming of a heap or of an update set, must be written in
those points where there may be the danger of dead bindings. These are:
{ in rule AppB, when the parameter of the function does not appear in the
body. There is a danger that the binding for p in  becomes dead.
{ in rules VarA and VarB, when the reference to p disappear from the current
expression. There may be no other reference to p either in e; B or C .
{ in rule Case, when a particular alternative is chosen. The discarded alternatives may have free variables that now are dead.
Avoiding unnecessary updates This is re ected in rule VarB. Assuming that
the pair (; A ) is minimal w.r.t. w; B and C , and knowing that p 2= A , then
the update for variable p may be safely discarded (compare with rule VarA).
Assuming no dead code in letrec Notice in the antecedent of rule Letrec that
no garbage collection is launched. So, we are assuming that all the new bindings
are live. This is not true if there exists dead code in the letrec expression. It
is easy for a compiler to eliminate unreachable bindings in a letrec. In what
follows we will assume that dead code has been eliminated in our programs.
New de nition of freshness In the consequent of rule Letrec a set pi of fresh
variables is created. A variable is fresh in judgement A : e +BC A : w if it
does not belong to either dom or A, and it is not bound either in range , e
or C .
We will see now that the properties desired for our semantics in fact hold.
De nition 4 Given a judgement A : e +BC A : w, we say that the con guration : e is ABC -good, if
1. A \BCe
dom = ;
2. live
= A [ dom
3. (bv [ bv e [ bv C ) \ (A [ dom ) = ;
where bv e denotes the bound variables of expression e, bv its extension to all
expressions in range , and bv C its extension to a continuation.
The rst property has a similar counterpart in Sestoft's semantics and it
asserts that variables under evaluation are not at the same time de ned in the
heap. The second one asserts that every free variable is either de ned in the
heap or is under evaluation and also that the pair ( ; A) is minimal w.r.t. B; C
and e. The third one asserts that free variables are di erent from bound ones.
0

0

0

0

0

0
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A : x:e +BC A : x:e
A : C pi +BC A : C pi
A : e +(B p )C A : x:e x 2 fv e A : e [p=x] +BC A : w
A : e p +BC A : w
A : e +(B p )C A : x:e x 62 fv e gc Agc : e +BC A : w
A : e p +BC A : w
(A [ fpg)gc : e +BC  (A [ fpg) : w
[ [p 7! e]A : p +BC  [ [p 7! w] A : w
(A [ fpg)gc : e +BC A : w p 62 A
[ [p 7! e]A : p +BC A : w
[ [pi 7! e^i] A : e^ +BC A : w where pi fresh
A : letrec xi = ei in e +BC A : w
A : e +B(C alts ) A : Ck pj gc Agc : ek [pj =xkj ] +BC A : w
A : case e of alts +BC A : w
0

0

[f g

0

0

0

0

0

[f g

0

0
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00

00
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0

0

AppA

00

00

AppB

0

0

0

V arA

0

0

V arB

0

0

[f

g

0

0

Letrec

00

00

Case

A natural semantics with minimal heaps and minimal update sets
De nition 5 A judgement A : e +BC A : w is promising if the con guration : e is ABC -good.
Fig. 4.

0

This de nition ensures that the starting point of a derivation already meets the
requirements we want for the whole derivation. The following proposition and
corollary establish that the desired properties in fact hold.
Proposition 6 Let A : e +BC A : w be a derivation using the rules of the
semantics. If it is a promising judgement, then
1. The con guration  : w is A BC -good
2. A  A
3. Every judgement in the derivation is a promising one.
Corollary 7 Let e be a closed expression and fg : e +
A : w be a
derivation. Then,
1. In no instance of rules AppA and Case there can be variable capture in
substitutions of the form e[p=x].
2. In no instance of rule VarA is p already bound in .
The di erences between our semantics and Sestoft's are two:
1. Sestoft's rules App and Var have been split into two in our semantics. In
the rst case, the distinction is due to the desire of not launching garbage
collection when it is not needed, but in fact both rules could be combined in
the following single one:
A : e +(B p )C A : x:e gc Agc : e [p=x] +BC A : w
A : e p +BC A : w
In the second case, our rule VarB does not add to the heap a binding [p 7! w]
that is known to be dead.
2. Our heaps and update sets are minimal in the corresponding judgements.
Otherwise, the semantic rules are the same. Once we have proved that free
variables in judgements are either de ned in the heap, or they belong to the
pending updates set, both semantics produce exactly the same derivations.
0

0

0

fgfg
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0

0

0

00

0

00
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Heap
=)
=)

Control
(e x)

e
y:e
e
[ [p 7! (e ; E )]
x
e
y:e
[ [p 7! (y:e; E )] y:e
0

=)
=)
=)
=)

Environment Stack
E [ [x 7! p] S
E [ [x 7! p] p : S
E
p:S
E [ [y 7! p] S
E [ [x 7! p] S
E
#p : S
E
#p : S

0

0

rule
app1
app2
var1

0

var2

E
S
letrec fxi = ei g in e E
S
letrec ()
[ [pi 7! (ei ; E )] e
E
S
case e of alts
E
S
case1
e
E
(alts; E ) : S
E [ [xi 7! pi ] (alts; E ) : S case2 ()
Ck x i
ek
E [ [yki 7! pi ] S
Ck xi
E
#p : S
var3
E
S
[ [p 7! (Ck xi ; E )] Ck xi
0

0

0

=)

0

=)
() pi are distinct and fresh w.r.t. , letrec fxi = ei g in e, and S . E = E [ [xi 7! pi ]
() Expression ek corresponds to alternative Ck yki ! ek in alts
0

Fig. 5.

Abstract machine Mark-2

3 Sestoft's machine Mark-2
After revising Launchbury's semantics, Sestoft introduces in [9] several abstract
machines in sequence, respectively called Mark-1, Mark-2 and Mark-3. The one
we will use for deriving an STG-like machine is Mark-2. There, a con guration
consists of a heap , a control expression e possibly having free variables, an
environment E mapping free variables to pointers in the heap, and a stack S .
The heap is a function from pointers to closures, each one (e; E ) consisting
of an expression e and an environment E binding its free variables to pointers.
The stack contains three kinds of objects: (1) arguments of pending applications,
represented by pointers; (2) continuations of pending pattern matchings, each
one consisting of a pair (alts ; E ) where alts is a vector of case alternatives and
E is an environment binding its free variables; and (3) update markers of the
form #p, where p is a pointer.
The reader may have already recognized that stack S represents in fact the
union of sets B; C and A we introduced in the revised semantics of Section 2.3.
The main di erence now is that these entities form a list instead of a set or
a multiset, and that they appear ordered from more recent to older ones. In
Figure 5 the operational rules of Mark-2 machine are shown.
We have followed Sestoft's convention that program variables are denoted by
x or y, and pointers by p. The machine never makes explicit substitutions of
pointers for program (free) variables as the semantics does. Instead, it maintains
environments mapping program variables to pointers. If e is a closed expression,
the initial con guration is (fg; e; fg; [ ]). The machine stops when no rule can
be applied. If the nal con guration has the form ( ; w; E; [ ]), then w has been
successfully derived from e and we write (fg; e; fg; [ ]) ) ( ; w; E; [ ]).
The main theorem proved by Sestoft, is that successful derivations of the
machine are exactly the same as those of the semantics.
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Proposition 8 (Sestoft) For any closed expression e, then
(fg; e; fg; [ ]) ) ( ; w; E; [ ]) if and only if fg e : +fg : w

It is worth to note that the correctness and completeness of machine Mark-2
w.r.t. the operational semantics (by transitivity, w.r.t. the denotational semantics), does not rely on programs being well typed. If a program is ill-typed both
the machine and the semantics will be unable to derive a normal form for it.

3.1 Some properties of environments

Mark-2 environments have a complex evolution: they grow with lambda applications, pattern matching and letrec execution; they are stored either in closures
or in the stack in some transitions, and they are retrieved from there in some
other transitions. It is natural to wonder about how much can they grow.
De nition 9 A closure (e; E ), is consistent if
1. fv e \ bv e = ; and all variables in bv e are distinct.
2. fv e  dom E .
3. bv e \ dom E = ;
This de nition can be easily extended to a continuation of the form (alts ; E )
and to a heap consisting of a set of closures.
De nition 10 A con guration ( ; e; E; S ) of machine Mark-2 is consistent if
1. is consistent.
2. The pair (e; E ) is consistent.
3. All continuations (alts ; E ) 2 S are consistent.
These de nitions only take care of program variables being well de ned in environments. That pointers are well de ned in the heap (or they belong to stack S
as update markers) was already proved by Sestoft for all his machines.
Proposition 11 Let e be a closed
expression in which all bound variables are
distinct, and (fg; e; fg; [ ]) ) ( ; e0 ; E; S ) any (possibly partial) derivation of
machine Mark-2. Then,
1. ( ; e0 ; E; S ) is consistent.
2. E exactly binds all variables in scope in expression e0 .
3. In any closure (e ; E ) 2 , E exactly binds all variables in scope in e .
4. In any pair (alts; E ) 2 S , E exactly binds all variables in scope in alts.
i

i

i

i

4 The abstract machine STG-1S
4.1 The common language

In order to get closer to the STG machine, rstly we de ne a common -calculus
for both machines, Mark-2 and STG. This is presented in Figure 6 and we call it
FUN. It is equivalent to the STG language (STGL) excluding primitive values
an expressed in a more traditional -calculus syntax.
Compared to the original Mark-2 -calculus (see Figure 1), it is clear that
FUN is just a subset of it, having the restrictions: that lambda abstractions may
only appear in bindings and that applications have the form x x understood
by Mark-2 as (: : : (x x1 ) : : :) x .
i

n

n
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-- n  0, application/variable
!xx
j letrec bind in e -- recursive let
-- constructor application
j Cx
j case e of alt j -- case expression
bind ! x = lf j
-- n  0, lambda form
lf
!  x :e
alt ! C x ! e

e

i

n

i

i

t

i

i

t

n

j

Fig. 6.

De nition of FUN

The notation  xi n :e is an abbreviation of xn :    :x1 :e, where the arguments have been numbered downwards for convenience. In this way,  xi n 1 :e
means xn 1 :    :x1 :e and x xi n means x x1 : : : xn . When n = 0 we will
simply write e instead of  xi n :e and x instead of x xi n .
A last feature added to FUN is trimmers. The notation lf jt means that a
lambda form is annotated at compile time with the set t of its free variables. This
set t was called a trimmer in [9]. It will be used when constructing a closure in
the heap for the lambda form. The environment stored in the closure will only
bind the variables contained in the trimmer. This implies a small penalty in
terms of execution time but a lot of space saving. Analogously, alti jt means the
annotation of a set of case alternatives with the trimmer t of its free variables.
When alti is pushed into the stack, its associated environment will be trimmed
according to t. Both optimizations are done in the STG machine, even though
the second one is not re ected in the rules given in [5].

4.2 Mark-2 machine for language FUN

In Figure 7, the transition rules of Mark-2 for language FUN are shown. Let us
note that the control expression is in general a lambda form lf . In particular, it
can also be an expression e, if lf = xi 0 :e. Also, all occurrences of superscripts n
are assumed to be n > 0. Note that, this is not a di erent machine, but just the
same machine Mark-2 executed with a restricted input language. Additionally,
there are some optimizations which do not essentially a ect the original behavior:
{ Original rule var1 has been split into three: the one corresponding to the
original var1 is now called var1c; the two other rules are just special cases
in which the expression referenced by pointer p is a normal form. The original Mark-2 machine will execute in sequence either rule var1 followed by
rule var2, or rule var1 followed by rule var3. These sequences have been
respectively subsumed in the new rules var1a and var1b.
{ Trimmer sets have been added to lambda forms and to continuations. Environments are trimmed to the set of free variables when new closures are
created in the heap in rules letrec and var3, and also when continuations are
stored in the stack in rule case1. This modi cation only a ects to the set
of live closures in the heap which now is smaller. Otherwise, the machine
behavior is the same.
In Figure 7, a new column Last has been added recording the last rule executed
by the machine. This eld is important to de ne stable con gurations, which will
be used to compare the evolution of Mark-2 and STG-1S (see Section 4.3).
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Heap
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Environment Stack
E [ [xn 7! p] S
E [ [xn 7! p] p : S
E
p:S
E [ [xn 7! p] S
E [ [x 7! p] S

x xi
x xi n 1
xi n :e
xi n 1 :e
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x
C xi
x
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n
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l
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var1a
E0
S
var1a
E [ [x 7! p] S
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var1b
E0
S
var1b
E [ [x 7! p] S
l
var1c ()
E0
#p : S
var1c
E
#p : S
l
var2
E
S
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in e E
S
l
letrec ()
E0
S
letrec
E
S
l
case1
E
(alts; E jt ) : S case1
E [ [xi 7! pi ] (alts; E 0 ) : S l
case2 ()
E 0 [ [yki 7! pi ] S
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E
#p : S
l
var3
E
S
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t
case e of alts j
e
Ck xi
=)
ek
Ck xi
=) [ [p 7! (Ck xi ; E jfxi g )] Ck xi
() e0 6= C xi y e0 6= xi n :e
() Variables pi are distinct and fresh w.r.t. , letrec xi = lf i jti
() Expression ek corresponds to alternative Ck yki ! ek in alts
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in

e, and S , E 0 = E [ [xi 7! pi ]

Abstract machine Mark-2 for FUN

De nition 12 A con guration ( ; lf ; E; S; l) of machine Mark-2 is stable if one
of these two conditions hold:
1. lf = e ^ l 2= fapp1 ; var3 g, or
2. S = [ ] ^ ((lf = xi n :e ^ n > 0) _ lf = C xi )
In the STG machine, lambda abstractions never appear in the control expression,
so it seems natural to exclude lambda abstractions from stable con gurations.
If the last rule executed is app1, then Mark-2 is still pushing arguments in the
stack and it has not yet evaluated the variable x corresponding to the function to
be applied. In the STG all these intermediate states do not exist. If the last rule
applied is var3, then the STG is probably still doing updates and, in any case,
pattern matching has not been done yet. As we want to compare con gurations
in which a FUN expression appears in the control, all these states must be
regarded as `internal'. The second possibility is just a termination state.
De nition 13 Let+us assume that m and m are stable con gurations of Mark-2
machine, and m ) m , (i.e. there must be at least one transition) and there is
no other stable con guration between m and m . We will say that m evolves to
m and will denote it by m )+s m .
0

0

0

0

4.3 The machine STG-1S

0

In this section we de ne an abstract machine very close to the STG [5] and show
that it is correct and complete w.r.t. Mark-2 of Figure 7. We call it STG-1S
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Variables pi are distinct and fresh w.r.t. , letrec xi = lf i jti in e, and S , E 0 = E [ [xi 7! pi ]
Expression ek corresponds to alternative Ck yki ! ek in alts
Expression e 6= C xi y e 6= xi n :e0
In rule 16, xi are arbitrary distinct variables.
k < n and 0 = [ [p 7! (n xi :e; E ); p0 7! (n k xi :e; E [ [xi 7! pi k ])]
Fig. 8.

Abstract machine STG-1S

because the main di erence with the actual STG is that it has one stack instead
of three. The single stack of STG-1S, contains the three usual kind of objects:
arguments of applications, continuations and update markers. Being faithful to
STGL, the control expression of STG-1S may have three di erent forms:
{ Eval e E , where e is a FUN expression (we recall that this excludes lambda
forms) and E is an environment mapping e's free variables to heap pointers.
{ Enter p, where p is a heap pointer. Notice that there is no environment.
{ ReturnCon C pi , where C is a data constructor and pi are its arguments
given as a vector of heap pointers. Also, there is no environment here.
We will call each of these expressions an instruction, and use the symbol i to
denote them. In order to better compare it with the Mark-2 machine, we will
consider a con guration of the STG-1S to be a 4-tuple ( ; i; E; S ), where
is a heap mapping pointers to closures, i is the control instruction, E is the
environment associated to instruction i in case the instruction is of the form Eval
e, and the empty environment fg otherwise, and S is the stack. In Figure 8, the
transition rules of STG-1S are shown.
We have numbered the rules with the same numbers used in [5] for easy
reference. As there is no explicit ag \ in FUN lambda forms in order to avoid
unnecessary updates, rules 2 and 2 re ect that no update frame is pushed in
the stack when explicit normal forms in the heap are referenced. Rule 2 does
not appear in [5], but it is implicit in rule 2.
0

0
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Now we proceed with the comparison. As in Mark-2, we rst de ne stable
con gurations in STG-1S. A stable con guration corresponds either to the evaluation of a FUN expression or to a termination state.
De nition 14 A con guration s = ( ; i; E; S ) of machine STG-1S is stable if
1. i = Eval e for some e, or
2. s = ( ; ReturnCon C pi ; fg; [ ]), or
3. s = ( [ [p 7! (xi n :e; E 0 )]; Enter p; fg; [p1; : : : ; pk ]) ^ n > k  0.
Con gurations 2 and 3 correspond to termination states. Notice in 3 that the
STG-1S may successfully stop with a non-empty stack. This would happen when
the initial expression evaluates to a lambda abstraction. As in Mark-2 machine,
we will use s )+s s0 to denote the evolution between two stable con gurations
in STG-1S with no intermediate stable ones, and say that s evolves to s0 . The
notion of consistent con guration for the STG-1S machine is the same given in
De nition 10 for machine Mark-2.
We will now compare two evolutions, one in each machine starting from
equivalent states, and show that they exactly pass through the same number of
stable con gurations and that the corresponding con gurations are equivalent.
This amounts to saying that there exists a bisimulation between the machines.
To simplify to notion of con guration equivalence, we will assume that both
machines use exactly the same fresh name generator in rule letrec. So, if the
generator is given the same inputs (i.e. the same control expression, heap and
stack), it will generate the same set of fresh variables.
De nition 15 A con guration m = ( ; lf ; E; S; l) in a stable state of machine
Mark-2 and a con guration s = ( 0 ; i; E 0 ; S 0 ) in a stable state of machine STG1S are said to be equivalent, written m  s, if
{ = 0 , and
{ one of the following possibilities holds:
1. i = Eval e ^ lf = e ^ E = E 0 ^ S = S 0
2. i = ReturnCon C pi ^ lf = C xi ^ pi = E xi ^ S = S 0 = [ ]
3. i = Enter p ^ 0 p = (xi n :e; E 00 ) ^ S 0 = [p1 ; : : : ; pk ] ^ n > k 
0 ^ lf = xi n k :e ^ E [xn ; : : : ; xn k+1 ] = [p1 ; : : : ; pk ]
The following proposition and corollary establish that STG-1S and Mark-2 machines bisimulate each other. By transitivity this shows that STG-1S is correct
and complete w.r.t. Launchbury's natural semantics.
Proposition 16 Given two stable and consistent con gurations m and s in respectively Mark-2 and STG-1S machines such that m  s,
1. If m )+s m0 , then there exists a stable and consistent con guration s0 such
that s )+s s0 and m0  s0 .
2. If s )+s s0 , then there exists a stable and consistent con guration m0 such
that m )+s m0 and m0  s0 .
Corollary 17 If e is a closed FUN expression, then (fg; e; fg; [ ]; ?) ) mf
in Mark-2 machine with mf = (; w; E; [ ]) if and only if there exists a stable
con guration sf such that (fg; Eval e; fg; [ ]) ) sf in STG-1S and mf  sf .
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5 The abstract machine STG
It has three stacks: the argument stack as containing arguments for pending
applications; the return stack rs containing pairs (alts ; E ); and the update stack
us containing update frames. An update frame is a triple (as ; rs ; p) consisting of
an argument stack, a return stack and a pointer p to the closure to be updated.
We do not show the STG rules as they can be easily derived from those of
STG-1S. A con guration will be a 6-tuple ( ; i; E; as; rs; us).
The two di erences with the STG-1S machine of previous section are:
{ Pushing and popping is done in the appropriate stack according to the rule.
{ Instead of pushing update markers, the STG machine pushes update frames
and leaves empty argument and return stacks in the con guration. When a
normal form is reached with empty stacks, an update is triggered.
Apparently, these di erences are not essential and one may think that the behaviours of both machines are the same. This is not the case as we will see in a
moment. The splitting of the single stack into three has the unfortunate consequence of losing the temporal order of events between stacks as and rs. Then, a
continuation pushed into rs before an argument is pushed into as can be retrieved
also before the argument is retrieved form as instead of after, as it would be the
case in the STG-1S machine. Consider the following ill-typed program:
e = letrec y1 = Nil; id = x:x in case y1 y1 of Nil ! id
which has no semantics. The STG machine reduces it as follows:
(fg; e; fg; [ ]; [ ]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Eval (case y1 y1 of Nil ! id); E1 ; [ ]; [ ]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Eval (y1 y1); E1 ; [ ]; [(Nil ! id; E1)]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Enter p1; fg; [p1]; [(Nil ! id; E1)]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Eval Nil; fg; [p1]; [(Nil ! id; E1)]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; ReturnCon Nil fg; [p1]; [(Nil ! id; E1 )]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Eval id; E1 ; [p1]; [ ]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Enter p2; fg; [p1]; [ ]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Eval x; [x 7! p1]; [ ]; [ ]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; Eval Nil; fg; [ ]; [ ]; [ ])
) ( 1 ; ReturnCon Nil fg; [ ]; [ ]; [ ])
where 1 = [p1 7! (Nil; fg); p2 7! (x:x; fg)] and E1 = [y1 7! p1 ; id 7! p2 ].
So, the correctness of the STG machine with three stacks relies on programs
being well-typed. This was not the case with the STG-1S machine: if a program
is ill-typed, both Launchbury's semantics and STG-1S will be unable to derive
a normal form for it.
However, the STG is complete in the sense that every successful derivation
done by the STG-1S can obviously be done by the STG. For every con guration
of the STG-1S we can exactly compute a single equivalent con guration in the
STG machine. The opposite is not true, i.e. given the three stacks as, rs and us
of STG, many di erent stacks for the STG-1S can be constructed by interleaving
the contents of the corresponding sections of stacks as and rs.
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6 Conclusions
The paper has followed all the way from an abstract operational semantics for
lazy evaluation such as Launchbury's, to a very concrete and ecient abstract
machine such as the STG. Part of that way had already been followed by Sestoft
in [9]. We have started at one of his machines, the Mark-2, and have shown that
a STG machine with one stack can be derived from it, and that a bisimulation
can be de ned between both.
We have solved a small problem of Sestoft's semantics regarding freshness of
variables and also added some garbage collection considerations to his semantics.
As a result, the stack of Sestoft's machines appears very naturally as a transformation of some sets A; B and C needed by the semantics in order to have a
complete control over freshness and over live closures. It is interesting to note
that the optimization of not using the set of update markers as roots for the
garbage collector can be easily understood at the semantic level.
We have also shown that the correctness of the three stacks STG machine
as described in [5] relies on program being well-typed. This was an underlying
assumption which was not explicitly stated in that description.
The obvious solution to this `problem' is to come back to a single stack machine, and this seems to be the option recently chosen by GHC's implementors
(although probably due to di erent reasons) [8]. Having only one stack complicates the garbage collector task because pointers and non-pointers must be
clearly distinguished. The presence of unboxed primitive values in the stack
makes the problem even worse. In compensation, update markers are smaller
than update frames and, most important of all, the temporal order of events is
preserved.
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Abstra t. Non-deterministi
omputations greatly enhan e the expressive power of fun tional logi programs, but are often omputationally
expensive. We analyze two programming te hniques that improve the
time and memory eÆ ien y of some non-deterministi omputations.
These te hniques rely on the introdu tion of a new symbol into the signature of a program. In one te hnique this symbol is a polymorphi
de ned operation, in the other an overloaded onstru tor. Our programming te hniques may save exe ution time by redu ing the number of
steps of a omputation, as well as memory o upation, by redu ing the
number of terms onstru ted by a omputation. We show how to apply
our te hniques using some examples, and informally reason about their
e e ts.

1 Introdu tion
Fun tional logi programming studies the design and implementation of programming languages that integrate both fun tional programming and logi programming into a homogeneous paradigm. In re ent years, it has be ome in reasingly evident that non-determinism is an essential feature of these integrated
languages. Non-determinism is a ornerstone of logi programming. It allows
problem solving using programs that are textually shorter, easier to understand
and maintain, and more de larative than their deterministi ounterparts.
In a fun tional logi programming language, non-deterministi omputations
are modeled by the de ned operations of a onstru tor-based left linear onditional rewrite system. With respe t to logi omputations, whi h are based on
resolution, fun tional logi omputations are nested and therefore an be lazily
exe uted. The ombination of these features makes fun tional logi languages
both more expressive than fun tional languages and more eÆ ient than traditional logi languages.
1
2
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A typi al approa h to the de nition of non-deterministi omputations is by
means of the de ned operations of a onstru tor based non- on uent rewrite
system. The following emblemati example [8, Ex. 2℄ de nes an operation, oin,
that non-deterministi ally returns either zero or one. Natural numbers, represented in Peano notation, are de ned by the datatype (or sort) nat.
datatype nat = 0 | s nat
oin = 0
oin = s 0

Rewrite systems with operations su h as oin are non- on uent. A omputation
in these rewrite systems may have distin t normal forms and/or non terminate.
To understand non-determinism in the ontext of a omputation, onsider the
following operations:
add 0 Y = Y
add (s X) Y = s (add X Y)
positive 0 = false
positive (s -) = true

The evaluation of a term su h as positive (add oin 0) requires the evaluation of subterm oin. This subterm has two repla ements, i.e., 0 and s 0.
Ea h repla ement leads to a di erent nal result. The hoi e between these two
repla ements is non-deterministi . Assuming that non-determinism is appropriately used in the program where the evaluation o urs, there is no feasible means
of de iding whi h repla ement should be hosen at the time oin is evaluated.
Therefore, evaluation under both repla ements must be onsidered.
To ensure operational ompleteness, all the possible repla ements of a nondeterministi omputation must be exe uted fairly. In fa t, if one repla ement
is exe uted only after the omputation of another repla ement is ompleted,
the se ond repla ement will never be exe uted if the omputation of the rst
repla ement does not terminate. Thus, ontinuing with our example, to ompute positive (add oin 0) one must ompute fairly and independently both
positive (add 0 0) and positive (add (s 0) 0).
This approa h, whi h we refer to as fair independent omputations, aptures
the intended semanti s, but learly it is omputationally ostly. In some situations the ost of fair independent omputations might be avoided. For example,
de ne a \bigger" variant of oin:
bigger = s 0
bigger = s (s 0)

and onsider again the previous example, but invoking bigger instead of oin.
The evaluation of positive (add bigger 0), whi h will be shown in its entirety
later, may be arried on, as in the previous example, using fair independent
omputations. However, this is not ne essary. The omputation has a single result
that may be obtained using only deterministi hoi es. Avoiding fair independent
omputations saves exe ution time, memory o upation, and the dupli ation of
the result.
In this paper, we dis uss two programming te hniques that have been onsidered within a proje t aiming at the implementation of a ba k-end for a wide lass
of fun tional logi languages [7℄. In some ases, these te hniques have the po-
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tential to o er substantial improvements. In other ases, they tend to onsume
slightly more memory, but without a substantial slowdown. We are urrently
working to assess whether either or both te hniques should be deployed in the
ba k-end: this do ument is a report of our preliminary ndings.
Se tion 2 dis usses the usefulness of non-deterministi omputations in fun tional logi programs and how they are related to our work. Se tion 3 justi es
our overall approa h to measuring the eÆ ien y of a omputation. Se tion 4
presents the programming te hniques that are the fo us of our work. In some
ases, these te hniques redu e the omputing time and/or the memory onsumption attributed to non-deterministi omputations. Se tion 5 dis usses, both theoreti ally and experimentally, the e e ts of our te hniques on some examples.
Se tion 6 ontains our on lusions.
2

Non-Determinism

Non-determinism is an essential feature of logi programming, perhaps the single
most important reason for its a eptan e and su ess. Some early proposals
of fun tional logi programming languages negle ted this aspe t. Programs in
these early languages were modeled by weakly orthogonal rewrite systems. In
these languages, the results of non-deterministi omputations are obtained by
instantiating the arguments of a predi ate. A serious drawba k of this situation is
that a non-deterministi omputation annot be fun tionally nested in another
omputation. The lazy evaluation of non-deterministi omputations be omes
impossible and the eÆ ien y of a program may in ur severe losses.
More re ently [4, 8℄, non-determinism in fun tional logi programming has
been des ribed using the operations of a non- on uent Term Rewriting System
(TRS). These operations are quite expressive, in that they allow a programmer
to translate problems into programs with a minimal e ort. For example, the
following operation omputes a non-empty regular expression over an alphabet
of symbols. Ea h non-empty regular expression is obtained by appropriate nondeterministi hoi es of a omputation.
regexp
regexp
regexp
regexp
regexp

X
X
X
X
X

=
=
=
=
=

X
"(" ++
regexp
regexp
regexp

regexp X ++ ")"
X ++ regexp X
X ++ "*"
X ++ "|" ++ regexp X
The de nition of operation regexp losely resembles the formal de nition of
regular expression, e.g., as found in [1, p. 94℄. This transparen y in semanti s

an be very onvenient for the programmer. For example, to re ognize whether a
string s denotes a well-formed non-empty regular expression over some alphabet
a, it suÆ es to evaluate regexp a = s,
Non-deterministi operations support a terse programming style, but may
impose a sti penalty on exe ution performan e. In pra ti e, several omputations originating from a non-deterministi hoi e may have to be exe uted fairly.
Therefore, te hniques to improve the eÆ ien y of non-deterministi omputations, in parti ular to limit the number of fair independent omputations that
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originate from a non-deterministi hoi e, are quite useful. The overall goal of
this paper is the study of two te hniques for this purpose.

3 Cost Analysis
The most ommon approa h to analyzing the eÆ ien y of a program is measuring its exe ution time and memory o upation. We measure the exe ution
time of ben hmark programs by means of primitives available in our run-time
environment. In addition to measuring the amount of memory used during the
exe ution of a program by means of primitives, we ompute the amount of memory used by simple ben hmarks using a theoreti al te hnique. In this se tion, we
dis uss this theoreti al approa h to memory usage measurement.
Our starting point is the number of appli ations ost riterion de ned in earlier work on partial evaluation [2, Def. 2℄. This riterion intends to measure the
storage that must be allo ated for exe uting a omputation. We adapt the riterion to the behavior of our run-time environment. We also address the problems
of non-deterministi steps. We show that non-determinism, whi h is not onsidered in the earlier de nition, adds an interesting twist to the situation.
The following de nitions formalize our adaptation of the ost riterion \number of appli ations."

De nition 1 (number of appli ations). We denote by A an overloaded fun tion, alled the number of appli ations, as follows:
- If t is a term, A(t) = p2P (t) (arity (root(tjp )) + 1), where P (u) is the set
of positions of non variable symbols of arity greater than zero in any term
u, root(u) is the root symbol of any term u, and arity(f ) is the arity of any
symbol f .
- If R  l ! r is a rewrite rule,1 we de ne A(R) = A(r).
- If C  t !R1 t1 !R2    !Rn tn is a omputation of a term t to a onstru tor term tn , we de ne A(C ) = A(tn ) + in=1 A(Ri ).

The number of appli ations of a term t is the total number of o urren es of
n-ary symbols, with n > 0, in t, plus their arities. In our run-time environment
(and, we believe, in many lazy language implementations) it is appropriate to
onsider both de ned operation and onstru tor symbols o urring in the term.
The number of appli ations of a omputation a ounts for the number of appliations of ea h step and the number of appli ations of the result. In a run-time
environment that supports in-pla e updates, it would not be ne essary to a ount for the number of appli ations of the result. We use the implementation of
narrowing in Prolog des ribed in [6℄. We have veri ed on several simple programs
that this implementation allo ates memory in a ordan e to our de nition.
Earlier work [2℄ shows that the number of redu tion steps of a omputation
is weakly orrelated to its exe ution time. Nevertheless, we ount the number of
steps [2, Def. 1℄ of a omputation, sin e the omputation of all ost riteria in
this work is based on steps.
1

Without loss of generality, we

onsider only un onditional rules [5℄.
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Most ost analysis te hniques in the literature are proposed for deterministi
omputations. Non-deterministi omputations in fun tional logi programming
are a relatively newer on ept, and introdu e signi ant theoreti al and pra ti al
ompli ations.
To ensure operational ompleteness, non-deterministi omputations must be
exe uted fairly. A onsequen e of this ondition is that when a program outputs a
result (derived, for example, by using the rst alternative in a non-deterministi
omputation) the time and spa e resour es onsumed from the beginning of
the exe ution to the time of the output may not be a orre t indi ation of
the ost of omputing that result. The reason is that the measured values may
in lude resour es spent to partially ompute other results that have not yet been
output. The extent of these omputations, and onsequently a quanti ation of
the resour es spent by these omputations, are generally diÆ ult to estimate.
A better approa h would be to measure the resour es needed to ompute all
the results of a non-deterministi omputation, but this is impossible in pra ti e
for omputations over an in nite sear h spa e, su h as the omputation of the
regexp operation presented earlier.
To deal with these diÆ ulties, whi h to date have no universally a epted
solution, we onsider only simple examples. In parti ular, we reason with natural
numbers in Peano notation. This de ision is quite onvenient for explanation
purposes. In pra ti e, one te hnique that we will dis uss in the next se tion may
not be well suited for builtin types, su h as binary integers.
We informally reason about the number of steps of a omputation and the
memory o upied to represent terms. In typi al implementations of rewrite systems and fun tional logi programs, terms are represented by dynami (linked)
data stru tures. In these stru tures, ea h o urren e of a symbol of arity n
greater than zero takes n + 1 units of dynami (heap) memory. Nullary symbols
are allo ated in global (stati ) memory. Variables are lo al to rules or lauses and
are allo ated in lo al (sta k) memory. The following pi ture informally shows the
5 units of memory allo ated to represent the term positive (add oin 0). The
symbols in the right olumn are allo ated in global memory. They are not not
spe i ally allo ated to represent any term, but are shared by all terms. The
number of arguments of an o urren e of a symbol is not a part of the term
be ause in our run-time environment, Prolog, symbols are fully applied.
/ positive



/



/ add


/



/ 0

oin

The previous analysis [2℄ and the adaptation introdu ed in this se tion are
limited to deterministi omputations. The extension to non-deterministi omputations would be a non-trivial task. We believe that our less formal dis ussion
is appropriate for our goals and easier to grasp than a more rigorous approa h.
To understand why the treatment of non-deterministi omputations is more
ompli ated, onsider the evaluation of t = s oin. This term has two normal
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forms, s 0 and s (s 0). The root symbol of ea h normal form an be tra ed ba k
to the root symbol t. This shows that fair independent omputations may have to
dupli ate the portion of a term above a redex with distin t redu ts. Hen e, even
in run-time environments that support in-pla e updates, the ost of a step may
depend on its ontext. This onsideration further supports the appropriateness
of in luding the number of appli ations of the result of a omputation in the
number of appli ations of the omputation itself.

4 Programming Te hniques
We attempt to improve the eÆ ien y of non-deterministi omputations by
avoiding the dupli ation of both redu tion steps and term representations that
o ur within fair independent omputations. We use two programming te hniques that a hieve some improvements in some ases. In other words, our approa h is a guideline for the programmer, i.e., a suggestion on how to ode ertain
problems into programs. However, we envision that an optimizing ompiler or
a similar spe ialized tool ould automati ally transform a program in the same
way. In fa t, several experimental variations of the se ond te hnique have been
automati ally implemented in our urrent system [7℄.
Both of our programming te hniques are based on the introdu tion of a new
symbol into the signature of the TRS modeling a fun tional logi program. One
te hnique regards the new symbol as a polymorphi de ned operation, the other
as an overloaded onstru tor. The rst approa h is not new [8℄: our ontribution
in this ase is limited to re ognition that there are potential bene ts of this
te hnique in the ontext of modern FLP implementation, and the quanti ation
of these bene ts. The new symbol that we introdu e, is denoted by the in x
operator \!", and read as alternative.
4.1

The

Alternative

Operator

In the rst programming te hnique, the
rules:

alternative

operation is de ned by the

X ! Y = X
X ! Y = Y

An operation with these rules is alled alt and denoted by \==" in the work of
Gonzalez-Moreno et. al. [8, 9℄. We ould regard this symbol as left asso iative
or overload it for arbitrarily long argument lists: in our examples the symbol is
always binary, so the di eren e is irrelevant.
The alternative operation allows us to give a di erent, though equivalent,
de nition of the operation bigger presented earlier.
bigger = s (0 ! s 0)

The signi ant di eren e is that a ommon portion of the right-hand sides of
the two rewrite rules of the original de nition of bigger has been \fa tored".
This new de nition an be dire tly oded by the programmer or it ould be
automati ally obtained from the original de nition by an optimizing ompiler or
other spe ialized tool.
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The advantage of this de nition of bigger with respe t to the original one
is that if only the fa tored portion of the two alternative right-hand sides of the
rewrite rules of bigger is needed by a ontext, no fair independent omputations
are reated by a needed strategy [4℄. A single deterministi omputation suÆ es
in this ase. This is exa tly what the omposition of positive and add requires,
as shown by the following derivation:
positive (add bigger 0)
positive (add (s (0 ! s 0)) 0)
positive (s (add (0 ! s 0)) 0)
true
Two omputations have been repla ed by a single omputation of the same
length. In ases where fa toring the right-hand sides of two rewrite rules does
not eliminate the need of fair independent omputations, the run-time ost of
the fa torization is a single additional rewrite step. For realisti programs, this
ost is negligible. Hen e, the fa torization of right-hand sides is a worthwhile
potential improvement. In the best ase, it saves omputing time and/or storage
for representing terms. In the worst ase, it osts one extra step and very little
additional memory.

!
!
!

4.2

The

Alternative

Constru tor

Our se ond approa h is to onsider the alternative symbol as a onstru tor.
Sin e fun tional logi programs are generally strongly typed, they are modeled
by many-sorted rewrite systems. This ondition requires overloading the symbol
\!" for ea h sort in whi h it is introdu ed.
The onsequen es of introdu ing su h an overloaded onstru tor are interesting. For example, the new de nition of bigger is like the previous one
bigger = s (0 ! s 0)
ex ept that the right-hand side is an irredu ible ( onstru tor) term. In this example, new onstru tor terms should be interpreted as non-deterministi hoi es
in sets of terms. The right-hand side of the de nition of bigger is interpreted
as an element in the set fs 0; s (s 0)g. In general, we think that extending
builtin types, (su h as the integers or booleans) or well-known types (su h as
the naturals) is inappropriate. Extending a sort with new onstru tor symbols
radi ally hanges the nature of that sort. The interpretation of the new terms
of an extended sort may be diÆ ult. Nevertheless, we do it here for the sort nat
for its immediateness and to ease the omparison with the examples presented
for the rst te hnique.
The introdu tion of a new onstru tor symbol makes some formerly wellde ned operations in ompletely de ned. It is relatively easy to orre t this problem in the lass of the overlapping indu tively sequential TRSs [4℄. Every operation in this lass has a de nitional tree [3℄. The ne essary additional rules may
be determined from this tree. For example, onsider the operation that halves a
natural:
half 0 = 0
half (s 0) = 0
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half (s (s X)) = s (half X)

If the type natural is extended by an alternative onstru tor, the following additional rewrite rules omplete the de nition of half:
half (X ! Y) = (half X) ! (half Y)
half (s (X ! Y)) = (half (s X)) ! (half (s Y))

In general, a new rewrite rule is needed for ea h bran h of the tree. If  is the
pattern of a bran h and p is the indu tive position of  , then the required rewrite
rule is:
 [X

!

Y ℄p

!

 [X ℄p

!

 [Y ℄p

The advantages of fa toring right-hand sides when the alternative symbol is an
operation are preserved by additional rewrite rules of this kind when the alternative symbol is a onstru tor as well. However, when one of the new rewrite rules is
applied, additional storage is required for the representation of terms. Referring
to the example under dis ussion, the representation of half (s X) ! half (s Y)
takes more storage|exa tly three units for the top o urren e of the alternative
onstru tor|than the representations of half (s X) and half (s Y) ombined.
In general, it is not possible to say whether de ning the alternative symbol as a onstru tor will in rease or de rease the storage used to represent the
terms of a omputation. In some ase, the alternative symbol allows a more
ompa t representation of some results of a omputation. For example, onsider
the evaluation of:
add (s
s
s
s

!
!
!

0) oin
(add 0 oin)
( oin)
(0 ! s 0)

If the alternative symbol were not a onstru tor, the last term of the above
omputation would reate two fair independent omputations. To omplete these
omputations both additional steps would be exe uted and additional storage
would be needed for the exe ution of these steps.
A onsequen e of de ning the alternative symbol as a onstru tor is that
several alternative normal forms are represented by a single term. Therefore, it
is likely inappropriate to adopt this programming te hnique to ode problems
where only a small fra tion of the potentially omputed values of a omputation
are a tually needed.

5 Examples
In order to reason about the advantages and disadvantages of our te hniques,
we analyze a few omputations using the ost riterion dis ussed in Se tion 3.
As noted there, the theory that we use has previously been studied only for deterministi omputations. In our simple examples, where the omputation spa e
is nite, we adapt it to non-deterministi omputations as follows.
Consider a omplete independent omputation for ea h non-deterministi
step, and two independent omputations that di er for a non-deterministi repla ement. In our implementation [7℄, some fair independent omputations may
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share steps and terms. In these ases, our theory would predi t that the storage
allo ated for all the omputations of a term is higher than it is a tually is.
We onsider the omputations of positive (add bigger 0) with and without
using our rst te hnique. In the following tables, ea h line represents a step
of a omputation. We measure both the number of steps and the number of
appli ations of a omputation. The olumns of a table respe tively show the step
ounter, the rewrite rule applied in the step, and the number of appli ations of
the step. The result does not ontribute to the number of appli ations of the
omputation be ause it is a onstant (a nullary symbol).
Tables 1{3 show that when bigger is de ned by two rewrite rules, the resour es spent to ompute positive (add bigger 0) are 6 steps and 16 units of
memory. By ontrast, our rst te hnique uts the number of steps in half and
redu es the memory onsumption by 25%. These exa t savings are also obtained
with our se ond te hnique.

Step
1
2
3

Step
1
2
3

Step
1
2
3

!

Rule

A

bigger
s0
add (s X) Y
s (add X Y)
positive (s -)
true

!

!

!

Rule

!

!

Rule

bigger
s (0 ! s 0)
add (s X) Y
s (add X Y)
positive (s -)
true

!

5

!

Table

1.

Computation

when

non-deterministi ally rewrites to

bigger
s 0.

Total resour es: steps 3, memory units 7.

0

A

bigger
s (s 0)
add (s X) Y
s (add X Y)
positive (s -)
true

!

2

4
5

Table

2.

Computation

when

non-deterministi ally rewrites to

bigger
s (s 0).

Total resour es: steps 3, memory units 9.

0

bigger

A

Table

7

rewrites to

5

ation.

0

Total resour es: steps 3, memory units 12.

3.

Computation

s (0 ! s 0)

when

and \!" is an oper-

A similar analysis for the omputation of half bigger shows that when
bigger is de ned by two rules, the resour es spent by all the omputations are 5

steps and 12 units of memory. By ontrast, using our se ond te hnique (i.e., when
bigger rewrites to s (0 ! s 0) and \!" is a onstru tor) the resour es used are 5
steps and 27 units of memory: there is a 108% in rease in memory onsumption.
The rst te hnique uses 6 steps and 19 units of memory, an in rease of 58%.
On these examples, the implementation of [6℄ allo ates memory a ording to
our theoreti al model. However, the above examples are too small and arti ial
for understanding the e e ts of our programming te hniques in pra ti e. Also,
our theoreti al analysis is diÆ ult to apply to programs that make more than a
few steps. For this reason, we ben hmark both the memory onsumption and the
exe ution times of larger programs. Our programming language is Curry [10℄.
The ompiler is PAKCS, whi h transforms Curry sour e ode into Prolog for
exe ution.
The rst program that we ben hmark is an implementation of the game of 24.
Some of us rst en ountered this problem at a meeting of the Portland Extreme
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Programming User Group on June 5, 2001: it is inspired by a ommer ial game
intended to develop mathemati al skills in middle s hool students. The game is
played as follows: given four 1-digit positive integers nd an arithmeti expression
in whi h ea h digit o urs exa tly on e and that evaluates to 24. A number an
be divided only by its fa tors. For example, a solution for the instan e [2; 3; 6; 8℄
is (2 + 8)  3 6. There are 25 other distin t solutions of this instan e (in luding
ommutatively and asso iatively equivalent solutions), in luding 3  (2 + 8) 6
and 6  3 + (8 2).
The program for this problem, shown in its entirety in the Appendix, pro eeds
via straightforward generate-and-test. Table 4 shows the CPU time (on a Sun
SPARCStation running Solaris) spent for omputing all the solutions of a few
problems, and the global and lo al sta k allo ations for the omputation reported
by the Curry primitive evalSpa e. The rst group of data is for a version of the
program that does not use our te hniques. The se ond group is for a program
that uses our rst te hnique, i.e., the alternative symbol is a de ned operation.
The se ond te hnique is not appropriate for this problem. The runtime measures
are nearly identi al over several exe utions. The memory measures are onstant
for every exe ution.
The data shows that our te hnique onsumes slightly more memory, but
speeds the exe ution of the program by 44% on average. The speedups for various
problems range from 27% to 58%. (The speedup a hieved by our te hnique is
omputed by (t1 t2 )=t1 where t1 and t2 are the averages of the exe ution times
of the programs not using and using the te hnique respe tively. This speedup
indi ates the per entage of exe ution time saved by the te hnique.)
Table 4.

Runtime (mse .) and memory usage (bytes) for \24" instan es.
regular program

rst te hnique

problem Runtime G. sta k L. sta k Runtime G. sta k L. sta k Speedup

[2,3,6,8℄
[2,3,4,9℄
[3,4,5,8℄
[1,2,6,8℄
[4,6,8,9℄

Average

66
94
65
64
38
65

2596
2632
2476
2812
2416
2586

932
860
868
868
832
872

48
52
27
36
19
36

2800
2836
2680
2816
2620
2750

1100
972
1036
980
1000
1017

27%
45%
58%
44%
50%
44%

Our se ond example is a parser that takes a string representing a parenthesized arithmeti expression and returns a parse tree of the input. Our implementation is simpli ed to the extreme and serves only as a proof of on ept. The
abstra t syntax generated by the parser is de ned by the type:
data AST = Num String | Bin Char AST AST

For example, on input "1+(2-3)" the parser generates

Bin'+'(Num"1")(Bin'-'(Num"2")(Num"3"))

:
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Repla ing the argument of Num with an integer and the Bin Char ombination
with a token would be more appropriate, but it would add to the program details
that are irrelevant to our analysis. The language re ognized by the parser is
generated by the following grammar:
expression ::= term `+' expression
term `-' expression
term
term ::= `(' expression `)'
digits

j
j
j

Sequen es of digits are re ognized by a s anner.
The parser is implemented using two de ned operations: expression and term.
The type of both operations is [Char℄
[Char℄
AST. For all strings s and
r, expression s r evaluates to a if and only if there exists a string u su h that
s = u r and a is the parse tree of u. Operation term is analogous. For example,
term "1+(2-3)" "+(2-3)" evaluates to Num"1". To parse an entire string,
operation expression is initially alled with its se ond argument equal to the
empty string. In re ursive alls, the se ond argument is a free variable.
Table 5 shows exe ution time and memory usage on a 233MHz Pentium PC
running Linux. In this program, too, the data show that our rst te hnique onsumes more memory, but substantially uts the exe ution time to parse ertain
strings. The speedup is highly dependent on the stru ture of the input string.

!

Table 5.

!

Runtime (mse .) and memory usage (bytes) while parsing.

regular program
rst te hnique
Runtm G. st k L. st k Runtm G. st k L. st k Speedup
"1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1" 10 12528 736
10 16152 1012
0%
"((((((0))))))"
1440 2676
8
5
6992 568
99%
"5-((2+1)+3+(5-4))"
60 10468 528
10 15240 1144
83%
Average
500 8557 424
8
12795 908
98%
input

6 Con lusions
Non-deterministi omputations are an essential feature of fun tional logi programming languages. Often, a non-deterministi omputation is implemented as
a set of fair independent omputations whose results are used, and possibly disarded, by a ontext. A non-deterministi omputation an be ostly to exe ute:
any reasonable attempt to improve its eÆ ien y is worthwhile.
In this paper, we have proposed two simple programming te hniques intended
to improve the eÆ ien y of ertain non-deterministi omputations. Both te hniques are based on the introdu tion of a new symbol, alled alternative, into
the signature of a program. In one te hnique, the alternative symbol is a polymorphi de ned operation. In the other te hnique, the alternative symbol is
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an overloaded onstru tor. This symbol allows a program to fa tor a ommon
portion of the non-deterministi repla ements of a redex.
Either te hnique may improve the eÆ ien y of a omputation by redu ing the
number of omputation steps or the memory used in representing terms. These
savings are obtained in two situations. For both te hniques, savings are obtained
when fair independent omputations are avoided be ause only the fa tored portion of non-deterministi repla ements is needed. For the se ond te hnique, savings are obtained when distin t non-deterministi results are more ompa tly
represented by sharing a ommon fa tor. In some ases, the improvements offered by these te hniques are substantial. In all ases, the ost of applying the
rst te hnique is small. There are ases in whi h the appli ation of the se ond
te hnique may a tually result in omputations that onsume more memory.
We have dis ussed how to apply our te hniques, and we have quanti ed the
e e ts of the appli ation of these te hniques in simple examples. Our te hniques
are appli able to programs oded in many existing or proposed fun tional logi
programming languages. Our te hniques an be dire tly adopted by programmers or an be introdu ed into a program automati ally at ompile time.
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Appendix
The Game of 24
This program solves the game of 24.
infixr 5 +++
(+++) eval flex
[℄ +++ x = x
(x:xs) +++ y = x:xs +++ y
permute [℄ = [℄
permute (x:xs) | u+++v =:= permute xs = u++[x℄++v where u,v free
data exp =
|
|
|
|

num
add
mul
sub
dvv

Int
exp
exp
exp
exp

exp
exp
exp
exp

generate [y℄ = num y
generate (y:y1:ys)
| (y:y1:ys) =:= u:us+++v:vs
= add (generate (u:us)) (generate
generate (y:y1:ys)
| (y:y1:ys) =:= u:us+++v:vs
= mul (generate (u:us)) (generate
generate (y:y1:ys)
| (y:y1:ys) =:= u:us+++v:vs
= sub (generate (u:us)) (generate
generate (y:y1:ys)
| (y:y1:ys) =:= u:us+++v:vs
= dvv (generate (u:us)) (generate

(v:vs)) where u,us,v,vs free
(v:vs)) where u,us,v,vs free
(v:vs)) where u,us,v,vs free
(v:vs)) where u,us,v,vs free

test (num y) = y
test (add x y) = test x + test y
test (mul x y) = test x * test y
test (sub x y) = test x - test y
test (dvv x y) = opdvv (test x) (test y)
where opdvv x y = if y == 0 || not (x `mod` y == 0)
then failed else x `div` y
solve p | test x == 24 = x where x = generate (permute p)
-- example: solve [2,3,6,8℄

The appli ation of our te hnique alls for the de nition of the alternative
fun tion and the repla ement of operation generate.
infixl 0 !
x ! _ = x
_ ! y = y
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generate [y℄ = num y
generate (y:y1:ys)
| (y:y1:ys) =:= u:us+++v:vs
= (add ! mul ! sub ! dvv) (generate (u:us)) (generate (v:vs))
where u,us,v,vs free

The Parser
This is a parser for parenthesized arithmeti expressions.
--import Char
data AST = Num String | Bin Char AST AST
expression X0 X3
| A1 =:= term X0 X1 &>
'+':X2 =:= X1 &>
A2 =:= expression X2 X3
= Bin '+' A1 A2 where X1, X2, A1, A2 free
expression X0 X3
| A1 =:= term X0 X1 &>
'-':X2 =:= X1 &>
A2 =:= expression X2 X3
= Bin '-' A1 A2 where X1, X2, A1, A2 free
expression X0 X1 = term X0 X1
term
|
=
|
=

X0 X2
X:X1 =:= takeWhile isDigit X0 &> X0 =:= X:X1 ++ X2
Num (X:X1)
X0 =:= '(':Y0
expression Y0 (')':X2)
where Y0, X, X1 free

-- example: expression "1+(2-3)" ""

The appli ation of our te hnique alls for the de nition of the alternative
fun tion, as in the previous program, and the repla ement of operation expression
with the following ode.
expression X0 X3
| A1 =:= term X0 X1 &>
( ( OP:X2 =:= X1 &>
OP =:= ('+'!'-') &>
A2 =:= expression X2 X3 &>
TREE =:= Bin OP A1 A2 )
! (X3 =:= X1 &> TREE =:= A1)
)
= TREE where OP, X1, X2, A1, A2, TREE free
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Abstract. The last years have seen a renewal of interest in applying dynamic
programming to natural language processing. The main advantage is the compactness of the representations, which is turning this paradigm into a common
way of dealing with highly redundant computations related to phenomena such
as non-determinism.
Natural language parsing adds another challenge, since grammatical information
is often insufficient. We describe an extension of parsing techniques for partial
parsing in dynamic programming. Our aim is to obtain as much information as
possible, that is incomplete parses, while preserving compactness of the representations.
Keywords: Partial parsing, dynamic programming, deductive parsing scheme.

1 Introduction
Highly redundant computations are usual when we deal with complex grammar formalisms. This claim has been used to motivate parsing techniques that encode trees and
computations in some kind of shared structure. A major area of application is natural
language processing (NLP), where dynamic programming has been known for a long
time [3]. In particular, natural language parsing comes across the problem of partial
information. This lack of information is due to the errors in former stages of analysis
and the fact that practical grammars and lexicons are incomplete and even incorrect.
We refer to standard parsing as complete parsing, reserving the term partial parsing
for all the possible subcomputations of a complete parsing. Our aim is to obtain every
correct partial parse even when there is no complete parse.
Previous studies have illustrated the practical suitability of dynamic programming
for dealing with context-free grammars (CFGs) [11], middle-sensitive grammars [1]
and definite clause grammars [10]. Our goal is to show the validity of these results for
partial parsing. We approach the problem by extending models from complete to partial
parsing while preserving the related benefits of dynamic programming.
Often, these techniques improve performance by pruning the search space by means
of the inclusion of static control. Unfortunately, while dealing with partial parses, the
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static control will prune some analysis branches that are useless in a complete parse, but
which are necessary in some partial parses. To overcome this problem we deal with the
starting and finishing points of a partial parse like any other source of non determinism.
The static control is modified to take them into account.
In contrast to previous works in the domain of partial parsing, our proposal introduces a parsing framework based on the notion of deduction scheme [7]. This clearly
differentiates our work from approaches oriented to particular parsing architectures [5,
9, 6], and provides a uniform description and operational formalism to validate the performance in each case.
In Section 2 of this paper we introduce a uniform parsing framework, describing
different schema for both complete and partial parsing. These schema include classic
top-down and bottom-up approaches, but also mixed strategies with dynamic and static
control. Section 3 gives a survey of the dynamic interpretation process. In Section 4
we compare in practice the schema introduced, with preliminary experimental results.
Finally, Section 5 is a conclusion about the work presented.

a

a

b a

b

a

b

Fig. 1. Partial parses of aababab

2 On partial parsing
In order to obtain a practical definition of partial parsing, we must relax the conditions
we apply to the standard concept. The notion of grammar includes an initial symbol
or axiom, S, leading to the parse of all sentences of the language generated by the
grammar. Instead of this, we use a set of initial symbols, S, following the entry point
concept [4], a classic auxiliary structure in the abstract syntax that enables the parsing
of program fragments. We introduce a CFG as a 4-tuple G = (N, Σ, P, S), where N
is a finite set of non-terminal categories, Σ is a finite alphabet and P is a finite set of
context-free rules. As mentioned, S is the set of initial symbols leading to complete
or partial parses. We assume L(G) to be the language generated by G, and we try to
determine the partial parses of an input string w1..n , of length n.
In particular, we discuss the extension to the partial case of classical context-free
parsing methods including pure top-down and pure bottom-up architectures, Earley’s
algorithm [3] as representative of a mixed-strategy with dynamic prediction and a LR (1)
proposal as representative of a mixed-strategy with static prediction.
For the sake of a better exposition we have chosen a common descriptive framework, the deductive parsing scheme [7], close to the parsing schemata proposal [8].
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The deduction system consists of a set of items representing parsing states and a set of
deduction steps performing over those items.
As our running example we shall consider the language, P, of palindromes over the
alphabet Σ = {a, b}, generated by the grammar that follows:
Palin → a
Palin → a Palin a

Palin → b
Palin → b Palin b

Observe, for example, that although the input string is aababab 6∈ P, it contains substrings that do belong to the language, as is the case of the trees in Fig. 1.
2.1 A top-down scheme
The scheme for top-down complete parsing is shown in Fig. 2. We have a single axiom
that predicts the analysis of the initial symbol, and a single goal that represents the parse
of the complete input sentence. Now we will make a short description of the scheme.
Each item has the form: [•β, j, (T )], stating that we have constructed the derivation
∗
S ⇒ w1 · · · wj β, and T is the parse tree. The dot is a reference to position j in the input
string. The parse has reached this position and has to continue from there. Soundness
and correctness are proved in [7].

Item form

[•β, j, T ]

Invariant

S ⇒ w1 · · · wj β

Axioms

[•S, 0, ()]

Goals

[•, n, T ]

∗

[•wj+1 β, j, T1 tree(B, α • wj+1 β)T2 ]
[•β, j + 1, T1 tree(B, αwj+1 • β)T2 )]
[•Bβ, j, T1 tree(A, α • BβT2 )]
hr : B → γ ∈ Ri
Prediction
[•γβ, j, T1 tree(A, αtree(B, •γ)β)T2 ] k
Scanning

Fig. 2. Top-down schema

The parse starts at position 0 and symbol S, yielding axiom item [•S, 0, ()]. We then
apply the following deduction steps:
Scanning: It moves the point one position forward. This rule is obtained after observing that items [•wj+1 β, j, (T )] and [•β, j + 1, (T wj+1 )] represent the same state
∗
in the derivation S ⇒ w1 · · · wj+1 β.
Prediction: It takes the next non terminal symbol to parse (B) and rewrites it as the
right hand side of a matching rule (rk : B → γ). It predicts the use of the rule rk .
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Item form

[α•, j, T ]

Invariant

αwj+1 · · · wn ⇒ w1 · · · wn

Axioms

[•, 0, ()]

∗

[S•, n, T ]

Goals

[α•, j, T ]
[αwj+1 •, j + 1, T wj+1 ]


rk : B → γ ∈ R,
[αγ•, j, T1 T2 ]
Completion
[αB•, j, T1 tree(B, T2 )]
kγk = kT2 k
Scanning

Fig. 3. Bottom-up schema

∗

Finally, w ∈ L(G) iff the goal item [•, n, (T )] is generated. This means that S ⇒
w1 · · · wn , and T is the parse tree.
In order to adapt this scheme for partial parsing, we consider a modified item form,
adding a reference to the starting position of the potentially partial parse. A partial parse
covers any piece of the input string. So, instead of an axiom item starting at position 0,
we have now the following set of axioms:
Axioms = {[•A, i, i, ()], A ∈ S, 0 ≤ i < n}
The deductive steps remain as before, but keeping the starting point. As a partial parse
may cover any piece of the input string, it may start at any position, and it may finish at
any position after the starting point. As consequence, we have that:
Goals = {[•, i, j, T ], A ∈ S, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n}
We shall generate m × n axioms, where m = kSk and n is the input length. For each
of those axioms we will generate a new analysis branch, and, consequently, new items.
In our running grammar, for an input string aaba and a complete top-down parse, we
need to create 30 items, instead of 82 in the partial case.
2.2 A bottom-up scheme
We include in Fig. 3 the scheme for bottom-up complete parsing. Items are now of the
∗
form [α•, j, (T )], stating that αwj+1 · · · wn ⇒ w1 · · · wn , T being the parse tree. The
dot indicates that α reduces the input substring till position j.
Bottom-up parsing starts at position 0 before reducing any piece of the input string.
Therefore the axiom is [•, 0, ()]. The deduction steps are:
Scanning: It shifts the next terminal and moves the dot one position forward.
Completion: It reduces the kn symbols immediately after the dot. Those symbols must
match the right hand side of rule rk .
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As usual, w ∈ L(G) iff the goal item [S•, n, (T )] is generated. This means that S ⇒
w1 · · · wn , where T is the parse tree.
In order to deal with partial parsing, items are extended with a reference to the
starting position. Regarding axioms, a partial parse may start at any position in the
input string. So, we have that:
Axioms = {[•, i, i, ()], 0 ≤ i < n}
In deduction steps we keep the starting position. Again, the goal item is replaced by a
set of items. To construct this set we must have taken into account that a partial parse
may finish at any symbol of S, at any input position. So, we have that:
Goals = {[A•, i, j, T ], A ∈ S, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n}
As far as efficiency issues are concerned, the main difference with complete parsing is
the set of axioms. The size of this set is n, n being the length of the input. Retaking the
former example, this yields 29 items for complete parsing and 54 for partial parsing.

Item form

[A → α • β, i, j, T ], A → αβ ∈ R

Invariant

S ⇒ w1 · · · wj β
∗
αwj+1 · · · wn ⇒ w1 · · · wn

Axioms

[S ′ → •S, 0, 0, ()]

Goals

[S ′ → S•, 0, n, T ]

∗

Scanning

[A → α • wj+1 β, i, j, T ]
[A → αwj+1 • β, i, j + 1, T wj+1 ]

Prediction

[A → α • Bβ, i, j, T ]
hrk : B → γ ∈ Ri
[B → •γ, j, j, ()]

Completion

[A → α • Bβ, i, k, T1 ][B → γ•, k, j, T2 ]
[A → αB • β, i, j, T1 tree(B, T2 )]

Fig. 4. Earley’s scheme

2.3 Earley’s scheme
Earley’s algorithm [3] will illustrate the extension from complete to partial parsing using a mixed-strategy with dynamic prediction. The complete parsing scheme is shown
in Fig. 4.
We have now items of the form [A → α • β, i, j, T ]. The dot is still a reference
to position j, but now the item represents the state in recognizing the rule A → αβ,
where α reduces some of the substring just before the dot and β remains to be parsed.
In relation to i, it points to the begining of the substring parsed by α. Consequently
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items represent a local state of parsing process instead of a global one. Having local
information enclosed makes it easier to share computations among items.
The grammar is augmented with an artificial rule S ′ → S, where S ′ is a distinct
symbol. This facilitates the definition for axioms and goals. The parse starts with the
axiom [S ′ → •S, 0, 0, ()], at position 0 we want to reduce the initial symbol S. The
deduction steps are as follows:
Scanning: After recognition of terminal wj+1 , it moves the pointer from position j to
j + 1.
Prediction: It predicts all the rules B → γ, because they may reduce B from position
j.
Completion: After we finish the parse of a rule B → γ, from position k to j, it searches
for items whose next symbol to analyze is B at position k. For those items it generates a new one by moving the dot to just after B, position j.
Once we generate the goal item [S ′ → S•, 0, n, T ], we know w0...n reduces to the
initial symbol S, and w ∈ L(G).
We need to modify axioms and goal items in order to deal with partial parses. Axioms start with any initial symbol in S at any position:
Axioms = {[S ′ → •A, i, i, ()], A ∈ S, 0 ≤ i < n}
and goals finish at any position after the starting point:
Goals = {[S ′ → A•, i, j, T ], A ∈ S, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n}
The comparison between complete and partial parsing is similar to that we made for
the top-down scheme, the number of axioms growing from one to n × m, where n is the
input string length and m = kSk. So, returning to our running grammar, this increment
means that we need 35 items for a complete parse and 52 for a partial one.
2.4 A mixed-strategy with static control
We introduce now the complete parsing scheme for an LR (0) based parse. A preliminary description of the deductive interpretation, where we have omitted the finite state
control in order to make the differences with Earley’s scheme clear, is shown in Fig. 5.
This difference is rooted in the meaning of the items. In Earley’s case, the sequence of
symbols α, immediately to the left of the dot, reduce the substring wi...j . In LR(0), only
the symbol X (α = α′ X) immediately on the left of the dot reduces the substring. As a
consequence, we need different deduction steps to manage different items:
Shift: It is similar to scanning in Earley’s case. The starting position reflects the last
symbol analyzed, wj .
Reduce: It replaces the completion step of Earley. In Earley’s scheme, we need an item
[B → X1 · · · Xm •, j0 , jm , Tm ] that reflects the recognition of B → X1 · · · Xm
between positions j0 and jm .
In LR(0) we need m items of the form [B → X1 . . . Xi . . . Xm, ji−1 , ji , Ti ]. Each
item reflects the recognition of the m symbols of the right hand side of the rule at
adjacent positions between j0 and jm .
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Item form
Invariant



[S → •α, 0, 0, ()]

Goal

[S → α•, 0, n, T ]

Shift

[A → α • wj β, i, j, T ]
[A → αwj • β, j, j + 1, wj ]

Reduce



A → αβ ∈ R,
0≤i≤j≤n
∗
S ⇒ w1 · · · wi Xβ
∗
X ⇒ wi+1 · · · wj
∗
′
α = α X, ∃k, k ≤ i, α′ ⇒ wk+1 · · · wi

[A → α • β, i, j, T ]

Axiom

Prediction
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[A → α • Bβ, i, j, T ]
[B → •γ, j, j, ()]
[B → X1 X2 · · · Xm •, jm−1 , jm , Tm ],
...,
[B → •X1 X2 · · · Xm , j0 , j1 , ()],
[A → α • Bβ, i, j0 , T0 ]
[A → αB • β, j0 , jm , tree(B, T1 . . . Tm )]

Fig. 5. LR (0) scheme, omitting finite control

Prediction: The same as Earley’s scheme.
Next, we will get a more efficient scheme adding a finite state control. This implies
replacing dotted rules A → α • β by an state, st, representative of its equivalence class.
In order to build the finite state control, we init st0 = [S → •α]. Then we build the
other states with the closure of their items [A → α • Bβ]. More precisely, the closure
operation adds items [B → •γ] for each rule B → γ. The closure is in fact equivalent to
the prediction step. So, it will be removed from the LR parsing scheme with finite state
control, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, action(state, token) denotes a shift or reduce action in
the automaton for a given state and token. In the same way, goto(state, variable) looks
for a goto action. Finally, reveals(state) refers to all those states with a shift or goto
action over state.
To extend the scheme to partial parsing, it must be allowed to start the parsing at
any point of the input string, with any symbol of S:
Axioms = {[st0 , i, i, ()], 0 ≤ i ≤ n]}
and, to finish at any position after the starting point:
Goals = {[stf , i, j, T ], 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n]}
We need to change the initialization step when building the finite state control. So,
instead of st0 = {[S → •α]}, the first state must be st0 = {[A → •α] | A ∈ S}.
We can improve the LR(0) parsers with a better finite state control. Now, when
building the states, we must add information about which lookahead symbols are complatible with their actions. This control could result in an LR(1) or LALR(1) parsing
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Item form

[st, i, j, T ]

Axiom

[st0 , 0, 0, ()]

Goal

[stf , 0, n, T ]

Shift

Reduce

[st, i, j, T ]
hshiftst′ ∈ action(st, wj )i
[st′ , j, j + 1, wj ]
[stm , jm−1 , jm , Tm ],
...,
[st1 , j0 , j1 , ()],
* reduce ∈ action(st , w ), +
r
m
j
[st0 , i, j0 , T0 ]
sti ∈ reveals(sti+1 ),
st ∈ goto(st0 , lhs(r)),
[st, j0 , jm , tree(r, T1 . . . Tm )]
m = length(rhs(r))

Fig. 6. LR(0) schema

Item form

[st, b, i, j, T ]

Axiom

[st0 , $, 0, 0, ()]

Goal

[stf , $, 0, n, T ]

Shift

Reduce

[st, b, i, j, T ]
hshiftst′ ∈ action(st, wj )i
[st′ , b, j, j + 1, wj ]
′
[stm , b , jm−1 , jm , Tm ],
...,
[st1 , b′ , j0 , j1 , ()],
* reduce ∈ action(st , w ), +
r
m
jm
[st0 , b, i, j0 , T0 ]
sti ∈ reveals(sti+1 ),
st ∈ goto(st0 , lhs(r)),
[st, b, j0 , jm , tree(r, T1 . . . Tm )]
m = length(rhs(r))

Fig. 7. LALR(1) schema

algoritm, depending on the computation of the lookahead symbols. Next, in order to
adapt the LR(0) scheme to use the LALR(1) control, we will add preconditions to deductive steps. The preconditions will check that the lookahead is compatible with the
operation. The resulting scheme is shown in Fig. 7.
Actually action and goto are the core the table of the LALR(1) automaton. This
table changes for an LR(1) automaton, but its interpretation remains the same. As a
consecuence, we can use the same parsing schema for LALR(1) and LR(1), provinding
we change the finite state control.
Once again, the extension to partial parsing implies adding axioms and goals, but
with one new consideration. Because a partial parse may finish at any input position,
the finishing operation is compatible with any terminal, and not only with the end of the
input terminal. So, we have that the set of axioms is
Axioms = {[st0 , , i, i, ()], 0 ≤ i ≤ n, A ∈ S}
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and the set of goals is
Goals = {[stj , , i, j, T ], 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, A ∈ S}
To build now the finite state control, we need the concept of a variable terminal that
matches any terminal of the grammar. This may produce an exponential growth of the
number of states. To mimic the intended behavior without modifying the set of states we
make the input string ambiguous. At each position, we have both the original terminal,
wi , and the end of the input. The former is compatible with any operation that follows
the parsing process and the latter is compatible with finishing a parse which is probably
partial.
In our running example, the complete LR(0) scheme needs 35 items, while the partial one needs 52. The LALR(1) schema need, respectively, 32 and 42 items.

Item form

[A, st, i, j, T ] ∪ [∇r,s , st, i, j, T ]

Axiom

[−, st0 , 0, 0, ()]

Goal

[S ′ , stf , 0, n, T ]

InitShift
Shift
Sel
Red
Head





Ar,1 = wj ∧
[A, st, i, j, T ]
shift ′ ∈ action(st, wj )
[Ar,1 , st′ , j, j + 1, wj ]
 st

Ar,s+1 = wj ∧
[Ar,s , st, i, j, T ]
shiftst′ ∈ action(st, wj )
[Ar,s+1 , st′ , j, j + 1, wj ]
[Ar,n , st, i, j, T ]
hreducer ∈ action(st, wj )i
[∇r,n , st, j, j, ()]
[∇r,s , st, k, j, T1 ] [Ar,s , st, i, k, T2 ]
hst′ ∈ reveals(st)i
[∇r,s−1 , st′ , i, j, T2 T1 ]
[∇r,0 , st, i, j, T ]
hst′ ∈ goto(st, Ar,0 )i
[Ar,0 , st′ , i, j, tree(Ar,0 , T )]
Fig. 8. LALR(1) scheme with implicit binarization

3 The dynamic interpretation
Given that actions on the automaton depend on the first, and possibly the second, elements in the stack, we implicitly consider a grammar which is a 2-form one. As a
consequence, we obtain two interesting features that are not usual in other context-free
parsing algorithms:
– Time complexity for the parser is O(n3 ), where n is the length of the sentence. This
result is achieved without the need for the language grammar to be in Chomsky
Normal Form.
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– Sharing of computations on the parsing of a tail of sons in a node is possible. More
exactly, bottom-up parsing may share only the rightmost constituents, while topdown parsing may only share the leftmost ones. The reason is simple and relies to
the type of search used to built the forest. Breadth-first search results in bottomup constructions and depth-first search results in top-down ones, as is shown in
figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Sharing of a tail of sons in a node

In order to obtain O(n3 ) complexity in the general case, we can use a implicit
binarization of rules. We do this by splitting each reduction involving m elements in
the reduction of m + 1 rules with at most 2 elements on their right-hand side. Thus, the
reduction of a rule Ar,0 → Ar,1 · · · Ar,nr is equivalently performed as the reduction of
the following nr + 1 rules:
Ar,0 → ∇r,0
..
.
∇r,nr −1 → Ar,nr ∇r,nr

∇r,0 → Ar,1 ∇r,1
..
.
∇r,nr → ǫ

This treatment of reductions involves a change in the form of the items. We add a new element, representing a symbol in a rule or a ∇r,i meaning that elements Ar,i+1 . . . Ar,nr
have been reduced1.
With respect to deduction steps, we must now differentiate between whether we
make the shift of the first symbol in the right hand side of a rule (InitShift) or the shift
of other symbols (Shift).
The Reduce step has also been refined into three steps. The selection of the rule to
be reduced (Sel), the reduction of the implicit binary rules (Red), and the recognizing of
the left-hand symbol of the rule to be reduced (Head). The resulting scheme is shown
in Fig. 8. This scheme corresponds to a dynamic interpretation of LALR(1) parsing
algorithms using an inference system based on S 1 items [2].
1

∇r,i is equivalent to the dotted rule Ar,0 → αβ where α = Ar,1 . . . Ar,i and β =
Ar,i+1 . . . Ar,nr .
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The extension for partial parsing is analogous to previous schema, following an
identical approach for table construction, and adding new axioms and goals. So, the set
of axioms is given by:
Axioms = {[st0 , , i, i, ()], 0 ≤ i ≤ n, A ∈ S}
and the set of goals by:
Goals = {[stj , , i, j, T ], 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, A ∈ S}
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Fig. 10. Num. of items in complete parsing

4 Experimental results
To illustrate the practical aspects of our proposal, we provide now some preliminary experimental results. We have parsed several input strings with lengths varying from 1 to
20, considering our running example, the language P. The number of items is different
even for input strings of the same length. So, for each length we have parsed several
input strings, computing the average number of items generated, both for complete and
partial parsing. The grammar we are using seems to be well-suited for top-down parsing, as shown in Fig. 10. Bottom-up parsing only performs well for short length inputs.
On the other hand, dynamic programming approaches, both Earley parsing and dynamic
interpretation of LALR(1), perform as well as top-down parsing.
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Regarding partial parsing, Fig. 11, top-down parsing suffers a drop in performance,
while bottom-up still performs well for short length inputs. Dynamic programming approaches continue to show a good behavior.
In Fig. 12 we illustrate the relation between complete and partial parsing, synthesizing the last two figures. We have replaced the number of generated items by the
increment from the number of items in complete parsing to the number of items in partial parsing. As is shown, top-down partial parsing is not as advantageous as it was for
complete parsing. It suffers from exponential grown. On the other hand, the parsing
schema with some kind of bottom-up strategy scale well.

5 Conclusions
We have described a practical approach to partial parsing in the domain of CFGs. In
comparison with previous works, our proposal is based on a deductive parsing scheme,
which provides a uniform framework to compare performances between different parsing strategies for both complete and partial cases.
From a theoretical point of view, we have graduated the introduction of each parsing scheme in order to make clear the existing relationships with previous strategies.
This leads to a better understanding of the mechanisms regulating the definition of the
deduction rules and even of the structures manipulated by these. The evolution from
complete parses to partial ones is also justified in each case.
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Abstract. While the most traditional applications for language
processors are the development of compilers and interpreters, they can
also be found in the XML parsers of most e-commerce systems, editors
with syntax highlighting like those used by programmers, analyzers of
complex configuration files like those of Sendmail or Apache, grammar
checkers like those present in word processing applications or in
component-based development environments, where small scripting
languages are used to glue components together. Compiler construction
tools have proven to be very useful for developers. In contrast to their
importance, traditional tools have failed to take advantage of the objectoriented techniques in the field of computer science. This is particularly
unfortunate because compilers being very complex systems would
definitely benefit from the modularity and code reuse that object
orientation allows. In this paper, we present a tool called O2C2 that
brings into the world of compiler construction tools some of the
improvements that have taken place in computer science in the last two
decades. This tool has been used in several projects, to generate a newer
version of O2C2, to implement a XML non-validating parser and to
build a parser for the graphical user interface of O2C2. This tool is well
suited for projects either large or small.

1 Introduction
Since the 1970s, compilers are developed with the help of scanner and parser
generators like Lex[1] and YACC [2] and several versions of this tools like Jlex[3],
CUP[4], JavaCC [5] or ANTLR [6]. These tools vastly enhance the ability of
individuals to develop language processors and take benefit from a large user base.
The problem with these tools is that they have some drawbacks in the way they
operate and in the way that the analyzers they generate are designed.
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•

They read a specification that contains both the grammar of the language and
the actions associated with each alternative of a production of an element in the
grammar. This is a big software engineering problem and a fundamental flaw
due to its lack of modularity.
• The specifications tend to become huge and debugging requires the following
steps: writing action code, compiling the specification file, compiling the
resulting code, executing the resulting program to find errors, locating the
errors in the program and looking back in the specification file for the related
erroneous action code.
• The responsibility of keeping the specification and the code synchronized is
left to the programmer.
• Syntax predicates and semantic predicates are an integral part of the resulting
grammar in ANTLR. This makes the grammar obscure.
In this paper, we present a tool called O2C2 that brings into the world of compiler
construction tools some of the advancements that have appeared in computer science
in the last two decades [7, 8].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we will study how object oriented
techniques could help easing those problems with traditional compiler construction
tools. In section 3 we describe the graphical user interface. In section 4 we use O2C2
to built an interpreter for a simple calculator. In section 5 O2C2 final remarks are
presented. In section 6 we discuss related work. In section 7 we describe future work
and in section 8 some conclusions are presented.

2 Object-Oriented Techniques and Frameworks in O2C2
Changing the way compilers are developed is no easy task. Compilers are expected to
work with a source text through a series of stages and that makes it easy to think
about procedural techniques.
We will define a framework as a reusable design of all or part of a software
system described by a set of abstract classes and the way instances of those classes
collaborate [9]. What this means is that we can develop a set of classes designed to
work together and with other external classes and that those classes will facilitate the
development of a certain kind of software systems that will work in a related field.
A framework can reduce the cost of developing this type of systems by making it
easy to reuse the design and the code in a well-defined domain. This means that
people with a basic knowledge of compiler theory can easily develop variants of
language processors. A well-defined set of classes is necessary in a framework in
order to achieve a consistency between the different software applications that could
be using that framework. However, a sufficient level of flexibility is also a must
because otherwise the compiler would not adapt to the language it is designed for.
The aim of O2C2 is to help developers create language processors by generating a
set of classes from a given syntactic specification of the language. O2C2 generated
classes are organized around a framework that represents an AST (Abstract Syntax
Tree). This AST’s nodes will be strictly typed so the data cannot be corrupted which
helps reducing debugging time.
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2.1 The Main Framework
Each time O2C2 creates a new framework, it doesn't need to begin from scratch,
O2C2 relays on the O2C2-RT (O2C2 Run Time). O2C2-RT is the core of the
framework (as shown in figure 1) and remains the same no matter what language we
are working for, and allows a level of consistency between the language processors of
different languages.
Node is the root of every framework generated by O2C2. When an O2C2-based
analyzer is used, an AST is generated so any token found in the input automatically
becomes an instance of a class that inherits from Node. Node also has methods that
are common in every node in the AST.
The rest of the classes in this hierarchy are designed to work with the different
elements that could appear in a grammar expressed in EBNF notation. For instance, a
subclass of NodeChoice is created to treat each of the productions that a non-terminal
element in the grammar could have.
Node
void action()
void callListeners()
String getClassName()
Object getValue()
void init()
void parse()
void setValue()
Vector getChildren()

NodeChoice
NodeOptional
int getChoice()
void parse()
Object getValue()

void parse()

NodeSeq
void parse()

NodeSeqOptional
void parse()

NodeToken
void parse()

Fig. 1. Core Framework in UML notation

NodeOptional is the superclass of all the classes that treat the elements of the
grammar whose appearance is not mandatory. This represents that some elements
may appear in a source text and may not appear in another one and both can be
following the rules as given by a grammar.
NodeSeq’s subclasses represent a sequence of elements of the grammar; let them
be terminals, non-terminals or EBNF elements that will be discussed later.
2.2 The Grammar and Specific Classes
A grammar in O2C2 is a set of rules that defines the syntax of a programming
language. As an example, consider the following grammar:
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<S> ::= <num> <op> <num> "operation";
<op> ::= + "addition" | - "subtraction" |
* "multiplication" | / "division" ;
<num> ::= DIGIT {DIGIT} "number" ;

Non-terminals are represented by words between “<” and “>“, and terminals are
represented by capitalized words. With this tool, the user has to add links, quoted
words (in the example, "operation", "addition", …) in the sections of the grammar
where she would like her listener classes to be called. Then, the listener classes (in
section 2.3) only have to subscribe to classes whose name is that of the link.
With that input, O2C2 would complete the core framework with a group of classes
as illustrated by the diagram of figure 2.
s

operation

num
op

number
addition

subtraction

multiplication

division

numberEBNF0

Fig. 2. Object diagram in UML notation

The diagram shows that for each element and each production of the grammar a
class is generated. For instance, each non-terminal generates a class whose name is
the same as the non-terminal. Of course, all these classes are descendants from the
interfaces and classes that compose the core framework.
For instance, S is a subclass of NodeChoice. On the other hand operation is a
subclass of NodeSeq, which means that to parse operation we first have to parse num
(two times as seen in the grammar definition) and op.
numberEBNF0 is a special case. It is a subclass of NodeSeqOptional and its name
comes from the fact that there is a EBNF type repetition that occupies the first
position (hence the 0 in the name) in the production. This class will do when invoked
is parse while there is a DIGIT to be read at the input.
This diagram also represents the calling dependencies between the different classes
generated from the grammar. The process of parsing a source text whose structure
follows a grammar previously defined means calling the parse() method of the first
class in the object diagram, in the previous example this was class S. From this class,
the parser generated by O2C2 continues calling the parse() method of class operation
all the way down to a class that calls a NodeToken.
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O2C2 is not a framework: it is a framework generator. With these classes and the
framework, the user already can obtain a working parser.
2.3 Listener Classes
When O2C2 finishes its work, the user gets a working analyzer ready to be compiled
and used. O2C2 has already taken care of the analysis of the source but is up to the
user to do something with it.
When a parser generated by O2C2 reduces an expression, it calls an object
provided by the user if there is one. So what the user has to do in order to provide
functionality is to create objects that can be called by the classes in the framework.
This way of adding code to the framework is also known as the listener pattern,
and it is already popular among Java programmers because it is present in the JFC
[10]framework. By using it, O2C2 allows the co-existence and communication of
classes created by the user and its own classes.
Basically, a parser generated by O2C2 analyzes a source text trying to match the
input with an element of the grammar. When that element of the grammar
corresponds to a section attached to a link, an event is generated. This event may or
may not be interesting to the user. If it is, the user should create a class that registers
to this class of event. In the example of the calculator we can create a class that will
subscribe to events generated by number. This means that every time the parser finds
a group of tokens organized as described by a grammar section which is in the left
side of the number link, then a special method of the user’s class, called
performAction(), will be called. In this method the user can do what she needs, and
when it finishes the parsing is resumed.
Grammar
Specification
+
User Code

Botton up. LR(k)

Parser
Generator

Gramática (EBNF)

Prog := fun {S$..
fun := ID{$1... }
stmt := ...

Prog := { fun }
fun := ID{stmt }
stmt := ...

Yacc

Top Down. LL(k)
Parser
Generator

O2C2

s,x
s,x

Debug

Framework
O2C2rt (class ...)

Parser.c

Output
Text Input

CCompiler

Text
(text)

Language Processor

Text
xx yyy
0100111

Parser.Java

Compiler
Text Input

Listeners

class ...

Output

Java

Text
(text)

Debug

Text
xx yyy
0100111

Language Processor

Fig. 3. Traditional versus modern compiler construction tools

As opposed to other tools, the user doesn’t need to create classes for all the events
that might appear in an analysis. When an event hasn’t got a listener subscribed then a
default action is performed by O2C2RT so the values of the event are preserved for
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later use in other stages of the analysis. This feature frees the user from having to
create action code that doesn’t provide anything meaningful to the parsing process.
The flexibility of the listener pattern approach has many advantages. An object can
register or de-register at run-time depending on the circumstances of the source that
has already been parsed. A grammar can be used with two or more sets of listener
classes. Compilers that work in multiple passes can be developed easily just
registering and de-registering some classes. A group of user classes that deal with the
same syntactic structure can be reused effortlessly. That means that if one or more
classes are in charge of an “if-then-else”, these classes could be reused completely in
almost any language with such a syntactic expression
The clear separation of the grammar specification from the action code associated
to that grammar means that a change in one side won’t affect the other. For example,
whenever a change is made to the action code, the specification has to be run trough
the YACC program and then through the C compiler. In O2C2, when a change is
made in the action code, only one class file has to be recompiled. This has the
potential to vastly shorten the edit-compile-debug cycle as shown by the diagram of
figure 3.
2.3 Error Handling and Recovery
Error handling and recovery uses the same listener pattern. By default, when an O2C2
generated parser finds an error, it displays a meaningful error message and exits, but it
is very easy to add extra code that will make the parser fault-tolerant.

The Graphical User Interface

3

The O2C2 system also includes a graphical user interface called O2C2ui (O2C2 user
interface). The aim of this user interface is threefold:
•
•

•

A usable and intuitive user interface can ease things for the novice user and
guide him through the different stages of the development of a language
processor.
Unlike similar tools, O2C2 doesn’t generate lexical analysers. This has some
advantages because it gives more choice to the user and makes O2C2 syntactic
specifications simpler. This is, an O2C2 specification file not contain the
lexical definitions. Nonetheless, it is not easy for novices to create lexical
analysers so O2C2ui helps the user create lexical specifications with jflex [11].
We plan to make O2C2ui able to work with other tools.
O2C2ui also includes support for the semantic analysis. This means that with
O2C2ui it is possible to integrate the three stages of a language processor in
just one place, as shown in figure 4.

To give a semantic meaning to the language processor, the user has to include
action code in the classes generated whose name is that of the link in the grammar.
The skeleton of these classes appears in the section Actions with syntax highlighting,
as shown in figure 4.
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O2C2ui allows the creation of XML files with the information of the scanner, the
parser and the semantic specifications for a entire project. It makes easy the user to
work with his project in other environments, come back to O2C2ui to read the
XML file and to generate the parser if the user has all the specification lexical,
specification syntactic and actions code necessary.
Lexicon

Non-terminals
elements list

Semantic specification
and action code

Editor

Definitions for each
of the non-terminals

Fig. 4. A screenshot taken from O2C2ui

4 General steps to built a language processors using O2C2
We present all the steps of building a language processor (interpreter) using O2C2 for
a simple calculator.
1. Creating a specification file for the grammar. Lets call it sintactical.o2c2:
<S> ::= <num> OP <num> "operation" ;
<num> java.lang.Integer::= DIGIT {DIGIT} "number" ;

The words in uppercase are the tokens of the grammar and for the non-terminal
element num we only accept values of type Integer.
2. Creating a lexical analyzer that recognizes digits and operators. For this we will
use the jflex tool [11] and a specification file named lexical.flex. Here is the code.
%%
%class lexer
%extends symb
%implements o2c2rt.Lexer
%type stnode.Symbol
%unicode
%{
%}
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LineTerminator = \r|\n|\r\n
InputCharacter = [^\r\n]
/* Comments */
COMMENT = {TraditionalComment} | {EndOfLineComment} |
{DocumentationComment}
TraditionalComment = "/*" [^*] {CommentContent} \*+ "/"
EndOfLineComment = "//" {InputCharacter}* {LineTerminator}
DocumentationComment = "/**" {CommentContent} \*+ "/"
CommentContent = ( [^*] | \*+[^*/] )*
DIGIT=[0-9]
WHITE_SPACE_CHAR=[\n\r\ \t\b\012]
%%
{DIGIT}

{return new o2c2rt.Symbol
(symb.DIGITO,yyline,yycolumn,yytext());}
"+"
{return new o2c2rt.Symbol (symb.OP,yyline,yycolumn,"+");}
"-"
{return new o2c2rt.Symbol (symb.OP,yyline,yycolumn,"-");}
"/"
{return new o2c2rt.Symbol (symb.OP,yyline,yycolumn,"/");}
"*"
{return new o2c2rt.Symbol (symb.OP,yyline,yycolumn,"*");}
{WHITE_SPACE_CHAR}*
{ /* ignoramos */ }
{COMENTARIO}
{ /* ignoramos */ }
.|\n
{ throw new RuntimeException("Illegal Character
\""+yytext()+"\" in line "+yyline+", column "+yycolumn); }

We use some directives of the Jflex specification to indicate that the class name
that are going to generate is lexer. This class implement the o2c2rt.Lexer class and it
descends from the Symb class. The Symb class is generated by O2C2 and it contains
the constant associates to each token. Also we define that the class that we are going
to return is o2c2rt.Symbol and it is the type to return from yylex. Now, we generate
the syntactic analyzer and lexical analyzer.
% java o2c2.Main sintactical.o2c2

A parser directory will be created whith the classes generated for the syntactic
analyzer and the current directory will generate two files, if is that not existian
before, myparser.java and symb.java.
% jflex lexical.flex
% javac parser/*.java
% javac *.java

To test the parser generated we can create one file named input with only one line,
for example: 56+42
% java myParser input

In case of errors, the error handling and recovery system that incorporates O2C2
will output a message indicating where it has found it and that it was expected.
3.

Creating the listeners.

If we have already created the specification and O2C2 has generated the
framework and some auxiliary classes, then we can begin the process of creating the
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listeners. In the grammar of the example there are only two productions and we are
interested in creating listeners for them. The first alternative is:
<num> ::= DIGIT {DIGIT} "number" ;

The class associated with the alternative <num> is called number. This means that
the class that we are going to create, will subscribe to it. This example shows how to
implement the interface Listener.
import parser.*;
import o2c2rt.*;
import java.util.Vector;
public class Anumber implements Listener {
public Anumber ()
{ number.addListener (this); }
public void performAction (Node o)
{ try {
number num = (number) o;
String s1 = (String) num.getValue(0);
String s2 = "";
Vector v1 = (Vector)num.getValue(1);
if (v1!=null) {
for (int contador=0;contador<v1.size();contador++) {
String aux = (String) v1.elementAt(contador);
s2 = s2+aux; }
}
num.setActionResult (new Integer(s1+s2));
} catch (ParserException e)
{ e.printStackTrace(); }
}
};

The constructor adds the class to the set of listeners that have requested
subscription to any instance of number.
The functionality provided by this method is the following: collect the digits found
at the input and put them in a String forming a number.
As we have defined the non-terminal num of type Integer, when we call the
method setValue() it is necessary to use an Integer as the parameter.
In the method performAction(), the variable getValue(0) will be a digit, but we first
translate it to a string so we can concatenate it with the rest of digits
On the other hand, getValue(1), which is the variable that corresponds to {DIGIT},
is of type EBNF, that is, while there are DIGITs to be read at the input, the class will
continue its work of making the analysis. As we don’t have any listener subscribed to
this class, the semantic value of the EBNF class is the default value, in this case, a list
(java.util.Vector) of the tokens that have been read by the class.
There is no need to create a listener for each elements of the grammar that has a
corresponding class in the framework generated by O2C2. If a class of the framework
has no listeners, then the values obtained are preserved for later use in the analysis.
Obviously this is not the easiest way to obtain a number. This task is in fact more
likely to be delegated to the lexical analyzer, not to the syntactic analyzer, but we
have done things this way for pedagogic reasons.
The other production we have to deal with is:
<S> ::= <num> OP <num> "operation" ;
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The class to which we will subscribe our listener will be called operation and the
listener is:
import o2c2rt.*;
import parser.*;
public class AOperation implements Listener {
public AOperation ()
{ operation.addListener (this); }
public void performAction (Node o)
{
int result= 0;
int num1, num2;
String op;
try {
operation s = (operation) o;
num1 = ((Integer)n.getValue(0)).intValue();
num2 = ((Integer)n.getValue(2)).intValue();
op= (String) n.getValue(1);
if (op.compareTo("-")==0) resul=num1-num2;
else if (op.compareTo("+")==0) resul=num1+num2;
else if (op.compareTo("*")==0) resul=num1*num2;
else if (op.compareTo("/")==0) {
if (num2==0) {
throw new SemanticException
("Error, division by zero");}
else resul = num1/num2; }
System.out.println ("\nResult: "+result);
} catch (ParserException pe) {
pe.printStackTrace();
}
};

The listener transforms getValue(0) and getValue(2), the two <num> of the
alternative, to two integers and getValue(1), which corresponds to <op>, is
transformed to a string. Depending of the content of getValue(1), the listener will
perform an operation or another and present the result to the user.
So far, the only thing we have got are two classes with their instances subscribed to
classes generated by O2C2 from a grammar specification. For the whole system to
work someone has to create instances of those classes and so far the only way to do
this is to make the modifications in the file myParser.java.
Those modifications consist in adding somewhere the code that is needed to create
instances of the listener classes. Class myParser is:
import
import
import
public

o2c2rt.*;
parser.*;
java.io.*;
class myParser extends Parser implements Serializable {
Node first;
AOperation s;
ANumber n;
public myParser (String in)
super();
{
try {
l = new lexer (new FileReader(in)); }
catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.out.println(e); }
first = new StS(this);

n = new Anumber();
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s = new Aoperation();
}
public void parse ()
{
try {
first.parse(); }
catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace(); }
}
public static void main (String args[])
{ if (args.length==0) {
System.err.println ("Parameters needed");
System.exit(-1); }
Parser p = new miParser (args[0]);
p.parse();
}
};

The modifications are written in bold letters. Compiling again the class and the
listeners will result 98.

5 O2C2 and usability
The main purpose of O2C2 is to improve some features of language processors
development like extensibility, modularity, reusability and the length of the
development cycle using object-oriented techniques.
Now, we will see how the improvement of these features translates into an
improvement in usability [12]. Usability is a concept that many people apply only to
applications whose user interface (UI) plays an important role. This does not need to
be true so restricted and we can see that the advantages of considering usability in
language processors tools have the potential to increase the quality of software [13].
There is some agreement that these six attributes comprise the idea of usability:
• Utility
The first mission of a system is to be useful for some purpose. The utility of O2C2
is similar to that of older tools but if previously, these tools were more compileroriented, nowadays the scope of language processors is much broader. O2C2
generates frameworks for object-oriented language processors in Java. This makes it
very well suited for new tasks like XML parsers, editors with syntax highlighting, or
syntax checking in word processors. Also, it has shown to be particularly well suited
when working in large and complex software systems.
• Learnability
For tools to be used, they have to be easy to learn. For compiler tools to be easy to
learn they must be based on a small set of concepts. All language processors
generators expect their users to have a minimum knowledge of compiler theory.
Nonetheless there are some differences between O2C2 and other tools. The
specification files in other tools are so complex that it is difficult for a user without
previous experience to begin using the program. On the other hand, O2C2’s
specification file is simple because it contains only the grammar in EBNF notation.
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Furthermore, the O2C2 system includes a graphical user interface that makes it easy
for new users to begin use it.
• Efficiency
If we want users to use one application, that application should be efficient;
otherwise they will resort to traditional methods. The importance of this attribute is
easy to see in the case of web sites. Regardless of the usefulness of the site, if it’s too
slow to load on the user’s browser it will never be used. This will mean that tools
should be efficient but also the analyzers generated by them should be efficient in
both, resource consumption and speed.
Nonetheless, efficiency in these tools can be seen from various points of view. If
we are mainly interested in speed of execution or resource consumption then, older
tools can be considered more efficient than O2C2. Anyway , we believe that an
efficient tool is the one that makes the user more efficient. O2C2 separates the
grammar from the action code, so it is not necessary to use the tool constantly.
Instead, the tool will be used only when there is a change in the grammar, something
that seldom happens. We think that by shortening the development cycle, O2C2 is a
more efficient tool.
• Retainability
When an application forces the user to deal with lots of data simultaneously and it
is easy to get lost under the sheer number of details, then that application cannot be
called usable. In the case of language processors generator tools this means complex
specifications for the grammar or lots of different concepts needed to understand the
analyzer.
In traditional tools, this problem has special relevance because the specification file
includes both the grammar and the action code. This means that even for simple
languages, specifications easily become huge and complex so the user can get lost
between so many details.
As we have said, O2C2 separates the grammar specification and the user-provided
action code. The tool tries to be simple and this simplicity means that with little
interaction with the user, O2C2 can generate a working analyzer.
Also affecting the retainability of a tool is the number of concepts that must be
understood by a potential user before using it. The less the number of concepts
involved, the better. The number of concepts needed to begin using O2C2 is minimal
and chances are that the user already knows them, like the listener pattern.
• Errors
Applications should be ready to work under unexpected conditions and in the case
of compiler generators, this means providing help to the user when there is something
wrong in his grammatical specification but also generating analyzers that are able to
work when they find some problems.
Error management has not received a lot of attention by the designers of traditional
compiler tools, or at least that is what is seems. This is very unfortunate because
language designers and implementers are as prone to commit errors as any other kind
of user.
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As we have seen in other attributes, there are two users we have to take in mind
when designing compiler generators. On one side we have the users of the tools.
These users have to deal with complex grammatical specifications, which means that
errors will happen. A compiler construction tool should not only detect errors in the
specification but also provide some guidance to the user, helping him to locate and
correct the error. Many compiler tools detect errors in the specification but the only
give obscure error messages.
The other user of a compiler generator is the user of the language processors
generated by it. We will call him end-user. If the tool creates analyzers in which it is
difficult to incorporate code for error management, this code will probably be missing
in the application. So far, compiler tools only provide the means to catch errors in
end-user input to the analyzer, but it is not easy to treat those error where they have
taken place. This makes it very difficult for an analyzer to recover from a end-user
error and continue working.
The error handling and recovery in O2C2 uses the same listener pattern already
described for the action code. By default, when an O2C2-generated parser finds an
error, it displays a meaningful error message and exits, but it is very easy to add extra
code that will make the parser fault-tolerant.
For the first kind of users, O2C2 detects errors at their inputs and explains where
they have taken place and some times how to solve it. This is not as hard as it seems
because most of user’s errors are always the same and happen for the same reasons.
Also, O2C2 take advantage of Java’s implementation of exception management to
allow users treat errors committed by end-users when feeding an input to an analyzer
generated by O2C2.
• Satisfaction
An application with an intuitive and reliable behavior is likely to be satisfactory for
most users. What is more important in compiler tools is not to cause frustration to the
user. Most of the frustration that these tools can cause in the user is due to
unnecessary complexity, unexpected behavior, lack of documentation and examples,
or lack of power.
YACC antiquity and popularity means that there are lots of examples and
documentation. As for power, YACC’s table-based analyzers are very powerful. On
the other hand, the complexity of its specifications and of the analyzers it generates is
undoubtedly a source of frustration for the user.
O2C2’s documentation tries to be comprehensive and pedagogic. The specification
of a grammar couldn’t be simpler, the analyzers it generates are predictive and it is
behavior easier to understand.

6 Related works
Recently, there have been some attempts to introduce object-oriented techniques in
the field of compiler construction. One of the most interesting examples of this is
SableCC [14]. O2C2 and SableCC have some things in common, but there are also
some important differences.
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O2C2 has a core framework that acts as a run-time and that is present across all
parsers. SableCC’s grammatical specification is bigger because it includes lexical and
the syntactical specifications whereas O2C2 specifications contain only in the
syntactical specification. The reason behind this decision is that we wanted to make
O2C2 more modular. SableCC generates a framework that represents an AST and the
user has to build a tree-walker class for it. On the other hand, the framework
generated by O2C2 parses a source-text and when it finds something of interest it
calls the class or classes generated by the user that have shown interest in that kind of
event. We feel that O2C2’s approach is more modular, dynamic and flexible.
The event delegation mechanism of O2C2 is present in the JFC [10] and SaX API
[15]. This means that those people, who already know how to use a SaX parser, also
know the basic principles that rule the behaviour of an O2C2- generated parser and
therefore should be able to develop their own custom-made parsers in almost no time.

7 Future Work
O2C2 is an unfinished work and while we are getting near a stable release some areas
of improvement can still be identified:
•

Make O2C2’ architecture flexible and language-independent. Right now,
the O2C2 run-time uses Java and the code it generates is in Java too. We plan
to make a flexible integration.
• To incorporate an editor that understood both rules and translation, and can be
programmed to edit both using different conventions.
There has been an increasing interest in modular development of programming
languages with the aim of rapidly prototyping domain specific languages. This
modularity can be achieved separating the language semantic through the notion of
monads [16]. The connection between our framework and those works seems a
promising area for future research.

8 Conclusions
Language processors generators are prone to be counter-intuitive, difficult to learn
and complex to operate. The fact is that designing compiler construction tools for
usability has benefits not only for the users of these tools but also for the users of the
language processors generated by them.
Traditional compiler tools have brought lots of advantages for programmers and
language designers as they shortened the development time and lowered the barrier
needed to build a language processor, but they felt short in other areas like usability.
On the other hand, compiler construction tools have in most cases failed to take
advantage of object oriented technologies. The use of such techniques to develop
compilers has the potential to ease the modularity and to improve code reusability. It
could also reduce the length of the code written by the programmer, shorten the
development time and make the code easier to read and maintain.

Applying Frameworks and Obje t-Oriented Te hniques ...
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The introduction of frameworks in the field of language processors construction,
while not an obvious task, will undoubtedly foster the use of object oriented
techniques in the same way that frameworks fostered the use of object oriented
techniques in the field of graphical user interfaces.
We feel that O2C2 has the potential to increase the productivity of programmers
and the quality of their products as compared with traditional compiler generators
because it was designed with usability in mind and object-oriented techniques. We
think it is easy to learn and the concepts it uses are known for most programmers. For
all those reasons, we believe that O2C2 could be successfully used with new projects
either large or small. We have developed a prototype implementation in Java. It is
available in http://www.di.uniovi.es/~candi/o2c2/o2c2.htm
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Panta Rei (Everything Flows): A Calculus of Channels
Farhad Arbab
Department of Software Engineering, CWI, Kruislaan 413, 1090 GB Amsterdam, Holland.

In this talk, we present a calculus of channels that we call Rew. The purpose
of Rew is to allow compositional development of the “glue code” for connecting
the components that comprise a dynamically evolving software system.
Rew provides a paradigm for composition of software components based
on the notion of mobile channels. Both components and channels are mobile in
Rew, in the sense that (1) components can move at any time from one location to
another, retaining their existing channel links, and (2) the same channels can be
disconnected and reconnected to other components, thus, dynamically changing
the topology of inter-component communication.
The component composition paradigm of Rew is in the style of the IWIM
coordination model, and is an extension of our earlier work on a formal-logicbased component interface description language to convey the observable semantics of components. The main focus of attention in Rew is the channels and
operations on them, not the processes that operate on them or the components
that they are connected to. The composition operations in Rew combine various
channel types to produce complex dynamic topologies of “connectors” to which
processes or components can be attached.
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Abstra t. In this paper we present the main features of a dedu tive
database language named
tional and logi

LOG

INDALOG

based on the integration of fun -

paradigms. As most dedu tive database systems,

INDA

-

allows the handling of negation, higher-order fun tions, grouping

operators, support for aggregation, handling of non-ground fa ts, and support for indexing stru tures on both extensional and intensional relations
of a database. Moreover, we present the semanti

foundations of this lan-

guage.

1

Introdu tion

[16℄ are database management systems whose query
language and storage stru ture are designed around a logi data model. Dedu tive
database systems o er a ri h query language whi h extends the relational model
in many dire tions (for instan e, support for non- rst normal form and re ursive
relations) and they are suited for appli ation in whi h a large number of data must
be a essed and omplex queries must be supported (see [16℄ for appli ations of
dedu tive systems). With respe t to the information management, the dedu tive
database systems split their information into two ategories:

Dedu tive database systems

{

represented by literals onsisting of a predi ate applied to terms, whi h
are onstants, variables, or fun tors applied to terms. For instan e, the fa t
parent(mary,peter) sets that Peter is parent of Mary. This predi ate is represented extensionally, that is, all tuples for this predi ate are stored in a
database relation.
{ Rules whi h are written in Prolog-style notation as follows p : q1 ; :::; qn :
where p (the head) and qi 's (the subgoals) are literals.
Fa ts

The rules are refereed as the intensional database (IDB) and the fa ts as extensional database (EDB). The intensional database plays a role similar to views in
onventional database systems, although there will be large numbers of intensional
predi ates w.r.t. the numbers of views de ned in typi al database appli ations. A
typi al example about the expressivity power of dedu tive databases is as follows:
Extensional Database

parent(john; mary):
parent(mary; thomas):

Intensional Database

an (X; Y) :

parent(X; Y):

parent(john; frank):
parent(frank; mi hael):
an (X; Y) :

parent(X; Z); an (Z; Y):

Query
:

?

an (john; Y):

The author has been partially supported by the Spanish CICYT (proje t TIC 980445-C03-02 TREND)
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Here, there exist two relations, one extensional relation de ned by four rules and
alled parent, and other intensional one, named an and de ned by a re ursive
rule. The proposed query will ompute all john's an estors, that is Y = mary,
Y = frank, Y = thomas, and Y = mi hael.
The relations of a dedu tive database an in lude fun tors to store the so- alled
omplex terms. In a logi programming ontext, the omplex terms are alled
fun tions be ause of their synta ti apparen y, onsisting of a fun tion name
(named the fun tor) followed by a list of arguments. In a dedu tive language,
these omplex terms are not used to represent fun tions; rather, they are used
as variable-length subre ords. For instan e, suppose the following omplex term
address(Name,City) whi h an be used in the base relation person(DNI,address
(Name, City),Job) in order to stru ture the stored information.
Most dedu tive database systems (for instan e, DATALOG [20℄, CORAL [14℄,
ADITI [21℄, LOLA [23℄) allow to handle negative literals, in reasing their expressive power as query languages. The introdu tion of negation in logi programming
(see [4℄ for a survey), and thus the study of semanti models for logi programs
have been widely studied in the past being most relevant one the well-founded semanti s [22℄. Some dedu tive database systems have adopted su h semanti s and
operational models [17, 9℄ based on this semanti s. For instan e, in the dedu tive
system DATALOG, we an write the following database:

Extensional Database
student(peter; senior):
student(jim; junior):
student(mary; junior):
took(peter; s1; 3:0):

Intensional Database

took(jim; s2; 3:3):
took(jim; s3; 3:0):
took(mary; s1; 2:0):
took(mary; s2; 3:0):

hastaken(Name; Course) : took(Name; Course; Grade):
la ks s3(Name) : student(Name; junior); :hastaken(Name; s3):

Query
:

la ks s3(N):

Here, the extensional relations student and took set the name and year of a
student, as well as the ourses taken by the student with the orresponding grade.
The intensional rules are meant to ompute junior students who did not take
ourse s3. The omputed answer will be N = mary.
In addition, most dedu tive database systems allow grouping and aggregation
operators to be used with groups of tuples. The idea of grouping operators is to
olle t the set (multiset) of values for a given attribute and, in the ase of aggregation operators, to manage the olle ted values. For instan e, the dedu tive
database system CORAL [14, 13℄ allows to olle t values in the form of sets and
multisets by means of set (fg) and multiset (<>) grouping onstru tors. The following rule illustrates the use of the multiset onstru t:
set of grades(Class; < Grade >) :

student(Name; Class);
took(Name; Course; Grade):

wherein for ea h Class value, a multiset ontaining all orresponding values for
Grade is reated. Similarly with the set-grouping onstru t. The use of these
grouping primitives an be ombined with aggregation operators like ount, min,
max, sum, produ t, average, any and so on. In CORAL we an write the following
rule for omputing the average grade:
max grade(Class; average(< Grade >)) :

student(Name; Class);
took(Name; Course; Grade):

INDALOG: A De larative Dedu tive Database Language
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Some of the dedu tive database systems (for instan e, XSB [18℄) enri h their
expressivity power by adding higher-order features. The dedu tive database system XSB adopts HiLog [6℄, a foundation for higher order logi programming, by
providing an elegant way to onstru t and manipulate sets. For instan e, the following XSB database:

ExtensionalDatabase

pa
pa
pa
pa

kage1(health ins; required):
kage1(life ins; optional):
kage2(health ins; required):
kage2(free ar; optional):

pa kage2(long va ations; optional):
benefits(john; pa kage1):
benefits(bob; pa kage2):

Query
:

benefits(john; P); P(X; Y):

de nes the extensional relations pa kage1 and pa kage2 used to denote the set
of john's and bob's bene ts, respe tively. Bene ts are a set of fa ts indi ating the
type of bene t and whether it is optional or required. The query binds P to the
name of the set of john's bene ts (P = pa kage1), and then retrieves the fa ts
that des ribe his bene ts expli itly, that is X = health ins Y = required and
X = life ins Y = optional. Also, this representation an be extended to in lude
set operations. For instan e, the following rule omputes the interse tion of two
sets and the query allows to obtain both john's and bob's bene ts.

Intensional Database
interse t(S1 S2)(X Y) :
Query
;

:

;

S1(X; Y); S2(X; Y):

benefits(john; P1); benefits(bob; P2); interse t(P1; P2)(X; Y):

Following with the features of dedu tive database systems, there exist systems
whi h allow to use non-ground fa ts. The use of non-ground fa ts (i.e. fa ts
ontaining universally quanti ed variables) is useful in the dedu tive database
ontext. The dedu tive system CORAL [19℄ supports eÆ iently the handling of
non-ground fa ts. For instan e, suppose a database about employee salary:

Extensional Database

base salary(john; 1500):
base salary(peter; 3500):

base salary(mar ; 2500):
omplement salary(X; 1000):

wherein there exists one non-ground fa t, omplement salary(X; 1000), expressing that all employees will have a salary omplement (1000 euros), and thus avoiding the spe i ation of one fa t for ea h employee. Now, we an ompute the total
salary by means of the following rule:

Intensional Database
total salary(X; Y) :

base salary(X; T); omplement salary(X; Z); Y = T + Z:

With respe t to the implementation, the dedu tive database systems provide a
representation of indi es. Most dedu tive database systems use the typi al indexing stru tures used in database appli ations, like hash and B-trees indi es on the
extensional and intensional database relations. By means of adding indi es, some
database operations, like join, an be eÆ iently made for disk-resident data. For
instan e, XSB [18℄ supports di erent kinds of indexing. The default is hashing on
the rst argument of a relation. However, de larations an be used to indi ate the
desired options. Indi es an be onstru ted on any attribute or set of attributes
(multi-attribute indexing). For example, a predi ate p with arity 5 ould have the
following index de laration:
:

index(p=5; [1; 2; 3 + 5℄):

whi h will ause indi es on p=5 in su h a way that a retrieval will use the index
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on the rst argument, if ground, otherwise on the se ond, if ground, and otherwise
on the third and fth ombined.
Other example of indexing is the dedu tive language CORAL [15℄ whi h supports hash-based indi es for memory relations and B-trees indi es for disk relations. It allows two types of hash-based indi es, (1) argument indi es with the
traditional multi-attribute hash index and (2) pattern indi es whi h is an index
stru ture more ompli ated sin e that su h indi es are used with omplex terms
and non-ground fa ts. For instan e, given a relation employee with two arguments, Name and a omplex term address(Street; City) in CORAL, then the
following de laration reates a pattern index to retrieve employees without knowing their street.
make

indexemployee(Name; address(Street; City))(Name; City):

Here, we are interested in the study of a dedu tive database system based on
the integration of the fun tional and logi paradigms. The integration of fun tional and logi programming has been widely investigated during the last years.
It has led to the design of modern programming languages su h as CURRY [8℄
and TOY [10℄. The aim of su h integration is to in lude features from fun tional
( fr. determinism, higher order fun tions, partial, non-stri t and lazy fun tions,
possibly in nite data stru tures) and logi ( fr. logi variables, fun tion inversion,
non-determinism, built-in sear h) languages.
Our idea is to develop a dedu tive database query language, named INDALOG , whi h in ludes these advantages and also allows the eÆ ient management
of data like in dedu tive databases based on logi programming.
The main di eren e with respe t to a \pure" fun tional-logi language, su h
as CURRY or TOY , is that INDALOG is thought for working with a large
volume of data whi h usually will be stored in se ondary memory. Like Prolog,
fun tional-logi languages work eÆ iently with main-memory resident data, but
ineÆ iently with respe t to the disk a esses when data are stored in se ondary
memory. The main reason for this drawba k is that the operational me hanism of
su h languages works with a tuple (fa t) at time, whereas the dedu tive database
systems allow a set of tuples at time.
The basi idea of the operational me hanism of dedu tive database languages
is to use a bottom-up evaluation for query solving. This bottom-up me hanism
is based on the appli ation of the immediate onsequen e operator de ned for
logi programs whi h allows to ompute the Herbrand model of a logi program.
The use of this operator for query solving is very ineÆ ient and thus a program
transformation te hniques, alled Magi Sets-based transformations [5, 12℄, have
been studied. The aim of this pro ess is to transform the original program w.r.t.
the proposed query in su h a way that the appli ation of the immediate onsequen e operator on the transformed program and query is goal-oriented and an be
used for query solving. Moreover, this evaluation me hanism is more set-of-tuplesoriented than top-down evaluation me hanism supported by logi languages and
therefore adequate for indexing of tuples. In our ase, we have proposed a bottomup evaluation me hanism for fun tional-logi programming in [1℄, whi h has been
extended in [2℄ for the handling of negation in the line of [11℄, to be onsidered
as the omputational model for INDALOG .
The aim of this paper is to present the main features already developed and to
be developed in our dedu tive database language INDALOG . As most dedu tive
database systems, this language will allow the handling of negation, higher-order
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fun tions, grouping operators, support for aggregation, handling of non-ground
fa ts, and support for indexing stru tures on both extensional and intensional
relations of a database. Moreover, we will present the semanti foundations of
.

INDALOG
2

INDALOG Features

In this se tion, we present the main features in our dedu tive language. An
dedu tive database
will be onstituted by the following set of
modules.
{ type de nition whi h in ludes the de nition of type symbols.
{ base relations whi h in ludes the de nition of ea h extensional relation of the
database. Also alled base fa ts, typi ally they will be indexed and stored in
se ondary memory (see subse tion 2.4 for more details).
{ derived relations whi h in ludes the de nition of ea h intensional relation of
the database. Fa ts obtained from derived relations will be also indexed and
stored at run-time in se ondary memory.
{ fun tion de nition whi h is a set of manipulating fun tions to be used in
an
database whi h they are neither base nor derived relations.
Typi ally, they represent the fun tional part of the language whi h manages
data types su h as list, trees, et . It is assumed that indi es are not used for
the fun tional part.
{ query de nition whi h is a set of onditions to be solved.

INDALOG

DB

INDALOG

DB

:= Types; Rules; Query:
Types := type Type definition1 : : : Type definitionn endtype:
Type definition := Data de laration ExtRelation de laration IntRelation de laration
Fun tion de laration:
Data de laration := Type onstrID Type varID1 : : : Type varIDn
= Constr de laration1 0 0 : : : 0 0 Constr de larationm :
Constr de laration = Data onstrID Simple type expr1 : : : Simple type exprn :
Simple type expr := Type varID Simple type appl:
Simple type appl := Type onstrID Simple type expr1 : : : Simple type exprn :
ExtRelation de laration := Ext relationID :: Type expr:
IntRelation de laration := Int relationID :: Type expr:
Fun tion de laration := Fun tionID :: Type expr:
Type expr := Type varID Type appl:
Type appl := Type onstrID Type expr1 : : : Type exprn (Type expr
Type expr)
(Type expr
Type expr):

j

j

j

j

j

j

j
)

j

!

j

In the previous table, we have shown the type syntax whi h is similar to other
languages, su h as CURRY and TOY. In the type de laration, two di erent notations are used for fun tional types: a
b and a
b. The rst ase is the
usual fun tional type, and the se ond one is a spe ial fun tional type denoting
that this argument is exible, whi h means that the a tual parameters an be
only rigid expressions (i.e. left-most symbol annot be a variable). Our idea is
to avoid the extensively sear h of fun tional values allowed in some higher order
languages, and thus the programmer an note his wishes about the using mode
of this fun tions.
The syntax of the rest of modules is shown in the following table. The base and
derived relations an use omplex terms in its de nition in the form of patterns.
A pattern is an expression without total appli ations of extensional, intensional
and fun tional symbols. Type onstrID, Type varID, Data onstrID, Data varID,
Ext relationID, Int relationID and Fun tionID are identi ers (starting with upper
letters in the ase of variables), and the symbols in bold-font onstitute the set of
the keywords.

!

)
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Rules := Base relations [Derived relations℄ [Fun tions℄:
Base relations := base relations Base fa t1 : : : Base fa tn end base relations:
Base fa t := Ext relationID Expression1 : : : Expressionn 0 :=0 Expression:
Derived relations := derived relations Derived fa t1 : : : Derived fa tn

end derived relations:

(

Derived fa t := Int relationID Expression1 : : : Expressionn 0 :=0 Expression [ Conditions℄:
Expression := Data varID Data onstrID Expression1 : : : Expressionn
Fun tionID Expression1 : : : Expressionn
Ext relationID Expression1 : : : Expressionn
Int relationID Expression1 : : : Expressionn :
Conditions := Condition1 : : : Conditionn :
Condition := Expression ./ Expression Expression ./ Expression Expression <> Expression
Expression <=> Expression:
Fun tions := fun tions Fun tion def1 : : : Fun tion defn end fun tions:
Fun tion def := Fun tionID Expression1 : : : Expressionn 0 :=0 Expression [ Conditions℄:
Query := query Conditions end query:

j

j

j j

j

6

j

j

(

Next, we show the typi al example of the \an estor" and, as you an see,
an be
represented by means of fun tions. This fun tions an have onditions in the form
of joinability equalities [7℄ whose semanti s is to represent the same onstru tor
term. Moreover, the joinability equality an be also used in the queries like in this
example.

INDALOG has a fun tional syntax and thus base and derived relations

type

endtype:
base relations

j! j
!

person = frank john mary
parent :: person
person:
an :: person
person:
parent john := mary:
parent mary := thomas:

end base relation:
an X := parent X:
derived relations
end derived relations:
query
an john ./ X:
end query:

j mi hael j thomas

parent john := frank:
parent frank := mi hael:
an X := an (parent X):

In the rest of se tions, we will explain more in detail the INDALOG features,
but now we want to explain brie y why three kind of de larations are onsidered:
base, derived relations and fun tions. It is assumed that for a given query, the
language will generate, at ompile-time and automati ally, indi es in order to
obtain a more eÆ ient evaluation. These indi es will be only generated for the
base and derived relations. The base relations will be stored at ompile-time
and the derived relations at run-time, both in se ondary memory. The indexing
riteria will be based on the query and the form of the rules to be used in the
query solving. In the previous example, we requested the john's an estors, and
thus the relation an will be indexed by its unique argument in order to improve
the retrieval of su h values. Moreover, the fun tion an uses the fun tion parent
in its de nition and thus parent will be also indexed by its (only) argument.
Intuitively, for ea h all to the fun tion an , then the orresponding value for
parent and the an estors of the value obtained from parent must be a essed.
2.1

Handling of Negation in INDALOG

The in orporation of negation supposes to study its semanti s foundations. In
[11℄, a framework alled Constru tor Based ReWriting Logi with Failure (CRWLF) has been presented, extending the CRWL semanti s [7℄, and allowing to
handle negative information in fun tional-logi programming. In this framework,
the negation is intended as ' nite failure' of redu tion. CRWLF provides four kinds
of operators: (a) ./ (joinability onstraint) and (a') 6./ (its logi al negation), and
(b) <> (divergen e onstraint) and (b') <=> (its logi al negation). As semanti s,
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we adopt CRWLF and thus these onstraints an be in luded in any database. An
operational semanti s based on bottom-up evaluation extended for the handling
of negation has been studied in [2℄, a ording to [11℄.
Next, we show an example of database whi h in ludes resear hing heads, boss,
and departments, dept, as extensional database, and a re ursive rule superboss as
intensional one whi h allows to ompute ea h hierar hy line for a given resear her.
type

endtype:
base relations
end base relation:
derived relations

j j! j
! !

j

person = john mary peter thomas:
depart = s ele t:
boss :: person
person:
dept :: person
depart:
superboss :: person
person:

boss
boss
dept
dept

john := mary:
mary := peter:
john := s:
peter := s:

boss john := thomas:
dept mary := ele t:
dept thomas := s:

superboss P := boss P :
superboss P := superboss boss P:

end derived relations:
query
superboss X ./ john; dept X ./ s:
end query:

6

6

In the query, the obtained values for superboss are ompared with john and
one value X=mary (not belonging to the department s) satisfying the query is
found.
2.2

Higher Order

Other feature of the language INDALOG is the use of higher-order. Higher order
programming has been widely studied in the fun tional logi paradigm o ering a
ri h expressivity power by allowing, among others, more abstra tion and reuse in
the ode. The higher-order example for XSB presented in the introdu tion an be
also written in our language, given that we an use higher-order patterns in the
head and body of both intensional and extensional part:
type

jj

j

end type:
base relations

j

j

benefit name = free ar health inst life ins long va ations:
benefit type = optional required:
person = bob john:
benefit type:
pa kage1 :: benefit name
pa kage2 :: benefit name
benefit type:
benefits :: person
(benefit name
benefit type):

!

pa kage1
pa kage2
pa kage2
benefits

!!

!

health ins := required:
pa kage1 life ins := optional:
health ins := required:
pa kage2 free ar := optional:
long va ations := optional:
john := pa kage1:
benefits bob := pa kage2:

end base relations:
query
benefits john ./ F; F X ./ Y:
end query:

The query will obtain the following answers F = pa kage1; X = health ins; Y =
required and F = pa kage1; X = life ins; Y = optional.
2.3

Grouping Primitives

Our idea is to in lude primitives in INDALOG for olle ting answers for a given
query whi h an be either a set or a multiset. For this reason we onsider two
kinds of primitives: one onsidering the answers as a set and the other one as
a multiset. The set primitives are set and set at least? and the syntax is as
follows:
set n var query
set at least? n var query
wherein n is a natural number, var is a variable, and query is a set of onditions.
The primitive set is a fun tion whi h obtains the n-th answer (as set) for the
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variable var of query. There is a restri tion: the variable spe i ed by the argument var an only appear in query. Otherwise a renaming of variables will be
a omplished. Moreover, this argument annot be instantiated, only indi ates the
variable for whi h values must be omputed. This primitive is similar to most
Prolog system's primitive setof(var,goal,list), but with a relevant di eren e.
In order to leave to the programmer the de ision about what kind of data stru ture is used to store the answers of the query (list, tree, et ), the INDALOG
primitive set returns the solutions on e at time. By iterating the ounter n of
type nat, we an obtain the (partial or omplete) set of solutions for the query to
be stored in the wished stru ture. This stru ture an represent a possibly in nite
data in the ase of in nite solutions, whi h an ni ely be managed in fun tional
logi programming.
For instan e, w.r.t. the an estor database, the following primitive all set 2 X
(an john ./ X) will ompute the se ond answer for the variable X in the query
an john ./ X. In this ase, the answer will be thomas or mi hael depending on
the order whi h the answer is omputed in. In addition, we will need other set
primitive, named set at least?, whi h is a boolean fun tion and returns true
whenever there exist at least n solutions for var in the query. For instan e, the
primitive all set at least? 2 X (an john ./ X) will ompute true.
From a theoreti al point of view (implementation details apart), set at least?
will return true whether there exists the n-th answer, or fail, whenever there not
exist more than n answers, and set will return the n-th answer or will be unde ned, respe tively. In order to know if a query has no more than n answers,
we have to pro eed as follows: we have to nd all the solutions of the query
(whi h must be less than n) and to refute the query for the rest of values. A
query is refuted whether the omplementary of any onstraint an be proved.
For instan e, set 4 (an john ./ X) fails be ause an john ./ mary; an john ./
peter; an john ./ thomas; an john 6./ john. In some ases, there an be neither
proved nor refuted the satis ability of the query for some value, and thus set and
set at least? an remain unde ned. In the ase of removing an X := parent X
of the an estor example, neither an john ./ mary nor an john 6./ mary an be
proved and the same for the rest of values, due to an is unde ned, and thus
set 1 (an john ./ X); set at least? 1 (an john ./ X) are also unde ned.
As a ni e example of its use, in the above an estor database is the de nition
of the fun tion an estors whi h allows to olle t all an estors of a person in a
possibly in nite list:
type

end type:
derived relations

j j

list(A) = [℄ [A list(A)℄:
olle t list an :: person
nat
list(person):
an estors :: person
list(person):

!

! !

j

olle t list an Y N := [set N X (an Y ./ X)
olle t list an Y (N + 1)℄
set at least? N X (an Y ./ X) ./ true:
set at least? N X (an Y ./ X) ./ true:
olle t list an Y N := [℄
an estors X := olle t list an X 1:

(

(

6

end derived relations:
query
an estors john ./ L:
end query:

The ontrol established by the primitive set at least? in the de nition rule of
olle t list an Y N will allow us to ontrol the number of solutions of the query

and therefore the end of the list to be build. In su h a way that all omputed answers are olle ted in the list and the query will obtain all john's an estors, that is
L = [mary; frank; thomas; mi hael℄ (or even L = [frank; mary; mi hael; thomas℄).
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With respe t to the multiset primitives, we will in lude two primitives, alled
bag and bag at least?, with the syntax: bag n var query and bag at least?
n var query wherein n is natural number, var is a variable, and query is a set of
onditions. The meaning of these primitives is similar to the primitives set and
set at least? but onsidering the solutions as a multiset.
Finally, we will show the use of these four primitives together with the higherorder features to generate aggregation operations. For instan e, suppose the following INDALOG database:

j jj!
!!
! !

type

endtype:
base relations

end base relation:
derived relations

j

j

j

person = frank john mary mi hael thomas:
list(A) = [℄ [A list(A)℄:
parent :: person
person:
salary :: person
nat:
an :: person
person:
olle t salary list :: person
nat
list(nat):
salary sum :: person
nat:
fold :: (A
B
A)
A
list(B)
A:
nat:
sum list :: list(nat)

parent
parent
salary
salary
salary

! !
!!! !
!

john := mary:
john := frank:
john := 2500:
thomas := 1200:
mi hael := 1200:

parent
parent
salary
salary

an X := parent X:
an X := an (parent X):
olle t salary list X N :=
[bag N Y (salary (an X) ./ Y)
olle t salary list X (N + 1)℄
bag at least? N Y (salary (an X) ./ Y) ./ true:
olle t salary list X N := [℄
bag at least? N Y (salary (an X) ./ Y) ./ true:
salary sum Y := sum list ( olle t salary list Y 1):

j

(
(

6

end derived relations:
fun tions
fold F Z [℄ := Z:
end fun tions:
query
end query:

mary := thomas:
frank := mi hael:
mary := 3000:
frank := 2500:

j

fold F Z [X L℄ := fold F (F Z X) L:
sum list L := fold + 0 L:
salary sum john ./ Y:

This example allows us to ompute the sum of all salaries of john's an estors.
Firstly, we de ne, in a re ursive way, a olle tor, named olle t salary list Z N,
whi h olle ts all salaries in a list. Se ondly, we use a manipulating fun tion,
named sum list, de ned by using the higher-order fun tion fold. Finally, in
order to obtain the a umulated sum, we de ne the fun tion salary sum Y by
applying sum list to the list obtained from olle t salary list Y 1. The proposed query salary sum john ./ Y will obtain as answer Y = 7900 euros.
2.4

Indexing

With respe t to the indexing pro ess, our idea is, given an INDALOG database,
to generate automati ally the set of indi es ne essary for the query solving. These
indi es will be reated on base and derived relations of the database taking into
a ount the query. With this aim, the indexing pro ess will dete t the set of 'join'
operations ne essary for the query solving. Next, onsider a database as follows:
type

end type:
base relations

end base relations:

j

j!j
!

person = john peter rose:
job name = omputer tea her:
age :: nat
person
nat:
job :: nat
job name:
person
job name:
eq 23 :: nat

!!!

age
age
age
job
job

10
20
22
11
21

john := 23:
john := 23:
peter := 25:
:= tea her:
:= omputer:

age
age
job
job
job

11 peter := 24:
21 rose := 21:
10 := omputer:
20 := tea her:
22 := tea her:
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eq 23 ID Name := Job
derived relations
end derived relations:
query
eq 23 X Y ./ Z:
end query:

(

age ID Name ./ 23; job ID ./ Job:

Taking into a ount this query, the indexing pro ess will start analyzing the
de nition rules for the fun tion eq 23, and it will dete t a 'join' operation in
the onditions due to the variable ID shared by the fun tions age and job.
Therefore, the indexing pro ess will generate the following ompilation dire tives
index age(ID; Name; Result)(ID) and index job(ID; Result)(ID) where Result denotes the result of the relation. Here, two indi es have been reated, one
for the fun tion age indexing by the argument ID and other one for the fun tion
job with the argument ID.
Now, suppose the query eq 23 X john ./ Z wherein the se ond argument of the
fun tion eq 23 is instantiated by the value john. In this ase, the indexing pro ess
will generate the ompilation dire tives index age(ID; Name; Result)(Name; ID)
and index job(ID; Result)(ID). A multi-attribute (i.e. Name and ID) index is
generated for the fun tion age due to the instantiated variable in the query, and
therefore also instantiated in the fun tion age, as well as the 'join' operation
o urring in the onditions of the rule for the fun tion eq 23. The index for the
fun tion job is the same than the previous one.
By onsidering the query eq 23 X Y ./ tea her, the instantiated value is referred to the result from the fun tion eq 23. Then, there exist two 'join' operations:
(1) variable Job shared by the fun tions eq 23 and job and (2) variable ID shared
by the fun tion age and job. Therefore, two indi es will be generated by means
of the dire tives index age(ID; Name; Result)(ID) and index job(ID; Result)
(Result; ID). Here a multi-attribute index (primary key is Result and se ondary
one is ID) will be generated for the fun tion job in order to retrieve ea h ID for
every tea her.
Finally and with respe t to the omplex terms, the indexing pro ess will allow
to generate indi es on the arguments of a omplex term but never on non basi
types. For instan e, given the omplex term address in the following fun tion
person(ID; address(Name; City); Age), then the indexing pro ess ould generate
ompilation dire tives for indi es on Name or City, or reate a multi-attribute
index on both Name and City.
To put an end, remark that in order to implement the indexing pro ess, we
will use the typi al indexing stru tures implemented in the database ontext,
that is hash index for main memory relations and B-trees for relations stored in
se ondary memory.

3

Foundations of INDALOG

In this se tion we will present the semanti foundations of our language. We have
adopted the Constru tor based Rewriting Logi with Failure (CRWLF) presented
in [11℄ as semanti framework of INDALOG given that the ited semanti s allows
to provide meaning to fun tional logi programming with negative onstraints.
CRWLF extends the Constru tor Based Rewriting Logi presented in [7℄, wherein
the negation is intended as ' nite failure' of redu tion. The onditions that are
provable in CRWL an also be proved in CRWLF but, in addition, CRWLF provides 'proofs of unprovability' within CRWL. In general, the unprovability is not
omputable whi h means that CRWLF an only give an approximation to failure
in CRWL that orresponds to the ases in whi h unprovability refers to ' nite
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failure' of redu tion. Here, we are interested in the presentation of an alternative
hara terization of the CRWLF semanti s (and therefore equivalent) by using CRWLF Herbrand algebras and models. From now on we restri t our presentation
to the rst-order fragment of the language.

S

3.1

Basis

3.2

INDALOG Semanti s

We assume a signature  = DC [ S
DS where DC = n2IN DC n is a set of onstru tor symbols ; d; : : : and DS = n2IN DS n is a set of de ned symbols f; g; : : :,
all of them with asso iated arity and su h that DC \ DS = ;. De ned symbols
onsist of three sets ES of extensional symbols, IS of intensional symbols and FS
of fun tion symbols: DS = ES [ IS [ FS . We also assume a ountable set V of
variable symbols X; Y; : : :. We write Term for the set of (total) terms e; e0 (also
alled expressions) built up with  and V in the usual way, and we distinguish
the subset CTerm of (total) onstru tor terms or (total) -terms t; s; : : :, built
up only with symbols of DC and V . Terms intend to represent possibly redu ible
expressions, whereas -terms represent data values, not further redu ible. Terms
orrespond with rst-order expressions and CTerms with rst-order patterns in
the rst-order fragment of the language. We extend the signature  by adding
two new onstants: the onstant ? that plays the role of unde ned value and the
new onstant symbol F that will be used as an expli it representation of failure of
redu tion. The set Term? of partial terms and the set CTerm? of partial -terms
are de ned in a natural way. Partial -terms represent the result of partially evaluated expressions, and thus they an be onsidered as approximations to the value
of expressions. Moreover, we will onsider the orresponding sets Term?;F and
CTerm?;F . A natural approximation ordering  over CTerm?;F an be de0 ned0 as
the least partial ordering satisfying: ?  t, X  X and h(t1 ; :::; tn )  h(t1 ; :::; tn ),
if ti  t0i for all i 2 f1; :::; ng, h 2 DC [ DS . The intended meaning of t  t0 is
that t is less de ned or has less information than t0 . Note that the only relations
satis ed by F are ?  F and F  F. In parti ular, F is maximal. This is reasonable, sin e F represents `failure of redu tion' and this gives a no further re nable
information about the result of the evaluation of an expression.
A onditional rewrite rule for a de ned symbol f 2 DS n is of the form:
r ( |{z}
C
f (t1 ; :::; tn ) := |{z}

| {z }

body

head

ondition

where (t1 ; :::; t ) is a linear tuple (ea h variable in it o urs only on e) with
t1 ; :::; t 2 CTerm; C is a set of onstraints of the form e ./ e (joinability),
e <> e (divergen e), e 6./ e (failure of joinability) or e <=> e (failure of
divergen e); r; e and e belong to the set T whi h onsists of terms built from
 , V , set(n; X; C ), set at least?(n; X; C ), bag(n; X; C ) and bag at least?(n; X; C )
where n = 0; su (0), k > 0, X 2 V and C is a ondition. We impli itly suppose
that 0; su ; true 2 DC . Extra variables are not allowed, i.e. var(r) [ var(C ) 
var(t). The reading of the rule is: f (t1 ; :::; t ) redu es to r if the ondition C is
satis ed.
The meaning of the onditions is as follows: e ./ e (joinability): e and e an be
both redu ed to some t 2 CTerm;e <> e (divergen e): e and e an be redu ed
to some (possibly partial) -terms t and t having a DC - lash; e 6./ e : failure of
e ./ e and e <=> e : failure of e <> e , where given set of onstru tor symbols S ,
n

0

n

0

00

0

00

00

0

00

0

k

n

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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we say that the -terms t and t have a S - lash if they have di erent onstru tor
symbols of S at the same position.
We will use the symbol } to refer to any of the onstraints ./; <>; 6./; <=>. The
onstraints 6./ and ./ are alled the omplementary of ea h other; the same holds
e for the omplementary of }. The meaning of the
for <=> and <>, and we write }
onstraint e}e depends on ertain synta ti (hen e de idable) relations between
the orresponding approximations for e and e and is de ned as follows.
0

0

0

De nition 1 (Relations over

CTerm

?;

F

[11℄).

 t # t0 ,def t = t0 ; t 2 CTerm
 t " t0 ,def t and t0 have a DC - lash
 t 6# t0 ,def t or t0 ontain F as subterm, or they have a DC - lash
 "
6 is de ned as the least symmetri relation over CTerm?;F satisfying:
i) X 6" X , for all X 2 V
ii) F 6" t, for all t 2 CTerm?;F
iii) if t1 6" t01 ; :::; tn 6" t0n then (t1 ; :::; tn ) 6" (t01 ; :::; t0n ), for 2 DC n

When using rules to derive statements, we will need to use what are alled
;F =
fR j  2 CSubst ;F g, where we use substitutions CSubst ;F = f : V !
CTerm ;F g.
Now, we present CRWLF-Herbrand algebras and models. We assume the
reader has familiarity with basi on epts of model theory on logi programming
and fun tional-logi programming (see [3, 7℄ for more details). Now, we point up
some of the notions used in this paper.
Given S, a partially ordered set (in short, poset) with bottom ? (equipped with
a partial order  and a least element ?), the set of all totally de ned elements of
S will be noted Def(S). We write C (S ), I (S ) for the sets of ones and ideals of S,
respe tively. The set S =def I (S ) denotes the ideal ompletion of S, whi h is also a
poset under the set-in lusion ordering , and there is a natural mapping for ea h
x 2 S into the prin ipal ideal generated by x, < x >=def fy 2 S : y  x g 2 S .
Furthermore, S is a po (i.e. every dire ted set D  S has a least upper bound)
whose nite elements are pre isely the prin ipal ideals < x >; x 2 S .

-instan es of su h rules. The set of -instan es of a rule R is de ned as [R℄

?

?

?

?

De nition 2 (Herbrand Algebras). For any given signature  , a Herbrand
algebra H is an algebrai stru ture of the form H = (CTerm F ; ff g f DS )
where CTerm F is a poset with the approximation ordering  and f 2 [CTerm F
! CTerm F ℄ for f 2 DS l , where [D !n E ℄ =def ff : D ! C (E )j 8 u ; u 2
D : (u  u ) f (u )  f (u ))g. From the set ff g
, we an distinguish the
deterministi fun tions f 2 DS , holding that f 2 [CTerm F ! CTerm F ℄
where [D !d E ℄ =def ff 2 [D !n E ℄j 8 u 2 D : f (u ) 2 I (E )g. The elements of
Def (H) are the elements of CTermF .
H

?;

?;

n

g

l

?;

0

?;

0

f 2

H

0

H

n

ff 2DS g

n

H

?;

d

?;

Given a Herbrand algebra H, a valuation over H is any mapping  : V !
(X ) 2 Def (H) for all X 2 V .
;F , and we say that  is totally de ned i
We denote by Val (H) the set of all valuations, and by DefVal (H) the set of all
totally de ned valuations.

CTerm

?

De nition 3 (Satisfa tibility). Let H be a Herbrand algebra, we say that:
1. H satis es a joinability e ./ e under a valuation  (in symbols, (H; ) j= e ./
e ) i there exist t 2 [je j℄  \ CTerm F and t 2 [je j℄  \ CTerm F su h that
t#t.
0

0

H

0

?;

0

0 H

?;
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H satis es a divergen e e <> e under a valuation  (in symbols, (H;  ) j=
e <> e ) i there exist t 2 [je j℄  \ CTerm F and t 2 [je j℄  \ CTerm F
su h that t " t .
H satis es a failure of joinability e 6./ e under a valuation  (in symbols,
(H;  ) j= e 6./ e ) i for every t 2 [je j℄  \ CTerm F and t 2 [je j℄  \
CTerm F , then t 6# t holds..
H satis es a failure of divergen e e <
=> e under a valuation  (in symbols,
(H;  ) j= e <=> e ) i for every t 2 [je j℄  \ CTerm F and t 2 [je j℄  \
CTerm F , then t 6" t holds..
H satis es a
ondition C under a valuation  (in symbols, (H; ) j= C ) if
(H;  ) j= e}e for every e}e 2 C .
H satis es the failure of a
ondition C under a valuation  (in symbols,
~ e for any e}e 2 C .
(H;  ) j= :C ) if (H;  ) j= e}
0

0

H

0

?;

0 H

?;

0

3.
4.
5.
6.

0

0

H

?;

0

0 H

0

0 H

0

?;

0

0

H

?;

0

?;

0

0

0

0

Satisfa tibility of onstraints ( ases from (1) to (4)) is expressed by means
of the relations over terms de ned in de nition 1. Cases (5) and (6) express
satisfa tibility of a ondition C and the failure of a ondition C , respe tively,
e e0n , whenever C  e1 }e01 ^
e e01 _ : : : _ en }
whi h take into a ount that :C  e1 }
0
: : : ^ en }en .

De nition 4 (Herbrand Denotation). The evaluation of an e 2 T F in H
under  yields [jej℄  2 C (CT erm F) whi h is de ned re ursively as follows:
1. [j?j℄  = < ? >, [jFj℄  = < F > and [jX j℄  =def < (X ) >, for X 2 V .
2. [j (e1 ; : : : ; en )j℄  =def < ([je1 j℄ ; : : : ; [jen j℄ ) > for all 2 DC n .
3. [jf (e1 ; : : : ; en )j℄  =def f ([je1 j℄ ; : : : ; [jen j℄ ), for all f 2 DS n .
4. [jset(n; X; C )j℄  =def <  (X ) > if ard(Ans)  [n℄, otherwise
[jset(n; X; C )j℄  =def < ? >, where Ans = f (X ) j (H;    ) j= C g.
5. [jbag(n; X; C )j℄  =def <  (X ) > if ard(Ans)  [n℄, otherwise
[jbag (n; X; C )j℄  =def < ? >, where Ans = ff (X ) j (H;    ) j= C gg.
6. [jset at least?(n; X; C )j℄  =def < true > whenever ard(Ans)  [n℄; and
[jset at least?(n; X; C )j℄  =def < F > whenever ard(Ans) < [n℄ and for
every valuation  either holds (H;   ) j= C or (H;   ) j= :C , otherwise
[jset at least?(n; X; C )j℄  =def < ? > where Ans = f (X )j(H;    ) j= C g
7. [jbag at least?(n; X; C )j℄  =def < true > whenever ard(Ans)  [n℄; and
[jbag at least?(n; X; C )j℄  =def < F > whenever ard(Ans) < [n℄ and for
every valuation  either holds (H;   ) j= C or (H;   ) j= :C , otherwise
[jbag at least?(n; X; C )j℄  =def < ? > where Ans = ff (X )j(H;    ) j=
?;

H

H

?;

H

def

H

H

H

H

def

H

H

H

H

H

n

H

i

H

i

n

H

i

i

H

H

H

i

i

H

H

H

C gg

i

i

where ff gg denotes a multiset of elements, ard the ardinal of a set (multiset),
[n℄ the value of n as natural number.

Due to non-determinism the evaluation of an expression yields a one rather
than an element. It an be proved that given a Herbrand algebra H, for any
e 2 Term?;F and  2 Val (H), then [je j℄H  2 I (CTerm?;F ) if f H is deterministi
for every de ned fun tion symbol f o urring in e , and [je j℄H  2 I (CTermF ) if
e 2 TermF and  2 DefVal (H).
Set and bag primitives denote the n-th answer of the ondition C if there exists,
otherwise are unde ned. Set at least? and bag at least? denote true whenever there
are at least n answers of the ondition C , and failure whether there are less than
n answers whi h an only be ensured ( ases (6) and (7)) whenever every valuation
either satis es the ondition or the failure of the ondition.
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De nition 5 (Poset of Herbrand Algebras). We an de ne a poset with
bottom over the Herbrand algebras as follows: given A and B, A  B i f A (t1 ;
: : : ; tn )  f B (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) for every f 2 DS n and ti 2 CT erm?;F ; 1  i  n.

It an be proved that the ideal ompletion of this poset is a po, alled HALG ,
and [j j℄ is ontinuous w.r.t. HALG .

De nition 6 (Herbrand Models). Let H be a Herbrand algebra:
{ H satis es a rule f (t) := r ( C i
1. every valuation  su h that (H; ) j= C veri es [jf (t)j℄H   [jr j℄H 
2. every valuation  su h that, for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, li and ti have a
DC [ fFg- lash, where li 2 [js j℄H  , veri es F 2 [jf (s )j℄H 
3. every valuation  su h that (H; ) j= :C veri es F 2 [jf (t)j℄H 
{ H is a model of a set of rules R1 ; : : : ; Rn (in symbols, H j= R1 ; : : : ; Rn ) i H
satis es every Ri .
i

Rules an either provide approximations to the value of a fun tion ( ase (1))
or fail values ( ases (2) and (3)). A rule provides fail values whenever either a
uni ation ( ase (2)) or a ondition ( ase (3)) failure o urs.

De nition 7 (Fix Point Operator). Given a Herbrand algebra A, and
DS , we de ne the x point operator as:

f

2

f [jrj℄A j if there exist fA(t) := r ( C; and  2 V al(A)
su h that si 2 [jti j℄ and (A; ) j= C g
[ f F j if there exists f (t) := r ( C;
su h that for some i 2 f1; : : : ; ng ;
si and ti have a DC [ fFg
lashg
[ f F j if there exist f (t) A:= r ( C; and  2 V al(A)
su h that si 2 [jti j℄ and (A; ) j= :C g
[ f ? j otherwiseg

TP (A; f )(s1 ; : : : ; sn ) =def

In ea h step of the x point operator appli ation a set of approximation values
(due to the non-determinism) is omputed: in luding ? when the rule annot be
used and F when uni ation or ondition failures o ur.
Given A 2 HALG , there exists a unique B 2 HALG denoted by TP (A)
su h that f B (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) = TP (A; f )(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) for every f 2 DS n and ti 2
CT erm?;F ; 1  i  n. With these de nitions, we an ensure the following result whi h hara terizes the least Herbrand model of a set of rules.

Theorem 1. The x point operator TP is ontinuous and satis es:
1. For every A 2 HALG : A j= R1 ; : : : ; Rn i TP (A)  A.
2. TP has a least x point M = H! where H0 is the bottom in
Hk+1 = TP (Hk )
3. M is the least Herbrand model of R1 ; : : : ; Rn .

4

Con lusions and Future Work

HALG

and

In this paper we have presented the main features of a de larative dedu tive
database language based on the integration of fun tional and logi paradigms.
This language in ludes most relevant features onsidered in dedu tive logi languages. In addition, we have shown that this language extends this lass of languages by adding the typi al advantages of fun tional logi languages like laziness
and possibly in nite data. Finally, we have shown how to use primitives in this
language for olle ting answers and how indexing is used for the management of
large volume of data. As future work, on one hand, we will go towards the implementation of the language, and on the other hand, to the study of an extension of
the relational algebra for expressing the semanti s of this language as a database
query language.
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A De larative Debugger of Wrong Answers for
Lazy Fun tional Logi Programs
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Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Abstra t. We present a de larative debugger for lazy fun tional logi
programs with polymorphi type dis ipline. Debugging is performed by
sear hing in a omputation tree whi h is a logi al representation of the
omputation. Following a known te hnique, our tool is based on a program transformation: transformed programs return omputation trees
along with the results expe ted by sour e programs. Our translation is
provably orre t w.r.t. well-typing and program semanti s. As additional
improvements w.r.t. related approa hes, we solve a previously open problem on erning the use of urried fun tions, and we provide a orre t
method for avoiding redundant questions to the user during debugging.
A prototype implementation of the debugger is available. Case studies
and extensions are planned as future work.

1 Introdu tion

The impa t of de larative languages on pra ti al appli ations is inhibited by
many known fa tors, in luding la k of debugging tools, whose onstru tion is
re ognized as diÆ ult for lazy fun tional languages. As argued in [20℄, su h
debuggers are needed, and mu h of interest an be still learned from their onstru tion and use. Debugging tools for lazy fun tional logi languages [6℄ are
even harder to onstru t.
A promising approa h is de larative debugging, whi h starts from a omputation
onsidered in orre t by the user (error symptom) and lo ates a program fragment
responsible for the error. In the ase of ( onstraint) logi programs, error symptoms an be either wrong or missing omputed answers [18,8,4, 10,19℄. De larative debugging has been also adapted to lazy fun tional programming [14{16,
11,13,17℄ and ombined fun tional logi programming [12℄. All these approa hes
use a omputation tree (CT) [12℄ as logi al representation of the omputation.
Ea h node in a CT represents the result of a omputation step, whi h must
follow from the results of its hildren nodes by some logi al inferen e. Diagnosis
pro eeds by traversing the CT, asking questions to an external ora le (generally
the user) until a so- alled buggy node [12℄ is found, whose result is erroneous, but
whose hildren have all orre t results. The user does not need to understand
the omputation operationally. Any buggy node represents an erroneous omputation step, an the debugger an display the program fragment responsible for
it. From an explanatory point of view, de larative debugging an be des ribed
as onsisting of two stages, namely CT generation and CT navigation [15℄.
? Work partially supported by the Spanish CICYT (proje t CICYT-TIC98-0445-C03-

02/97 "TREND")
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We present a de larative debugger of wrong answers in lazy fun tional logi programs with polymorphi type dis ipline. Following a known idea [15, 13, 17℄, we
use a program transformation for CT generation. We give a areful spe i ation of the transformation, we show its advantages w.r.t. previous related ones,
and we des ribe some new te hniques whi h allow to avoid redundant questions
to the ora le during the navigation phase.The debugger has been implemented
as part of the T OY system [9℄; a prototype version an be downloaded from
http://titan.sip.u m.es/toy/debug.tar.gz. Case studies and extensions of the
debugger are planned as future work.
A known extension of de larative debugging is abstra t diagnosis [3, 1℄, leading
to equivalent bottom-up and top-down diagnosis methods whi h do not require
error symptoms to be given in advan e. In order to be e e tively implemented,
abstra t diagnosis uses abstra t interpretation te hniques to build a nite abstra tion of the intended program semanti s. These methods are outside the
s ope of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se t. 2 olle ts some preliminaries,
and Se t. 3 summarizes the ontributions of our work w.r.t. previous related
papers. Our approa hes to CT generation and navigation, with detailed explanations of the new ontributions, are presented in Se t. 4 and 5, respe tively.
Con lusions and plans for future work are summarized in Se t. 6. Due to la k of
spa e, proofs have been limited to brief sket hes. Detailed proofs will be given
in a full version of the paper.

2 Preliminaries

Fun tional Logi Programming (FLP for short) aims at the integration of the
best features of urrent fun tional and logi languages; see [6℄ for a survey. This
paper deals with de larative debugging for lazy FLP languages su h as Curry or
T OY [7, 9℄, whi h in ludes pure LP and lazy FP programs as parti ular ases. In
this se tion we re all the basi fa ts about syntax, type dis ipline and de larative
semanti s for lazy FLP programs. We follow the formalization given in [5℄, but
we use the on rete syntax of T OY for program examples.
2.1

Types, Expressions and Substitutions

We assume a ountableSset TV ar of type variables ; ; : : : and a ountable
ranked alphabet TC = n N TC n of type onstru tors C . The set Type of valid
types  2 Type is built as  ::=
( 2 TV ar) j (C 1 : : : n ) (C 2 TC n ) j
( !  ). By onvention, C  n abbreviates (C 1 : : : n ), \!" asso iates to
the right,  n !  abbreviates 1 !    ! n !  , and the set of type variables
o urring in  is written tvar( ). A type  is alled monomorphi i tvar( ) = ;,
and polymorphi otherwise. A type without any o urren e of \!" is alled a
datatype.
A
signatureSover TC is a triple  = hTC; DC; FS i, where DC =
S polymorphi
n
DC
and
FS = n N FS n are ranked sets of data onstru tors resp.
n N
de ned fun tion symbols. Ea h n-ary 2 DC n omes with a prin ipal type de laration ::  n ! C k , where n; k  0; 1 ; : : : ; k are pairwise di erent, i are
2

0

2

2
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datatypes, and tvar(i )  f 1 ,. . . , k g for all 1  i  n (so- alled transparen y
property ). Also, every n-ary f 2 FS n omes with a prin ipal type de laration
f ::  n !  , where i ,  are arbitrary types. In pra ti e, ea h FLP program P
has a signature whi h orresponds to the type de larations o urring in P . In
the rest of this se tion we assume some xed signature  , not made expli it in
the notation.
Assuming a ountable set V ar of variables, disjoint from  , partial expressions
e 2 Exp? have the syntax e ::= ? j X j h j(e e0 ) where X 2 V ar; h 2 DC [
FS . Expressions of the form (e e0) stand for the appli ation of e (a ting as a
fun tion) to e0 (a ting as an argument). As usual, we assume that appli ation
asso iates to the left and thus (e0 e1 : : : en ) abbreviates ((: : : (e0 e1 ) : : :) en ). The
spe ial symbol ? (read bottom) represents an unde ned value. The set of data
variables o urring in e is written var(e). An expression e is alled losed i
var(e) = ;, and open otherwise. Moreover, e is alled linear i every X 2 var(e)
has one single o urren e in e. Partial patterns t 2 Pat?  Exp? are built
as t ::= ? j X j t1 : : : tm j f t1 : : : tm where 2 DC n ; 0  m  n and
f 2 FS n ; 0  m < n. and Expressions and patterns without any o urren e
of ? are alled total. We write Exp and Pat for the sets of total expressions and
patterns, respe tively. A tually, the symbol ? never o urs in a program's text;
but it may o ur during debugging, as we will see.
An expression e 2 Exp? is alled well-typed i there exist some type environment
T (a set of type assumptions X ::  for the variables o urring in e) and some
type  , su h that the type judgement T `W T e ::  an be derived by means of the
type inferen e rules from Milner's type system. A well-typed expression always
admits a so- alled prin ipal type (PT) that is more general than any other. A
pattern whose PT determines the PTs of its subpatterns is alled transparent.
See [5℄ for more details.
Total substitutions are mappings  : V ar ! Pat with a unique extension ^ :
Exp ! Exp, whi h will be noted also as . The set of all substitutions is denoted
as Subst. The set Subst? of all the partial substitutions  : V ! Pat? is de ned
analogously. We write e for the result of applying the substitution  to the
expression e. As usual,  = fX1 7! t1 ; : : : ; Xn 7! tn g stands for the substitution
that satis es Xi   ti , with 1  i  n and Y   Y for all Y 2 VnfX1 ; : : : ; Xn g.
Type substitutions, mapping type variables to types, an be de ned similarly.
2.2

Programs and Goals

A well-typed program P is a set of de ning rules for the fun tion symbols in its
signature. De ning rules for f 2 FS n have the form
(R)
f t1 : : : tn !
r
( |{z}
C where
LD
|{z}
|{z}
|

{z

}

left-hand side

right-hand side

ondition

lo al de nitions

satisfying the following requirements:
(i) t1 : : : tn is a linear sequen e of transparent patterns and r any expression.
(ii) C is a sequen e of onditions e1 == e1 ; : : : ek == ek , where ei , ei are
expressions.
0

0

0
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data nat

= z

j

su

nat

from :: nat -> [nat℄
from N
= N:from (su

N)

head :: [A℄ -> A
head (X:Xs)
= X

twi e :: (A -> A) -> A -> A
twi e F X
= F (F X)

tail :: [A℄ -> [A℄
tail (X:Xs)
= Xs

drop4 :: [A℄ -> [A℄
drop4
= twi e twi e tail

plus :: nat -> nat -> nat
plus z Y
= Y
plus (su X) Y = su (plus X Y)

map :: (A -> B) -> [A℄ -> [B℄
map F [ ℄
= [℄
map F (X:Xs) = (F X : map F Xs)

times :: nat -> nat -> nat
times z Y
= z
times (su X) Y = plus X (times X Y) % Should be plus Y (times X Y)
Figure 2.2: An erroneous

T OY

program

(iii) LD is a sequen e of statements s1
d1 ; : : : ; sm
dm , where di are expressions and si are transparent linear patterns. This is intended as a lo al, nonre ursive de nition of values for new variables o urring in sm . Therefore, we require that any variable in si must not o ur in t1 ; : : : tn , s1 ; : : : sj 1 , sj +1 ; : : : sm ,
and an o ur in dj only if j > i.
(iv) There is some type environment T whi h well-types the left-hand and righthand sides of the rule a ording to the prin ipal type of f . Moreover, T must
well-type ea h statement o urring in C or LD, by deriving a ommon type for
its two sides.
Informally, the intended meaning of a rule like (R) is that a all to fun tion f
an be redu ed to r whenever the a tual parameters mat h the patterns ti , and
the onditions and lo al de nitions are satis ed. A ondition e == e0 is satis ed
by evaluating e and e0 to some ommon total pattern. A lo al de nition s d
is satis ed by evaluating d to some possibly partial pattern whi h mat hes s.
In the on rete syntax of
, the symbol \=" is used in pla e of \ 00 and
00
\
within de ning rules. Fig. 2.2 shows a small
program. In addition to
z and su , the signature in ludes also the prede ned list onstru tors [℄ and (:)
(used in in x notation). The de ning rules, having neither onditions nor lo al
de nitions, are hopefully self-explanatory. The arity of ea h fun tion equals the
number of formal parameters in its rules. In parti ular, drop4 (a fun tion whi h
eliminates the rst four elements of a given list) has arity 0, in spite of its type.
The se ond rule for times is in orre t w.r.t. the intended meaning of times as
the multipli ation operation.
Formally, the semanti s of any program an be spe i ed by means of the rewriting al ulus GORC from [5℄. There, onditions e == e0 are written as e ./ e0
and alled joinability statements, while lo al de nitions s
d are written as
d
s and alled approximation statements. In our previous paper [2℄ we have
presented a simple variant of GORC (the semanti al ulus SC) whi h an be

T OY

!

T OY

!
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used to prove statements by building Abbreviated Proof Trees (APTs). 1 Results
in [2℄ ensure the orre tness of de larative debugging using APTs as CTs. Nodes
in APTs in lude basi fa ts of the form f tn t (with f F S n , ti , t patterns),
whi h be ome the questions asked to the ora le during the navigation phase
t is not interpreted as a lo al de nition.
of debugging. In this ontext, f tn
Rather, it laims that t approximates the result returned by the fun tion all
f tn . In the sequel, we write P
' to indi ate that the statement ' an be
proved from program P in the semanti al ulus SC. As in [2℄, we also assume
an intended model whi h represents the intended program semanti s, given as
the set of all the basi fa ts whi h are viewed as valid by the ora le.
We onsider initial goals of the form G = e1 == e1 ; : : : ; ek == ek . As in logi
programming, goals an in lude logi variables that may be ome bound to patterns when the goal is solved. A solution for G is any total substitution  su h
that P G. A solution  is valid i G is valid in the intended model, and
erroneous otherwise; see [2℄ for a formal de nition. Considering the program
in Fig. 2.2, the goal head (tail (map (times N) (from X))) == Y asks for the
se ond element of the in nite list that ontains the produ t of N by the onse utive natural numbers starting at X. The rst two solutions omputed by the
system are  = N
z, Y
z (valid) and  = N
su z, Y
z
(erroneous). The valid solution N
su z, Y
su X expe ted by the user
is in fa t a missing answer. Diagnosing missing answers is beyond the s ope of
this paper.

`

I

!

!

2

0

0

`

T OY

f 7!

7! g
f 7!

7!

0

g

f 7!

7! g

3 Problems and Contributions
In this se tion we summarize the main ontributions of this paper to the two
stages of de larative debugging, namely CT generation and CT navigation.
3.1

CT Generation

In the ontext of lazy FP and FLP, two main ways of onstru ting CT's have
been proposed. The program transformation approa h [15, 13, 17℄ gives rise to
transformed programs whose fun tions return CTs along with the originally
expe ted results. The abstra t ma hine approa h [14{16℄ requires low level modi ations of the language implementation. Although the se ond approa h an
result in a better performan e, we have adopted the rst one be ause we nd it
more portable and better suited to a formal orre tness analysis. With respe t
to other papers based in the transformational approa h, we present two main
ontributions, des ribed below.
Curried Fun tions: Roughly, all transformational approa hes transform the
fun tions de ned in the sour e program to return pairs of type (; T ree),  being the type of the originally expe ted result and Tree a datatype for representing CTs. Moreover, the types of fun tions a ting as parameters of higher-order
(shortly, HO) fun tions must be transformed a ordingly. From the viewpoint of
types, a n-ary urried fun tion f is transformed into f as follows:
0

1

In [2℄ joinability statements were not onsidered for the sake of simpli ity, and approximation statements were not used to represent lo al de nitions in de ning rules.
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:: 1 !    ! n !  ) f 0 :: 10 !    ! n0 ! ( 0 ; T ree)
As explained in Se t. 2, n orresponds to the number of parameters expe ted
by the rewrite rules in f 's de nition, but  an be also a HO type or a variable.
For instan e, the types of the fun tions plus, drop4 and map from Fig. 2.2 (with
respe tive arities 2, 0 and 2) are translated as follows:
f

! !
!
! ! !

plus::nat
nat
nat
drop4::[A℄
[A℄
map::(A
B)
[A℄
[B℄

)
)
)

!

!

plus'::nat
nat
(nat, Tree)
drop4'::([A℄
([A℄, Tree), Tree)
map'::(A
(B, Tree))
[A℄
([B℄, Tree)

!

!

!

!

As pointed out in [13, 17℄, the previous approa h an lead to type errors when
urried fun tions are used to ompute results whi h are taken as parameters by
other fun tions. For instan e, (map drop4) is well-typed, but the nave translation
(map' drop4') is ill-typed, be ause the type of drop4' does not mat h the type
expe ted by map' for its rst parameter. More generally, the type of the result
returned by f 0 when applied to m arguments depends on the relation between
m and f 's arity n. For example, (map (plus z)) and (map plus) are both welltyped; when translating navely, (map' (plus' z)) remains well-typed, but (map'
plus') be omes ill-typed.
As a possible solution to this problem, the authors of [13℄ suggest to modify the
translation in su h a way that a urried fun tion of arity n > 0 always returns
a result of type (; T ree) when applied to its rst parameter. A ording to this
idea, plus would be ome plus' :: nat
(nat
(nat, Tree), Tree).
However, as noted in [13℄, su h a transformation would ause transformed programs to ompute ineÆ iently, produ ing CTs with many useless nodes. Therefore, the authors of [13℄ wrote: "An intermediate transformation whi h only han-

!

!

dles urrying when ne essary is desirable. Whatever this an be done without
detailed analysis of the program is under investigation". Our program transfor-

mation solves this problem by translating a urried fun tion f of arity n, into
urried fun tions f00 ; : : : ; fn0 2 ; f 0 with respe tive arities 1, 2, . . . n 1, n, and
0 (0  m  n 2) is used to translate o urren es of f
proper types. Fun tion fm
applied to m parameters, while f 0 translates o urren es of f applied to n 1 or
more parameters. For instan e, (map plus) translates into (map' plus0 ), using
the auxiliary fun tion plus0 :: nat
(nat
(nat, Tree), Tree).
We provide a similar solution to deal with partial appli ation of urried data
onstru tors, whi h an also ause type errors in the nave approa h (think of
(twi e' su ), as an example). As far as we know, the diÆ ulties with urried onstru tors have not been addressed previously. Our approa h ertainly in reases
the number of fun tions in transformed programs, but the extra fun tions are
used only when needed, and ineÆ ient CTs with useless nodes an be avoided.
A detailed spe i ation of the translation is presented in Se t. 4.
Corre tness: Our program transformation is provably orre t: it preserves polymorphi well-typing (modulo a type transformation) and program semanti s (as
formalized in [5, 2℄). As we will see in Se t. 4, this orre tness result holds independently of the narrowing strategy hosen as goal solving me hanism. To the
best of our knowledge, previous related papers [15, 13, 17℄ give no orre tness
n

0

!

!

0
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proof for the program transformation. The author of [17℄, who is aware of the
problem, just relies on intuition for the semanti orre tness. He mentions the
need of a formalized semanti s for a rigorous proof. As for type orre tness, it
is losely related to the treatment of urried fun tions, whi h was de ient in
previous approa hes.
CT Navigation: In order to be a really pra ti al tool, a de larative debugger
should keep the number of questions asked to the ora le as small as possible. Our
debugger uses a de idable and semanti ally orre t entailment between basi
fa ts to maintain a onsistent and non-redundant store of fa ts known from
previously answered questions. Redundant questions whose answer is entailed
by stored fa ts are avoided. Details are explained in Se t. 5.

4

Generation of CTs by Program Transformation

In this se tion we present the program transformation used by our debugger
and we dis uss its orre tness. Roughly, a program P is onverted into a new
program P 0 , where fun tion alls return the same results P would return, but
paired with CTs. Formally, P 0 is obtained by transforming the signature  of P
into a new signature  0 , introdu ing de nitions for ertain auxiliary fun tions,
and transforming the fun tion de nitions in luded in P . Let us onsider these
issues one by one.
4.1

Representing Computation Trees

A transformed program always in ludes the onstru tors of the datatype Tree,
used to represent CTs and de ned as follows:
data Tree
= void |
type arg, res
= pVal
type funId, pVal, rule = string

Node funId [arg℄ res rule [ Tree℄

A CT of the form ( Node f ts t rl ts) orresponds to a all to the fun tion
f with arguments ts and result t, where rl indi ates the fun tion rule used to
evaluate the all, and the list ts onsists of the hildren CTs orresponding to
all the fun tion alls (in the lo al de nitions, right-hand side and onditions of
rl) whose a tivation was needed in order to obtain t. Due to lazy evaluation,
the main omputation may demand only partial approximations of the results of
intermediate omputations. Therefore, ts and t stand for possibly partial values,
represented as partial patterns; and (f ts
t) represents the basi fa t whose
validity will be asked to the ora le during debugging, as explained in Se t. 2.
As for void, it represents an empty CT, returned by alls to fun tions whi h are
trusted to be orre t (in parti ular, data onstru tors and the auxiliary fun tions
introdu ed by the translation). Finally, the de nition of arg, res, funId, pVal and
rule as synonyms of the type of hara ter strings is just a simple representation;
other hoi es are possible. 2

!

2

A tually, our prototype debugger uses a more stru tured representation for

res,

whi h is helpful to implement the

entailment

arg

relation des ribed in Se t. 5.

and
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4.2 Transforming Program Signatures

For every n-ary fun tion f :: 1 ! : : : ! n !  o urring in P , P 0 must
0 for ea h 0  m < n 1, as well as
in lude an (m + 1)-ary auxiliary fun tion fm
0
an n-ary fun tion f , with prin ipal types:
fm0 :: 10 ! : : : ! m0 +1 ! ((m+2 ! : : : ! n !  )0 ; T ree) for 0  m < n 1
f 0 :: 10 ! : : : ! n0 ! ( 0 ; T ree)
Similarly, for ea h n-ary onstru tor :: 1 ! : : : ! n !  o urring in P , P 0
must keep with the same prin ipal type, and in lude new (m + 1)-ary auxiliary
fun tions 0m (0  m < n), with prin ipal types:
0m :: 10 ! : : : ! m0 +1 ! ((m+2 ! : : : ! n !  )0 ; T ree)
for 0  m < n
The type de larations above depend on a type transformation whi h onverts any
type  in P 's signature into a transformed type  0 . This is de ned re ursively:
0 = ( 2 T V ar)
(C  n )0 = C  (C 2 T C n )
( !  )0 = 0 ! ( 0 ; T ree)
0

n

Finally, P 0 always in ludes the auxiliary fun tions dVal and
and de nitions will be des ribed below.

lean, whose types

4.3 De ning Auxiliary Fun tions
0 expe ts m + 1 arguments and returns a partial apEa h auxiliary fun tion fm
0
pli ation of fm+1 paired with a trivial CT. Ex eptionally, fn0 2 returns a partial
appli ation of f 0 . The auxiliary fun tions 0m are de ned similarly, ex ept that
0n 1 returns a value built with the data onstru tor .
f10 X1 X2 = (f20 X1 X2 ; void) . . . fn0 2 X n 1 = (f 0 X n 1 ; void)
01 X1 X2 = ( 02 X1 X2 ; void) . . . 0n 1 X n 1 = ( X n 1 ; void)

f00 X1 = (f10 X1 ; void)
00 X1 = ( 01 X1 ; void)

4.4 Transforming Fun tion De nitions
Ea h de ning rule f t1 : : : tn ! r ( C where LD o urring in P is transformed
into a orresponding de ning rule for f 0 in P 0 . Assuming that LD onsists of
lo al de nitions sj dj and C onsists of onditions li == ri , the transformed
de ning rule is onstru ted as
f 0 t01 : : : t0n ! (R; T ) ( : : : CLi == CRi : : :
wheref

s0j
CLi
CRi
R
T

:::

:::
:::

d0j ;
li0 ;
ri0 ;
r0 ;

Node "f " [dV al t01 ; : : : dV al t0n ℄ (dV al

R) "f:j " ( lean [ ℄)g #

Some additional explanations are needed at this point:
- t0k , s0j , d0j , li0 , ri0 and r0 refer to an expression transformation (de ned below)
whi h onverts any e ::  of signature  into e0 ::  0 of signature  0 .
- R, T , CLi , CRi are new fresh variables, and j is the number of the rule.
-The notation f: : :g # refers to a transformation of the lo al de nitions explained
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below.
-dVal :: A ! pVal is an auxiliary impure fun tion without de larative meaning,
very similar to dirt in [13, 17℄. Any all (dVal a) (read: \demanded value of a")
returns a representation of the partial approximation of a's value whi h was
needed to omplete the top level omputation. The debugger's implementation
an ompute this from the internal stru ture representing a at the end of the
main omputation, repla ing all o urren es of suspended fun tion alls by "_",
whi h represents the unde ned value ?. 3 Moreover, dVal also renames all the
0
identi ers of auxiliary fun tions fm
resp. 0m into f resp. . In this way, the
results omputed by the transformed program are translated ba k to the original
signature.
The expression transformation e 7! e0 is de ned by re ursion on e's synta ti
stru ture. The idea is to transform the (possibly partial) appli ations of fun tions
and onstru tors within e, using fun tions from the transformed signature. In
order to ensure e0 ::  0 whenever e ::  , we use two auxiliary appli ation
operators:
0
0

F

:: ( , Tree) !
! R where f(R,T)

Fg

() :: ( ! ( , Tree)) !
F  X ! R where f(R,T)
F Xg

!

These are used within e0 at those points where the appli ation of a fun tion
from the translated signature is expe ted to return a value paired with a CT.
Appli ations of higher-order variables are treated in a similar way. Formally:

X a1 : : : ak )0 = (: : : (X  a01 ) : : : )a0k (X 2 V ar; k  0)
e1 : : : em )0 = m e01 : : : e0m ( 2 DC n ; m < n; n > 0)
0 ( 2 DC n ; n  0)
0
0
( e1 : : : en ) = e1 : : : en
0
0
0 (f 2 F S 0 ; k  0)
(f a1 : : : ak ) = (: : : ((0 f ) a1 ) : : : )ak
n
0
0
0
1)
(f e1 : : : em ) = fm e1 : : : em (f 2 F S ; n > 0; m < n
0
0
0
0
0
(f e1 : : : en 1 a1 : : : ak ) = (: : : ((f e1 : : : en 1 )  a1 )  : : :)ak
n
(f 2 F S ; n > 0; k  0)
(

(

Looking ba k to the onstru tion of translated de ning rules, we see that the
translated expressions t0k , s0j , d0j , li0 , ri0 and r0 are intended to ensure well-typing,
but ignore CTs. In parti ular, the lo al de nition of T renders a CT whose root
has the proper form, but whose hildren are not yet de ned. In order to omplete
the translation, the translated lo al de nitions f: : :g are transformed into f: : :g #,
whi h means the normal form obtained by applying the transformation rules AP0
and AP1 de ned below, with a leftmost-innermost strategy.
 AP0 :

f: : : ; t e[0 g℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean lp)g
!
f: : : ; (R0 ; T 0 ) g; t e[R0 ℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean (lp ++[(dVal R0 ; T 0)℄))g

 AP1 :

f: : : ; t e[a  s℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean lp)g
!
f: : : ; (R0 ; T 0 ) a s; t e[R0 ℄; : : : T Node : : : ( lean (lp ++[(dVal R0 ; T 0)℄))g
3
Be ause of this repla ement of ? in pla e of unknown values, the basi fa ts o urring
in proof trees must be understood as

approximation statements rather than equalities.
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In both transformations, ``++'' stands for the list on atenation fun tion. R0 and
T 0 must be hosen as new fresh variables, and t is the pattern in the lefthand

side of a lo al de nition whose righthand side in ludes a leftmost-innermost
o urren e of an appli ation operator (0 g ) or (a  s) in some ontext. Be ause
of the innermost strategy, we an laim:
{ AP0 always nds a nullary fun tion symbol in pla e of g .
{ AP1 always nds a pattern in pla e of s, and either a variable or a pattern
of the form g t1 : : : tn 1 (with g 2 F S 0n , n > 0) in pla e of a.
Ea h appli ation of the AP transformations eliminates the urrently leftmostinnermost o urren e of an appli ation operator, while introdu ing a new lo al
de nition for the result R0 and CT T 0 oming from that appli ation, and adding
the pair (dVal R0 ; T 0 ) to the list of hildren of T . The innermost strategy ensures that no appli ation operators o ur in the new lo al de nition. Sin e the
initial number of appli ation operators is nite, the pro ess is terminating and
the normal form always exists. When the AP transformations terminate, no appli ation operators remain. Therefore, 0 and  do not o ur in transformed
programs. All the o urren es of ``++'' within the righthand side of T 's lo al
de nition an be removed, a ording to the usual de nition of list on atenation.
This leads to a list lp :: [(pVal, Tree)℄ in luding as many CTs as appli ation
operators did o ur in the lo al de nitions, ea h of them paired with a partial
result. Finally, ( lean lp) builds the ultimate list of hildren CTs, by ignoring
those pairs (pv, t) in lp su h that t is void or pv represents ?, thus removing all the useless nodes from the CT. The ode orresponding to the auxiliary
fun tion lean :: [(pVal, Tree)℄
Tree (whose simple de nition is omitted
here) must be in luded in any transformed program.

!

4.5

An Example

Below we show part of the fun tions produ ed by transforming the T OY program
from Fig. 2.2. The on rete syntax of T OY is used here.
twi e'
:: (A -> (A, Tree)) -> A -> (A, Tree)
twi e' F X = (R,T)
where {(R1,T1) = F X;
(R2,T2) = F R1;
R
= R2;
T
= Node "twi e" [dVal F, dVal X℄ (dVal R) "twi e.1"
( lean [(dVal R1,T1), (dVal R2,T2)℄) }
drop4' :: ([nat℄ -> ([nat℄, Tree), Tree)
drop4' = (R,T)
where {(R1,T1) = twi e' twi e_0' tail';
R
= R1;
T
= Node "drop4" [℄ (dVal R) "drop4.1"
( lean [(dVal R1,T1)℄)}

4.6

Transforming Goals

The debugging pro ess an be started whenever some answer answer  omputed
for the goal G is onsidered erroneous by the user. In order to build a suitable CT
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for the navigation phase, an auxiliary fun tion de nition solution Xn = true
G is onsidered, whose translation is automati ally added to the transformed
program. Here, Xn are the variables o urring in G. Sin e  is a solution for G,
the goal solution Xn  == (true, Tree) an be solved by the translated program,
without instantiating any free variable in Xn , and instantiating Tree to a CT
with erroneous root. The navigation phase of the debugger pro eeds with this
CT.

(

4.7

Corre tness Results

We an prove three main results about the orre tness of our program transformation. The rst result on erns the type dis ipline. Thanks to it, the debugger
does not need to perform any type he king/inferen e before entering the CT
generation phase.
Theorem 1 The translation P of a well-typed program P is always well-typed.
Proof Idea. Assuming an expression e in P 's signature and a type environment
T su h that T W T e ::  , one an prove T
W T e ::  for T =def
Xi :: i (Xi :: i ) T . Using this result, and reasoning by indu tion on
the number of AP steps involved in the transformation of de ning rules, it an
be proved that any well-typed de ning rule for a fun tion f in P is transformed
into a well-typed de ning rule for f in P . On the other hand, the de ning rules
for auxiliary fun tions o urring in P are obviously well-typed.
2
The se ond result says that the translation preserves the semanti s of sour e
programs, enhan ed by the additional omputation of CTs. Re all the notation
P
f tn
t explained in Se t. 2, whi h an be used also for transformed
t asserts that the fun tion all f tn
programs. Intuitively, a basi fa t f tn
an return a partial result t a ording to the semanti s of program P . Note also
that the translation of a pattern t, following the de nition from Subse tion 4.4,
is always a pattern t from whi h t an be univo ally re overed.
Theorem 2 For any n-ary fun tion f and arbitrary partial patterns tn , t in the
signature of a program P , it holds:
1. If P
f tn
(t ; t) then P
f tn
t.
t then there is some pattern t in P 's signature, whi h
2. If P
f tn
t in the sense of
represents an abbreviated proof tree proving P
f tn
[2℄, and su h that P
f tn
(t ; t).
Proof Idea. Abbreviated Proof Trees (APTs) were introdu ed in [2℄ to formalize
proofs of basi fa ts in a semanti al ulus SC. Due to the form of the inferen e
t
rules of SC, it an be he ked that an APT T whi h proves P
f tn
must be built by using some parti ular instan e of de ning rule for f of the form
f tn
r
C where LD. Moreover, the root of T must ontain f tn
t, and
the hildren must be a list of APTs orresponding to SC proofs whi h justify the
lo al de nitions in LD, the onditions in C and the statement r t. Moreover,
a areful analysis of SC's inferen e rules shows that these hildren CTs must
orrespond to fun tion appli ations whi h return a partial result di erent from
, taken in leftmost-innermost order. The de nition of transformed de ning
rules in P has been designed to build pre isely su h CTs.
2
0
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Finally, as a onsequen e of the previous result, the generated CT provides a
orre t basis for the navigation phase:
Theorem 3 Assume a program P , a wrong answer  for a goal G, and a CT
T obtained by running a transformed program, as explained in Se t. 4.6. Then
T has at least one buggy node, whi h in ludes an indi ation of a semanti ally
in orre t instan e of a de ning rule from P .
Proof. Be ause of Theorem 2, T is an APT. The Corre tness Theorem from [2℄
ensures the following: any APT whose root is erroneous always in ludes some
buggy node whose asso iated program rule instan e is not valid in the intended
model.
2
We would like to stress the fa t that Theorem 3 holds independently of the
narrowing strategy implemented by the system used to run the transformed
program. Although a parti ular narrowing al ulus was proposed in [2℄ to formalize the onstru tion of APTs, all APTs (in parti ular, those omputed by
transformed programs) are orre t CTs for debugging. Of ourse, the narrowing
strategy a e ts the order in whi h eventual wrong answers are omputed.

5 Navigating the CTs by Ora le Querying
On e the CT asso iated to a wrong answer has been built (as des ribed in
Subse tion 4.6), navigation performs a top-down traversal, asking the ora le
about the validity of the basi fa ts asso iated to the visited nodes (ex ept the
root, whi h is known to be erroneous in advan e). For the sake of pra ti al
usefulness, it is important to ensure that questions asked to the ora le are as
few and as simple as possible. The se ond ondition - simpli ity - omes along
with our hoi e of APTs as CTs, sin e basi fa ts are the minimal pie es of
information needed to hara terize the intended model of a program (see [2℄).
To redu e the number of questions, the only possibility onsidered in related
papers is to avoid asking repeated questions. As an improvement, we present
an entailment relation between basi fa ts, and we show that it an be used to
avoid redundant questions whi h an be dedu ed from previous answers.
Our notion of entailment is based on the approximation ordering v, de ned as
the least partial order over the set P at of partial patterns whi h satis es:
-

?v
v

- X

- h t

?

t, for any partial pattern t.
X , for any variable X .

nv

n

h s

, if t1

v

s1

nv n

::: t

s

, with h

2

DC

m

, n



m or h

2

FS

m

, n < m.

This ordering has a natural semanti interpretation: t v t means that t has at
least so mu h information as t. For instan e: (z : ?) v (z : su z : ?). Using
v, we de ne: A basi fa t f tn ! t entails another basi fa t f sn ! s (written
as f tn ! t  f sn ! s) i there is some total substitution  2 Subst su h
that t1  v s1 ; : : : ; tn  v sn ; s v t.
The following result justi es the interest of entailment, sin e the answers given
by any ora le in de larative debugging are assumed to be valid in the intended
model of the program.
0

0
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Theorem 4 Entailment between basi fa ts is a de idable preorder (i.e, re exive and transitive relation). Moreover, for any set I of basi statements whi h
represents an intended model: if f tn ! t  f sn ! s and f tn ! t 2 I then
f sn

!s2I

.

Proof Idea To prove de idability of entailment, we have de ned a system of
transformations, somewhat similar to those used in Martelli and Montanari's
uni ation algorithm. These transformations ompute the needed substitution
 whenever entailment holds, and they nitely fail otherwise. The fa t that
entailment is a preorder is easy to he k. The last laim of the Theorem is true
be ause the formal de nitions given in [2℄ ensure that intended models are losed
under entailment.
2
Thanks to Theorem 4, a question Q entailed by a fa t already known to be
valid be ause of some previous answer, must be valid. For instan e, if we already
know that from X
X:(su X):[℄ is valid then other basi fa ts entailed by
this one, su h as from z
z: and from (su Y)
(su Y):(su (su Y)):[℄,
must also be valid. Dually, a question Q whi h entails a fa t known to be invalid
be ause of some previous answer, must be invalid. For instan e, if we know from
a previous answer that from z
(su z): is not valid, then other basi fa ts
that entail this one, su h as from X
(su X):(su (su X)):[℄ must be also
invalid. In both ases, a question to the ora le an be avoided.
Our debugger has been implemented as part of the T OY system. A prototype
version an be downloaded from http://titan.sip.u m.es/toy/debug.tar.gz.
Here we show a debugging session for our example program of Fig. 2.2. The
user a tivates the debugger be ause the in orre t answer N su z, Y z
has been omputed for the goal head (tail ( map (times N) (from X))) == Y:

!

! ?

!

!

!

?

f 7!

7! g

Consider the following fa ts:
1: from X
(X:(su X): )
2: map (times (su z)) (X:(su X): )
( :z: )
3: tail ( :z: )
(z: )
4: head (z: )
z
Are all of them valid? ([y℄es / [n℄o) / [a℄bort) n
Enter the number of a non-valid fa t followed by a fullstop: 2.

!
? ? !
? !

?
?

? ! ? ?

Consider the following fa ts:
1: map (times (su z)) ((su X): )
(z: )
Are all of them valid? ([y℄es / [n℄o) / [a℄bort) n

? !

?

Consider the following fa ts:
1: times (su z) (su X)
z
Are all of them valid? ([y℄es / [n℄o) / [a℄bort) n

!

Consider the following fa ts:
1: times z (su X)
z
2: plus z z
z
Are all of them valid? ([y℄es / [n℄o) / [a℄bort) y

!

!

Rule number 2 of the fun tion times is wrong.
Wrong instan e: times (su z) (su X)
(plus z (times z (su

!

X)))
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As shown by this example, our urrent prototype debugger sear hes the CT
top-down, using a strategy whose aim is to avoid redundant questions and to
give freedom to the ora le. At any point during the sear h, the urrent node
ontains an invalid statement (initially, this is true be ause the root of the CT
orressponds to an error symptom dete ted by the user). The debugger builds
the list L of the basi fa ts atta hed to the hildren of the urrent node. If
some member of L entails a fa t known to be invalid from some previous ora le
answer, the debugger moves to the orresponding hild and ontinues with the
same strategy. Otherwise, the debugger displays the list L for the ora le's onsideration. If the ora le regards all the fa ts in L as valid, then the urrent node
is buggy, and the debugger shows its asso iated program rule instan e (whi h
an be omputed from the CT) as responsible for the bug. Otherwise, the ora le
must hoose some erroneous fa t in the list. The debugger adds this fa t to its
store of invalid fa ts, moves to the orresponding hild node, and ontinues with
the same strategy.
In the simple example shown above, the entailment relation is not helpful, but
in more involved ases it an redu e the number of questions asked to the ora le.
Note that the parti ular sear h strategy we have des ribed is su h that all the
answers provided by the ora le are negative, ex ept for the last question. This
might not be the ase in other alternative strategies, whi h we have not yet
investigated. Our implementation also avoids to ask questions about prede ned
fun tions (e.g. arithmeti operations), sin e they are trusted to be orre t. Allowing the user to annotate ertain fun tions to be trusted as orre t is a simple
albeit useful extension, not yet implemented.

6 Con lusions and Future Work
Program transformation is a known approa h to the implementation of de larative debugging of wrong answers in lazy FLP languages [15, 13, 17℄. We have
given a new, more formal spe i ation of this te hnique, whi h avoids type errors
related to the use of urried fun tions and preserves both well-typing and program semanti s (as formalized in [5, 2℄), independently of the narrowing strategy
hosen as goal solving me hanism. A prototype implementation of our debugger
for the fun tional logi language T OY [9℄ is available. Our implementation uses
a semanti ally orre t algorithm to dete t and avoid redundant questions to the
ora le, thus redu ing the omplexity of debugging.
In order to improve the pra ti al usefulness of our results, we have started a ooperation with Herbert Ku hen and Wolfgang Lux, to in lude a similar debugger
as a tool within the Curry [7℄ implementation developed at Munster University.
Hopefully, this will eventually allow to evaluate the debugger on pra ti al appli ations. We also plan to implement and evaluate alternative sear h strategies
for the navigation phase. As more substantial resear h work, we plan to investigate and implement extensions of the debugger, to support onstraint-based
omputations as well as the diagnosis of missing answers.
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Abstract. A specification can describe a set of programs which are difficult to discover. The systematic construction of programs from specifications is known as program synthesis. The use of two different languages
(i.e. specification and programming languages) adds new difficulties in
order to decide about correctness criteria. A classification of the specifications based on the existence (operational specification) or not (descriptive specification) of a clear trace between specifications and programs
is proposed. In this way, a synthesis process may be reconsidered as a
sequential composition of two activities: to transform specifications into
operational specifications and then to adapt operational specifications to
implementation resources. In our work, we treat only the first activity.
The language of the layered contexts is proposed to describe functional
properties of the software and establish a method which transforms descriptive specifications into operational ones automatically.

1

Introduction

Abstraction and expressiveness are two key properties associated to speciﬁcation languages. The following (ﬁrst-order logic) speciﬁcation Dnocc deﬁnes the
relation symbol nocc:
Dnocc : nocc(e, empty, z) ⇔ z = 0
nocc(e, conc(x, Y ), s(z)) ⇔ x = e ∧ nocc(e, Y, z)
nocc(e, conc(x, Y ), z) ⇔ ¬x = e ∧ nocc(e, Y, z)
From a programming point of view, Dnocc is an abstract description of a set
of (possible) programs which compute occurrences of natural elements in a sequence. Its form is closed to the structure of a program and then we consider
Dnocc as an operational specification. For example, a Modula-2 programmer
would be able to propose the following (correct) implementation for Dnocc :
PROCEDURE Nocc(e:CARDINAL,s:SeqNat,VAR z: CARDINAL);
VAR w:CARDINAL;
BEGIN
IF (s=NIL) THEN z:=0
ELSIF s^.info = e THEN Nocc(e,s^.next,w); z:=w+1
ELSE Nocc(e,s^.next,z);
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END
END Nocc;
On the other hand, speciﬁcation languages are usually considered as expressive
languages because they have description resources which are natural to human
thinking. The following speciﬁcation deﬁnes the symbol perm in a natural way.
Dperm : perm(L, S) ⇔ (nocc(a, L, z) ⇔ nocc(a, S, z))
From a programming point of view, Dperm represents not only an abstract but
an expressive description of a set of programs which compute sequence permutations. However, the form of Dperm is not closed to the structure of a program
(i.e. there is not explicit recursion) and then we tend to consider Dperm as a
descriptive specification.
Searching for new programming languages encounters an important obstacle
if we are interested in abstract and expressive proposals. Program synthesis
refers to the elaboration of a program in some systematic manner starting from
a speciﬁcation [WBK92], [Fle95], [BiD96], [AFM99]. Among several approaches
[DeK94], the deductive approach applies transformation rules directly to the
speciﬁcation until a program is obtained [Par90], [SaT84]. However, the use of
two diﬀerent languages (i.e. speciﬁcation and programming languages) adds new
diﬃculties in order to decide about correctness criteria. In this way, a synthesis
process can be redeﬁned as a sequential composition of two activities: to redeﬁne
speciﬁcations into operational terms and then to adapt operational speciﬁcations
to implementation resources. We think that the synthesis core resides in the ﬁrst
activity, therefore, in this work, we are interested in transforming specifications
which admit equivalent operational redefinitions.
Layered contexts constitute reasonable starting points to describe functional
properties of software in an abstract and expressive way and develop automatic
transformations preserving correctness. Basically, a layered context is a ﬁrstorder theory divided into three parts or layers: the data layer (or layer 0) which
contains information for data, the operational layer (or layer 1) which contains
a set of operational speciﬁcations and the descriptive layer (or layer 2) which
contains a set of descriptive speciﬁcations. Each element in a layer is deﬁned
from elements in the same or lower layers. In example 1, we show the layered
context S. Its data layer deﬁnes N at (natural numbers) and Seq(N at) (sequences
of natural elements) as sorts and relations which decide identities between N atterms (DN at,= ) and Seq(N at)-terms (DSeq(N at),= ) respectively. The operational
layer deﬁnes nocc symbol (Dnocc ). The descriptive layer deﬁnes the relations
perm (Dperm ) and eq (Deq ) as a relation which decides a permutation-based
sequence equality.
Following, previous works [LaO94], [LaO95], [GaT98], [GaC01] we proposed a
method based on a transformation calculus which includes specialized forms for
fold, unfold and substitution rules. The constructive deﬁnition of the calculus,
the automatic generation of transformation plans, and the ﬁnite transformations
within layered contexts represent key properties in order to consider our method
amenable to be compiled and to be executed in practice.
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Example 1.
Context S
Data layer
sort N at generated by 0, s; sort Seq(N at) generated by empty, conc;
D= : 0 = 0 ⇔ true
D= : empty = empty ⇔ true
s(x) = 0 ⇔ f alse
conc(x, X) = empty ⇔ f alse
s(x) = s(y) ⇔ x = y
conc(x, X) = conc(y, Y ) ⇔ x = y ∧ X = Y
Operational layer
Dnocc : nocc(e, empty, z) ⇔ z = 0
nocc(e, conc(x, Y ), s(z)) ⇔ x = e ∧ nocc(e, Y, z)
nocc(e, conc(x, Y ), 0) ⇔ ¬x = e ∧ nocc(e, Y, 0)
nocc(e, conc(x, Y ), s(k)) ⇔ ¬x = e ∧ nocc(e, Y, s(k))
Descriptive layer
Dperm : perm(L, S) ⇔ (nocc(a, L, z) ⇔ nocc(a, S, z))
Deq : eq(empty, empty) ⇔ true
eq(conc(x, X), conc(y, Y )) ⇔ ∃Z((perm(nL, Z) ∧ nL = conc(x, X))
⇔
(perm(Z, nS) ∧ nS = conc(y, Y )))
Our work is explained in the following manner. Section 2 establishes preliminary
deﬁnitions. Section 3 deﬁnes layered contexts as an interesting class of formal
theories in order to apply automatic transformations. Section 4 describes the
method which transforms descriptive speciﬁcations into operational ones and
section 5 establishes conclusions.

2

Preliminary Definitions

In this section, we introduce the language for writing contexts. Basically, a context is a theory which deﬁnes the speciﬁcation and transformation frameworks.
Then, a classiﬁcation of the speciﬁcations is introduced in order to characterize
contexts. We borrow from [BMM83], [LaO94] a class of models, called isoinitial
models, as interpretation model for our contexts. The reader is assumed to be
familiar with the basic notations of the ﬁrst-order theory as presented in [Llo87]
and of the many-sorted logic as presented in [HL94].
Definition 1 (Syntax of a Formula). A many-sorted (typed) first-order language is assumed to write our formulas. A formula Qτ1 x1 ...Qτn xn F where Qτi xi
is a universal or existential quantifier defined on a type τi , xi is different from xj
for i 6= j, and F contains no quantifier, is said to be in prenex normal form. We
consider that, when possible, all quantifiers in a formula are ordered following a
lexicographic order defined on the names of their respective types.
Example 2. ∀N at a∀N at z∀Seq(N at) L∀Seq(N at) S(nocc(a, L, z) ⇔ nocc(a, S, z)). In
the following, we assume that all our formulas are in prenex normal form. For
legibility reasons, we omit type subscripts when the type can be induced clearly
and expressions such as Qτ x...Qτ zF can be collapsed to Qτ x, ..., zF . In addition,
when possible, universal quantiﬁers are omitted in the front of a formula.
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Definition 2 (Substitution). A (ground) variable substitution is the pair (v, t)
where v is a variable and t is a (ground) term. A substitution σ is a set of
variable substitutions. Let X = {x1 , ..., xn } and Y = {y1 , ..., yn } be two sets of
variables where xi is different from xj and yi is different from yj for i 6= j.
Let QX = {Qτx1 , ...,Qτxn } and QY = {Qτy1 , ..., Qτyn } be two sets of quantifiers
for variables in X and Y respectively. We say that σ = {(x1 , y1 ), ..., (xn , yn )} is
a renaming substitution which agrees w.r.t. quantifications iff X ∩ Y = ∅ and
Qτxi = Qτyi with i = 1..n.
Definition 3 (Iff-axioms). An iff-axiom is a formula of the form r(X) ⇔
R(Y ) where R(Y ) is any formula in the language of C and X and Y are two
sets of terms. r is called the defined symbols. r(X) is called the left-hand side
of the axiom (lhs) and R(Y ) is called the right-hand side of the axiom (rhs). A
recursive iff-axiom for a relation r is an iff-axiom where some literals in R(Y )
are defined on the symbol r (e.g. axioms for nocc in S). An explicit iff-axiom is
a non-recursive iff-axiom (e.g. axioms for perm in S). A descriptive iff-axiom
is an iff-axiom where there exists some unbounded variable v such that v ∈ Y
and v 6∈ X (e.g. axioms for perm in S). An operational iff-axiom is an iff-axiom
where Y ⊆ X (e.g. axioms for nocc in S).
Definition 4 (Specifications and Contexts). A context C is a first-order
theory including a set of type and relation specifications. Types are constructed
from function symbols appearing in C. A specification Dr is the set of all axioms
in C with the same defined symbol r. In the following, we use Dr,n to identify the
nth axiom in Dr . If each axiom in Dr is operational then Dr is called operational
specification. If some axiom in Dr is descriptive then Dr is called descriptive
specification. We assume that every recursive specification is well founded. If each
axiom in Dr is an explicit axiom then Dr is called explicit specification. If some
instances of r are not defined in Dr then Dr is called partial specification (e.g.
Deq in S) else Dr is called total specification (e.g. DN at,= , DSeq(N at),= , Dnocc
and Dperm in S). A context C is called operational iff each specification in C is
operational. C is called descriptive iff there exists some descriptive specification
in C (e.g. S). C is atomically complete if, for every ground atom r(t1 , ..., tn ),
either C ⊢ r(t1 , ..., tn ) or C ⊢ ¬r(t1 , ..., tn ). C has isoinitial model M iff for every
ground literal l, M |= l iff C ⊢ l. Therefore, the meaning of a relation r in C is
the set of all ground literals l defined on r such that C ⊢ l.
Some authors have studied the problem of the existence of isoinitial models for
theories in general [BMM83] and some eﬀective criteria have been proposed to
construct consistent theories. Following [LaO94], a speciﬁcation context C admits
an isoinitial model if and only if it is atomically complete. By hypothesis, we
assume that our contexts are consistent in this way.

3

Layered Specifications

Some preliminary deﬁnitions about term patterns and literal patterns are needed
to introduce layered contexts.
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Definition 5 (Term Pattern). A term pattern P (t) for a term t in the language of a context C is defined inductively as follows: P (v), for a variable v, is
the set of all possible ground variable substitutions for v. P (c), for a constant c,
is the set {c}. P (f (t1 , ..., tn )), for a term f (t1 , ..., tn ), is the set of ground terms
{f (m1 , ..., mn )} with mi ∈ P (ti ) (i = 1..n).
Example 3. P (s(x)) for s(x) in the language of S describes the set of ground
terms {s(0),s(s(0)), s(s(s(0)))...}.
Definition 6 (Relating Term Patterns). Let t and s be two terms in the
language of C. We say that P (t) and P (s) are variant term patterns, denoted by
P (t) ∼ P (s), if there exist substitutions θ and σ such that t = sθ and s = tσ.
We say P (t) is more general than P (s), denoted by P (t) > P (s), if there exists
a substitution σ such that P (tσ) ∼ P (s) and there is not any substitution θ such
that P (sθ) ∼ P (t). From a syntactical point of view, P (t) > P (s) if either s is
a non-variable term and t is a variable not included in s or t = f (t1 , ..., tn ) and
s = f (s1 , ..., sn ) and there exists a set of argument positions in t whose term
patterns are more general than the respective term patterns for arguments in s
and the rest of arguments represent similar term patterns.
Example 4. P (conc(x, X)) > P (conc(y, conc(v, V ))) because t1 = x, s1 = y (i.e.
P (t1 ) ∼ P (s1 )) and t2 = X, s2 = conc(v, V ) (i.e. P (t2 ) > P (s2 )).
Definition 7 (Literal Pattern). A literal pattern P (l) for a literal l in the
language of C is defined as the set of all ground literals lσ where σ is a ground
substitution.
Example 5. P (nocc(x, empty, 0)) for the literal nocc(x, empty, 0) in the language
of S describes the set of ground literals {nocc(0, empty, 0), nocc(s(0), empty, 0),
nocc(s(s(0)), empty, 0) ...}
Definition 8 (Relating Literal Patterns). Let l and k be two literals in C.
We say P (l) and P (k) are variant literal patterns, denoted by P (l) ∼ P (k), if
there exist substitutions θ and σ such that l = kθ and k = lσ. We say that
P (l) is a literal pattern more general than P (k), denoted by P (l) > P (k), if
l = r(t1 , ..., tn ) and k = r(s1 , ..., sn ) and there exists a set of argument positions
in l whose term patterns are more general than the respective term patterns for
arguments in k and the rest of arguments represent similar term patterns. We say
P (l) is a literal pattern more general than P (k) with respect to P os argument
positions, denoted by P (l) >P os P (k), if and only if P (ti ) > P (si ) for each
i ∈ P os.
Example 6. P (nocc(x, empty, 0)) ∼ P (nocc(y, empty, 0)) because lθ = k, kσ = l
with θ = {(x, y)} and σ = {(y, x)}. P (nocc(x, L, 0)) > P (nocc(y, empty, 0))
because P (x) ∼ P (y), P (0) ∼ P (0) and P (L) > P (empty). P (nocc(0, L, 0)) >{2}
P (nocc(y, empty, 0)) because P (L) > P (empty).
Definition 9 (Layered Contexts). Let Rel = {ri } (i = 1..n) be the set of
all relation symbols declared in a context C. Let Dri = {ri (Xj ) ⇔ Ri,j (Yj )}
(j = 1..d) be the specification of any ri ∈ Rel. We say that C is layered iff
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1. C consists of three parts or layers. The data layer which contains sort declarations and function symbols. The operational layer which contains a set
of relations defined by operational specifications. The descriptive layer which
contains a set of relations defined by descriptive and explicit specifications.
2. For each pair of axioms in a specification, their lhs’s must be either variant
or disjoint literal patterns. Each atom defined on recursive symbol r and
located in the rhs of an axiom not in Dr must be a variant literal pattern of
some recursive atom in the rhs of some axiom in Dr . Each atom, defined on
descriptive symbol r and located in the rhs of an axiom not in Dr must be a
variant literal pattern of some atom in the lhs of some axiom in Dr .
3. There exists a mapping h from Rel to the set of natural numbers such that
for each ri ∈ Rel, h(ri ) ≥ h(si,j ), for every relation symbol si,j in Ri,j (Yj )
A graphical interpretation of the mapping h is done by means of a dependency graph D(C). We say r1 depends upon r2 if and only if a literal deﬁned
on r2 symbol appears in the rhs of some axiom in Dr1 . A dependency graph
for a relation r, denoted by D(C, r) is a subgraph of D(C) which describes only
dependencies for r. In ﬁgure 1, we show the dependency graph for S and the
dependency graph for nocc relation symbol in S.

eq

perm

nocc

nocc

=

=

Fig. 1. Dependency graphs D(S) and D(S, nocc).

4

Transformation Method

This section describes a method which constructs operational contexts C o from
layered and descriptive contexts C preserving correctness. Sorts in C o coincide
with sorts in C and for each explicit and descriptive speciﬁcation Dr an operational speciﬁcation Dro is obtained such that C o |= Dr ⇔ Dro . A totalization
process decides interpretations for partial relations. The operational context C o
is obtained by a succession of steps C0 = C, ..., Ck = C o . Each step replaces
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an explicit and descriptive Dr by an operational Dro . Each Dro is obtained in
an iterative and incremental way where the transformation is represented by a
succession of steps (called transformation steps) D0 = Dr , ..., Dn = Dro . Each
step is a composition of a preprocessing step which constructs a transformation
plan from the information in Ci and a processing step which develops this plan
applying basic transformation rules. At each step, probably, new relations are
added.
4.1

Totalizing Partial Specifications

Technically, a partial speciﬁcation Dr does not deﬁne the semantics for some
instances of r. Our method handles only total speciﬁcations, therefore, the speciﬁer must decide an interpretation for ambiguous literals. Let M od be the set of
all (isoinitial) models for C (i.e. the set of all models which decide interpretations
D
for ambiguous instances of r). Let C |DrrT be the context obtained from C replacing Dr by DrT where DrT is a new speciﬁcation which decides the semantics for
D
undeﬁned instances of r. Let M T be a model for C |DrrT . We say DrT is a valid
totalization for Dr in C iﬀ M T ∈ M od. Probably, a closed world assumption
could be a reasonable (a priori) completion for partial relations but, technically,
there exist many other ways to complete partial relations [LaO96]. We left open
the mechanisms to do it.
Example 7. Deq is a partial speciﬁcation in S. A (valid) totalization for Deq :
DeqT = Deq ∪ { eq(empty, conc(y, Y )) ⇔ f alse,
eq(conc(x, X), empty) ⇔ f alse }
4.2

Basic Transformation Rules

The transformation of a descriptive speciﬁcation into an operational speciﬁcations is obtained by the application of a set of basic transformation rules. These
rules are deﬁned in a constructive way. A detailed description, including a proof
of the validity of the rules, can be found in [GaC01].
Definition 10 (Unfolding Rule). Let S be a formula in the language of C.
Let a be an atom in S defined on symbol r and let {r(Xj ) ⇔ Rj (Yj )} (j = 1..h)
be a (sub)set of axioms in Dr such that the variables appearing only in Rj (Yj )
but not in r(Xj ) do not appear in S and there exists a σj with r(xj )σj = a. We
say that Sj is obtained from S unfolding a with respect to r(Xj ) ⇔ Rj (Yj ) if
and only if Sj = S |aRj (Yj )σj where S |aRj (Yj )σj represents the textual replacement
of a by Rj (Yj )σj in S.
Example 8. Let S = nocc(a, conc(v, V ), s(k)) ⇔ nocc(a, conc(w, W ), s(k)) be a
formula in the language of S. Let nocc(a, conc(v, V ), s(k)) be an atom in S. We
consider the subset of axioms for nocc {Dnocc,2 , Dnocc,3 } with lhs(Dnocc,2 )σ1 =
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has be ome one of the most powerful methods for automati veri ation of software systems. But this te hnique
is only dire tly appli able to small or medium size systems. For large
systems, it su ers from the state explosion problem. One of the most
promising ways to solve this problem is the use of Abstra t Interpretation to onstru t simpler models of the system, where the interesting properties an be analyzed. In this paper, we present a theoreti al
language-independent framework to assist in the de nition of orre t abstra tions for the veri ation of temporal properties expressed with ltl.
The results an be adapted to a number of real modeling languages. In
the paper, we present the appli ation of the results to the very popular
veri ation system spin, whi h uses promela as the modeling language.
Several ompleteness and onsisten y onditions are studied to preserve
the (abstra t) satis ability of properties.

Abstra t. Model Che king

1 Introdu tion

Model Che king [4, 1℄ represents one of the most useful results of almost twenty
years of resear h in formal methods to in rease the quality of software and other
related systems. A model he ker works with a high level des ription of a system,
a model, and it an automati ally inspe t the rea hable states of the system to
he k if a given property an be satis ed. Typi ally, properties are expressed
with some variant of temporal logi , Linear time Temporal Logi (ltl) being
one of the most employed [15℄.
Despite the variety of model he kers and formalisms for representing models
and properties, existing tools su er from the state explosion problem when dealing with realisti systems. Among other approa hes, the onstru tion of more
redu ed (abstra t) models using the ideas of Abstra t Interpretation [2℄ is beoming a promising way of obtaining information about the satisfa tion of formulas without having to inspe t the whole state spa e [6, 14, 7, 8, 14, 3℄. In fa t,
some works have already been oriented to dealing with this problem in several ontexts. This is the ase of [17℄, where authors provide a methodology in
whi h abstra t interpretation and model he king are ombined to arry out ow
analysis of programs. A similar obje tive is onsidered in [3℄, where abstra t interpretation of temporal al uli and logi s is studied. Our approa h di ers from
these other works in several aspe ts. From a theoreti al point of view, we study
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the relation between satis ability of a ltl formula on a model and on its abstra tion, giving onditions to ensure the satis ability preservation. This is made by
introdu ing a notion of non-standard satis ability, whi h has not been studied
previously. On the other hand, and from a more pra ti al point of view, the way
we relate the standard semanti s of a model and its abstra tion allows us a natural implementation of abstra tion by sour e-to-sour e transformation, whi h
avoids using di erent veri ation tools to analyze a model and its abstra tion.
In order to apply abstra t interpretation to a on urrent system, we assume
it is modeled by a transition system, whi h is abstra ted by obtaining a simpler (and easier to be analyzed) transition system. Of ourse, to maintain the
\relevant" features of the original transition system, the abstra ted one has to
simulate it in some way, preserving the observable behavior. After the abstra tion
of a on urrent model, another problem is the relationship between properties
in both models (the on rete and the abstra t ones). In fa t, most of the efforts of this paper are dire ted to give onditions under whi h the analysis of
properties in a system may be delegated to the analysis of the orresponding
\abstra ted" properties. An exhaustive study of these onditions is presented,
motivating them with several examples, in the ontext of ltl.
We onsider a referen e interpretation of the original model, and a nonstandard interpretation is obtained from an abstra t interpretation. Applying
the same te hnique, we employ two di erent notions of temporal formula satisfa tion: the standard one, determined by the referen e interpretation of the
propositions, and the non-standard obtained by abstra ting the meaning of the
logi propositions. Non-standard satisfa tion relies on weak Kripke stru tures,
whi h relax the prin iple of non- ontradi tion, thus allowing an (abstra t) state
to satisfy both a proposition p and its negation :p. These weak Kripke stru tures
move us into the eld of para onsistent logi s [16℄, whi h are an alternative to
lassi al logi , that allows some ontradi tions to be true without in urring on
the trivialization of lassi al logi . There are already some works where model
he king is applied to these kinds of logi s [5℄.
The problems indu ed by ontradi tions are limited by adding onsisten y
and ompleteness onditions when de ning the orresponding abstra t notion
of satis ability. In doing so, some pra ti al results about the behaviour of the
initial ( on rete) systems are obtained. A major ontribution of our approa h is
its ability to be easily instantiated for parti ular modeling languages. For this
purpose, we have to use the labeled transition system semanti s of the language,
whi h is usually available in the do umentation of model he kers. For example,
instan es of the orre tness onditions and pra ti al results an be found for
promela/spin [9℄, and for sdl/ ms [10℄.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we outline a brief introdu tion to
abstra t interpretation. Se tion 3 is devoted to showing how abstra t interpretation an be made on generi transition systems, and Se tion 4 presents several
results on erning the relation between the satisfa tion of temporal logi formulas in a model and its abstra tion. Se tion 5 shows an example of the appli ation
of the overall theoreti al framework to environment promela/spin[12℄.
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2 Abstra t Interpretation
Abstra t interpretation [2℄ is a stati analysis te hnique that de nes a relation
between two semanti levels: the on rete and the abstra t one. Let StdL be a
semanti s of a programming language L whi h asso iates the standard interpretation StdL (P ) 2 D to ea h program P of L, where D denotes the set of on rete
denotations. The obje tive of abstra t interpretation is to automati ally realize
a nite approximation of StdL , StdL : L ! D , su h that StdL (P ) is omputable and gives us some information about whether some property is ful lled
by the exe ution of P . StdL (P ) is generally obtained by an abstra t exe ution
of P that uses data representations (abstra tions) instead of the original data.
Abstra tion always implies some loss of information but instead, applying it, we
a hieve omputability of the analyzed properties.
Abstra tion is a hieved by means of a pair of fun tions : D ! D and
: D ! D between the posets (D; v) and (D ; v ) whi h onstitute a Galois
onne tion, that is: 8d 2 D; d 2 D : (d) v d , d v (d ).
Fun tions and are alled abstra tion and on retization fun tions, respe tively. Usually, the values of the abstra t domain D only apture the information needed for the orresponding analysis. Abstra tion fun tion proje ts
standard data on these values, thus redu ing the size of the semanti domain.
The partial order v represents the pre ision degree de ned by the abstra t semanti s: d1 v d2 indi ates that the abstra t property d1 is more pre ise than
d2 , or from the dual point of view, that d2 approximates d1 . Thus, the relation
(d) v d means that d is an abstra tion and an approximation of d. With
this notation, the obje tive of abstra t interpretation is to nd an approximation
StdL of StdL su h that for ea h program P of L, (StdL (P )) v StdL (P ).

3 Abstra ting Con urrent Systems
In this se tion we apply abstra t interpretation to transition systems, in a general
way, proving an important result on behavior preservation between a model and
its abstra t version.
3.1

Modeling Con urrent Systems

Exe ution of on urrent programs1 may be de ned by means of labeled transition
systems su h as M = (A; ; !; s0 ), where
{
{
{

{

1

A is the set of observable atomi a tions.
 is the set of states.
!   A   is a labeled transition
(s; a; s0 ) 2!.
s0 2  is the initial state.

relation. We write

We will use the terms programs, systems and models indi erently.

s !a s0

for
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M de nes an interpretation of a tions over the set of states  : ea h transition
s !a s0 means that the exe ution of the atomi a tion a would transform the
system from state s to state s0 in a single step. A tra e x of M is a sequen e
a1 a2
a0 t !
x = t0 !
1 t2 ! : : : of states. Tra e x represents a possible omputation from
the state t0 and a0 a1 : : : 2 A is the sequen e of atomi a tions exe uted. Given a
a
a +1
a
a
tra e x = t0 !0 t1 !1 : : :, by xj we will denote the suÆx tra e tj ! tj +1 ! : : :.
a0 : : : starting at initial state s is alled full-tra e i either x is
A tra e x = s0 !
0
j

j

a non terminating tra e or it ends at a state from whi h no transitions evolve.
Operational semanti s of programming languages are de ned by means of
labeled transition systems where the initial state is not xed. The semanti s of
a parti ular program is obtained from an initial state with information about its
ode. Thus, a transition system with a xed initial state de nes the behaviour of
a0
: : : is a full tra e g de nes
a given program. The set O(M ) = fx : x = s0 !
the tra e semanti s determined by the transition system M .
Let M1 = (A; 1 ; !1 ; s10 ) and M2 = (A; 2 ; !2 ; s20 ) be transition systems
giving two di erent interpretations to the set of a tions A. Given   1 2 a
relation from 1 to 2 , we say that M2 is a  simulation of M1 i (1) (s10 ; s20 )
a s0 and (s ; s ) then there exists some s0 2  su h that
and (2) if s1 !
1 1
1 2
2
2
a
s2 !2 s02 and (s01 ; s02 ).

3.2 Abstra t Interpretation of Transition Systems
Let Std = (A; ; !; s0 ) and Std = (A;  ; ! ; s0 ) be two labeled transitions
system. Let I = (; ( ;  ); ; ) be an abstra t interpretation of the set of
states  , where  is a partial order, :  !  is the abstra tion fun tion
and :  ! 2 , de ned by (s ) = fs 2  : (s)  s g, is the on retization
fun tion. From now on, we assume that Std gives the referen e meaning, alled
standard, to the set of a tions A. In ontrast, the interpretation of a tions given
by Std is intended to represent some abstra tion of Std. Thus, we will apply
the terms standard/abstra t when we refer to the elements of Std/Std .

De nition 1 (Corre tness). Given I = (; ( ;  ); ; ) an abstra t interpretation, we say that Std is orre t under the interpretation I with respe t
to Std i Std is a  simulation of Std,  being the binary relation de ned as
(s; s ) , (s)  s . That is, Std
is orre t under I with respe t to Std
a s0 and (s)  s then there exists some
i (1) (s0 )  s0 and (2) if s !
s0 2  su h that s !a s0 and (s0 )  s0 .
a1
a0 t !
a0
a1
Given two in nite tra es x = t0 !
1 : : : and x = t0 ! t1 ! : : :, we
write (x)  x when 8i  0: (ti )  ti .
Theorem 1. Given Std = (A; ; !; s0 ), Std = (A;  ; ! ; s0 ) and the abstra t interpretation I , if Std is orre t under I wrt Std then for every
in nite full-tra e x 2 O(Std) there exists x 2 O(Std ) su h that (x)  x :
Proof. It learly follows from the de nition of orre tness.
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Note that Theorem 1 only assures the simulation of in nite tra es. In order
to simulate ending (deadlo ked/ nished) tra es, we must impose the following
a
additional ondition in the de nition of orre tness: (3) if s 6! and (s)  s
a
then s 6! . This suÆ ient ondition be omes also ne essary when s represents
only rea hable states in full-tra es.

Let Std = (A; ; !; s0 ) be a labeled transition system that de nes
the behaviour of a non-deterministi program P , with one variable y ranging
over Int, the set of the integer numbers, as follows:
{ A = fy = y + 2; skipg.
{  = Intfstart; endg. A standard state s = (sy ; sl ) 2  de nes the urrent
value sy stored in y and the program ounter sl .
y=y+2
skip
{ ! is de ned as: (sy ; start) ! (sy + 2; start), (sy ; start) ! (sy ; end).
{ s0 = (0; start).
Example 1.

y=y+2

y=y+2

skip

Elements in O(Std) are nite tra es like (0; start) ! (2; start) ! : : : !
y=y+2
y=y+2
(2n; end) and the non-terminating tra e (0; start) ! (2; start) ! : : :.
Let (Inty ; y ) be de ned by Inty = feven; oddg and the partial ordering
y over this domain being the relation \=". The lassi even-odd abstra tion
y : Int ! Inty , de ned as y (2n) = even and y (2n + 1) = odd for all n  0,
determines an abstra tion :  ! ( ;  ) of standard states over the abstra t
domain  = Inty  fstart; endg as follows: (s) = ( y (sy ); sl ). The partial
ordering  over  is de ned as: (sy ; sl )  (s0y ; s0l ) i sl = s0l and sy y s0y .
Then, the labeled transition system Std = (A;  ; ! ; s0 ) de nes a nony=y+2
standard interpretation of P where ! is de ned as: (sy ; start) ! (sy ; start)
skip
and (sy ; start) ! (sy ; end) and s0 = (even; start). The set O(Std ) ontains
y=y+2
y=y+2
skip
nite tra es like x = (even; start) ! (even; start) ! : : : ! (even; end)
y=y+2
y=y+2
and the non-terminating tra e x = (even; start) ! (even; start) ! : : :.
Under these de nitions, it is lear that (Std ;  ) is orre t under the orresponding interpretation wrt Std. Therefore, Theorem 1 holds.
2
In the sequel, we always assume that Std is orre t under the interpretation
I wrt Std.

4

Abstra ting Temporal Logi

In this se tion, we de ne a weak Kripke stru ture from a labeled transition system and a fun tion to evaluate logi propositions. We will see how to abstra t the
standard notion of satisfa tion of temporal formulas and the onditions under
whi h the model abstra tion pro ess preserves the abstra t/standard satisfa tion of temporal formulas. To do this, we will onsider Kripke stru tures where
negation is not dealt with as a onne tive, but as a way of onstru ting atomi
propositions. This is done to get a homogeneous treatment of both standard and
abstra t satisfa tion.
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4.1 Our Temporal Logi

P

[:

Given a set of propositions Prop, we onstru t the set
= Prop
Prop,
where Prop = p : p Prop . Let be the set of ltl temporal formulas
built indu tively using the elements of , the standard Boolean operators, and
the temporal operators: next \ ", always \2", eventually \3" and until \U". The
set in ludes all temporal formulas in negation normal form, that is, negations
only appear in atomi propositions, sin e negated propositions are expli itly
in luded in . Let S
be the subset of temporal formulas without temporal
operators. We will all the elements of S state formulas.
A labeled transition system M = (A; ; ; s0 ) may be extended to a weak
Kripke stru ture = M;  where  :  2P is a fun tion that assigns truth
values to the propositions of in ea h state in su h a way that the Prin iple of
Ex luded Middle holds, i. e.

:

f:

F

P

2

g

F F

K h

F
P

F

i

!

P

!

p 2  (s) _ :p 2  (s); 8s 2 ; 8p 2 Prop:

Besides,

(PEM )

K = hM;  i is a Kripke stru ture when the Prin iple of Non-

Contradi tion holds, i. e.

K

p 62  (s) _ :p 62  (s); 8s 2 ; 8p 2 Prop:

(PNC )

Note that de nes an interpretation of both a tions and atomi propositions. In
the sequel, p
will denote both non-negated and negated atomi propositions.
The following de nition gives the satisfa tion of a temporal formula with
respe t to the given model interpretation M and the formula interpretation  .

2P

K h

i

De nition 2. Let = M;  be a weak Kripke/Kripke stru ture. Given a
state s  , and a tra e x = t0 a0 t1 : : :, we de ne indu tively the relation =
as follows:

2

!

j

s j= p i p 2 P and p 2  (s).
s j= f _ g i f; g 2 FS ; s j= f or s j= g.
s j= f ^ g i f; g 2 FS ; s j= f and s j= g.
x j= f i f 2 FS and t0 j= f .
x j= f _ g i f; g 2 F ; x j= f or x j= g.
x j= f ^ g i f; g 2 F ; x j= f and x j= g.
x j= f i f 2 F and x1 j= f .
x j= 2f i f 2 F , t0 j= f and x1 j= 2f .
x j= 3f i f 2 F and 9k  0:(xk j= f ).
x j= f Ug i f; g 2 F and 9k  0:(xk j= g and 8j < k:[xj j= f ℄).
We say that K = hM;  i veri es a universal temporal formula f 2 F , and
write O(M ) j= f , i 8x 2 O(M ):(x j= f ).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Abstra ting Weak Kripke Stru tures

Let K = hStd; i and K = hStd ;  i be two weak Kripke stru tures. We say
that  is (weakly) onsistent wrt  and I when the following ondition holds:
(s) 

s )  (s)   (s ):
onsisten y property with LC be ause it

(LC)

We denote
orresponds to the lo al
onsisten y ondition that usually appears in abstra t interpretation. We say
that K is orre t under I wrt K i  is onsistent wrt  and I .

  - 2P
?


Fig. 1.





A ommutative diagram relating abstra tion and satis ability

Condition LC establishes the ommutativity of the diagram depi ted in Figure 1. It means that the abstra tion  !  must be sound wrt I . Therefore,
the set  ( (s)) may ontain more propositions than  (s). In parti ular, even if
K is a Kripke stru ture, K may lose the PNC ondition due to the abstra tion
pro ess as shown in the following example.
Consider the program and the abstra t interpretation in Example 1.
Given P = fy == 1; :(y == 1)g, the usual interpretation of y == 1 and
:(y == 1) over  is y == 1 2  (s) , sy = 1 and :(y == 1) 2  (s) , sy 6= 1.
Therefore, K = hStd; i is learly a Kripke stru ture. Consider K = hStd ;  i
su h that  is onsistent wrt  and I . Let s1 = (1; sl ); s2 = (3; sl ) 2  . Then
(s1 ) = (s2 ) = (odd; sl ). Denote s = (odd; sl ). It is lear that y == 1 2  (s1 )
and :(y == 1) 2  (s2 ) and, by LC , y == 1; :(y == 1) 2  (s ). Therefore K
does not verify PNC, i. e., it is not a Kripke stru ture.
2
Example 2.

In the rest of the paper, we assume that K = hStd ;  i is orre t under I
wrt K = hStd; i. In addition, a ording to De nition 2, j= and j= model the
satisfa tion of a formula under the interpretation given by K and K , respe tively. In order to simplify notation, we will write j= and j= instead of j= and
j= , respe tively. The next result relates the relationships j= and j= .
a1
a0
: : : be a tra e and the
t1 !
s 2  be a state and x = t0 !
formulas fs 2 F
f 2 F:
1. s j= fs ) (s) j= fs .
a0
a1
2. Given x = t0 ! t1 ! : : : su h that (x)  x then x j= f ) x j= f .
Let
S and

Proposition 1.
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Proof. Let us onsider fs 2 P . By de nition, s j= fs means that fs 2  (s). Then,
the onsisten y ondition LC implies that fs 2  ( (s)), i.e., (s) j= fs . Other
ases for fs and f are proved by indu tion on the stru ture of the formula.
In De nition 3, we say when a standard state satis es a proposition under a
non-standard interpretation of the program.

De nition 3 (Non-Standard Satisfa tion). We extend j= to standard states
as follows:
{ A standard state s 2  satis es the state formula fs 2 FS under a nonstandard interpretation K (s j= fs ) i (s) j= fs .
a0
t1 : : : satis es the formula
f 2 F under a non{ A standard tra e x = t0 !
a0
: : : su h that x j= f
standard interpretation (x j= f ) i 9x = t0 !
and (x)  x .
{ K satis es the universal property f under a non-standard interpretation K
(O(Std) j= f ), i 8x 2 O(Std) : x j= f .
To illustrate the previous de nition, onsider the state s = (4; sl ) in the
ontext of Example 1. Note that s 6j= y == 2, but sin e (s) j= y == 2,
we have s j= y == 2. Intuitively, we are laiming that although the standard
interpretation of the formula is not satis ed by s, its non-standard interpretation,
i.e. \y is even", is satis ed by s.
This extension of the abstra t satis ability relation will allow us to relate the
satisfa tion of temporal formulas in the abstra t and standard models. Using this
notion, we an rewrite Proposition 1 as follows.
a0
: : : a tra e, fs 2 FS and f 2 F , we have:
Corollary 1. Given s 2  , x = t0 !
{ s j= fs ) s j= fs .
{ If there exists some abstra t tra e x su h that (x)  x then x j= f )
x j= f .

Proof. It follows from Proposition 1, using De nition 3.

Theorem 2. Let f 2 F be a universal property. If K is orre t under I wrt
K, and O(Std ) j= f , then O(Std) j= f .
a0
: : : 2 O(Std), sin e K is orre t with respe t to K, there
Proof. Given x = s0 !
a0
exists x = s0 ! : : : 2 O(Std ) su h that (x)  x . As, by hypothesis,
O(Std ) j= f , we have x j= f , i.e., x j= f .
This theorem proves that if an abstra t model veri es the formula f , then
the model itself veri es f too under the abstra t interpretation given by  . The

example below shows how this result an be applied.

Example 3. With the abstra tion fun tion

de ned in the Example 1, the abstra t satisfa tion of the formula f = 2(y == 2) ould be used to prove that y
remains even during any model exe ution as follows.
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Let s 2  and s 2  be the on rete and abstra t states de ned by
s = (2; sl ) and s = (even; sl ). To prove that y == 2 2  (s ) , it suÆ es to
note that a) y == 2 2  (s) b) (s) s s and )  must verify the property
a0
::: 2
of onsisten y given by LC . In addition, it is lear that if x = s0 !
O(Std ), then 8j:sj = (even; sl ), that is, y == 2 2  (sj ). Using De nition 2,
this means that 8j:sj j= (y == 2), i. e., x j= 2(y == 2). Sin e x is a generi
element of O(Std ), by De nition 2, we have that O(Std ) j= 2(y == 2).
Finally, applying Theorem 2, as K is orre t under I wrt K, we dedu e that
O(Std) j= 2(y == 2).
2
j

4.3

Adding Completeness Condition

It is worth stressing the relevan e of Theorem 2. Indeed, if de nes some useful
for the user, this result may be a powerful tool for debugging a
model. However, ondition LC only for es  (s ) to ontain all atomi propositions satis ed by the on retizations of s . Many de nitions of  verify LC .
In parti ular, the most onservative one,  (s ) = P for all s 2  , does it.
However, this  is not useful, be ause it ould be used to prove any formula
over the (abstra t) program. For instan e, in the previous example, we ould
prove that O(Std) j= 2(y == 1). The next ondition restri ts the set  (s ).
We say that  is omplete wrt  and I i the following ondition holds:

information

Ifp 2  (s ) then there exists s 2  su h that (s)  s and p 2  (s): (C)
Condition C represents the ompleteness of the abstra tion  !  wrt I .
Every proposition satis ed by s must also be satis ed by some on retization
of s . In other words, C states that fun tion  does not arbitrarily add propositions to  (s ). Clearly, the onservative  de ned above is not omplete: if
(s) = (even; sl ) then y == 1 62  (s).
In what follows, we always assume that  is both onsistent and omplete
wrt  and I . Under these onditions, we obtain the monotoni ity of  .
 (s1 )   (s2 )
Proposition 2. 
s1  s2
Let us assume that p 2  (s1 ), then, by ondition C , there exists s 2 
su h that (s)  s1 and p 2  (s). As s1  s2 , applying ondition LC , we
on lude p 2  (s2 ).
Proposition 3.
fs 2 FS
f2F
is monotoni , that is, if

.

then

Proof.

Let

and

be a state formula and a temporal

formula, respe tively.

s1 ; s 2 2 
s1  s2
s1 j= fs
s2 j= fs
x2 = t20 ! t21 ! : : :
x1 = t10 ! t11 ! : : :
x2 j= f
x1 j= f
8i:t1i s t2i
Let us assume that fs 2 P . By de nition, s1 j= fs implies fs 2  (s1 ).
By the Proposition 2, sin e s1 s s2 , we also have fs 2  (s2 ) holds, i.e.,
s2 j= fs . The rest of the ases for fs and f are proved by indu tion on the
1.- Given

su h that

2.- Given

states su h that

Proof.

stru ture of the formula.

. Then

implies

. Then

.

two sequen es of

and

implies

.
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LC and C determine  .
S
Proposition 4.  veri es onditions LC and C i 8s : (s ) = s2 s  (s).
S
Proof. Clearly, if 8s : (s ) =
S s2 s  (s), then  veri es LC and C . Conversely, ondition LC implies s2 s  (s)   (s ). In addition, if p 2  (s ),
by applying ondition C , there exists s 2 (s ), su h that p 2  (s). Therefore,
p 2 Ss2 s  (s).
Example 4. Given  = Int and  = fneg; zposg, we de ne the abstra tion
fun tion :  !  as (n) = neg , if n < 0 and (n) = zpos, if n  0. Let
P = fzero; :zerog be the set of atomi propositions. We assume that the order
relation  8over  is the = relation. Let  be de ned as:
< f:zerog i n < 0
 (n) = : fzerog i n = 0
f:zerog i n > 0
Using Proposition
4, we obtain that  determines the following  fun tion:

f:zerog
i n = neg
 (n ) = f:zero; zerog
i n = zpos
Obviously, in this simple ase,  is only useful to he k the zero values. 2
The next proposition proves that

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

4.4 Adding Strong Consisten y Condition
We now present the most relevant result of the paper, that relates the satisfa tion
of a formula in the abstra t model with its satisfa tion in the standard one.
In Example 3, we did not prove that during a standard exe ution the variable
y is always equal to the value 2 (this assertion is in fa t false). Instead, we proved
that y is always equal to the non-standard interpretation (given by the fun tion
) of the value 2, that is, y is always even. In fa t, this is the best method for
proving property "y remains even during exe ution" over the standard interpretation of program, whi h may be interesting in many appli ations.
However, the user ould also be interested in proving that the standard interpretation of the property is also satis ed during the standard interpretation
of the program. For instan e, we would be interested in proving that y is the
value 2 during every standard exe ution of P . Next, we dis uss how to relate the
standard and non-standard interpretations of temporal formulas.

De nition 4 (Abstra t Impli ation). Let K = hStd; i and K = hStd
be two weak Kripke stru tures su h that K is orre t under I wrt K.
1. Given two state formulas fs1 ; fs2 2 FS then fs1 ) fs2 i
fs1 ) s j= fs2 .
2. Given two temporal formulas f1 ; f2 2 F then f1 ) f2 i
x j= f1 ) x j= f2.

; i

8s 2  : s j=
8x 2 O(Std) :

In order to be able to make sound ba ktra king to the standard interpretation
when proving temporal formulas we need to impose an additional ondition
alled strong onsisten y ondition.
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De nition 5 (Strong Consisten y Condition).  is strongly onsistent
wrt  and when it is weakly onsistent and the following ondition holds:

I

If  (s)



(s )

then (s)  s :

(SC)

LC and SC are re ipro al ea h other.
Example 5. Consider the sets  and ( ;  ), and the fun tion :  ! 
de ned in Example 4. Fun tion  is not strongly onsistent wrt  and I
be ause for all n < 0;  (n)   (zpos) but (n) = neg 6 zpos. But, if P =
fpositive; :8positive; negative; :negativeg,  may be rede ned as follows:
< f:positive; negativeg i n < 0
 (n) = : f:positive; :negativeg i n = 0
fpositive; :negativeg i n > 0
By Proposition
 4,  determines  :
f:positive; negativeg i n = neg
 (n ) = f:
positive; positive; :negativeg i n = zpos
Now,  is strongly onsistent wrt  and I :
1. if n < 0 then  (n)   (n ) implies n = neg .
2.  (0)   (zpos) and (0)  zpos.
3. if n > 0 then  (n)   (n ) implies n = zpos.
2
Proposition 5. Let K = hStd;  i and K = hStd ;  i be two Kripke stru tures
su h that K is orre t under I wrt K,  being omplete and strongly onsistent
wrt  and I . Then, we have:
(a) Given s 2  , there is a state formula fs0 2 FS su h that s j= fs0 , and for
every fs 2 FS su h that s j= fs , fs0 ) fs .
a0
: : : 2 O(Std), there exists a formula f 0 2 F su h that
(b) Given x = s0 !
0
x j= f and for all f 2 F verifying x j= f , f 0 ) f .
Proof. a) We have just to take fs0 = ^fq : q 2  (s)g, whi h is well de ned
sin e the set  (s) is non empty be ause K is a weak Kripke stru ture and,
therefore, PEM holds. By the onstru tion of fs0 , it is lear that s j= fs0 . Given
fs su h that s j= fs , let us see that fs0 ) fs . Let s0 2  be a state verifying
that s0 j= fs0 . Using the de nition of fs0 , s0 j= fs0 implies  (s)   ( (s0 )).
Sin e, by hypothesis,  is strongly onsistent wrt  , this relation implies
that (s)  (s0 ). Finally, by using the monotoni ity (Proposition 3), and
taking into a ount that s j= fs , we infer s0 j= fs .
Note that

b) By indu tion on the stru ture of the formula:
i. For f
S the result is obtained from a).
ii. If f = 2fs with fs
S . By de nition, x = 2fs implies that i
0:si = fs . Applying a) to ea h si , we obtain a family
of propositions
fs0iWverifying that fs0i
fs and si = fs0i . Let fs0 = Wi0 fs0i and f 0 =
2( i0 fs0i ). Then fs0 fs , that is, f 0 f , what implies that x = f 0 .
iii. Proofs for ases f = fs Ugs and f = 3fs , f = fs , f = fs gs ,
f = fs gs are similar to the previous ones.

j

2F
^

2F
)
)

j

j

)

8

j
_
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The previous proposition allows us to de ne the notion of abstra t extension
of a formula f . This operation represents the loss of pre ision about f due to
the abstra t interpretation.

De nition 6 (Abstra t extension of a formula). Given f 2 F a temporal
we de ne the abstra t extension of f , and denote it with f , by
Wffformula,
: f ) f g.
0

0

The loss of information above ommented may be written as f ) f , whi h
is easily dedu ed from the previous de nition. In general, the opposite is not
true and f and f do not oin ide; this means that the properties represented
by f and the abstra t interpretation are orthogonal. For instan e, this o urs for
the formula 2y == 2 in Example 3. A more detailed study will be made below.

Theorem 3. Under the same onditions in Proposition 5, if
then O(Std) j= f .

O

(Std ) j= f

Proof. It follows dire tly from Proposition 5 b).
This theorem gives us the relationship between the formulas proved under
the abstra t interpretation and the formulas whi h hold under the standard
interpretation. This result is parti ularly useful when f = f , i.e. when the
abstra tion pro ess preserves all the information represented by f . Under this
hypothesis, whenever we have O(Std ) j= f , Theorem 3 guarantees O(Std) j=
f , as desired by the user.

Corollary 2. Given a temporal formula f
then O(Std) j= f .

2 F

, if

O

(Std) j= f and f = f ,

Thus, we need a pro edure to ompute f in order to he k whether f = f .
Fortunately,  preserves the temporal operators. That is, f , f , f _ g ,
f _ g , f ^ g , f ^ g , 3f , 3f , 2f , 2f , f , f , and
fUg , f Ug .
Corollary 2 gives the analyzer the possibility of dire tly using information
about a given on rete property obtained from an abstra t model (easier to
be veri ed than the on rete one). Thus, it is important to provide onditions
(automati ally de idable) whi h ensure the appli ability of the orollary. The
next de nition presents these onditions, as Proposition 6 will prove.

De nition 7. We say that p 2 P is not abstra ted by I , i
p 62  (s ).

s :p 2  (s ) )

8

:

Proposition 6. If p 2 P is not abstra ted by I then p , p.
Proof. Let us see that p ) p. By de nition, s j= p means that p 2 P exists su h
that s j= p and p ) p. Using LC , we have that (s) j= p , that is, (s) j= p,
or equivalently, p 2  ( (s)). If :p 2  (s) then, by LC , :p 2  ( (s)). But this
is not possible, sin e p is not abstra ted by I and we know that p 2  ( (s)).
Therefore, it stands that p 2  (s), i.e., s j= p.
0

0

0

0
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The next orollary presents two pra ti al results of interest when we want to
prove some very frequent temporal formulas by using abstra t interpretation.

p; q 2 P are not abstra ted by I . Then if f
2p, 3p, p, or p U q , and O(Std ) j= f ,

Corollary 3. Let us assume that
is any of the temporal formulas
then

O(Std) j= f

.

5 An Example in promela
In se tion we illustrate the usefulness of our approa h by applying it to spin
[12, 13℄, a widely used model he king tool that uses promela as the modeling
language. A promela model P = P ro 1 jj : : : jjP ro n onsists of a nite set of
on urrent pro esses, global and lo al hannels, and global and lo al variables.
Pro esses ommuni ate via message passing through hannels. Communi ation
may be asyn hronous using hannels as bounded bu ers, and syn hronous using
hannels with size zero. Global hannels and variables determine the environment
in whi h pro esses run, while lo al hannels and variables establish the internal
lo al states of pro esses.
The operational semanti s of a promela model O(Std) is de ned in [11℄ by
means of a transition relation. In that work, a generalized semanti s is proposed
by onsidering a transition relation de ned on a set of environments Env , and
parameterized by two mappings,  : Env ! 2BExp and ' : Basi  Env ! Env .
The rst one evaluates Boolean expressions (BExp) in a given environment,
whereas the se ond mapping gives the e e t of exe uting a basi a tion (Basi )
on an environment. As a promela model depends on these two parameters, we
will denote Std as M (; '). Note that di erent de nitions of  and ' yield to
di erent interpretations of the model. In parti ular, to give an abstra tion of
Std it is enough to give abstra tions for  and '.
We present an example illustrating the appli ability of the previous results
to this popular modeling language.
Consider the model Collatz in Figure 2, where the pro ess p2 uses
the values generated by the Collatz fun tion to send messages to pro ess p1
using a shared hannel. Let Env = fv; n; hg ! fa; b; ; :::; errorg [ Int be
the set of states. Ea h element e 2 Env asso iates the variables v , n and the
hannel h with its a tual value. Assume that we want to prove the temporal
formula F = 3(v == error). To do it, we onsider the set of abstra t states
Env = fv; n; hg ! f0; 1g [ Int. Let us take (Env ;  ), where  is the
relation \=". Let h : mtype ! f0; 1g be de ned by h (error) = 0 and
h (m) = 1; 8m 6= error. Finally, let : Env ! Env be the abstra tion fun tion given by (e)(n) = e(n); (e)(v ) = h (e(v )) and (e)( h) = h (e( h)).
Denote I = (Env; (Env ;  ); ; ). Finally, let Std = M ( ; ' ) the abstra t interpretation of the program given by the fun tions  and ' de ned
by
Example 6.

{

v == error 2  (e ) i e (v) = 0.
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{
{
{

v == m 2  (e ) i (e (v ) = 1); 8m 6= error.
' (out ! m; e ) = e [1=out℄; 8m 6= error.
' (out ! error; e ) = e [0=out℄.

It an be proved that Std is orre t under I wrt Std. In addition,  is
strongly onsistent and omplete under I wrt  .
Furthermore, if v == error 2  (e ) then, by de nition, e (v ) = 0. Therefore, :(v == error) 62  (e ); and, by De nition 7, (v == error) is not abstra ted by I . Using Proposition 6, this means that v == error = v == error,
that is, (Corollary 3) 3v == error = (3v == error).
A simple analysis of the abstra t behaviour of the program shows that
O(Std ) j= 3v == error. Sin e  is strongly onsistent wrt  we on lude
2
that O(Std) j= 3v == error , that is, O(Std) j= 3v == error.
mtype = {a,b, ,...,error}
mtype v; int n = ...;
han h = [1℄ of {mtype};
a tive pro type p1(){
do
:: h?v;
if
:: v == error -> ...
:: v == a
-> ...
:: v == b
-> ...
:: v ==
-> ...
...
fi
od
}

a tive pro type p2(){
do
::n % 2 != 0 -> h!error;n = 3 * n + 1;
::n % 2 ==0 ->
if :: true -> h!a
:: true -> h!b
:: true -> h!
...
fi;
n = n/2;
od
}

Fig. 2.

Model Collatz

6 Con lusions
We have introdu ed a framework to apply abstra t interpretation to ltl, in the
ontext of model he king. In parti ular, we have de ned a set of (weak) onsisten y onditions that guarantee that the abstra t interpretation of a model
preserves the abstra t satis ability relation. However, these onditions are satis ed by trivial abstra tions, whi h learly are not useful in pra ti e. In order to
solve this problem, some ompleteness onditions are introdu ed. Finally, strong
onsisten y provides a way to guarantee that the abstra t satisfa tion of a formula implies its standard satisfa tion. These results have been illustrated by
means of an example.
A relevant ontribution of this paper is that all results are independent of
the a tual modeling language. It an be adapted to a wide range of pra ti al
modeling languages with available model he king tools. We are urrently implementing an extension of spin that supports abstra tion. Current and future
versions of this tool an be found at http:\\www.l .uma.es\~gisum\fmse\tools.
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Pattern Language
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Abstra t. The paper presents the re e tion fa ilities of the spe i
ation language Slam-sl. Slam-sl is an obje t oriented spe i ation language where lass methods are spe i ed by pre and post onditions. The
re e tion apabilities permit managing these pre and post onditions in
spe i ations what means that semanti re e tion is possible. The range
of interesting appli ations is very wide: formal spe i ation of interfa es
and abstra t lasses, spe i ation of omponent based software, formalization of design pattern, using Slam-sl as a pattern language, et . The
paper dis usses the last two advantages in some detail.

1 Motivation
We have re ently presented the SLAM system [11, 16℄, whi h in ludes an obje t
oriented spe i ation language, Slam-sl, that is supported by a development
environment that, among other features, is able to generate readable ode in a
high level obje t oriented language. The Slam-sl language is a formal spe i ation
language that integrates algebrai spe i ations (like those proposed by the OBJ
language family [9, 4℄ or Lar h-LSL [10℄), and model-based spe i ations (as Z
[17℄, VDM [12℄, or Lar h interfa es languages [10℄). Spe i ation of lass methods
uses two predi ates (pre/post- onditions) that des ribe the relationship between
the input and the output by means of logi formulas.
In this paper we present the re e tive features of the language whi h an be
used for some interesting appli ations, like the formalization of design patterns in
term of lass operators. An obje t-oriented re e tive system is one that is itself
built out of programmable, rst- lass obje ts. In Slam-sl it is possible to dynami ally inspe t and manipulate lasses, obje ts, methods, and other language
elements.
Re e tion apabilities an be used in many useful appli ations: omponent based software, ompiler onstru tion, debugging, module operations, et .
The re e tive features of a language an be ategorized as linguisti , stru tural,
and behavioral. Linguisti and stru tural re e tion is basi ally synta ti al and
is present in a number of programming languages either in the obje t-oriented
imperative ommunity (Smalltalk [7℄, Java, C# [3℄) and in the de larative programming ommunity (Lisp, Prolog, Maude [4℄). However, behavioral re e tion
allows managing the semanti s of the elements of the language (Maude).
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We all de larative re e tion those behavioral re e tion hara teristi s that
rely on de larative models (logi s, fun tions, et .) De larative re e tion not only
allows manipulating the semanti s of lasses and obje ts, but also to formally
reason about them. In the previous list, only the spe i ation language Maude,
based on rewriting logi what in turns is a re e tive logi , an be onsidered to
have de larative re e tive features. However, they are fo used mainly on module
operations.
Slam-sl is equipped with behavioral/de larative re e tion:
{ It is possible to inspe t and manipulate obje t oriented elements: lasses,
methods, et .
{ It is possible to manage the de larative behaviour of su h elements, as lass
invariants, or methods pre and post onditions.
{ De larative properties of those elements are in luded and formal reasoning is
enfor ed. For instan e, inheritan e is only permitted under ertain onditions
and these onditions are preserved even in dynami ally generated lasses.
{ It is possible to de laratively model some obje t oriented features, as interfa es or abstra t lasses.
We are going to present in detail a pair of interesting appli ation: the formalization of design patterns as lass operators and, onsequently, the use of a formal
method as a pattern language.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: an introdu tion to Slam-sl
in se tion 2, re e tive properties of slam-sl in se tion 3, and omposite, state and
builder design pattern spe i ation in se tion 4. We present some on lusions in
se tion 5.

2 Obje t oriented spe i ations. Slam-sl
This se tion presents the main onstru tions of the language fo used on re e tive
features that will used in the following se tions.
Slam-sl is part of the SLAM proje t, a software onstru tion development
environment that is able to synthesize (reasonable) eÆ ient and readable ode in
di erent high level obje t oriented target languages like C++ or Java. Among
other features, the user an write spe i ations in a friendly way, tra k her
hand- oded optimizations, or he k in debug mode those optimizations through
automati ally synthesized assertions.
In order to fa ilitate the understanding of Slam-sl we will show its elements
with a on rete syntax that does not ne essarily orrespond neither with an
internal representation nor the environment presentation1 , so the reader should
not pay attention to the on rete syntax but to the abstra t one.
A Slam-sl program is a olle tion of spe i ations that de nes lasses and
lass properties. The spe i ation of method behaviour is given through pre onditions and post onditions but with a fun tional avour as we will see.
1

In fa t, Slam-sl programs are stored in XML format and its presentation in the
environment

an be

ustomized.
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2.1 Slam-sl toolkit
As many others spe i ation languages Slam-sl has a powerful toolkit with prede ned types representing booleans, numbers, hara ters and strings, re ords
and tuples, olle tions (sequen es, sets, et .), di tionaries (maps, relations, et .).
Slam-sl type syntax re e ts value syntax, for instan e, the type `sequen e of integers' is written as [ Integer ℄ and its values are written as [1,2℄, a tuple type
an be written as (Char, Integer ) and its values as ( 'a',32), et .

Re ords and tuples Slam-sl hardly distinguish tuples from re ords. The type

(x : Float , y : Float) de nes the Cartesian produ t F loat  F loat but, in order to avoid `boilerplate' in spe i ations, introdu es eld sele tors. Let p be
(x > 0.1, y > 0.0), p represents the tuple (0:1; 0) and p.x is the proje tion of
the rst omponent of the tuple. Some synta ti sugar for modifying a re ord
have been added to Slam-sl through the ex ept operator (n). For instan e, the
formula q = p n y > 1.0 states that q represents (x > 0.1, y > 1.0).

Sets and sequen es The type expression f String g groups together values like

f"Hello","world"g

or fg. Usual mathemati al operations over sets are prede ned (union +, interse tion , et .).
Sequen es like [ "Hello","world"℄ or [℄ belongs to the type [ String ℄. Sequen es are indexed data olle tions. If s is a sequen e, then s( i ) with is the i-th
element, 1 is the rst index, of the sequen e (if exists), and t = s n 2 > "universe"
establishes that t represents [ "Hello","universe"℄. Usual operations over sequen es are prede ned (append +, insert, dom, rng, in, et ).
Both sets and sequen es inherit the properties of Colle tion. Colle tion is a
lass over whi h quanti ers are allowed.

Colle tions and `quanti ers' Set and list omprehension, restri

ted quantiers, and iteration follow a ommon abstra t s heme of `traversing' olle tions
and Slam-sl introdu es the following expressive syntax:
Q x in d [ where F (x)℄ with E (x)
The above Slam-sl expression is a quanti ed2 expression. Q is the quanti er
symbol that indi ates the meaning of the quanti ation by a binary operation
and a starting value. d is an obje t of the lass Colle tion. x is the variable the
quanti er ranges over. F is an optional boolean expression that lters elements
in the olle tion. And E represents the fun tion previously applied to elements
in the olle tion.
Some prede ned quanti ers appears in the following table with an informal
des ription:
2

We have maintained the term `quanti er' be ause it is a generalization of quanti ation in logi
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Symbol Generalizes
exists _ with true
exists1 as exists but limiting the ount to 1
forall ^ with false.
sum + with 0
prod  with 1
ount in with 0 ( ounting!)
sele t sear hing

max max
maxim maximizers
lter lters
map apply a fun tion to every element in a olle tion
Some examples and its intended meaning will be useful in the remainder of the
paper:
Example = Meaning

forall x in f1,2,4,7,8g with x < 11 = true
ount x in f1,2,4,7,8g with x. isPrime = 3
sum x in [1..10℄ where x < 5 with x.pow(2) = 30
map x in f1..10g with x / 2 = f0,1,2,3,4,5g
map x in [1..10℄ with x / 2 = [0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5℄
2.2

Classes and

lass properties

In Slam-sl, a lass is de ned by spe ifying its properties: name, relationships
with other lasses, and method spe i ations. We will spe ify the lass Sta k for
representing sta ks of obje ts:
1

lass

2
3

Sta k

4
5

Sta k

6

Sta k

Sta k

inherits
state
state

Colle tion

Empty
NomEmpty (top : Obje t, rest

: Sta k)

Line 1 de lares a new lass alled Sta k, line 3 establishes that lass Sta k
inherits properties from Colle tion, and lines 5 and 6 de ne attributes that are
the internal representation of the lass instan es. Slam-sl permits de ning algebrai types to indi ate that a synta ti al onstru tion represents lass instan es,
in our example, the values Empty and NonEmpty (5, Empty) represent the state
of an empty sta k and the state of a sta k with a unique obje t (the onstant 5)
repe tively.
Class relationships Slam-sl an be onsiderated as a programming language.
As in any other (OO) programming languages, we annot distinguish every kind
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of relationships between lasses as UML allows. For instan e, aggregation annot
be distinguished from omposition, and some asso iations are impli it through
the semanti s of methods. Anyway, we an list the following relationships that
an be aught stati aly:

Aggregation: the state spe i ation of a lass de nes an aggregation or omposition between lass instan es and instan es of other lasses.

Inheritan e: lass properties an be de ned from s rat h or by inheriting them

from already de ned lasses. Overriding of su h properties are onstrained
in Slam-sl, not only the signatures but also the meaning (see subse tion 2.2.
Polymorphism: generi polymorphism is introdu ed by permitting introduing arguments in types. Slam-sl allows deferring lasses in the style of Ei el
but adding some features from theories (in OBJ terminology [9℄) as well
as type lasses (a la Haskell [13℄) playing a more powerful role than C++
templates.

Method spe i ations The standard methods in sta k obje ts permit reating an empty sta k, de ide if a sta k is empty, read the top of the sta k,
and push and pop elements. Slam-sl helps the user to lassify di erent kinds of
methods: onstru tors 3 , modi ers and observers. Let us omplete the sta k lass
spe i ation with the de nition of its methods:
onstru tor empty : Sta
pre : true

modi er Sta
pre: true

k

empty

post : result
observer Sta
pre : true
isEmpty

push(x)

post : result

= Empty

k.isEmpty : Bool

post : result

k.push(Obje t)

= ( self = Empty)

observer Sta k.top : Obje
pre : not self . isEmpty

t

= NonEmpty (rest

>

self,

top

>

x)

modi er Sta k.pop
pre : not self . isEmpty
pop

post : result

=

self . rest

top

post : result = self . top
In Slam-sl an operation is spe i ed by a set of rules, every rule involves a
guard or pre ondition that indi ates if the rule an be triggered, an operation
all s heme, and a post ondition that relates input state and output state.
The general form of a rule is the following:
pre : P (x; self)
op

(x )

post :
3

( self; result)

Q x;

` onstru tor' methods are not instan e members but

lass members
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where P (x; self) is a Slam-sl formula involving variables in the argument (x)
and the re ipient of the message ( self) in ase of the operation to be either an
observer or a modi er. Q(x; self; result) is another formula involving variables in
the argument, the reserved symbol result that represents the omputed value
of the fun tion and self that represents the state of the re eipt of the message
before the method invo ation.
Some `shorthands' help the user to write formulas on isely and readablely:
self an be ommited for re ord elds, as in VDM, expli it fun tion de nitions
are allowed and un onditionally true pre onditions an be skipped.
Let us explain in detail how Slam-sl handles method overriding. Suppose you
have a lass C with a method m with pre ondition P and post ondition Q. Now,
a sub lass C' of C is de lared supplying a new spe i ation for m: pre ondition
0
0
P and post ondition Q . As Slam-sl is a formal spe i
ation language, it is for es
that the following statement holds:

Inheritan e Property :

(P

!

P

0

) ^ (P

^

Q

0

!

Q

)

En apsulation

En apsulation is an important distin tive in programming languages whi h permits the user to ontrol oupling and maximize ohesion. Nevertheless, en apsulation is not en ourage in formal methods. In Slam-sl, as in
other obje t oriented programming languages, the user an indi ate the visibility
s ope of ea h method: publi , prote ted or private. If an attribute is indi ated
as publi the user get for free an observer, for instan e, in the sta k example the
de nition of the observer top ould have been avoided in this way:
Sta k
Sta k

state
state

Empty

NomEmpty (publi

top : Obje t, rest

: Sta k)

The language introdu e a broad notion of inheritan e via aggregation. Let
us see an example, the following Slam-sl spe de nes a read only wrapper for
sta ks:
lass

ROSta k

ROSta k

state

(target : Sta k

onstru tor wrap

a ept top,

isEmpty)

(Sta k ) : ROSta k

wrap (s) = ( target

>

s)

Now, the user an return a wrapper instead of the sta k if she does not want
sta k instan es to be modi er by lients. This is a pretty unexplored feature.
Applying the `shorthands' introdu ed through the se tion, we ould rede ne
the sta k example in a more on ise way:
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lass Sta k( EltClass )
Sta k inherits Colle tion
Sta k state
Empty
Sta k state
NomEmpty (publi top : EltClass,
rest : Sta k)

onstru tor empty : Sta k
empty = Empty
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observer Sta k.isEmpty : Bool
isEmpty = ( self = Empty)
modi er Sta k.push(EltClass )
push(x) = NonEmpty (rest > self,
top > x)
modi er Sta k.pop
pre : not self .isEmpty
pop = self . rest

lasses In Slam-sl it is quite easy to de lare interfa es, i.e. lasses
with no state and methods that must be rede ned in the sub lasses. The way
to de lare su h methods is to indi ate that the pre ondition is false. This means
that this method is not appli able in any ase. Noti e that it is still possible to
supply an adequate post ondition. This post ondition must be preserved in all
derived lasses. Those methods that have no de nition are impli itly onsidered
to have pre ondition false and post ondition true.

Abstra t

3 Re e tive features
In this se tion we will present some Slam-sl re e tive onstru tions that we will
use in the next se tion.
Informally, a re e tive language is a language in whi h interesting aspe ts
of its model an be represented and manipulated in the language itself. Re e tion makes possible advan ed meta-programming appli ations, like rei ation
of Slam-sl or other languages, and development of interpreters and omponent
based systems.
3.1

Classes and

lass relationships

Like many others obje t oriented languages, Slam-sl lasses are represented as
instan es of a (meta) lass alled Class. The de laration of a lass introdu es an
immutable instan e of the lass Class. Let us start with the de nition of Class:
lass Class
Class state (name : String , st : State , inh : f Class g,
inv : Formula, meths : f Methodg)

Class invariant :
forall m1, m2 in meths with m1.di er (m2)
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We have made a natural reading of `what a lass is': a name, aggregation
relationships, inheritan e relationships, and methods. The lass name is a string,
aggregation is represented by an instan e of State plus an instan e of Formula
representing the invariant, inheritan e is a set of instan es of Class, and, nally,
we have added a set of instan es of Method.
The invariant in Class establishes that two methods of the lass must di er
in the signature4 . In other words, method overloading is allowed, but there must
be an argument of di erent type. Noti e that thanks to this de larative spe i ation Slam-sl is able to identify those properties that a lass must ful ll what is
mu h more powerful than the re e tive features of Java or C# that are merely
synta ti .
Let us see the de nition of State plus auxiliar lasses:
lass De laration
De laration state (name : String , type : Class)
De laration invariant :

publi

name. isIdenti er

onstru tor makeDe (String, Class ) : De laration

observer De laration . isSub lassOf ( De laration ) : Bool
isSub lassOf (d) = self .type = d.type or
self .type in d.type. inh
lass De Colle tion
De Colle tion state [ De laration ℄

publi

onstru tor makeEmptyDe : De Colle tion

publi modi er De Colle tion .add ( De laration )
lass State
State inheritan e De Colle tion

Among the interesting operations of lasses, let us show a ouple of them.
First of all we will introdu e a onstru tor to reate a lass. Slam-sl automati ally
generates the eld observers5. When a lass is just an interfa e is dete ted by
he king if the state is empty and if all the pre ondition of the methods are false.

publi

onstru tor makeClass
( String , State , f Class g, Formula, fMethodsg) : Class

4
5

In fa t, the invariant should in lude some other needed properties related to the
inheritan e rules stated in se tion 2.2 set but me omit them for shake of simpli ity.
only if the user states attributes are `publi ', but in the paper we have assumed it.
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makeClass (name, st , inh , inv , meths) = (name, st, inh , inv , meths)

publi observer

Class . isInterfa e

isInterfa e = st . isEmpty

3.2

: Bool

and forall

m

in

meths

with

m.doNothing

Methods

The lass modelling methods ould be spe ify in the following way:
lass Method
Method state (kind : MethodKind, visibility : Visibility ,
name : String , sig : ArgSig , return : Class ,
pre

publi

: Formula, post

: Formula)

onstru tor makeMethod

(MethodKind, Visibility , String , ArgSig , Class ,
Formula, Formula ) : Method
makeMethod (k, v, n, sg , rt , pr , ps) = (k , v , n , sg , rt , pr , ps)

publi observer Method.typeSig : [ Class ℄
typeSig = map d in sig with sig . type
publi observer Method. all : [ String ℄
all = map d in sig with sig . name
with the following previous de nitions:
lass ArgSig
ArgSig inherits De Colle tion
We have introdu ed a ouple of useful operations: onstru ting a method,
abstra ting the type signature just using the argument types (the names are almost irrelevant ex ept for the pre and post onditions), and omposing a method
all with the argument names.
On top of them, we an des ribe a number of interesting operations on methods. The rst one (isCompatible) indi ates when two method are equivalent (same
name, types and equivalent pre and post onditions). The se ond one ( anInherit)
spe i es when a method an override another de nition. They must have a oherent de nition (same name and arguments/return type) and the inheritan e
property must hold.
publi observer Method.isCompatible (Method) : Bool
isCompatible ( m) =
kind = m.kind

and name
and

= m.name

and

typesig = m.typesig

m.pre [m. all / all ℄)

and

post ( implies m.post [m. all / all ℄)

return = m.return
(pre

implies

publi observer

Method. anInherit (Method) : Bool

anInherit ( m) =

and
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kind = m.kind and name = m.name and sig.length = m.sig.length and
( forall i in sig .dom with sig(i ). isSub lassOf (m.sig ( i ))) and
return = m.return and
(m.pre implies pre [ all /m. all ℄) and (post implies m.post [m. all/ all ℄)
Finally, we spe ify operations to de ide when two methods are really di erent
(up to argument names) and when a method implements an interfa e method
(i.e. pre ondition false):
publi observer Method.di er (Method) : Bool
di er (m) =
name /= m.name or
(name = m.name and
( sig . length /= m.sig.length or
( exists i in sig .dom with sig(i ). type /= m.sig(i ). type)))
publi observer Method.doNothing : Bool
doNothing = (pre = false and post = true)
For shake of simpli ity, we assume that all re ord omponents of lasses
Method and Class are publi .
3.3

Formulas

Possibly, the most interesting Slam-sl re e tive properties are those related to
formula management. Slam-sl runtime environment an manage formulas in the
same way the ompiler does, this means formulas an be reated and ompiled
at runtime so the user an spe ify programs that manage lasses and lass behaviors. The following spe i ation of formulas re e ts its abstra t syntax in
Slam-sl:
lass Formula
Formula state Constant (Bool)
Formula state Variable ( String )
Formula state And (Formula, Formula)
Formula state Or (Formula, Formula)
Formula state Implies (Formula, Formula)
Formula state Equiv (Formula, Formula)
Formula state Expression ( Expression)
publi onstru tor makeTrue : Formula
makeTrue = Constant (true)
publi onstru tor makeFalse : Formula
makeFalse = Constant (false)
publi onstru tor makeVariable (String ) : Formula
makeVariable (s) = Variable ( s)
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onstru tor makeVariable ( String ) :
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Formula

makeVariable (s) = Variable ( s)

publi

onstru tor makeAnd (Formula, Formula) : Formula

makeAnd (f1,f2) =

$f1 and f2$

...

publi modi er

substitute ( String , Expression )

substitute ( var , expr) =

result

ase

=

self

j
j
j
j

> self
> if v = var then Expression ( expr ) else self
And (f1, f2) > And (f1.substitute (var , expr ), f2 . substitute (var , expr ))
Or (f1 , f2) > Or (f1. substitute ( var , expr ), f2 . substitute ( var , expr ))
Implies ( f1 , f2) > Implies ( f1 . substitute ( var , expr ),

j

Equiv ( f1 , f2)

j

Expression ( e)

Constant ( )

Variable ( v)

f2 . substitute ( var , expr ))

> Equiv (f1. substitute ( var , expr ),

f2 . substitute ( var , expr ))

> e[x/expr℄

Writing formulas with the above interfa e would produ e unreadable spe i ations so we write instan es of Formula using the Slam-sl own notation between
$$ symbols and permitting the ompiler to parse the senten e and generate the
expression. See the de nition of the onstru tor makeAnd.
Sinta ti sugar for the substitution operation have been introdu ed: f [ x/e℄ is
the formula f repla ing all the referen es to the variables x by the expression e.
See that we have used that syntax for expressions in the last line of the de nition
of substitution operation.
4

Appli ation. Design Patterns as Class Operators

As an appli ation of the re e tive feautures of Slam-sl let us show how design
patterns [8℄ an be formalized as lass operators. A given (preliminary) design is
the input of a design pattern. This design is modeled as a olle tion of lasses.
The result of the operation is another design obtained by modifying the old
lasses and/or reating new ones, taking into a ount the des ription of the
design pattern.
For instan e, onsider you have a olle tion of lasses leafs (e.g. Line, Cir le,
Re tangle, ...) that share some operations (e.g. draw, rotate, resize, ...) and you
want to ompose all of them in a wider obje t that either has all of them as
parti ular ases and also an olle t some of them inside (e.g. a Figure). The
Composite pattern onsidered as an operator a epts lasses (leafs ) as input
and returns two new lasses Component (merely an interfa e) and Composite
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(for the olle tion of omponents) with the ommon operations as methods, and
modifying lasses in leafs to inherit from Component.
More spe i ally, design patterns are modeled as a lass with a single fun tion
apply that is a lass operator. This pre ondition for this fun tion olle ts the
logi al onditions required to use the pattern with su ess. Basi ally, this means
that the pattern pre ondition establishes the appli ability of the pattern, talking
in terms of the se tions in the pattern des ription. For instan e, in the Composite
pattern we mentioned above, the pre ondition needs to ensure that all the lasses
in leafs de ne the ommon methods with the same signature.
On the other hand the post ondition en ompasses most of the elements of the
intent and onsequen es se tions of the pattern des ription. In the Composite
pattern, the post ondition establishes that input lasses leafs now inherit from
Component and lasses Composite and Component are introdu ed, the rst one
inheriting from the se ond one. The Composite state is a olle tion of Components
and its methods are des ribed by iterative alls to the orresponding leafs methods.
In order to des ribe all this elements, the re e tive features play a signi ant role be ause they allow inspe ting argument lasses and to des ribe new
lasses as result. Design patterns an be des ribed by a (polymorphi ) lass
DPattern. The method apply des ribes the full behaviour of the pattern by a epting a olle tion of lasses as arguments (the previous design) and returning
a new olle tion of lasses. The lass argument ( oming from the polumorphi
de nition) is o asionally needed to instru t the pattern about the sele tion of
lasses, methods, et . that take part in the pattern. This argument is stored in
the pattern by a dedi ated onstru tor.
lass DPattern (T)
DPattern state (arg : T)
publi

onstru tor

instantiate ( T ) : DPattern

instantiate ( x)

post :

result . arg

= x

publi fun tion apply ([ Class ℄): [ Class ℄
Inheritan e is used to derive on rete design patterns. It is also needed to
instantiate the type argument and supplying a value for the state. Noti e that
design pattern variants is easily supported in our model.
Let us des ribe the method by some examples taken from [8℄. We have hosen
one pattern for ea h omponent of the lassi ation: reational, stru tural, and
behavioral patterns. A graphi al des ription omplements the formal de nition
using an OMT-based notation taken again from [8℄. More examples an be found
in [15℄.
4.1

Composite pattern

The Composite pattern is part of the obje t stru tural patterns. It is used to
ompose obje ts intro tree stru tures to represent part-whole hierar hies. Us-
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ing the pattern the lients treat individual obje ts and ompositions of obje t
uniformly.
When we treat it as a lass operator, we have the olle tion of basi obje ts
as argument ( alled the leafs ). The result "invents two new lasses Component
and Composite. Component is just an interfa e for all the ommon methods in all
the leaf lasses plus some methods to add, remove and onsult internal obje ts.
Composite inherits from Component and stores olle tion of omponents. The
result also olle ts all the lasses in leafs that are modi ed by inheriting from
Component. The methods in Composite an be grouped in two parts. On one
hand, we have methods to add and remove a omponent, and also to onsult the
ith element in the omponent olle tion ( getChild). On the other hand, we have
all the ommon methods of the leafs that have a very simple spe i ation by
iterative alling the same operation in all the omponents. See gure 1 for the
omplete Slam-sl spe i ation.
4.2

State pattern

The State pattern belongs to the obje t behavioral lassi ation. It an be used
to allow an obje t to alter its behavior when its internal state hanges. The
obje t will appear to hange its lass. When studied as a lass operator, it takes
a olle tion of on rete state lasses as argument. All these lasses are present
in the result, ex ept that they inherit from the State lass des ribed below. The
result adds two lasses: one to abstra t the behavior of all the on rete states,
alled State, that represents an interfa e ontaining all the ommon methods in
all the on rete states. The se ond one is Context that is designed for alling
state operations. It ontains a State as attribute and all the ommon methods,
des ribed as merely alls to the orresponding operation of the attribute. This
lass an be re ned by inheritan e to introdu e more fun ionality. The omplete
spe i ation an be found in gure 2.
4.3

Builder pattern

The Builder pattern (belonging to the obje t reational patterns) is designed to
separate the onstru tion of a omplex obje t from its representation, so that
the same onstru tion pro ess an reate di erent representations.
As a lass operator, the Builder patterns takes a olle tion of on rete builders as an argument. Another lass dire tor is part of the arguments and it is
assumed that it ontains the algorithm to onstru t obje ts. It is also assumed
that all the on rete builders share some operations that are used to build obje ts. Those methods are alled builders and need to be de ned in all the on rete
builders. The argument lass is a boolean fun tion isBuilder that is applied to
methods in the on rete builders, dete ting if they are builders or not. Methods
lassi ed as builders are abstra ted into the Builder lass. The on rete builders
appear in the result but they are for ed to inherit from Builder. The dire tor
lass is modi ed in the following way: on e an attribute belongs to one of the
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on rete lasses it is abstra ted to the Builder lass. See gure 3 for the detailed
des ription.
4.4

Slam-sl as a pattern language

The formalization of design patterns in terms on lass operators and using the
(de larative) re e tive features of an spe i ation language has a number of
advantages:
{ Coherent spe i ations of patterns are essential to improve their omprehension and to reason about their properties.
{ It is possible to develop tools for supporting design patterns. In fa t we
are interested in introdu ing them in existing development environments
(as Visual Studio, Visual Age, et .). The tool an allow applying a design
pattern to the proje t you are working on. The proje t should be modi ed
a ording to our des ription adopting the design pattern. In this way, we
an apply design patterns to already existing ode and with "every day
existing CASE environments.
{ Patterns an be ombined by simply applying fun tion omposition.
{ The fun tional semanti s of Slam-sl an be modi ed to support fun tionallogi semanti s. Fun tional-logi languages amalgamate the main features of
fun tional languages and Prolog-like languages, in su h a way that inverse
fun tions a be omputed. This means that, in prin iple, we an identify a
on rete design patterns into an existing design/spe i ation.
In the literature we an nd some other formalizations of design patterns.
The work in [1℄ is fo used on the formalization of ar hite tural design patterns
based on an obje t oriented model integrated with a pro ess oriented method
to des ribe the patterns. [14℄ presents a way to formalize temporal behaviors
of design patterns, so ommuni ation between obje ts is the main goal of the
spe i ation that uses primitives of a pro ess algebra. Although both use an
spe i ation language for the formalization they do not propose any supporting
tool and re e tion is not used. The proje t proposed in [5, 6℄ are more fo used on
providing tools that intera t with existing ode. They use a metaprogramming
language based on a (limited form of) verbal spe i ation. A tool an read it and
produ e what they all a tri k, basi ally an algorithm to manipulate programs.
They have also designed a visual language for spe ifying patterns (LePus). They
share some of our goals and even more, but we laim that we an get a similar
power with a simpler approa h.
In fa t, thanks to its de larative re e tion features, Slam-sl an be onsidered
as a pattern language. On e you an model a patterns as a lass operator, Slamsl an be used to spe ify it and this spe i ation an be used to instru t the
asso iated tool to apply the pattern to existing designs and programs.

5 Con lusion
The pre ise de nition of software design patterns is a prerequisite for allowing tool support in their implementation. Thus omprenhensive spe i ations
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of patterns are essential not only to improve their understanding and property
reasoning, but also for supporting an automatization of their use.
We have proposed a formal spe i ation of design patterns as lass operators.
Of ourse, our approa h is not ne esarily \better" than others. In fa t, di erent
formalizations fo used on a parti ular aspe ts yields to di erent tools. We only
en ourage the fa t that it is very simple and easy to automatize in existing
development tools. On the ontrary, it is not already lear that all the design
patterns an be modeled as lass operators (for instan e the Fa tory Method
that an only be seen as a lass operator in a very tri ky way).
We have also presented the de larative re e tion hara teristi s of SLAM.
The main advantage with respe t to other re e tive languages is that the semanti s of a lass method an be inspe ted (by onsulting pre and post onditions) what is very useful for a number of appli ations like omponent based
systems and the de nition of grey box frameworks [2℄. Our on lusion is that
de larative re e tion is a key feature for:
{ A simple formalization of design patterns in terms of lass operators.
{ Supporting on rete tools that permit applying design patterns to existing
ode.
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Composite results
Component
operation()
add(Component:)
remove(Component:)
getChild(Nat:)

children

Leaf
Leaf
Leaf

Composite

operation()
operation()
operation()

operation()
add(Component:)
remove(Component:)
getChild(Nat:)

Leaf
Leaf
Leaf

operation()
operation()
operation()

lass

forall g in children
g.operation()

Composite

Composite

inherits

DPattern ()

publi fun tion apply ([ Class ℄): [ Class ℄
pre : ( not leaf . isEmpty ) and (not ommonMethods.isEmpty)
apply ( leafs )

post

:

where
m in

result

= [ omponent, omposite℄ +

map

in

ommonMethods

n inh . insert (

with

leafs

equiv (forall

l

in

leafs

with

omponent = makeClass ("Component", emptyDe ,

map

m

in

omponent)
m

in

l . meths)

fg, $true$,

(builderMethods + [ reate, add, remove, getChild ℄)

with

m

n pre

=

$false$ and post

=

$true$)
fg, $true$ ,

omposite = makeClass ("Composite", [makeDe ( hildren, [ omponent℄)℄,
[ reate , add, remove, getChild℄ +

map

reate = makeMethod($

m

in

builderMethods gen (m)

onstru tor$, $publi $, " reate", emptyDe , $true$, $(result = [℄)$)
add = makeMethod($modi er$, $publi $, "add", [makeDe (" ", omponent)℄, $true$,
$( result = hildren. insert ( ))$)
remove = makeMethod($modi er$, $publi $, "remove", [makeDe (" ", omponent)℄, $true$,
$( result = hildren.remove ( ))$)
getChild = makeMethod($observer$, $publi $, "getChild", [makeDe ("i", Nat)℄, $true$,
$( result = hildren[ i ℄)) $
gen (m) = m n pre = $(forall
in hildren with m.pre [this/ ℄)$ and
post = $(result = map in hildren with makeCall (m.name, [ ℄+m. all))$
Fig. 1.

Composite pattern spe i ation.
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State results

State arguments
state

Context

State

request()

handle()

state.handle()

ConcreteState
ConcreteState
ConcreteState

ConcreteState
ConcreteState
ConcreteState

handle()
handle()
handle()

lass

handle()
handle()
handle()

State

inherits

State

DPattern ()

publi fun tion apply ([ Class ℄): [
pre : ( not on reteState . isEmpty

Class ℄
)

and (not

ommonMethods.isEmpty)

apply ( on reteStates )

post

:

where
m in

result

= [ ontext , abs state ℄ +

map

in

ommonMethods

on reteStates

equiv (forall

l

in

leafs

abs state = makeClass ("State", emptyDe ,

map

m

in

n inh . insert ( state )

with

with

m

fg, true,

ommonMethods

in

with

l . meths)
m

n pre

ontext = makeClass ("Context", [makeDe (stt, abs state )℄,

map

transfer ( m) = m

n post

=

Fig. 2.

m

in

post

fg,

ommonMethods transfer (m)

$false$ and
$true$)
$true$ ,

=

=

$(result = stt.makeCall (m.name, m. all))$

State pattern spe i ation.
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Builder results
Director
construct()
builder

forall b in builder
b.buildPart()

Builder
Director
construct()
builder

buildPart()
forall b in builder
b.buildPart()

ConcreteBuilder
ConcreteBuilder
ConcreteBuilder
buildPart()
buildPart()
buildPart()
otherMethod()
otherMethod()
otherMethod()

ConcreteBuilder
ConcreteBuilder
ConcreteBuilder
buildPart()
buildPart()
buildPart()
otherMethod()
otherMethod()
otherMethod()

lass Builder
Builder inherits DPattern (Methods:Bool)
publi fun tion apply ([ Class ℄): [ Class ℄
pre : ( lasses . length > 2) and (not builderMethods.isEmpty)

apply ( lasses )
result = [ builder ℄ +
[ dire tor n st = map d in dire tor . st with abstra tToBuilder (d)℄ +
map in on reteBuilders with n inh. insert ( builder )

post :

where

dire tor = lasses . pre x (1)
on reteBuilders = lasses . suÆx (1)
isBuilder = arg
m in ommonMethods equiv (forall l in on reteBuilders with m in l .meths)
builderMethods = lter m in ommonMethods with isBuilder (m)
builder = makeClass ("Builder", emptyDe , fg, $true$,
map m in builderMethods with m n pre = $false$ and
post = $true$)
abstra tToBuilder (d) =
if d.type in on reteBuilders
then d n type = builder
else d
Fig. 3.

Builder pattern spe i ation.
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MOON

En este trabajo se propone el lenguaje modelo
on
su iente poder expresivo para representar las onstru iones abstra tas
ne esarias en la de ni ion y analisis de refa toriza iones. Gra ias a este modelo, el esfuerzo de refa toriza ion para un lenguaje parti ular se
reparte entre la tarea de representar en
el odigo y la de refa toriza ion propiamente di ha en el lenguaje modelo. Este ultimo esfuerzo,
no obstante, es laramente reutilizable, lo que ha e que en onjunto el
empleo de nuestro lenguaje modelo reduz a sustan ialmente el esfuerzo
de refa toriza ion. Tambien se ha de nido una arquite tura y un proeso para integrar el modelo en herramientas de refa toriza ion. Como
aso on reto se detalla la redu ion a
de un lenguaje de programa ion bien ono ido y se ilustra la viabilidad de nuestra propuesta
des ribiendo un algoritmo de refa toriza ion on reto.
Palabras lave: transforma i
on de programas, refa toriza ion, abstra ion de lenguajes, modelo de familia de lenguajes.
Resumen

MOON

MOON

1 Introdu ion
El proposito fundamental de esta omuni a ion es presentar brevemente un lenguaje modelo de nido on un objetivo muy on reto, fa ilitar la labor de la
de ni ion y analisis de refa toriza iones y avanzar ha ia la posibilidad de estable er una ierta independen ia del lenguaje en este ampo. Fundamentalmente
presentaremos el analisis razonado de las de isiones del dise~no del lenguaje modelo y la forma en que este apoya las tareas de refa toriza ion. Hemos empleado
el modelo en una apli a ion on reta que se presenta omo aso de estudio de la
fa tibilidad de proseguir por este amino.
En lo que sigue, la presenta ion se organiza de la siguiente forma. La Se ion 2
introdu e el problema de la refa toriza ion y la dependen ia del lenguaje de los
elementos objetos de la transforma ion. En la Se ion 3 se exponen otros trabajos
que se rela ionan on la aproxima ion que hemos tomado. Posteriormente en la
Se ion 4 se de ne y se analiza el modelo propuesto y en la Se ion 5 se expli a el
papel del modelo en la de ni ion y analisis de refa toriza iones. La Se ion 6 es
la presenta ion de un aso de estudio, mientras que en la Se ion 7 se on luye.
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2 Refa toriza i
on de software
El termino refa toriza i
on fue introdu ido por primera vez por Opdyke en [1℄.
Las refa toriza iones son transforma iones de elementos de software Orientado
a Objetos (OO) que, realizando reestru tura ion y reorganiza ion, preservan
el omportamiento. Reestru turar es transformar la estru tura interna de un
elemento de software. Una reestru tura ion que transforma la manera en que se
rela ionan diferentes elementos se di e una reorganiza ion.
En el area de la refa toriza ion de software nos en ontramos on una intensa
a tividad a tualmente. En este ampo se trabaja para abordar diferentes aspe tos tales omo la propia de ni ion de opera iones de refa toriza ion [1℄, la
onstru ion de herramientas que apoyen la eje u ion de refa toriza iones [2℄,
la elabora ion de atalogos de \patrones" de refa toriza ion que ayuden a los
desarrolladores a de idir uando refa torizar y que opera iones apli ar [3℄, la
in orpora ion de te ni as para poder llegar a inferir automati amente uando y
que refa torizar [4℄. Tambien se en uentran trabajos entrados en el analisis y
demostra ion de preserva ion del omportamiento al apli ar una refa toriza ion
[5℄ y en la introdu ion en el i lo de vida de metodos de desarrollo [6℄.
De nir una refa toriza ion pasa por de nir las opera iones a realizar, mostrar
que las reglas de validez se preservan y proponer uando eje utar la refa torizaion. Finalmente, para que una refa toriza ion de nida pueda ser apli ada e azmente, es deseable ontar on una herramienta que la reali e automati amente
o al menos asista en su eje u ion.
La herramienta debe garantizar que a partir de elementos orre tos, una vez
apli ada la transforma ion, se obtengan elementos orre tos. Para esto es neesario ono er de forma pre isa la estru tura de los elementos a transformar
y sus reglas de validez. Esto ha ondi ionado que los trabajos realizados hasta
el momento en refa toriza ion sean dependientes del lenguaje que de ne a los
elementos objeto de las transforma iones, ha iendo que se multipliquen los esfuerzos en la de ni ion de las refa toriza iones por ada lenguaje en parti ular
y por ada pro eso de desarrollo de las herramientas que las eje utan.
Sin embargo, la experien ia en el area nos lleva a las siguientes ideas. En
primer lugar, las refa toriza iones no modi an el omportamiento sino la arquite tura que se ha dise~nado para la solu ion, de modo que no todas las onstru iones de los lenguajes son importantes a la hora de de nir e implementar
refa toriza iones. Por otra parte, de la experimenta ion on diferentes lenguajes
podemos dete tar que aunque di hos lenguajes tengan ara tersti as diferentes,
si enfo amos aquellas que han sido fundamentales para de nir e implementar una
refa toriza ion, en ontramos mu hos on eptos omunes. La perspe tiva esbozada por las ideas anteriores se resume en que podemos avanzar ha ia estable er,
al menos, una ierta independen ia del lenguaje.
Nuestro enfoque para abordar esta nueva perspe tiva onsiste en on entrarnos en los aspe tos omunes y en las onstru iones que interesan desde el punto
de vista de la refa toriza ion, de niendo un lenguaje modelo que responda a
estas ara tersti as. De esta forma, ontando on di ho modelo, omo primer
paso, podemos de nir las refa toriza iones para las onstru iones del modelo y
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redu ir los esfuerzos, de parti ularizar para un lenguaje, a mirar ada lenguaje
por el prisma del modelo.
Otros aspe to muy importante, y mu has ve es pasado por alto, en el ambito
de las refa toriza iones es el analisis de las onse uen ias que tiene su apli aion para los elementos que dependen de los transformados y para los objetos
persistentes que fueron reados previos a la modi a ion. La de ni ion de las
refa toriza iones sobre el modelo tambien ayuda a abordar esta tarea. En [7℄ hemos de nido un lenguaje modelo para el analisis y de ni ion de refa toriza iones,
que posteriormente hemos apli ado en asos de estudio.

3 Trabajos rela ionados
En [8℄ se presenta el modelo FAMIX omo un meta-modelo para alma enar
informa ion en un repositorio que permita la integra ion de diferentes entornos
de desarrollo de software on soporte para la refa toriza ion y por otro lado
se presenta un estudio de fa tibilidad, a partir del analisis de dos lenguajes,
Java y Smalltalk, para validar su propuesta de meta-modelo que abstrae
las ara tersti as ne esarias para realizar refa toriza iones. Java y Smalltalk
son lenguajes on diferen ias muy mar adas omo la presen ia de meta- lases en
Smalltalk y de interfa es en Java, y de tipado estati o en Java y dinami o
en Smalltalk. De esta forma obtienen un modelo que onsidera la abstra ion
de estas ara tersti as.
En ambio en nuestro modelo nos hemos on entrado en abstraer ara tersti as de lenguajes basados en lases, estati a y fuertemente tipados y on
generi idad, ha iendo espe ial enfasis en la onsidera ion de ara tersti as avanzadas en uanto a heren ia y generi idad. Hemos omprobado en la implementa ion para Java de la refa toriza ion que de nimos en [9℄, que la adapta ion
para onsiderar interfa es a lo Java no es un problema para nuestro modelo, ni
la ausen ia de tipos. Sin embargo reemos que la onsidera ion de meta- lases
es un problema mayor para nuestro modelo, al igual que la in lusion en FAMIX
de generi idad al mismo nivel que en el nuestro, es tambien un problema mayor.
Una lnea interesante sera intentar fusionar ambos modelos.
Hasta donde ono emos, este es el uni o trabajo que se ha publi ado on un
proposito igual al nuestro: ir ha ia un motor de refa toriza iones independiente
del lenguaje.
La idea, en el sentido de brindar soporte para multiples lenguajes en una
herramienta de refa toriza ion, fue esbozada en [10℄, aunque tambien puede inspirarse en las dire iones de investiga ion que propone [11℄ en lo que denomina
\te nologas para lenguajes generi os".
A ontinua ion presentamos el enfoque de nuestra propuesta mediante la
des rip ion, primeramente, del lenguaje modelo de nido y su posterior apli a ion
a la de ni ion, el analisis y la implementa ion de refa toriza iones, mostrando
nalmente un aso de estudio.
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4 El lenguaje

MOON

La esen ia del lenguaje modelo que hemos propuesto radi a en intentar ser mien el sentido de enfo ar solamente en las onstru iones que aportan
informa ion fundamental a la hora de de nir y analizar refa toriza iones, y a la
vez intentar que sea lo mas general posible para dar abida a una amplia familia
de lenguajes. Con este objetivo se han estudiado un onjunto de lenguajes para
abstraer sus ara tersti as. El resultado de di ho estudio se puede onsultar en
[7℄.
Con este objetivo se han de nido variantes en el modelo. La varia ion se
entra en las reglas de tipos. Tener bien de nidas las reglas de las onstru iones
del lenguaje y del sistema de tipos permiten analizar si las refa toriza iones, una
vez apli adas, dan lugar a elementos orre tos en uanto a estru tura y tipos.
El lenguaje modelo minimal-general que se de ne se denomina MOON1 .
MOON no intenta ser un lenguaje para programar sino para abstraer o
mo se
representan estru turalmente los prin ipales on eptos y onstru iones a tener
en uenta para de nir y analizar refa toriza iones. En este lenguaje las lases
son implementa iones impl itas de tipos y se onsidera la presen ia de heren ia
multiple. La estru tura de los tipos que di has lases implementan, estara dada
por un modelo de espe i a ion de tipos basado en estru tura y signatura.
MOON se basa en istBOPL, lenguaje de nido en [12℄. El lenguaje istBOPL es una extensi
on que se ha e a partir de otro lenguaje nombrado BOPL2 ,
a~nadiendo a este ultimo: de lara ion de tipos, heren ia y generi idad. BOPL fue
de nido omo un lenguaje basi o a partir del ual se van a~nadiendo propiedades, hasta llegar a istBOPL. BOPL es un lenguaje basado en lases mientras
que istBOPL es un lenguaje OO, segun la lasi a ion de nida en [13℄3 . Estos
lenguajes fueron dise~nados para ilustrar onstru iones basi as, son lenguajes
basi os sin adornos. En la Figura 1 se muestra la rela ion de las ara tersti as
de MOON respe to a sus ante esores.
Se ha de idido basar MOON en istBOPL porque este ultimo onstituye un
tron o omun a la familia de lenguajes estudiados y porque ya asume simpli a iones que nos ayudan en el intento de bus ar minimalidad. La presenta ion
de MOON la haremos en dos partes, la primera re eja la busqueda de aun mas
minimalidad a partir de istBOPL y la segunda la obten ion de mas generalidad
a partir de la onsidera ion de mas omplejidad en la heren ia, la generi idad y
el sistema de tipos.

nimal,

1
2
3

MOON es un a ronimo de Minimal Obje t-Oriented Notation.
BOPL e istBOPL son a ronimos de Basi Obje t Programming

Language y de
, respe tivamente.
Breve resumen de la lasi a ion de Wegner: 1- lenguaje basado en objetos, ofre e
onstru iones para de nir objetos, 2- lenguaje basado en lases, ofre e onstru iones para de nir lases y objetos, 3- lenguaje orientado a objetos, ofre e onstru iones para de nir lases, objetos e in orpora el me anismo de heren ia.
Inheritan e, Substitution and Types for BOPL
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MOON
Minimal Object Oriented Notation

IST BOPL
inheritance, substitution and types for BOPL
[Palsberg y Schwartzbach, 1994]

BOPL
Basic Object Programming Language
[Palsberg y Schwartzbach, 1994]

IST BOPL

+ herencia múltiple
+ acotación en la genericidad
+ 3 variantes del sistema de tipos
- envíos de mensajes en cascada
- instrucciones de control del flujo de ejecución
- algunas formas de expresiones

BOPL
+declaración de tipos
+ reglas de tipos
+ herencia (sencilla) y ligadura tardía
+ genericidad

> definición de clases
> creación de objetos
> autorreferencia
> envío de mensajes
> asociación de objetos a entidades
> instrucciones de control del flujo de ejecución
> expresiones

Figura 1. Pre edentes de

4.1 Simpli a iones a partir de
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.

istBOPL

En el modelo MOON se propor iona una gramati a de la sintaxis on reta
para la des rip ion de las lases, de ni iones de la sintaxis abstra ta y reglas
formales del sistema de tipos ( omunes y variantes). A partir de la gramati a de
la des rip ion de una lase se propor iona la de ni ion de la estru tura de los
objetos y de los objetos persistentes.
La gramati a que se presenta en el Apendi e A de ne la sintaxis on reta de
MOON y por tanto determina la estru tura de las lases que se pueden de nir.
Un modulo en MOON se orresponde on la de ni ion de una lase (regla
1). Cada lase tiene atributos y metodos que pueden ser rutinas o fun iones. Una
rutina eje uta un onjunto de instru iones y una fun ion omputa un resultado.
Los atributos y los metodos de nen las propiedades de las lases. Las signaturas
de las propiedades intrnse as de las lases se de laran en el grupo de signaturas
(reglas 5 y 13). La regla 23 de ne las anota iones de tipo que se pueden ha er
en MOON, a la que ondu en las de lara iones de entidades (reglas 19 y 22).
Sinta ti amente un envo de mensaje a una entidad se denota, omo es habitual, on la nota ion de punto, es de ir: entidad.mensaje. En MOON se de ne
sin perdida de generalidad, que no se permiten envos de mensajes (llamadas)
en as ada. Todo envo de mensajes en as ada se puede transformar en una suesion de envos de mensajes. Las llamadas en as ada, e1 .e2 . . . en (n > 2), que
aparez an en los elementos de un lenguaje en parti ular, que se mira desde el
prisma de MOON, al margen de los argumentos que pueda tener ada mensaje
involu rado en la as ada, se pueden redu ir onsiderando la siguiente se uen ia
de instru iones MOON:
t1 := e1 :e2 ;
t2 := t1 :e3 ; : : :
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ti 1 := ti 2 :ei ; (2 < i < n)
si e1 :e2 : : : en es una expresion, tn 1 := tn 2 :en
si e1 :e2 : : : en es una instru ion, tn 2 :en

(1)
Esta redu ion del envo de mensajes en as ada no va en aminada a dar una
alternativa al tratamiento dinami o ni a la genera ion de odigo, sino a ha er un
tratamiento estati o simpli ado de la as ada. De esta forma las dependen ias
impl itas de tipos que o asiona una as ada se eliminan, quedando todas las
dependen ias expresadas de forma lara y expl ita omo propone la ley de Demeter [14℄. La elimina ion de las llamadas en as ada esta re ogida en las reglas
36 y 41.
Por otra parte, los argumentos reales en los envos de mensajes solamente
podran venir dados por expresiones atomi as (una entidad o una onstante mani esta). Este aso tampo o impli a una perdida de generalidad puesto que si se
quiere analizar la presen ia de una expresion no atomi a exp , e1 . . . en (n > 1)
omo argumento real en un envo de mensaje tal que a.f(e1 . . . en ), el analisis se
puede ha er sobre la apli a ion de (1) a e1 . . . en y la sustitu ion a.f(tn 1 ). Esta
onsidera ion se re eja en la regla 44.
En el lenguaje istBOPL, que se tomo omo punto de partida para de nir
MOON, las formas de expresiones admitidas son: expresiones atomi as, expresiones de envo de mensajes, expresiones binarias y expresiones unarias. De las
formas anteriores de expresiones, en MOON no se in luyen las dos ultimas (regla
39). Las expresiones binarias o unarias se pueden onsiderar omo una expresion
de envo de mensaje (e.g. a+b omo a.+(b)).
Tambien en istBOPL el onjunto de instru iones esta formado por: instru ion ompuesta, instru ion de asigna ion, instru ion de rea ion de objetos,
instru ion de envo de mensajes, instru ion ondi ional (if EXPR then INSTR
else INSTR) e instru i
on de repeti ion (while EXPR do INSTR). De este onjunto
de instru iones, en MOON se eliminan las dos ultimas, ondi ional y de repeti ion que son las instru iones de ontrol del ujo de eje u ion de nidas en
istBOPL (regla 32). Esto se debe a que desde el punto de vista de los analisis
que interesan a la hora de refa torizar, la presen ia en un lenguaje parti ular de
instru iones omo estas se miran desde el prisma de MOON omo:
1 : Boolean ; 2 : Boolean;
1 := EXPR; 2 := 1 .eq(BOOLEAN CONSTANT);
INSTR

De esta forma se pueden analizar laramente las rela iones de dependen ias
entre lases, las aso ia iones de entidades, la orre ion en uanto a tipos, et .,
sin prestar aten ion a mas detalles.
4.2

Reglas y variantes del sistema de tipos de

MOON

A partir de istBOPL, para de nir MOON en la busqueda de re ejar la riqueza
de on eptos de una mayor familia de lenguajes, se a~nade la apa idad de de larar heren ia multiple de lases y una amplia gama de modi adores de heren ia,
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se a~nade tambien la apa idad de a otar los parametros formales de una lase
generi a y se enrique e el sistema de tipos onsiderando algunas variantes.
En el sistema de tipos de MOON:
se onsidera la existen ia un tipo universal U que es implementado por una
lase prede nida de nombre Obje t. Toda lase hereda de Obje t de forma
impl ita, dire ta o indire tamente.
se onsidera la existen ia de lases prede nidas que son implementa ion de
tipos basi os de objetos.
no se de nen rela iones entre los tipos basi os.
se de ne un nu leo de reglas omunes y variantes.

{

{
{
{

Las reglas omunes se de nen de forma similar al sistema de tipos de Fun
des rito en [15℄, teniendo en uenta las observa iones aportadas en [16℄, y la
orresponden ia de renombramiento que se utiliza en la de ni ion de subtipo
de [17℄. En la variante 1) las reglas de la heren ia y la asigna ion polimor a
se basan en las reglas de subtipado ( ontravarianza) y los tipos parametri os
se a otan mediante subtipado, un ejemplo de lenguaje parti ular que se adapta
a esta variante de MOON es Trellis/Owl. En la variante 2) las reglas de
la heren ia se basan en las reglas de subtipado ( ontravarianza) y los tipos parametri os se a otan mediante lausulas tal que 4 , un ejemplo de lenguaje que se
adapta a esta variante de MOON es Theta. En la variante 3) las reglas de la
heren ia se basan en reglas de onformidad ( ovarianza) y los tipos parametri os
se a otan mediante onformidad, un ejemplo de lenguaje que se adapta a esta
variante de MOON es Eiffel.
Un lenguaje parti ular que no in luya generi idad se puede mirar fa ilmente
desde el prisma de MOON, igualmente lenguajes omo C++ que in luyen una
forma muy rudimentaria de generi idad en la que no hay a ota ion. En estos
asos lo uni o que su ede es que se simpli a aun mas el modelo. Lo mismo
podemos de ir de lenguajes sin anota iones de tipo.
La de ni ion de MOON tiene omo limita ion que no permite fa ilmente el
transito a poder modelar lenguajes on nivel meta avanzado, omo Smalltalk.
Pero este es un aspe to que podremos ata ar en un futuro tomando omo base
lo que se ha desarrollado en FAMIX para ese aso.
4.3

Estru tura de los objetos

La de ni ion de la estru tura de los objetos depende en ultima instan ia de la
estru tura de las lases y de la de ni ion de los tipos ompletamente instan iados que di has lases implementan. Cono iendo la estru tura de los objetos de
un tipo dado, se podra analizar las onse uen ias de la apli a ion de las refa toriza iones para evaluar si son respetuosas on los objetos, lo que ondu ira a
saber si es ne esario ha er, lo que en bases de datos se denomina, migra ion de
pobla iones.
4

l
ausulas tal que, del termino en ingles where lauses.
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Los objetos forman parte de la extension de algun tipo no parametri o o de
algun tipo parametri o ompletamente instan iado. El modelo de tipos asumido
de ne que la estru tura de un tipo esta dada por un re ord uyos ampos se
orresponden on las signaturas de las propiedades del tipo, atributos y metodos.
Por eso es inmediato pensar en la estru tura de un objeto omo el valor de un
re ord. El valor de un re ord ontiene los valores de ada ampo de nido en el
re ord.
Digamos enton es que en el re ord que representa el objeto tenemos los valores de los ampos que se orresponden on atributos, el valor orrespondiente al
identi ador del tipo del objeto, un ampo uyo valor sera el identi ador uni o
del objeto al que se le suele denominar oid y un ampo que indi a donde en ontrar las implementa iones de los metodos. Este ampo se ono e omo referen ia
a la tabla de metodos.
Los valores de los atributos de un objeto en
pueden ser: una referen ia a otro objeto o onstantes mani estas (regla 40, Apendi e A). Como
referen ia a otro objeto bastara tener el valor de su oid. Esto ha e homogeneo el
valor de los atributos en la estru tura de los objetos persistentes y de los objetos
en eje u ion. Por laridad asumimos que los valores son homogeneos, es de ir,
las referen ias a objetos son oids.
La estru tura de los objetos
, en presen ia de heren ia de sus lases,
es una estru tura basada en on atena ion [18℄. Esta es la forma mas fre uente,
segun hemos dete tado, en las implementa iones de los lenguajes revisados.
Se de ne que los objetos persistentes tienen la misma estru tura que los
objetos en eje u ion ex epto la referen ia a la tabla de metodos pues esta se a tualiza uando el objeto se arga desde el soporte externo durante una eje u ion,
utilizando el valor del identi ador del tipo del objeto.
El analisis de las onse uen ias para los objetos de la apli a ion de las refa toriza iones, se ha e a partir de la estru tura de los objetos persistentes. Puede
pare er que para este analisis tambien hara falta de nir la estru tura de la tabla de metodos pues, evidentemente, uando se apli a una refa toriza ion, esta
puede ambiar. Una vez que se reali e la refa toriza ion, hay que volver a \ ompilar" (o realizar una a ion on un efe to similar) las lases transformadas. De
esta forma la tabla de metodos se regenera. Esto no se re eja en la estru tura
del objeto pues solamente tiene una referen ia a la tabla. Para lo que s tiene
onse uen ias es para los mensajes que el objeto es apaz de responder. Pero
determinar esto se orresponde on el analisis de las onse uen ias de la refa toriza ion para los lientes. A partir de la estru tura del objeto lo que se analiza es
si los objetos persistentes, que estan dados fundamentalmente por los valores de
sus atributos, siguen siendo validos en una sesion posterior a la refa toriza ion.

MOON

MOON

5

MOON y refa toriza ion

Se ha de nido una arquite tura y un pro eso para integrar el modelo en herramientas de refa toriza ion. En este apartado presentamos ambos aspe tos.
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clase en
lenguaje
objetivo

clase en
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objetivo

clase en
lenguaje
objetivo

Repositorio de clases
preanalizadas según MOON

recuperadores

clase en
lenguaje
objetivo

analizadores según MOON

otras herramientas de apoyo

clase en
lenguaje
objetivo

clase en
lenguaje
objetivo

refactorizadores

Figura 2. Arquite tura de refa torizadores basada en

5.1

MOON

.

Arquite tura

MOON

En el mar o de
de nimos una arquite tura de refa torizadores en la
que entran lases a un repositorio pasando por un analizador que extrae los
elementos relevantes (de nidos por
) y alma ena el resultado en forma
de un objeto persistente uya estru tura responde a un modelo de lases que
des ribe las partes mas relevantes del arbol sinta ti o que se genera del analisis de
una lase
. A este formato le llamamos formato de lases preanalizadas.
La entrada de una lase al repositorio impli a la a tualiza ion de las rela iones
entre las lases preanalizadas. Las rela iones entre las lases preanalizadas se han
de nido formalmente en el modelo de
omo un Grafo de Dependen ias
que tiene en uenta las rela iones de heren ia y liente entre las lases, as omo
las rela iones de heren ia y liente on sustitu ion (para los parametros formales)
en presen ia de lases generi as. El modelo formal esta de nido mediante un
grafo dirigido etiquetado.
Se estable en reglas de forma ion del Grafo de Dependen ias a partir de
la estru tura de las lases. Las reglas de forma ion onsideran la presen ia de
rela iones on sustitu ion para expandir las dependen ias. Tambien se de nen
onsultas que permiten extraer informa ion del repositorio a partir de la estru tura de las lases preanalizadas y del Grafo de Dependen ias (e.g. lases
de las que depende una lase, lases que dependen de una lase, origen de una
propiedad, et .).
A partir de estas de ni iones, en la arquite tura propuesta, la estru tura de
la nueva lase que llega al repositorio determina la forma en que se a tualiza el
Grafo de Dependen ias.
Las herramientas de refa toriza ion a tuan sobre las lases preanalizadas que
se en uentran en el repositorio. De los objetos persistentes que representan las
lases preanalizadas del repositorio se debe poder extraer el texto equivalente en
el lenguaje de partida. De esta forma se obtienen los resultados de la refa toriza ion. La Figura 2 muestra un esquema de di ha arquite tura.

MOON

MOON

MOON
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Con este enfoque se disminuye la omplejidad de la de ni ion de una herramienta de refa toriza ion pues esta se entra en elementos que responden a una
estru tura que ontiene solo lo que tiene que onsiderar la herramienta para
refa torizar, apartandole de lidiar on los detalles propios del analisis de un
lenguaje parti ular.
Como ya hemos di ho, es muy importante analizar si la refa toriza ion obtiene elementos orre tos, omo se afe tan las lases que dependen de las lases
modi adas y omo se afe tan los objetos persistentes que hayan sido reados
previamente a la refa toriza ion. De la misma forma que la de ni ion, el analisis
se ve simpli ado por el modelo. El Grafo de Dependen ias nos permite analizar
las lases que deben ser transformadas y la forma en que se afe tan las lases que
dependen de las transformadas. La orre ion de los nuevos elementos y las onse uen ias para los objetos se analiza desde la estru tura y las reglas de nidas
en
.

MOON

5.2

Pro eso

MOON

El pro eso que gua la inser ion de
en el ambito de las refa toriza iones
tiene dos partes fundamentales: de ni ion y analisis, e implementa ion, que se
resumen a ontinua ion.
1. De ni ion y Analisis
(a) Poner en orresponden ia el lenguaje objetivo on
(b) De nir en
la refa toriza ion
( ) Analizar sus onse uen ias
2. Implementa ion
(a) Construir un analizador del lenguaje objetivo que obtiene omo resultado
para ada lase un objeto uya estru tura viene dada por el modelo de
lases que se deriva del arbol sinta ti o si se analizaran textos
.
Estos objetos estan enlazados por un grafo que representa el Grafo de
Dependen ias del Repositorio.
(b) Construir un re uperador de textos en el lenguaje objetivo a partir di ho
Grafo. Este paso y el anterior se ondi ionan.
( ) Implementar la refa toriza ion de nida, a tuando sobre el Grafo de Dependen ias del Repositorio.

MOON

MOON

MOON

En este es enario, la inten ion de agregar una nueva refa toriza ion para
el mismo lenguaje objetivo impli a trabajar en 1(b), 1( ) y 2( ), mientras que
apli ar la misma refa toriza ion para elementos de un nuevo lenguaje impli a
trabajar en 1(a), 2(a) y 2(b).

6 Un aso de estudio
En esta se ion se presenta un aso de estudio del modelo en dos partes. En
primer lugar un aso de estudio del modelo omo abstra ion de lenguajes, y
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en segundo lugar un aso de estudio del modelo omo base para la de ni ion y
analisis de refa toriza iones. Para esto se han elegido el lenguaje Eiffel y una
refa toriza ion de nida por nosotros y presentada en [19℄ y [20℄.
La sele ion de Eiffel viene dada por sus re ursos en uanto a generi idad
(in luyendo a ota iones) y de la heren ia que permiten explotar bien el modelo.
Ademas, la laridad de la sintaxis, el tratamiento uniforme de las entidades, la
ausen ia de punteros y el manejo automati o de la memoria, fa ilitan la de ni ion
e implementa ion de los analizadores ne esarios.

6.1

Eiffel visto desde MOON

El lenguaje sele ionado (Eiffel) se orresponde on la variante 3) de MOON,
teniendo en uenta ademas algunos aspe tos parti ulares omo los tipos an la y
expandidos, su onjunto de instru iones y sus formas de expresiones.
Todas las onstru iones se pueden redu ir, a la hora de realizar un analisis
estati o de las lases Eiffel, de la misma forma que se presentaron las simpli a iones de MOON en la Se ion 4. Las instru iones de rea ion, asigna ion, y
envo de mensajes y las formas de expresiones de envo de mensajes y onstantes
mani estas son la base de las demas.
Evidentemente, hay que tener en uenta, tal y omo se analizo, en la presenta ion de MOON (al no in luir las instru iones if y while) que iertas instru iones exigen un tipo determinado de expresiones, e.g. expresiones de tipo
Boolean, omo en la instru i
on if , o de tipo Integer, omo en la parte variant de
una instru ion loop de Eiffel. La solu ion que se presento en las simpli a iones de MOON: asumir que existe una aso ia ion on una onstante mani esta
del tipo requerido, es valida para este aso.
Los aspe tos relativos al onjunto de instru iones de Eiffel se vuelven a
redu ir a la instru ion de rea ion, la instru ion de asigna ion (el intento de
asigna ion ?= en Eiffel se analiza desde MOON omo una asigna ion), y la
instru ion de envo de mensajes. Los envos de mensajes en as ada se simpli an. En uanto a las formas de expresiones que se orresponden on expresiones
on operadores binarios y unarios en Eiffel, se trataran omo expresiones de
envo de mensajes, tal y omo se expuso en Se ion 4. Esto se puede ha er dire tamente en Eiffel, sin tener que ambiar ninguna onsidera ion, porque todos
los tipos basi os se orresponden on una lase de la bibliote a Kernel.

6.2 Desarrollo de una refa toriza i
on: parameterize
En este apartado se presenta una refa toriza ion que hemos de nido y denominado parametriza ion. El objetivo de esta refa toriza ion es obtener lases
generi as a partir de lases que no lo son y transformar el software basado en
estas lases para utilizar las nuevas lases generi as y sus instan ia iones.
Dada una orden de parametriza ion
C.parameterize(e

as

T)
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donde C es la lase objetivo, la lase que se quiere ha er generi a; e es la entidad gua, la entidad uyo tipo espe  o va a pasar a estar dado por el nuevo
parametro formal T; la eje u ion de la refa toriza ion pasa por:
1. Determinar el grafo que forman las lases que parti iparan en la obten ion
de las entidades generi o-dependientes a partir de la entidad gua y las relaiones entre di has lases. A este grafo se le denomina universo de trabajo y
se denota GI .
Las entidades generi o-dependientes son aquellas que deben modi ar su tipo a generi o produ to del ambio del tipo de e. El grafo del universo de
trabajo se espe i a muy fa ilmente segun el modelo del Grafo de Dependen ias estable ido a partir de
. Este grafo estara determinado por
los ondi ionantes de C (an estros y proveedores), y por sus des endientes.
2. Determinar las entidades generi o-dependientes dire tas e indire tas.
Las entidades generi o-dependientes pueden ser dire tas o indire tas, en alusion a la forma en que ambia su tipo. El tipo de la entidad e ambia para
ser el nuevo parametro generi o formal, algunas entidades (las dire tas) ambiaran de la misma forma, mientras que otras (las indire tas) ambian para
que su tipo pase a ser un tipo generi o instan iado on el nuevo parametro
(si su tipo era A ahora sera A[T℄.
La lara espe i a ion de las reglas del sistema de tipos de
y la
abstra ion en sus onstru iones simpli an en gran medida la de ni ion
de omo obtener estas entidades y el analisis de la orre ion de su sele ion.
Hay que garantizar orre ion de tipos una vez eje utada la transforma ion.
Las reglas fundamentales a tener en uenta son las que guan la orre ion
de las aso ia iones entre entidades y expresiones. Las reglas 34, 35, 42 y 44
son las que determinan, y la ausen ia de envos de mensajes en as ada, as
omo la restri ion sobre las expresiones que pueden ser argumentos reales
en un envo de mensaje, lari an la de ni ion formal y el analisis de la
forma ion de los onjuntos de entidades generi o-dependientes.
3. Determinar si es posible proseguir on la parametriza ion y on que lases.
Con esto se obtiene un subgrafo del grafo GI . Este subgrafo pasa a onstituir
el grafo de las lases andidatas a parti ipar en la parametriza ion y se denota
GC .
Nuevamente las reglas de tipos y las aso ia iones determinan. Se ha e ne esario un analisis exhaustivo de los ambios que pueden o urrir y de las reglas
que se deben umplir para determinar que ir unstan ias ondu iran a obtener elementos in orre tos, y prohibirlas. Por ejemplo, no se puede obtener
una entidad uyo tipo es un parametro formal aso iada on una onstante
mani esta.
4. Si del paso anterior se determina que no se puede proseguir o si no se desea:
Terminar
5. Eliminar de GC las lases a las que no es ne esario propagar la opera ion
(las lases que no ontienen ninguna de las entidades generi o-dependientes
determinadas).

MOON
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El grafo resultante se denomina grafo de lases nales y se denota GF . onsultar si se desea proseguir y on que lases, rearmando GF ada vez que se
elimine una lase intera tivamente.
Las entidades que tienen que ambiar su tipo determinan las lases que tienen
que ser modi adas y las rela iones de dependen ia de estas determinan si
la elimina ion de una lase ondu e a la elimina ion de otras.
6. Analizar la generi idad a otada.
Se analiza la ne esidad de a otar los nuevos parametros formales. Se determina uales deben ser las restri iones. La forma de expresarlas vara de
a uerdo a la variante de a ota ion modelada en
. La que mejores
resultados da es la variante 2) (a ota ion mediante lausulas tal que ).
7. Comenzar la parametriza ion a partir de las lases an estros en el grafo de
heren ia que subya e en GF hasta las des endientes ( onsiderando el analisis
de generi idad a otada).
Las estru turas que pueden ser afe tadas son las dadas por las siguientes
reglas:
regla 3, porque de no haber sido generi a la lase, habra que modi ar la
onstru ion que da paso a los parametros formales.
regla 7, porque habra que a~nadir el nuevo parametro formal, y en el aso
de la variante 2), en esta regla se da paso a la onstru ion para a otar el
nuevo parametro formal si es ne esario (regla 49W).
regla 8, porque en las variantes 1) y 3) es aqu donde hay que dar paso a
la onstru ion para a otar el nuevo parametro formal si es ne esario (regla
48S).
reglas 49W y 50W, en el aso de la variante 2).
regla 48S, en las variantes 1) y 3).
regla 10, porque hay que veri ar si el padre, tiene omo lase determinante
una lase que ha sido modi ada por la parametriza ion. En ese aso, el tipo
del padre debe modi arse a~nadiendole el parametro real orrespondiente a
la sustitu ion.
reglas 19 y 22, porque las entidades generi o-dependientes de laradas a
partir de estas reglas deben ambiar a variable su tipo.
Los ambios en las reglas 48S, 10, 19 y 22 ondi ionan que hay que reformar
las dependen ias expresadas en el Grafo de Dependen ias del Repositorio.
Las dependen ias ambian en las siguientes formas: una rela ion puede pasar
a ser de sustitu ion, puede ambiar la sustitu ion de una rela ion, puede
apare er una nueva rela ion produ to de la in lusion de a ota ion para los
nuevos parametros formales en el aso de las variantes 1) y 3)
8. Reajustar las lases que no estan en GF y que dependen dire tamente (hijos
o lientes dire tos) de las lases parametrizadas para que pasen a depender
de las nuevas lases generi as instan iadas.

MOON

Esto ultimo indi a que la refa toriza ion parameterize no respeta a los lientes (dire tos) de las lases transformadas. El otro aspe to signi ativo a analizar
sobre las onse uen ias de la refa toriza ion es su impa to en los objetos persistentes. El modelo de objetos basado en on atena ion, la estru tura de los
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objetos persistentes on el identi ador de su tipo (ausen ia de referen ia a los
metodos), y la gestion del repositorio sobre la identi a ion de los tipos ha e
que la transforma ion no tenga onse uen ias para los objetos persistentes.
Esta refa toriza ion se implemento en el aso de estudio de Eiffel, siguiendo
la arquite tura dise~nada (Figura 2). Los uni os aspe tos que hubo que tener en
uenta por en ima del modelo de lases preanalizadas segun MOON fueron: no
transformar el tipo de una entidad de larada omo tipo an la pues la de lara ion
omo an la es mas signi ativa que tener las dos entidades de laradas del mismo
tipo; y tener en uenta la presen ia de tipos expandidos en el analisis de generiidad a otada, pues si el resultado de la a ota ion es un tipo expandido, debido
a las reglas de onformidad de tipos, se limitan las posteriores instan ia iones.
Se onstruyeron las siguientes herramientas:

{ un preanalizador de lases Eiffel: genera objetos persistentes representando
las lases preanalizadas segun el modelo de MOON
{ un gestor de repositorio que mantiene el Grafo de Dependen ias y permite
extraer informa ion de los objetos que representan las lases preanalizadas.
{ un refa torizador que implementa la opera ion parameterize
Con este aso de estudio hemos omprobado la viabilidad del modelo y de la
arquite tura dise~nada para la de ni ion y analisis de refa toriza iones. Estamos
trabajando a tualmente en una version de Java on generi idad para migrar
automati amente bibliote as de lases no generi as. El modelo y arquite turas
MOON esta mostrandose muy efe tivo en la redu ion del esfuerzo de implementar la refa toriza ion para otro lenguaje, lo que era uno de los objetivos
fundamentales de la propuesta.

7 Con lusiones
Hemos presentado un lenguaje modelo, MOON, para la de ni ion y analisis de
refa toriza iones, as omo una arquite tura para su integra ion en herramientas
de refa toriza ion. El proposito fundamental es disminuir el esfuerzo de de ni ion
y desarrollo de herramientas para refa torizar elementos de diferentes lenguajes.
Se ha realizado un aso de estudio de la viabilidad de este proposito dando
resultados muy positivos.
Nuestro trabajo pare e estar en la misma lnea que el ini iado por Ti helaar
et al. [8℄ (Se ion 3). A diferen ia de este ultimo, que de ne un modelo de interambio de informa ion mediante un esquema entidad-rela ion y su espe i a ion
se basa en CDIF, nosotros de nimos un lenguaje modelo dado por una gramati a
de atributos y las reglas de tipos del lenguaje, entre otros aspe tos, que ondu e
a una representa ion de las lases analizadas segun MOON omo objetos persistentes uya estru tura viene dada por el modelo de lases que se deriva del arbol
sinta ti o. Derivar de esta estru tura un modelo de inter ambio resulta inmediato. Por otra parte, reemos que esta forma de abordar el problema nos estable e
un punto de partida inmejorable para abordar la refa toriza ion independiente
del lenguaje. En esta sentido, nuestras a tividades apuntan ya a la genera ion
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autom
ati a de herramientas de refa toriza ion partiendo de las gram
ati as y del
sistema de tipos de
y del lenguaje de programa i
on objetivo.
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A Sintaxis on reta de MOON
1

MODULE

2

CLASS DEF

3

CLASS NAME

4

HEADER

5

SIGNATURES

6

CLASS BODY

7

FORMAL PARAMETERS

8

FORMAL PAR

9

INHERITANCE LIST

10

INHERITANCE CLAUSE

11

OPLUS

12

MODIFIER

13

SIG LIST

14

ATTRIBUTE DECS

15

METHOD DECS

16

ATT DEC

17

METH DEC

18

ROUTINE DEC

19

FUNCTION DEC

20

WITHOUT RESULT

21

FORMAL ARGUMENTS

22

VAR DEC

23

TYPE

24

CLASS TYPE

25

REAL PARAMETERS

26

METHOD IMPL

27

NONE DEFERRED R

28

NONE DEFERRED F

29

LOCAL DECS

30

METHOD BODY

31

MSIG

32

INSTR

,
, deferred lass
,
,
, signatures
, body f
, f
,
,f
, inherit
,f
, rename
CLASS DEF

[

℄

CLASS NAME HEADER SIGNATURES CLASS BODY

end

CLASS ID [FORMAL PARAMETERS℄
INHERITANCE LIST
SIG LIST
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FORMAL PAR `,' . . .

FORMAL GEN ID

g+

g

`℄'

[ BOUND W ℄
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INHERITANCE CLAUSE `;' . . .

g

CLASS TYPE OPLUS

MODIFIER `;' . . .

variante w
variante s
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g
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,
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,
,
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,
,
,
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,
,
,
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, do
end
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ATTRIBUTE DECS METHOD DECS
ATT DEC `;' . . .

g
g

METH DEC `;' . . .

VAR DEC

ROUTINE DEC

j

FUNCTION DEC

WITHOUT RESULT

es liente

WITHOUT RESULT `:' TYPE
[

℄ METHOD ID [FORMAL ARGUMENTS℄

`('

VAR DEC `,' . . .

g+ `)'

es liente

VAR ID `:' TYPE

FORMAL GEN ID

j CLASS

TYPE

CLASS ID [REAL PARAMETERS℄
`['

g+ `℄'
DEFERRED R j NONE

TYPE `,' . . .

NONE

>de que lases?
>de que lases?

DEFERRED F

MSIG [LOCAL DECS℄ METHOD BODY
MSIG `:' TYPE [LOCAL DECS℄ METHOD BODY
VAR DEC `;' . . .

g+

INSTR

METHOD ID [FORMAL ARGUMENTS℄

COMPOUND INSTR

j CREATION INSTR j
j CALL INSTR
no hay instru iones de

ASSIGNMENT INSTR

33

COMPOUND INSTR

,f

ontrol

INSTR `;' . . .

g

ontin
ua en la p
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,
,
,
,
,
,

j

CALL INSTR LONG2

no hay llamadas en
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METHOD ID [REAL ARGUMENTS℄
CALL EXPR LONG1`.'CALL INSTR LONG1
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, nil j
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VAR ID

VAR ID `:=' EXPR

j CALL

EXPR
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j INTEGER CONSTANT j BOOLEAN CONSTANT j
j STRING CONSTANT
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no hay llamadas en

REAL CONSTANT

CHAR CONSTANT
CALL EXPR
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fEXPR
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j CALL
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j result j self
ID j METHOD ID

VAR ID
VAR

Los smbolos
y
que apare en en las reglas anteriores, dependen de
que variante de a ota ion de parametros generi os formales este en onsidera ion. Las
reglas orrespondientes a estos smbolos se de nen a ontinua ion de a uerdo a la
variante de lenguaje a la que dara lugar.
BOUND S

48S
48W
49S
49W
50W

BOUND S
BOUND S

BOUND W
BOUND W
WHERE CLAUSE

BOUND W

, >
,
,
, where f
,
`-

es liente

'CLASS TYPE

WHERE CLAUSE `,' . . .

FORMAL GEN ID

has

g+

SIG LIST

Cuando la forma de a ota ion de los parametros generi os formales que se de na para
el lenguaje este dada por a ota ion mediante subtipado o onformidad, las reglas que
se utilizan son las mar adas on S (reglas 48S y 49S).
Cuando la forma de a ota ion de los parametros generi os formales que se de na
para el lenguaje este dada por a ota ion mediante lausulas tal que, las reglas que se
utilizan son las mar adas on W (reglas 48W, 49W y 50W).
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Resumen

En el presente artículo describimos la implementación de una
versión del patrón Visitante [2]. Esta implementación fue diseñada en el
contexto del desarrollo del núcleo de simulación Kepler, con el n de añadir soporte de almacenamiento persistente de la mayoría de las estructuras de datos empleadas. Frente a un visitante tradicional, el Visitante
Genérico Extensible permite extender una jerarquía cualquiera de elementos concretos visitables sin tener que modicar todos los visitantes,
incluso en tiempo de ejecución.

1

Introducción

El patrón Visitante [2] es usado con mucha frecuencia en todas las labores que
requieren recorrer estructuras de datos realizando operaciones especícas en cada
elemento de la estructura (e.g. almacenamiento persistente). Las operaciones de
recorrido quedan delegadas en la propia estructura de datos mientras que las
operaciones concretas que hay que realizar se agrupan en una clase visitante.
El patrón visitante consta de dos jerarquías de clases paralelas: las clases concretas visitables y las clases visitantes, que realizan operaciones especícas con
objetos de cada clase concreta. En la descripción de Gamma et al., los primeros
se caracterizan por tener un método accept que admite como argumento un
objeto visitante e invoca un método de ese objeto visitante. Los objetos visitantes tienen una serie de métodos especícos visitXXX para cada clase concreta.
Esta técnica suele también llamarse despachado dinámico doble.
El patrón clásico resulta muy conveniente cuando las estructuras de datos
están prejadas en la propia aplicación, pero hoy en día es cada vez más frecuente que las aplicaciones puedan extenderse mediante bibliotecas de carga dinámica (plugins ) y se tiende a utilizar formatos de almacenamiento igualmente
extensibles, como XML. Estas características impiden el uso del patrón visitante
tradicional en C++, puesto que no es posible extender las tablas de despachado
dinámico de la clase visitante en tiempo de ejecución.
Nosotros proponemos una implementación del visitante que abstrae la tabla
de funciones virtuales en forma de un objeto función, que denominamos specializer. Así mismo se propone una implementación genérica del patrón en forma
⋆
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de plantillas de C++. De esta forma puede aplicarse a cualquier estructura sin
añadir prácticamente código y evitando replicar código muy monótono.

2

Implementación del visitante

Nuestra implementación comparte con el Extrinsic Visitor [3] y con el Indirect
Visitor [5,6] las motivaciones de reducción de acoplamiento entre los objetos
participantes, pero es considerablemente más simple su implementación y su uso.
De forma análoga a los ya citados, la capacidad de poder ampliar un visitante
en tiempo de ejecución obligará a transgredir un principio básico del patrón
visitante [7]:
The Visitor pattern is the classic technique for recovering lost type
information without resorting to dynamic casts.

El Visitante Genérico Extensible necesita recurrir al operador de conversión dinámica de tipos de C++ dynamic_cast para permitir que elementos visitables
concretos puedan ser incorporados en tiempo de ejecución mediante la carga de
bibliotecas dinámicas. Por contra, un visitante tradicional debe conocer todos
los elementos visitables concretos presentes en el sistema con antelación. Con el
esquema propuesto en este artículo los visitantes preexistentes funcionarán sin
problemas si se extiende el número de elementos concretos, pero sólo los nuevos
visitantes podrán aprovechar la existencia de nuevos elementos concretos.
Frente a los Walkabouts descritos en [4] nuestro Visitante Genérico Extensible
evita las antiestéticas y propensas a errores escaleras de if-else, además de
permitir la extensión de los visitantes en tiempo de ejecución.
abstract_type

visitor_base_template

abstract_type

Default visit method
does nothing

+visit(v:acceptor_base<abstract_type>&): void

visitable_base_template
+accept(v:visitor_base<abstract_type>&): void

«bind»
(acceptor_base)
concrete_type

visitor_template

visitor_base

+visit(v:concrete_type&): void

«bind»
(abstract)

abstract

«bind»
(concrete2)
«bind»
<concrete1>

visitor* cv = specializer_type(v);
if(cv) cv->visit(*this);
else v.visit(*this);

visitable_base
visitor1

Concrete visitors may
redefine default visit
method and must provide
a specific visit method

concrete_type
specializer_type

visitor2

visitable_template
+accept(v:visitor_base<abstract_type>&): void

concrete1

concrete2

visitable1

visitable2

«bind»
(concrete1,specializer)

concrete_visitor1a
+visit(v:concrete1&): void
+visit(v:acceptor_base&): void

Many specialized visit methods are
possible through multiple inheritance

«bind»
(concrete2,specializer)

concrete_visitor1b
The trivial specializer is a dynamic_cast adapter

+visit(v:concrete1&): void
+visit(v:concrete2&): void

specializer

Figura 1.

Diagrama de clases UML para el Visitante Genérico Extensible

En la gura 1 se muestra un diagrama de clases UML de nuestra implementación. El usuario debe proporcionar el interfaz común para todas las clases
visitables relacionadas (llamado abstract en el diagrama). Con este interfaz se
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puede instanciar la plantilla visitable_base para constituir la raiz de la jerarquía de clases visitables. Esta plantilla simplemente añade el método virtual
accept y servirá como clase base para todos los visitantes de la jerarquía:
template < class T>
class visitable_base : public T {
typedef visitable_base<T > _Self ;
public :
visitable_base () {}
virtual ~ visitable_base () {}
public :
struct visitor_base {
typedef _Self base_type ;
virtual void visit ( _Self & vb ) {}

};

};

virtual void accept ( visitor_base & v )

= 0;

Como puede apreciarse, el método visit tiene una implementación vacía
en lugar de ser un método abstracto, como en el caso del visitante tradicional.
La intención es similar a la del Default Visitor descrito en [3]. Este método
se invocará en caso de no disponer de un método visit especíco para una
determinada clase visitable concreta.
Para cada clase visitable concreta denimos una clase visitante diferente, que
simplemente añade un método sobrecargado visit especializado. Este método
es equivalente a los métodos visitXXX en el patrón visitante tradicional:
template < class T>
struct visitor : public virtual T : : visitor_base
typedef T base_type ;
virtual void visit ( T & cc ) const = 0;

{

};

El parámetro de plantilla T se asume que deriva de una instancia de la clase
visitable_base denida anteriormente (raiz de la jerarquía de visitables). El

caso normal, en el que se requiere que un mismo visitante pueda visitar múltiples
tipos concretos, se puede implementar bien utilizando herencia múltiple, o bien
utilizando un adaptador [2] que realice una búsqueda más sosticada del visitante
concreto. Ambos casos serán analizados a continuación.
El caso más simple, en el que se utiliza herencia múltiple para crear una clase
visitante, justica el uso de herencia virtual al derivar de visitable_base.
En cualquiera de las dos posibilidades mencionadas se necesita un mecanismo para obtener un visitante especializado a partir de la referencia al visitante
base que se pasa al método accept. Esta traducción se lleva a cabo mediante
un specializer. En el caso más simple, visitantes compuestos mediante herencia
múltiple, la especialización corresponde a un simple dynamic_cast:
template < class T>
class trivial_specializer {
typedef visitor<T > visitor_type ;
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public :
operator visitor_type ∗ ( ) { return _q ; }
template < class Q > trivial_specializer ( Q & t )
: _q ( dynamic_cast<visitor_type∗>(&t ) ) { }
private :
visitor_type ∗ _q ;
};

En este caso se trata de un simple envoltorio de dynamic_cast. En otros
casos el objeto función encargado de la especialización puede permitir la carga
dinámica de módulos y consultas a una base de datos.
El caso más simple está prácticamente completo. Tan solo falta denir un
método accept adecuado para cada una de las clases visitables. La implementación es idéntica en todos los casos, se trata de una invocación al método visit
especializado. Por tanto es un candidato ideal para ser implementado como una
plantilla de C++:
template < class T , class specializer = trivial_specializer<T> >
class visitable : public T {
typedef visitable<T > _Self ;
public :
typedef typename T : : visitor_base visitor_base ;
typedef visitor<T > visitor_type ;
public :
void accept ( visitor_base & v ) {
visitor_type ∗ cv = specializer ( v ) ;
if ( cv ) cv−>visit ( ∗ this ) ;
else v . visit ( ∗ this ) ;
}
};

Como en el caso del Default Visitor propuesto en [3], si el visitante no puede
ser especializado para una clase concreta invoca el método visit no especializado, denido en la base de la jerarquía de visitantes. Este método no especializado
también puede redenirse si se desea (la plantilla visitable_base lo dene
con una implementación nula).

3

Ejemplo de uso

Un pequeño ejemplo de uso puede servir para claricar nuestra implementación:
#include " visitor . hh "
#include < iostream>
class Root { } ;
typedef visitable_base<Root > VisitableRoot ;
struct A_base : public VisitableRoot {
void sayHello ( ) { cout << " Hello from A " << endl ; }
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};
struct B_base : public VisitableRoot {
void sayGoodbye ( ) { cout << " Goodbye from B " << endl ; }
};
typedef visitable<A_base > A ;
typedef visitable<B_base > B ;
struct Visitor : public A : : visitor_type , public B : : visitor_type {
void visit ( A_base & a ) const { a . sayHello ( ) ; }
void visit ( B_base & b ) const { b . sayGoodbye ( ) ; }
};
int main ( )
{
A a ; B b ; Visitor v ;
a . accept ( v ) ; b . accept ( v ) ;
return 0 ;
}

El código de este ejemplo no es signicativamente más complejo que la implementación de un visitante tradicional, pero tampoco explota las capacidades
de extensión que ofrece el Visitante Genérico Extensible. La siguiente sección
describe cómo extender un visitante de este tipo.
3.1

Visitantes extensibles

Para jerarquías de objetos basadas en prototipos resulta muy conveniente disponer de un visitante que se pueda extender durante la ejecución de la aplicación.
En ese caso el visitante contendrá un conjunto de visitantes especícos, que
podrían haberse añadido en tiempo de compilación o de ejecución:
class visitor_dynamic : public visitor_base {
typedef const type_info key_type ;
typedef map<key_type ∗ , visitor_base∗ > container_type ;
public :
void append_visitor ( const key_type & k , visitor_base & v ) {
_known [& k ]= & v ;
}
void remove_visitor ( const key_type & k , visitor_base & v ) {
_known . erase(&k ) ;
}
visitor_base ∗ lookup ( const key_type & k ) {
return _known [& k ] ;
}
private :
container_type _known ;
};
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Todas las clases visitantes especícas deben derivarse de visitor_base y
el visitante que las contiene debe ser una instancia de visitor_dynamic.
En este caso el objeto función encargado de especializar al visitante deberá
consultar la tabla de clases concretas visitables conocidas (_known) utilizando el soporte de información de tipos en tiempo de ejecución de C++. Esto
obliga a una invocación adicional de dynamic_cast con respecto al caso del
trivial_specializer.
template < class T>
class dynamic_specializer {
typedef visitor<T > visitor_type ;
typedef typename T : : visitor_dynamic visitor_dynamic ;
public :
operator visitor_type ∗ ( ) { return _q ; }
template < class Q>
dynamic_specializer ( Q & t ) : _q ( dynamic_cast<visitor_type∗>(&t ) )
{

if

( ! _q ) {
visitor_dynamic ∗ v = dynamic_cast<visitor_dynamic∗>(&t ) ;
if ( v )
_q = dynamic_cast<visitor_type∗ >( v−>lookup (
typeid ( visitor_type ( ) ) ) ) ;

}
}

private :
visitor_type ∗ _q ;
};

Nótese que dynamic_specializer también funciona con visitantes normales (no dinámicos) con una pequeña penalización en tiempo de ejecución.
3.2

Cuellos de botella

La generalidad y exibilidad de nuestra implementación de visitantes implica
una serie de ineciencias respecto al visitante tradicional:
1. La necesidad de usar dynamic_cast para no requerir un conocimiento
previo de toda la jerarquía de clases concretas visitables. Esto es causa de
una penalización relativamente importante en muchos compiladores. En la
gura 2 se muestra una gráca de la sobrecarga introducida por el uso de
dynamic_cast en lugar de una simple llamada a un método virtual utilizando diversos compiladores. En la gura se comparan dos versiones recientes
del compilador de GNU. Como puede apreciarse, el impacto puede ser muy
diferentes dependiendo del compilador utilizado.
2. La necesidad de usar herencia virtual desde la clase raiz de la jerarquía de
visitantes, para evitar ambigüedades al denir un visitante para múltiples
clases concretas. Esto añade un nivel de indirección adicional, aunque el
impacto global puede ser despreciado en la mayoría de las situaciones (ver
g. 3).
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Sobrecarga de dynamic_cast frente a despachado dinamico
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Representación gráca de la sobrecarga debida al uso de dynamic_cast.
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3. La necesidad de tres niveles de herencia. Esto no es causa de degradación de
prestaciones, pero un número excesivo de niveles de herencia es un síntoma de
un diseño pobre. En nuestro caso los dos niveles de herencia adicionales con
respecto al visitante tradicional son debidos a extensiones comunes aplicadas
mediante plantillas C++ a clases provistas por el usuario. Realmente estas
extensiones no introducen acoplamiento innecesario, puesto que las plantillas
C++ de nuestro patrón visitante se suponen estables.
Además de las ineciencias mencionadas es frecuente encontrar rechazo a la
herencia múltiple. En ese caso el usuario puede simplemente proporcionar un
objeto función de especialización, diferente del trivial_specializer, que
retorne un nuevo visitante especializado en lugar de convertir explícitamente el
tipo del visitante utilizado en la llamada a accept.

4

Conclusiones

Nuestra implementación ofrece un compromiso entre generalidad y prestaciones.
Mantiene la integridad de tipos característica de C++ y permite detectar la mayoría de los errores en tiempo de compilación. Por otro lado logra un alto grado
de desacoplamiento entre los integrantes de la jerarquía de clases concretas visitables y clases concretas visitantes. Frente a otras versiones del patrón visitante,
el Visitante Genérico Extensible añade:

 Desacoplamiento de visitantes y visitables hasta un nivel similar al Extrinsic
Visitor [3].
 Implementación genérica utilizando plantillas de C++ para evitar la replicación de código.
 Capacidad de extensión en tiempo de ejecución o de compilación.
A pesar de todo, para algunas aplicaciones es muy importante evitar la pérdida de rendimiento debida al uso de dynamic_cast. En esos casos C++ no
puede proporcionar un método para automatizar la declaración y manejo del
patrón visitante, pero podría implementarse utilizando herramientas de preprocesado como OpenC++ [1] que añaden propiedades reexivas a C++.
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Generic Description, Behavior and Animation of Visual
Modeling Languages
Hartmut Ehrig, R. Bardohl, and C. Ermel
FB 13 Informatik, Tech. Univ. Berlin, Franklinstrasse 28/29, 10587 Berlin, Germany.

Visual modeling techniques including UML as well as graph and net based
techniques are of growing interest for software system specification and development. The GENGED approach developed at the Technical University of
Berlin allows already the generic description of visual modeling laguages based
on formal graph transformation and graphical constraint solving techniques and
tools.
In this paper, the GENGED approach is reviewed and extended in order to
allow the description of dynamic behavior and animation of systems. The basic
idea is to define visual behavior and animation rules on top of the rules defining the corresponding visual modeling laguage and to allow a domain specific
layout for the animation view of the system. A simple version of a traffic light
system is used as running example, where the system view is given by a Petri
net. The animation view shows directly the dynamic changes of the colors of
traffic lights at a street crossing.
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Abstract. In this paper, the role of coalgebras for specifying a concrete
software system is explained. We show how, from this particular goal, a
generic construction of institutions for coalgebras (on certain constant
functors) has been obtained. This also reveals a new application field in
which the two concepts algebra/coalgebra (and the initial/final matters)
are fruitfully confronted.
Keywords. Institution, algebraic specification, coalgebra, symbolic computation

1

Introduction and Motivation

When an analyst undertakes the task of specifying a symbolic computation system in Algebraic Topology he finds a challenging context. This was the case
when we started the study of the data structures in the EAT (Effective Algebraic Topology) system [17, 16]. In such a system two layers of data structures
exist. In the first layer, one finds the usual data structures as (finite) lists or
trees of symbols or integer numbers (for representing linear combinations, polynomials and so on). In the second layer, one must deal with algebraic structures
as (graded) groups or rings in which the elements are data belonging to the
first layer. Besides, two additional features of these layers enrich even more the
problem. On the one hand, structures of the two layers have to be created and
handled at runtime. This should be compared with other mathematical packages
(in the field of Commutative Algebra or in general systems such as Mathematica or Maple) in which the two above mentioned layers obviously exist, but in
which only one (or very few) algebraic structure is created in each session (in a
pre-processing time, one can say) and then a massive work on usual (first layer)
data is carried out inside this structure. In contrast, in a typical calculation with
EAT, several hundred algebraic structures must be created and handled through
several hours of CPU time (see examples in [17, 16]).
On the other hand, the interesting algorithms in Algebraic Topology use, in
an essential way, infinite structures as intermediaries for computing the sought
⋆
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(finite) results. (The loop space construction is the more important of this kind
[16].) Let us stress that these infinite data structures are not the usual sequential
or hierarchical structures, as infinite lists or streams or infinite trees, in which
canonical ways of traversing the structure are known. In EAT, one must implement infinite groups, rings and so on, in which the aspects of behavior and
observation are more important than the storing and traversing aspects.
These particular characteristics imply that, even if for the first-layer data
structures the usual algebraic specification techniques (and the initial algebra
construction, in particular) are enough for the modelling task, for the secondlayer data structures, a research effort is required, since the direct application
of known techniques is not possible.
Our first remark was that in a system such as EAT we are not only implementing an Abstract Data Type, or ADT (as a group, for instance), but
also dealing, at runtime, with implementations (in the example, several hundred implementations of the ADT group would populate the program memory).
Working with the classical notion of ADT implementation due to Hoare [8] and
dealing with the semantic subtleties of the programming language in which EAT
was developed (Common Lisp), we were able in [11] of proving that the EAT
(second-layer) data structures were as general as possible, in the sense that they
are ingredients of final objects in certain categories of ADT implementations.
Later on, directed by this finality property found, we reinterpreted in [4, 12] our
results related to hidden and coalgebraic technology in a purely (co)algebraic
setting (without considering implementation or programming language issues).
In this paper, we continue this line and we introduce some constructions in the
institutional framework with the aim of illustrating that our previous results
give some generic insights on the field of (co)algebraic specifications.
After this motivating introduction, the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 is devoted to collect some well known definitions and facts on (co)algebraic
specification. In Section 3, a general procedure to obtain an institution for coalgebras from another institution is introduced. Then, Section 4 particularizes this
general construction to the case in which the source institution is one of the wellknown algebraic institutions with certain constraints on the carrier sets. In this
same section, the interpretation of this institution as for hidden specifications
and implementation matters is briefly considered too. The paper ends with a
section of conclusions and future work.

2

Preliminaries

In order to ease the reading of the paper, we start recalling some well-known
definitions presented as in [13].
Definition 1 (Signature and Algebra). A signature Σ is a pair (S, Ω) of
sets, whose elements are called sorts and operations respectively. Each operation
consist of a (k + 2)-tuple, ω : s1 . . . sk → s with s1 , . . . , sk , s ∈ S and k ≥ 0.
In the case k = 0, the operation is called a constant of sort s.
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Let Σ = (S, Ω) and Σ ′ = (S ′ , Ω ′ ) be two signatures. A signature morphism
µ : Σ → Σ ′ from Σ to Σ ′ is a pair µ = (µS : S → S ′ , µΩ : Ω → Ω ′ ) of functions
such that for each operation n : s1 . . . sk → s ∈ Ω, k ≥ 0, there exists an
operation m, with µΩ (n : s1 . . . sk → s) = (m : µS (s1 ) . . . µS (sk ) → µS (s)).
Let Σ = (S, Ω) be a signature. A total algebra for Σ (or Σ-algebra) assigns
a set A(s) to each sort s ∈ S, called the carrier set of the sort s, and a total
function A(ω : s1 . . . sk → s) : A(s1 ) × . . . × A(sk ) → A(s) to each operation
ω ∈ Ω.
The Σ-algebras can be organized as a category Alg(Σ) using the following
natural notion of morphism. Let A, B be two Σ-algebras, Σ = (S, Ω). A Σhomomorphism h : A → B from A to B is a family {hs : A(s) → B(s)}s∈S of
functions such that
hs (A(ω)(a1 , . . . , ak )) = B(ω)(hs1 (a1 ), . . . , hsk (ak ))
for ω : s1 . . . sk → s ∈ Ω and for all ai ∈ A(si ), i = 1, . . . , k.
Next, we introduce the notion of coalgebra (which first appeared in the field
of algebraic specification in [14] and which has been developed in [18, 9, 10],
among other papers).
Definition 2 (Coalgebra). Let F : Set → Set be an endofunctor of Set, the
category of sets. Then a F -coalgebra is a couple (A, cA ), where A is a set and
cA : A → F (A) is a map. A morphism between F-coalgebras (A, cA ), (B, cB ) is
a map f : A → B such that F (f )cA = cB f .
The F -coalgebras, together with the morphisms between them, define a category which is denoted by CoAlg(F ).
The following definitions of institution and institution morphism have been
extracted from [6].
Definition 3 (Institution). An institution I consists of
1. a category Sign, whose objects are called signatures,
2. a functor Sen : Sign → Set, giving for each signature a set whose elements
are called sentences over that signature,
3. a functor Mod : Sign → Catop giving for each signature Σ a category whose objects are called Σ-models, and whose arrows are called Σ(model)morphisms, and
4. a relation |=Σ ⊆ Obj(Mod(Σ)) × Sen(Σ) for each Σ ∈ Obj(Sign), called
Σ-satisfaction,
such that for each morphism φ : Σ → Σ ′ in Sign, the Satisfaction Condition
m′ |=Σ ′ Sen(φ)(e)

iff

Mod(φ)(m′ ) |=Σ e

holds for each m′ ∈ Obj(Mod(Σ ′ )) and each e ∈ Sen(Σ).
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Definition 4 (Institution morphism). Let I and I ′ be institutions. Then,
an institution morphism Φ : I → I ′ consists of
1. a functor Φ : Sign → Sign′ ,
2. a natural transformation α : Φ; Sen′ ⇒ Sen, and
3. a natural transformation β : Mod ⇒ Φ; Mod′
such that the following Satisfaction Condition holds
m |=Σ αΣ (e′ )

iff

βΣ (m) |=′Φ(Σ) e′

for any Σ-model m from I and any Φ(Σ)-sentence e′ from I ′ .
As usual, the first example of institution is the one obtained from the equational algebraic specification [13]:
Example 1 (Equational algebraic institution). We can organize the equational
algebraic specifications as an institution considering
– the category Sign as the category with objects the signatures Σ and morphisms the signature morphisms,
– the functor Sen : Sign → Set, giving for each signature Σ the set of sentences EL(Σ), that is to say, pairs of Σ-terms,
– the functor M od : Sign → Catop , giving for each signature Σ the category
Alg(Σ),
and considering as Σ-satisfaction the usual equational satisfaction definition
obtained from the interpretation of a Σ-term in a Σ-algebra.
To finish this preliminary section, we define the notion of hidden algebra
which will be used in Section 4.
Definition 5 (Hidden algebra). Let V Σ = (V S, V Ω) be a signature. Let us
fix a V Σ-algebra D and let us include in V Ω, as constants, the elements of
the carrier sets of D which do not correspond to constants previously in V Ω.
The elements of V S are called visible sorts and those of V Ω are called visible
operations. The V Σ-algebra D is called data domain. Then a hidden signature,
on V Σ and D, is a signature HΣ = (S, Ω) such that:
– S = HS ⊔ V S; the elements of HS are called hidden sorts of HΣ.
– Ω = HΩ ⊔ V Ω and for each operation ω : s1 . . . sn → s in HΩ the following
property hold: in s1 , . . . , sn there is one and only one hidden sort and it is
assumed that this hidden sort appears in the first position (that is, it is s1 ).
(This definition only covers a particular case of the notion introduced in [7],
but it is enough for our purposes in this paper.)
A hidden algebra A for a hidden signature HΣ, on V Σ and D, is a HΣalgebra such that AV Σ = D (in other words, the restriction of A to the visible
part is equal to the data domain D). A hidden morphism between two hidden
algebras is a HΣ-homomorphism f such that fD is the identity on D.
The hidden algebras for HΣ on V Σ and D, together with the hidden morphisms, define a category HAlg D (HΣ).
Hidden specifications can be organized as an institution (see, for instance,
[2]) but this fact will not be used in this paper.
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Coalgebric Institution Associated to an Institution

3.1

Definition of Institutions for Coalgebras

The starting point is an institution I, with the property that for each
Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ), ModI (Σ) is a small category, that is to say, the class
Obj(ModI (Σ)) is a set. This condition could seem very restrictive, but in fact,
it is not. For instance, if we are specifying a software system by means of an algebraic institution, it is quite natural to impose that any Σ-algebra has carrier sets
which are subsets of a fixed data universe, namely the set of all objects definable
in a particular programming language. Then the corresponding institution has
the aforementioned property.
From such an institution I, a coalgebraic institution CoAlg(I) is introduced.
Let us stress that these institutions do not cover general coalgebras: only coalgebras on (particular) constant functors are considered, but this poor class of
coalgebras is enough for our modelling purposes. The detailed construction is
given in the following definition.
Definition 6 (Coalgebric institution associated to an institution).
Let I = (SignI , SenI , ModI , |=I ) be an institution so that for each Σ ∈
Obj(SignI ), ModI (Σ) is a small category. We define the coalgebric institution associated to I, denoted by CoAlg(I) as follows:
1. The category SignCoAlg(I) is the category with
– objects: for each Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ) we include as object of SignCoAlg(I)
the endofunctor FΣ : Set → Set which is constant on the set
Obj(ModI (Σ)),
– morphisms: for each µ : Σ → Σ ′ ∈ M orph(SignI ), we include as morphism between FΣ and FΣ ′ in SignCoAlg(I) the natural transformation
FΣ ′ ⇒µ FΣ between FΣ ′ and FΣ defined in the natural way through the
signature morphism µ1 .
2. The functor SenCoAlg(I) : SignCoAlg(I) → Set is defined by
SenCoAlg(I) (FΣ ) = SenI (Σ) for each endofunctor FΣ with Σ ∈
Obj(SignI ). For a morphism FΣ ′ ⇒µ FΣ , between the endofunctors FΣ
and FΣ ′ , the functor is defined in the natural way through the signature
morphism µ.
3. The functor ModCoAlg(I) : SignCoAlg(I) → Catop is defined by
ModCoAlg(I) (FΣ ) = CoAlg(FΣ ) for each endofunctor FΣ with Σ ∈
Obj(SignI ). For a morphism FΣ ′ ⇒µ FΣ , between the endofunctors FΣ
and FΣ ′ , the functor is defined in the natural way through the natural transformation.
CoAlg(I)
4. The satisfaction condition |=FΣ
⊆
Obj(ModCoAlg(I) (FΣ )) ×
SenCoAlg(I) (FΣ ) with FΣ
∈
Obj(SignCoAlg(I) ) is defined as
1

The contravariant flavour of the definition is introduced in order to maintain the
variancy which is usual when dealing with institutions (that is to say, the target of
Sen is Set and that of Mod is Catop ).
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CoAlg(I)

A |=FΣ
e iff α(x) |=IΣ e, ∀x ∈ X, where A = (X, α : X →
FΣ (X)) ∈ Obj(ModCoAlg(I) (FΣ )) and e ∈ SenCoAlg(I)(FΣ ).
3.2

Institution Morphism between an Institution I and its
Coalgebraic Institution CoAlg(I)

It is intuitively clear from the construction above that the institution I can be
mapped in CoAlg(I). Nevertheless, to achieve this mapping it is necessary to
impose a new condition on I: each morphism in ModI (Σ) must be an endomorphism. We will see in Section 4 that this condition is naturally held in our
context (and, in fact, in the context of hidden specifications, too).
Thus, let I = (SignI , SenI , ModI , |=I ) be an institution such that for each
Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ), ModI (Σ) is a small category in which a morphism is always
an endomorphism. We define the following mappings.
1. A functor ΦI : SignI → SignCoAlg(I) is defined as:
– for each Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ), ΦI (Σ) = FΣ , the constant endofunctor on
Obj(ModI (Σ)).
– for each µ : Σ → Σ ′ ∈ M orph(SignI ), ΦI (µ) = FΣ ′ ⇒µ FΣ is the
natural transformation between the corresponding endofunctors FΣ ′ and
FΣ (recall that this is a SignCoAlg(I) -morphism from FΣ to FΣ ′ ).
2. A natural transformation αI : ΦI ; SenCoAlg(I) ⇒ SenI , is defined as a
family of applications αIΣ : SenCoAlg(I) (ΦI (Σ)) → SenI (Σ), where αIΣ is
the identity for each Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ).
3. A natural transformation βI : ModI ⇒ ΦI ; ModCoAlg(I) is defined by a
family of functors βIΣ : ModI (Σ) → ModCoAlg(I) (ΦI (Σ)), one for each
Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ) such that βIΣ (A) = ({∗}, αA : {∗} → ΦI (Σ)({∗})) where
αA is defined by αA (∗) = A, i.e. the coalgebra defined by a singleton as set
and the map applying the unique element to A, for each A ∈ ModI (Σ).
It is straightforward to check that these mappings define an institution morphism, and then we obtain the following result.
Theorem 1. Let I be an institution so that for each Σ ∈ Obj(SignI ),
ModI (Σ) is a small category and each morphism in ModI (Σ) is an endomorphism. Then, there exists a canonical institution morphism between I and
CoAlg(I).

4
4.1

Coalgebric Institution Associated to an Algebraic
Institution
Equational Algebraic Institution Defined over a Data Universe

We particularize the constructions of the previous section by considering as
source institutions a special kind of equational algebraic institutions. Let us
remark that the adjective “equational” could be removed and, in fact, our arguments easily extend to any kind of algebraic institution (with conditional or
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first order axioms, for instance). We have preferred to explain our ideas in the
more precise and comfortable setting of equational algebraic specifications.
First of all, a set U (the universe of sorts) is fixed. Then, for each s ∈ U a
(non-empty) set Ds is also fixed. The family D = {Ds }s∈U is called data universe
and, if no confusion can arise, we will not explicitly refer to the universe of sorts
U.
Definition 7 (Algebraic institution defined over a data universe).
The equational algebraic institution defined over a data universe D, I D =
D
(SignI D , SenI D , Mo dI D , |=I ) is defined as the equational algebraic institution evoked in the Example 1, except for the following modifications. The objects
in SignI D are signatures Σ = (S, Ω ∪ C), where S ⊆ U , Ω is a set of operations
without constants and C = {d :→ s | for each d ∈ Ds , for each s ∈ S} is a set
of constants. The morphisms in SignI D are morphisms between signatures such
that the constants in C are invariant. For each Σ = (S, Ω ∪ C) ∈ Obj(SignI D ),
ModI D (Σ) is the category whose objects are Σ-algebras A such that A(s) = Ds
for each s ∈ S and A(d) = d for each d ∈ C, and the only morphisms on
ModI D (Σ) are the identities.
Thus, in the institutions I D , the two conditions on the size and the morphisms in the categories of models are satisfied and we conclude the existence of
a canonical institution morphism between I D and the corresponding coalgebraic
institution CoAlg(I D ). Anyone who knows something about hidden specifications will observe a parallelism between our constructions and terminology and
the hidden techniques. But, before making even more explicit this relationship,
we want to give an interpretation with respect to our initial modelling problem.
4.2

Coalgebraic Institutions and ADT Implementations

Let us come back to the ideas presented in the introduction. It is quite obvious
that the data universe D is related with the first-layer of data structures in EAT.
In fact, even if in the previous subsection the data universe was fixed once and
as a whole, the practical way of working is defining each Ds as the initial model
for a previous signature (usually based on the built-in Common Lisp operations
for managing list, arrays and so on). In this context, it is not necessary to
introduce in each signature the complete set of constants C, condition which is
quite unrealistic in most cases (see [5] and [15] for details on this constructing
process).
It is clear that the second-layer data structures in EAT should be related to
the models of the institution I D . Nevertheless, it is also clear that each model
represents one algebraic structure (one group, for example), but in EAT we must
deal not only with one group but with families of groups (which will be created
at runtime) and, besides, we must model the implementations (that is to say,
the computer-memory counter-part of Σ-algebras) of such models. Then, the
conclusion is that second layer EAT data structures are implementations of the
models in I D and therefore that algebraic institutions such as I D are too poor
to formally specify the features of the EAT system.
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In [11], we rely on Hoare’s notion of ADT implementation [8] in order to
model these data structures and then we are obliged to deal with invariant,
equality, partiality and Common Lisp semantics matters. If all these technicalities are skipped and we place ourselves in the simpler setting of pure algebraic
specifications (even if doing so, we move away from our main goal: modelling
the actual features of the EAT system), we realize that our second layer data
structures are implementing nothing but families of Σ-algebras. That is to say,
we move from a category of models in I D to an indexed (or fibered) category on
it (see [20]). Or, from another point of view, we can identify each second layer
EAT data structure with a coalgebra recovering the corresponding Σ-algebras.
This is exactly what was formally expressed in the previous section in the transfer from I D to CoAlg(I D ). Let us note that the idea of seeing a coalgebra as
an implementation is not really fullfiled by the institution morphism. This is
true from the syntactic point of view (that is to say, the functors in the image
of the morphism can be accurately interpreted as the signatures for the implementations of Σ-algebras) but from the semantic point of view, the models in
the image of the morphism represent almost trivial implementations (concretely,
they are implementations of a unique datum). However, we will see in Subsection
4.4 how these images can be gathered (as coproducts) to produce final objects
which directly correspond to the data structures in EAT. But before stating this
result, the relationship with hidden specifications is presented.
4.3

The Hidden Specification Point of View

Let Σ = (S, Ω) be a signature in I D , and let us suppose that Ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωm )
is an enumeration of the operation symbols (here we are not considering the constants C, for the reasons explained in the previous subsection). A new signature
ΣImp = (SImp , ΩImp ) is defined as follows:
– SImp = {imp Σ}∪S where imp Σ is a fresh symbol (that is to say, a symbol
which does not belong to the universe of sorts U of I D ),
– ΩImp = (imp ω1 , . . . , imp ωm ) in which for each operation ω : s1 . . . sn →
s ∈ Ω, an operation imp ω : imp Σ s1 . . . sn → s ∈ ΩImp is included.
This signature can be considered a hidden signature [7] by declaring imp Σ
as a unique hidden sort. Then, the ΣImp -hidden algebras can be interpreted as
families of Σ-algebras and the relation with EAT data structures becomes clear.
The category of hidden algebras HAlg D (ΣImp ) is canonically equivalent to
the category of coalgebras ModCoAlg(I D ) (ΦI D (Σ)) (as it can be deduced, for
instance, from [3]), showing that, as it is widely considered, the two formalism are
roughly equivalent in expressiveness. In addition, it is not difficult to check that
not only signatures and models, but also sentences and satisfacibility, are welltransferred through hidden logics. In other words, the mappings of Subsection
3.2 factorize through a hidden institution [2], completing the picture of our
approach2.
2

But, please note that we are not claiming that our institution morphism can be
expressed as the composition of two institution morphisms.
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Final Objects

The existence of a final object in the category ModCoAlg(I D ) (FΣ ) can be reached
from a good number of sources: from the indexed or fibered category theory [20],
from general results on coalgebras [1], from the coalgebraic specification area
[14], from the hidden approach [7], or in our very particular case, simply by an
elementary category theory argument, because that category is nothing but a
category of sets over a fixed set (slice category).
D
This final object can be described as the identity map 1l
:
Obj(ModI D (Σ)) → Obj(ModI D (Σ)). Interestingly enough, to take advantage
of such an inoffensive theoretical object it was necessary to use all the power of
Common Lisp as a functional programming language [11]. This simple object
can be also understood as the cause of the “universal” and very general scope of
EAT and, in particular, of its capability for dealing with infinite data structures
(this is not surprising because it is well-know that coalgebras have always been
proposed for the specification of infinite data structures; see [18] for instance).
In EAT [16], the final object is encoded by means of a record of Common
Lisp functions (lexical closures [19]) with a field for each operation in Σ. Note
that the elements of each algebraic structure (which is represented by an instance of the record) are chosen among the data D which is fixed in advance,
or constructed from initial semantics, and so they do not require an explicit
storing. If we consider that each particular implementation (i.e., each particular
instance of the record) is “summed” in the record structure, we obtain a practical interpretation of the following result, which shows that the models in the
image of the institution morphism enable the re-construction of the final objects
(as in the case of the existence of final objects, the proof of this theorem can be
interpreted as a particular case of more general results on coalgebras [18]).
D

Theorem 2. The final object 1l is the coproduct of the image on models of the
canonical institution morphism from I D to CoAlg(I D ).
Proof. For each A ∈ Obj(ModI D (Σ)), we have the FΣ -coalgebra βIΣD (A) =
({∗}, αA : {∗} → ΦI (Σ)({∗})), where αA is defined by αA (∗) = A. We can
D
consider a morphism iA between this coalgebra and 1l , concretely iA : {∗} →
Obj(ModI D (Σ)), defined also by iA (∗) = A. Let (X, α : X → FΣ (X)) be
another FΣ -coalgebra so that a morphism hA : {∗} → X between the coalgebras
βIΣD (A) and (X, α) exists for each A ∈ Obj(ModI D (Σ)). We can then define
f : Obj(ModI D (Σ)) → X as f (A) = hA (∗), ∀A ∈ Obj(ModI D (Σ)), and it
is clear that this is the (unique) morphism so that f (iA (∗)) = hA (∗) holds,
∀A ∈ Obj(ModI D (Σ)).

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have showed the interest of the coalgebraic methods for modelling features of actual software systems such as EAT, a symbolic computation
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system for Algebraic Topology. In addition, we have also illustrated how this
kind of applied research can have theoretical relevance, in our case, casting light
on a new algebra-coalgebra relationship and introducing a family of coalgebraic
institutions with an intuitive and practical interpretation.
Without leaving the field of coalgebraic methods, further work will be necessary to know if our coalgebraic institutions can be generalized in order to
cover coalgebras associated to non-constant functors without losing our intuitive and practical interpretation. This will be the first step to establish an
institutional comparison between the hidden and the coalgebraic approaches,
comparison which, up to the authors’ knowledge, is still missing in the literature
(this missing bridge has prevented us from presenting our institution morphism
as the composition of two institution morphisms through a hidden institution).
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Abstract. When defining the requirements of a system, specification units typically are partial or incomplete descriptions of a system component. In this context, providing a complete description of a component means integrating all the
existing partial views for that component. However, in many cases defining the
semantics of this integration operation is not an easy task. In particular, this is
the case when the framework used at the specification level is, in some sense, an
“operational” one (e.g. a Petri net or a statechart). Moreover, this problem may
also apply to the definition of compositional semantics for modular constructs for
this kind of frameworks.
In this paper, we study this problem, at a general level. First, we define a general notion of framework whose semantics is defined in terms of transformations
over states represented as algebras and characterize axiomatically the standard
tight semantics. Then, inspired in the double-pullback approach defined for graph
transformation, we axiomatically present a loose semantics for this class of transformation systems, exploring their compositional properties. In addition, we see
how this approach may be applied to a number of formalisms.

1 Introduction
When defining the requirements of a system, specification units typically are
partial or incomplete descriptions of a system component. For example, a viewpoint [8] describes a component of a system from a certain perspective (e.g., a
external user’s point of view), or a use case [18] describes (perhaps partially)
one possible behaviour of a component or system. In this context, providing a
complete description of a component means integrating all the existing partial
views for that component. However, in many cases defining the semantics of
this integration operation is not an easy task. In particular, this is the case when
the framework used at the specification level is, in some sense, an “operational”
one (e.g. a Petri net or a statechart). Moreover, this problem may also apply to
the definition of compositional semantics for modular constructs for this kind of
frameworks.
In this paper, we study this problem at a general level. First, we define a
general notion of framework whose semantics is defined in terms of transformations over states represented as algebras, and characterize axiomatically the
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standard tight semantics. The approach is inspired in the double-pullback approach [12, 13] defined for graph transformation and, especially in [7]. In that
paper, the double pullback approach is, in a way, extended in a conceptual way
to deal with other frameworks. In this paper, the approach is different. In particular, we approach the problem in an axiomatic way characterizing tight and
loose semantics for a general class of transformation systems, studying some
compositionality properties for the loose case. The basic idea in the case of
the loose semantics consist in considering that the transformations defined by a
given specification should be interpreted as the minimal changes that should be
performed over a given state. In contrast to the case of the tight semantics where
the transformations define exactly the changes that should be performed over a
given state. This is equivalent to eliminating the so-called frame assumption.
We believe that our approach may also be applicable for the definition of
compositional semantics of modular constructs for certain classes of programming or specification languages. Actually, another source of inspiration was the
definition of compositional semantics for logic programs with negation [15].
This was considered a difficult task due to the non-monotonic nature of negation
as failure. In that paper, we avoided that problem by defining a loose semantics
for this class of logic programs and, then, by defining adequate algebraic constructions to define a least model semantics.
In order to show the application of our approach, we use as running examples the cases of graph transformation using the double pushout approach,
the single pushout approach and the double pullback approach, and the case of
place/transition nets. Moreover, at the end of the paper we present the essential
ideas underlying a loose semantics for logic programs with negation.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present a general formulation of tight transformation frameworks, showing how graph transformation
by double and single pushouts and place/transition nets fit in our approach. In
section three, we modify the previous definitions to characterize loose transformation frameworks, showing that graph transformation by double pullbacks
is a loose framework, and we show how these ideas can be used to provide
a loose semantics to tight transformation frameworks. Moreover, we define an
operation for combining transformation rules, that may be considered complementary, and we provide an informal example of how our approach can be used
to give semantics to viewpoints specifications. Finally, in section four, we show
how one can restrict the loose interpretation of transformation rules by means
of constraints and we apply these ideas to the definition of semantics of logic
programs.
In this paper, we assume that the reader has a certain knowledge of the
most standard algebraic concepts, together with the most usual notation (for
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details, for example, one may consult [1]). We also assume that the reader has
some very basic knowledge of algebraic graph transformation (see e.g. [17]),
place/transition nets [16] and logic programming [2].

2

Transformation systems

In this section we present the basic ideas underlying our approach. First, we define a general notion of transformation framework and then we axiomatize the
standard tight semantics that these formalisms usually have. As running examples to discuss our definitions we study graph transformation (double and single
pushout approaches) and place/transition nets.
2.1

Basic notions

We consider that a transformation system is some kind of specification that defines a relation (a transformation relation) over a well-defined class of states. In
this sense, a transformation framework is a formalism for specifying transformation systems.
Some examples of transformation formalisms that we will consider along
this paper are graph transformation systems (using the double pushout approach
and the single pushout approach) and place/transition nets. Other obvious candidates are all kinds of approaches based on the transformation of algebras, such
as Abstract State Machines (formerly called evolving algebras) [4, 11], D-oids
[3], algebraic approaches to object specification [6] or Algebra Transformation
Systems, [10]. Moreover, in the last section we will deal with the special case of
logic programs. In the case of graph transformation systems, states are graphs
and transformation systems are sets of graph productions. In the case of the
double pushout approach, productions are pairs of injective graph morphisms
R, while in the case of the single pushout approach, productions are
L H
R. In the case, of place/transition nets,
injective partial graph morphisms L
states are net markings and the transformation systems are the nets themselves.
The transformations denoted by a net are the possible firings.
In our case, to achieve a reasonable degree of generality, we assume that
states are partial Σ-algebras. This covers most reasonable cases. For instance,
in the case of graph transformation, graphs can be seen as total algebras over a
signature including two sorts (one for vertices and one for edges) and two operations providing, respectively, the source and target of each edge. Similarly, in
the case of place/transition nets, markings can be seen as algebras over a signature including the signature of the natural numbers and, in addition, having as
many constants of sort natural as places in the net. However, we may consider

!

!
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that not all the algebras over this signature are valid states. In particular, we may
consider that the only valid states are the algebras whose carrier associated to the
sort natural corresponds to the set of natural numbers and where the interpretation of the natural number operators coincide with the corresponding natural
numbers operations. On the other hand, we consider that a state transformation
consists of two Σ-algebras (the source and target states) together with a tracking
map, which is an injective partial map relating the elements of the source and
target states that remain unchanged by the transformation. However, again, we
may consider that not all the possible tracking maps are valid for a given formalism. For instance, in the case of place/transition nets only the identity should
be a valid tracking map. The reason is that this is the only reasonable relation
between the elements (the natural numbers) of the source and target states.
Following these intuitions, we may define a transformation framework T as
a 5-tuple consisting of: a class of signatures SigT ; a mapping, States : SigT !
P (PAlg), that associates to each signature Σ the class of partial Σ-algebras that
can be considered allowable states in the given framework; another mapping,
T maps : SigT ! PIn jMaps, that associates to each signature Σ the class of
partial injective Sorts(Σ)-maps that can be used as tracking maps in transformations, a set of the transformation rules, Rules, allowed in the given framework; and a mapping, Tra f os : Rules ! StateTra f os, that associates to each
transformation rule the set of transformations defined by that rule. In particular,
StateTra f os is the set of all possible transformations, i.e. the set of all 4-tuples
consisting of a signature Σ, two Σ-states which are the source and target of the
transformation, and a tracking map t. We do not assume that the set of rules of
a given transformation framework has any specific form.
Definition 1. A transformation framework T is a 5-tuple (SigT ; States : SigT !
P (PAlg); Tmaps : SigT ! PIn jMaps; Rules; Tra f os : Rules ! StateTra f os),
where SigT is included in Sig, the class of all signatures, and StateTra f os is the
set of all possible state transformations in T . In particular, a state transformation in StateTra f os is a 4-tuple (Σ; A1; A2; t ), where A1 and A2 2 States(Σ) are
called the source and target states, respectively, and t = fts : A1 ! A2gs Sorts(Σ)
is the tracking map of the transformation, which is a family of partial injective
functions, written t : A1 ! A2. In addition, we assume that, for every rule r,
Tra f os(r) is closed up to isomorphism and tracking maps, i.e. if (Σ; A1; A2; t )
is in Tra f os(r), h1 : A1 ! A1 and h2 : A2 ! A2 are Σ -isomorphisms and
(t : A1 ! A2 ) 2 T maps(Σ), such that dom(t ) = h1(dom(t )) and t  h1 = h2  t,
then (Σ; A1 ; A2 ; t ) is also in Tra f os(r).
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Example 2. The double pushout approach to graph transformation can be defined formally as follows. SigT , contains only the graphs signature:
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! vertex

States are total algebras over the above signature. Rules are spans of injective
K
R. Tracking maps are pairs of arbitrary injective
homomorphisms, L
Hvertex and tedge : Gedge Hedge, defined as folpartial maps, tvertex : Gvertex
lows:

!
!

–
–
–
–

!

For every n in Dvertex , tvertex(l (n)) = r (n)
For every n in Gvertex l (D), tvertex(n) is undefined
For every e in Dedge, tedge(l (e)) = r(e)
For every e in Gedge l (D), tedge(e) is undefined

n
n

Finally, (Σ; G; H ; t ), is a transformation associated to the previous rule if
there is a graph D and morphisms m; d ; m; l  and r such that diagrams (1) and
(2) in figure 1 are pushouts. Then, for every rule r, Tra f os(r) is closed under isomorphism and tracking maps by the definition of the associated tracking
maps and because pushouts are closed under isomorphism.

L


m

?

G

-R

K
(1)
l

d

?

D

(2)
r

m

- H?

Fig. 1. Double pushout

Example 3. The single pushout approach to graph transformation can be defined formally as follows. SigT , States and T maps are defined as for the double
R. Fipushout approach. Rules are partial injective homomorphisms, p : L
nally, (Σ; G; D; t ), is a transformation associated to the previous rule if there are
morphisms m, m and p such that the diagram in figure 2 is a pushout in the
category of graphs and partial graph morphisms, and where t is the restriction
of p to the category of sets and partial mappings.
Again, Tra f os(r) is closed under isomorphism and tracking maps because
pushouts are closed under isomorphisms.

!
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-R

p

L

m

m

?

- H?

p

G

Fig. 2. Single pushout

Example 4. Place/transition nets can be defined formally as follows. As said
above, SigT consists of signatures extending the signature of natural numbers
with a number of constants of sort nat, a constant representing each place in the
net. States are total algebras extending the natural numbers. The only tracking
maps considered are the identity functions. As said above, the reason is that,
in this case, the states only contain value sorts (the natural numbers) and they
should remain unchanged under transformation. Rules are the sets of transitions
in a net. Finally, (Σ; A1; A2; t ) is a transformation associated to a net N if we can
pass from the marking A1 to the marking A2 by the firing of some transition in
N.
2.2

Tight transformations frameworks

Two basic ideas underlie standard (tight) transformation frameworks. The first
one is what we may call the locality assumption. This principle says that, if
a given rule defines a transformation on a state A, producing as result a state
B, then this rule may also be applied to a larger state A , including A in some
well-defined sense, obtaining a state B , including B. The second basic idea is
the so-called frame assumption. This assumption implies that, when applying
a local transformation on part of a state A, the rest of the state should remain
unchanged in the result.
In order to formalize these two assumptions, we must, first, define what
we mean by saying that a state A includes a state A. On the one hand, we
may consider that if A is a subalgebra of A then A includes A. For instance,
dealing with graphs as algebras, the subgraph relation would correspond to the
subalgebra relation. On the other hand, we may also consider that if a signature
Σ is included in Σ , and the states A and A are, respectively a Σ-algebra and a Σ algebra, such that A jΣ = A, then A also includes A. For instance, if A denotes a
marking of a certain net, then an extension of A with respect to a larger signature
would correspond to a marking of a net including more places. Mixing these
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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two conditions, we may say that a Σ-state A is included in a Σ0 -state A0 if A is a
subalgebra of A0 jΣ.
According to these ideas, we may say that a transformation framework is a
tight transformation framework if the locality and the frame assumptions hold.
This may be formalized as follows:
Definition 5. T = (SigT ; States; T maps; Rules; Tra f os) is a tight transformation framework if the following two properties hold:
(1) If τ = (Σ; A; B; t ) 2 Tra f os(r), then for every Σ0 2 SigT , A0 ; B0 2 States(Σ0),
such that Σ  Σ0 , A0 jΣ = A and B0 jΣ = B, and every tracking map t : A0 ! B0
such that:






For every s in Sorts(Σ); ts0 = ts
For every s in Sorts(Σ0)nSorts(S); ts0 = id
For every σ in Σs1 sn s ; σB = σB
For every σ in Σ0s1 sn s nΣ and for all (a10 ; : : : ; an0 ) in B0s1  : : :  B0sn
:::

;

:::

;

0

0
σB (a10 ; : : : ; an0) = ts0 (σA (ts1
0

0

1

0

0

1

0

(a1 ); : : : ; tsn (an )))

where = should be interpreted as strong equality (i.e. e = e0 if both expressions are defined and equal or both are undefined), and where if one
0 1 (a10)) then the result of the whole
subexpression in undefined (e.g., ts1
expression is considered undefined.

we have that the transformation (Σ0 ; A0 ; B0; t 0 ) 2 Tra f os(r).
(2) If τ = (Σ; A; B; t ) 2 Tra f os(r), then for every A0 ; B0 2 States(Σ), such that
A  A0 , and B  B0 , and every tracking map t : A0 ! B0 such that:




For every s in Sorts(Σ),
 B0s = (A0snAs) + Bs , where, as usual, + denotes disjoint union.
 For every a 2 As, ts0 (a) = ts(a).
 For every a 2 A0snAs, ts0(a) = a.
For every σ in Σs1 sn s and for all (a10; : : : ; an0) in B0s1  : : :  B0sn
:::

;

0
σB (a10 ; : : : ; an0) = ts0 (σA (ts1
0

0

1

0

0

1

0

(a1 ); : : : ; tsn (an )))

we have that the transformation (Σ0 ; A0 ; B0; t 0 ) 2 Tra f os(r).
Properties (1) and (2) take care of the locality and frame assumptions for
both kinds of state inclusion described above, and the combination of both properties takes care of the general notion of state inclusion. We could have provided
a single property combining (1) and (2) in an obvious way. However we think
that the splitting into two properties is simpler to deal with.
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Proposition 6. 1. The double pushout approach for graph transformation is a
tight transformation framework.
2. The single pushout approach for graph transformation is a tight transformation framework.
3. Place/transition nets are a tight transformation framework.
Proof. 1. Property (1) holds trivially for graph transformation since there is
just one signature in SigT . With respect to property (2), let us suppose that
(Σ; G; H ; t ) 2 Tra f os(r ) by means of the double pushout diagram in figure
1, and suppose that G , H and t are as in property (2) above. Then, we can
build the double pushout diagram in figure 3, where all the vertical arrows
are inclusions, and where the pushout complement D is D = D + (G nG).
0

0

0

0



G

l

r

D

?

?

G0

0

0

-H
- H?

D0

0

Fig. 3.

0

To show that D is indeed a pushout complement we must show that the topmost left corner satisfies the so-called gluing conditions. In particular, we
must show that the “dangling condition” holds (the so-called identification
condition holds trivially in our case), i.e. that there cannot be an edge e in
G nG which is incident to a node in GnD. Suppose that n = sourceG (e)
(or, similarly, n = targetG (e)) is in GnD and e is in G nG. Then we would
have that tnode(n) is undefined, by the definition of the tracking map associated to the first double pushout, and, as a consequence, so is that tnode(n).
However, according to the conditions stated in property (2), we would have
that tedge(e) = e and sourceH (e) = tedge(sourceG (e)), which means that H
would be ill-formed.
Now, the gluing of the two double pushout diagrams provides us with the
desired transformation and the corresponding tracking map coincides with
the definition in property (2)
2. Again, it is enough to prove that property (2) holds. The proof is similar.
Suppose that (Σ; G; H ; t ) 2 Tra f os(r) by means of the pushout diagram in
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

figure 2, and suppose that G , H and t are as in property (2) above. Then, the
diagram in figure 4, where the vertical arrows are inclusions, is a pushout.

G

p

?

-H
- H?

G0

0

Fig. 4.

Finally, the gluing of the two pushout diagrams provides us with the desired transformation and the corresponding tracking map coincides with the
definition in property (2).
3. In this case it is property (2) that holds trivially, since the only states allowed
differ only on the number and the value of the constants representing the
places of the nets. This means that there do not exist two states A and B
such that A is a strict subalgebra of B. With respect to property (1), it should
be clear that, independently of the places in a net the effect of a firing only
modifies the values of the constants associated to the positions involved in
the transition.



3

Loose transformation frameworks

As discussed in the introduction, requirements specifications are typically incomplete specifications, i.e. they usually describe some partial aspects of the
behaviour of a system. In the case of specifications using some kind of transformation framework, this means that the transformation rules associated to a
given event only describe, partially, the state transformations that should happen when this event occurs. According to this intuition, we may consider that,
in this context, an event may cause some additional transformations not specified by the given transformation system. This is equivalent to eliminating the
frame assumption when defining the semantics of a transformation system. This
can be obtained by relaxing properties (1) and (2) of tight transformation systems, just asking for the satisfaction of the locality assumption. In particular,
the below properties, (3) and (4), state that if a certain transformation can be
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applied to a state A, yielding a state B, then this transformation should be also
applicable to any larger state A . In this case, any state B including B, in some
well-defined sense, could be a possible result of the transformation. The idea is
that the concrete state B obtained depends on the additional changes caused by
the “environment”.
In our opinion, this kind of loose transformation frameworks are adequate
for certain forms of requirements specifications. This is the case, for instance, of
the so-called viewpoints approach. The idea is that, when specifying a given system, one describes its functionality by means of several complementary points
of view (e.g. the external user view, the system manager view, etc.) Then, the
complete specification of the system is given by the integration or combination
of all the views. In what follows, we informally describe an example of the
specification of a system using this approach, to motivate the rest of the section.
0

0

0

Example 7. Let us consider as a simple example the specification of a logistics
information system for a certain company. We assume that this company has a
certain number of stores, where the items produced by the company are kept
in stock, and certain number of shops that sell these items to the end customer.
Moreover the company has also a number of trucks, whose location is not fixed
a priori, for delivering the items. From time to time, a certain shop may ask
the system for a supply of N units of a certain item. Then the system must
decide from which store are these items supplied and register the delivery on the
company accounts. In what follows, we briefly describe this supply operation
from different viewpoints.
– A shop manager viewpoint: From the point of view of the manager of a
shop, the effect of asking for the supply of N units of a certain item could
be that the stock of one store (maybe more than one as possible choices)
should be decreased by N units and the stock in the shop of that item should
be increased by N units.
– The logistics manager viewpoint: From the point of view of the person in
charge of the logistics of the company, the effect of asking for the supply of
N units of a certain item to a given shop could be that the stock of that item
on a certain store should be decreased by N units and the stock in the shop
of that item should be increased by N units. In addition, that store is selected
among the stores having enough stock for that delivery, on the basis of the
transportation cost, considering the distance of the store to the shop and to
the closer free truck. Moreover, the selected truck should be marked as busy.
– The accounting manager viewpoint: From the point of view of the person in
charge of the accounting of the company, the effect of asking for the supply
of N units of a certain item to a given shop could be that the global value
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of the stocked items should be decreased by the value of the items delivered
and the income of the company should be increased by that value.
Now we could formalize these viewpoints by means of some kind of algebra
transformation approach. Each viewpoint would be described by a transformation rule that describes only part of the transformations associated to the supply
operation. It may be noted that, in this example, the second and the third (or the
first and the third) viewpoints are, in a way, orthogonal. Their associated transformations would deal with different parts of the “global” state of the system.
However, in the case of the shop manager viewpoint and the logistics manager
viewpoint, their associated transformations partially overlap. In particular, with
respect to that overlapping the logistics manager viewpoint can be seen as a refinement of the shop manager viewpoint, since in the latter case the choice of
the store is nondeterministic.
Then, the complete specification of the supply operation would be the combination, using the operation described at the end of the section, of the transformation rules associated to these three viewpoints.
Definition 8. T = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; Tra f os) is a loose transformation framework if the following two properties hold:
(3) If τ = (Σ; A; B; t ) 2 Tra f os(r), then for every Σ0 2 SigT and every A0 ; B0 2
States(Σ0), such that Σ  Σ0 ; A0jΣ = A and B0 jΣ = B, and for every t 0 , such that
t 0 jSorts(Σ) = t, we have that the transformation (Σ0 ; A0; B0 ; t 0) 2 Tra f os(r).
(4) If τ = (Σ; A; B; t ) 2 Tra f os(r), then for every A0 ; B0 2 States(Σ0), such that
A  A0 and B  B0 , and for every t 0, such that t 0 jA = t, we have that the
transformation (Σ0 ; A0; B0 ; t 0 ) 2 Tra f os(r).
where t 0jSorts(Σ) and t 0 jA denote, respectively, the restriction of t 0 to the sorts of
the signature Σ and the restriction of t 0 to the elements of the subalgebra A.
Definition and Proposition 9. The double pullback approach for graph transformation is a loose transformation framework
Proof. The double pullback approach to graph transformation can be defined
formally as follows. SigT , States, Rules and tracking maps are as for the double
pushout approach. Then, (Σ; G; D; t ), is a transformation associated to the rule
K ! R, if there is a graph D and morphisms m; d ; m; l  and r such that
L

l and r are injective homomorphisms and diagrams (1) and (2) in figure 5 are
pullbacks, and where t is defined as follows:
– For every n in Dvertex , tvertex(l (n)) = r (n)
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– For every n in Gvertex nl (D), tvertex(n) is undefined
– For every e in Dedge, tedge(l (e)) = r(e)
– For every e in Gedgenl (D), tedge(e) is undefined

L


m

?

G

-R

K
d

(1)

?

l

D

(2)
r

m

- H?

Fig. 5. Double pullback

Moreover, for every rule r, Tra f os(r) is closed under isomorphism and
tracking maps by the definition of the associated tracking maps and because
pullbacks are closed under isomorphism.
In this case, we just have to prove property (4). Suppose that (Σ; G; H ; t ) 2
Tra f os(r) by means of the double pullback diagram in figure 5, and suppose
that G  G0 , H  H 0 and t 0 jG = t. Then, we can build the double pullback
diagram in figure 6, where D0 = D + (dom(t 0 )ndom(t )) and where all the vertical
arrows are inclusions. The gluing of the two double pullback diagrams provides
us with the desired transformation.
0

G



?

G0

l

D

?

D0

r

-H
- H?
0

Fig. 6.

Additionally, the tracking map associated to this double pullback coincides,
by construction, with t 0 . 
Obviously, every loose transformation framework is also a tight transformation framework, but the converse is not true in general.
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Fact 10. If T is a loose transformation framework then T is a tight transformation framework.
This fact may seem counterintuitive, since, together with the previous proposition, it states that the double pullback approach is a tight transformation framework. An alternative definition of tight and loose transformation frameworks
could consist in, first, considering that, in a transformation framework, every
rule r defines a set of minimal transformations, MinTra f o(r). Then, we would
say that a transformation framework is tight (resp. loose) if, for every rule r,
Tra f o(r) is the closure of MinTra f o(r) with respect to properties (1) and (2)
(resp. with respect to properties (3) and (4)). According to that alternative definition, in general, loose transformation frameworks would not be tight. Instead,
we could consider tight transformations as special cases of loose transformations, as double pushout transformations can be seen as special cases of double
pullback transformations, as we will see below. This would probably fit better
our intuition.
On the other hand, the previous fact gives us a way of defining a loose
transformation semantics for tight transformation frameworks. In particular, it
is enough to make a closure, with respect to the properties (3) and (4) above, of
the transformations associated to the given rules:
Definition 11. Let T = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; Tra f os) be a transformation framework and r be a rule in Rules, we define the loose extension of
Tra f os(r), denoted Loose(Tra f os(r)) as the least set of transformations, satisfying properties (3) and (4) that includes Tra f os(r). We also define the loose
transformation framework associated with T , Loose(T ) as:
Loose(T ) = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; LTra f os)
where, for every r, LTra f os(r) = Loose(Tra f os(r))
One may wonder whether the double pullback approach is the loose version
of the double pushout approach. The answer is negative. There are some double
pullback transformations which can not be obtained by the loose closure of the
double pushout transformations. The reason is that, given a production L
K
R and a morphism from L to a graph G we can not always build a double
pushout to define a transformation. It is required that certain conditions (the
so-called gluing conditions) hold. However, for building a double pullback the
required conditions are looser. In this context, a double pullback transformation,
where the gluing conditions are not satisfied, would not correspond to any loose
extension of a double pushout transformation.

!
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Definition and Proposition 12. The faithful double pullback approach for graph
transformation is the loose transformation framework associated with the double pushout approach.
Proof. The double pullback transformation in figure 7 is faithful if m satisfies
the identification condition. This means that if x1 and x2 are elements (vertices
or edges) of L such that m(x1) = m(x2) then, either x1 = x2, or there exist y1 and
y2 in K such that l (y1) = x1 and l (y2) = x2. Then the faithful double pullback

L



l

m

(1)

?

G

l

r

K
d

?

D

(2)
r

-R
m

- H?

Fig. 7.

approach is defined as the double pullback approach, but where only faithful
transformations are allowed. The proof that this framework is a loose transformation framework is like the one for the general double pullback approach. The
proof that every faithful double pullback transformation is an extension, with
respect to property (4), of a double pushout transformation can be found in [13].



The loose versions of the single pushout approach and of place/transition
nets are quite obvious: we can loosely transform graph G into graph H by means
of the graph production L ! R, if there are graphs G0 and H 0 such that G0  G,
H 0  H and the diagram in figure 8 is a pushout.
By analogy with the case of double pushouts/pullbacks, one may wonder
whether this can be characterized by means of a simple pullback, but the answer
is no. The problem is that a pushout diagram in the category of graphs and partial
morphisms, such as the one in figure 8 may be not a pullback in that category as
the following counter-example shows. If L is a graph with just two nodes, say n1
and n2, R and G0 are graphs with just one node, say n1, p is a partial morphism
binding n1 in L to n1 in R and m is a morphism binding n1 and n2 in L to n1 in
G0 . Then the result of the pushout, H 0 would be the empty graph. However, the
pullback of p and m would be the empty graph and not L.
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-R
m

m

?

p

G0

- H?
0

Fig. 8.

With respect to the case of place/transition nets, the result of a loose transformation associated to a given transition for a certain marking M would be any
other marking such that the value of the positions associated to the transition
are the ones specified by the transition, but the values of the rest of the positions
may have changed in any arbitrary way.
As said above, the intuition behind loose transformation frameworks is that
rules specify incompletely a certain class of transformations. In this context, we
define an operation for combining the effects of two (or more rules). The idea
is that, using this operation, one can complete or refine an incomplete transformation specification. The definition of this operation is quite simple: one can
transform a state A into a state B if a “parallel” application of the combined
rules provide this effect:
Definition 13. Let T = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; Tra f os) be a loose transformation framework , the combination of two rules r and r , rjr is a rule that
defines the following set of transformations:
(Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(rjr ) if and only if there exist Σ0; Σ0 2 SigT ; B0; C0 2
States(Σ0); B0 ; C0 2 States(Σ0 ), and tracking maps t0 : B0 ! C0 and t0 :
B0 ! C0 , such that:
0

0

0

0

–
–
–
–
–

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 Tra f os(r)
2 Tra f os(r )
B0  A1jΣ0 and B0  A1jΣ0
C0  A2jΣ0 and C0  A2jΣ0
t0 = t jB0 and t0 = t jB0 where t jB0 and t jA denotes, respectively, the restric(Σ0; B0; C0; t0)

(Σ00 ; B00; C00 ; t00)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tion of t to the sorts of the signature Σ0 and to the elements of the subalgebra
B0.
0

As one can expect, the combination of two rules has a very simple compositional semantics:
Proposition 14. Tra f os(rjr ) = Tra f os(r) \ Tra f os(r )
0

0
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Proof. If (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(rjr ) then,according to the previous definition,
there exist Σ0 2 SigT ; B0 2 States(Σ0); B0 2 States(Σ0 ), and a tracking map
t0 : B0 ! C0, such (Σ0; B0; C0; t0) 2 Tra f os(r), B0  A1jΣ0 and t0 = t jB0. This
means that (Σ; A1jΣ0; A2jΣ0; t jΣ0) 2 Tra f os(r), since the framework is closed
under (4). But this implies that (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(r) since the framework
is closed under (3). The proof for r is similar. Conversely, if (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2
Tra f os(r) and (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(r ) then (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(rjr ): it
is enough to take Σ0 = Σ = Σ0 , B0 = A1 = B0 , C0 = A2 = C0 , and t0 = t = t0 .
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0


4

Loose transformation frameworks with constraints

One may consider that loose transformation frameworks are too loose for many
practical applications. In particular, we may know that state transformations defined by a given rule should not produce any effect on a certain part of the state,
i.e. we may want to have some restricted form of the frame assumption. This is
handled in the double pullback approach by defining open transformations over
typed graphs [14, 12], allowing us to express that part of the given graph should
not change after a transformation. We could have defined something similar by
assuming that, given a certain signature Σ0, when applying a transformation
over a Σ-state A, with Σ including Σ0, this transformation should not produce
any change on the Σ0 part of A. This means that, if B is the result of the transformation, then BjΣ0 = AjΣ0. However, this may be not enough. We may also want
that the resulting state satisfies certain conditions with respect to the source
state. For instance, if the given signature Σ includes a constant c of sort integer,
we may want to restrict the transformations over Σ-states so that the value of
c in the target state is always greater that the value of c in the source state. A
simple way of doing this is to assume that transformation frameworks may be
equipped with a set of constraints that may be imposed on the rules. We may assume that these constraints are some kind of logic formula. However, in order to
be general enough, we will not assume that constraints have any specific form.
Instead, we will define constraints in a kind of institution-independent way [9],
similarly to the related notion of logic of constraints in [5]
Definition 15. Let T = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; Tra f os) be a transformation framework, a logic of constraints for T is a pair (Constraints; j=), where
Constraints : SigT ! Set is a functor associating to every signature Σ in SigT
a set of constraints over state transformations on that signature, and j== fj=Σ 
StateTra f os(Σ)  Constraints(Σ)gΣ SigT is a Σ-indexed family of relations between Constraints(Σ) and Σ-transformations, where StateTra f os(Σ) is the set
2
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of all possible Σ-transformations (Σ; A; B; t ). In addition we require the following satisfaction condition:
For every Σ1; Σ2 2 SigT , every signature morphism h : Σ1 ! Σ2, every Σ1constraint c1, every Σ2-states A2; B2 and every tracking map t : A2 ! B2, we
have that:

j

(Σ2; A2; B2; t ) =Σ2

c2 i f f (Σ1; A2jh; B2jh; t jh j=Σ1 c1)

where c2 = Constraints(h)(c1), and where t jh denotes the reduction of t along
h, i.e. for every s 2 Σ1, (t jh)s = t jh(s).
As usual, the satisfaction condition ensures that constraints over a given
signature are uniformly translated over signature morphisms. This implies, in
particular, that if a constraint is satisfied by a transformation over a given state,
then this constraint (or, rather, its translation) would also be satisfied by any
extension of this transformation over a state having a larger signature.
Now, we can extend the previous definition of loose transformation frameworks to include constraints. The idea, on the one hand, is to consider that each
rule considered is equipped with a set of constraints. To this aim, we will first
define the class of all constraints associated to a given logic and, then, extend the
constraints satisfaction relation to sets of constraints over different signatures.
Definition 16. Let L = (Constraints; j=) be a logic of constraints over a transformation framework T , we define Constr(L), the class of all constraints associated to L, as:
Constr(L) =

[

Σ2SigT

f(Σ c) c 2 Constraints(Σ)g
;

=

If C is a set of constraints C  Constr(L), we say that a transformation (Σ; A; B; t )
satisfies C, denoted (Σ; A; B; t ) j= C if and only if 8(Σ; c) 2 C, (Σ; A; B; t ) j=Σ c.
On the other hand, it is assumed that properties 3) and 4) should apply only
to transformations satisfying the given constraint:
Definition 17. Let T = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; Tra f os) be a transformation framework and L = (Constraints; j=) be a logic of constraints over T , then
T is a loose transformation framework with respect to the set of constrained
rules CRules  Rules  P (Constr(L)) if and only if for every (r; C) 2 CRules
the following two properties hold:
(5) If τ = (Σ; A; B; t ) 2 Tra f os(r) and (Σ; A; B; t ) j= C, then for every Σ 2 SigT
and every A ; B 2 States(Σ ), such that Σ  Σ , A jΣ = A and B jΣ = B, and
for every t , such that t jSorts(Σ) = t, if (Σ ; A ; B ; t ) j= C then (Σ ; A ; B ; t ) 2
Tra f os(r).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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(6) If τ = (Σ; A; B; t ) 2 Tra f os(r) and (Σ; A; B; t ) j= C, then for every A0 ; B0 2
States(Σ), such that A  A’ and B  B0 , and for every t 0, such that t 0jA = t,
if (Σ0 ; A0 ; B0; t 0 ) j= C then (Σ0 ; A0; B0 ; t 0) 2 Tra f os(r).
Now, we can extend the composition operation defined in the previous section to the composition of constrained rules:
Definition 18. Let T = (SigT ; States; Tmaps; Rules; Tra f os) be a loose transformation framework, the combination of two constrained rules (r; C) and (r0; C0 ),
(r; C)j(r 0; C0 ) is the constrained rule (r jr 0; C [ C0 ).
Proposition 19. If T is a loose transformation with respect to the set of constrained rules CRules, then for all rules (r; C) and (r0; C0 ) in CRules:
Tra f os((r; C)j(r0; C0 )) = Tra f os((r; C)) \ Tra f os((r0; C0 ))
Proof. If (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(rjr0) and (Σ; A1; A2; t ) j= C [ C0 then we have
that (Σ; A1; A2; t ) 2 Tra f os(r) and, obviously, (Σ; A1; A2; t ) j= C. The converse
is trivial. 
Now, using the approach of loose transformation frameworks with constraints, we will see how we can define a compositional semantics for logic
programs with negation. For simplicity, we will just consider the propositional
case. The approach presented in the example is a (very) simplified reformulation of part of the work presented in [15], where the general first-order case is
considered.
Example 20. A propositional logic program with negation is a set of ground
clauses having the form:
a : `1 ; ::; `n
where a is an atom and each `i is a positive or a negative literal, i.e. ai or :ai ,
where ai is an atom. There are several ways to define the semantics of a logic
program P. Here we will just consider the semantics in terms of a (continuous)
immediate consequence operator TP . This semantics is used to define a least
model semantics by means of the least fixpoint of TP . This operator is defined as
a mapping transforming logical structures into logical structures, where a logical
structure, in this context, is a 3-valued Herbrand structure that is, a pair A =
(A+; A ) of sets of atoms (representing the positive and the negative information
in the structure) satisfying A+
i \ Ai = (consistency condition). The idea of the
immediate consequence operator is that TP (A ) should contain all the atoms that
are one-step consequences of the program P and the information in A . This
means that TP (A ) = (B+; B ), where:
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2 P such that 1 n 2 A g (a)
= A [faj8a :
1
n 2 P 9i such that : i 2 A g (b)
2 A means that 2 A+, in case is positive, or 2 A
`1 ; ::; `n

` ; ::; `

` ; ::; `
;
`
B
where `
`
`
`
, in case ` is
negative. Definition (a) is the standard one when dealing with positive programs
(without negation). On the other hand, Definition (b) is a very weak version of
negation-as-failure.

Now, we can reformulate the above definitions as a tight transformation
framework. States are sets of atoms (which can easily be formulated in several
ways as algebras over an appropriate signature Σ), rules are programs, states are
3-valued Herbrand structures, and the transformation defined by a program P
on a state A is TP (A ). Finally, since the transformations associated to a program
always add atoms to the given structure, we may consider that the tracking maps
are always the identity.
In order to define a compositional semantics, we will now present a loose
semantics for this class of programs. However, this definition is not a direct
application of definition 11. The key idea is to consider that, if we think that a
program P is incomplete, then the transformation associated to P, when applied
to a state A = (A+; A ), should at least add to A+ all the immediate positive
consequences (i.e. faj9a : `1 ; ::; `n 2 P such that `1 ; ::; `n 2 A g) and should at
most add to A all the immediate negative consequences (i.e. faj8a : `1 ; ::; `n 2
P; 9i; such that :`i 2 A g). The reason is that adding more clauses to P would
provide additional positive consequences but fewer negative consequences.
Now, we may obtain the desired semantics as follows. First, we reformulate the tight semantics considering programs as if they were positive. This
means that (Σ; A ; B ; t ) is a transformation associated to P if B+ = A+ [faj9a :
`1 ; ::; `n 2 P such that `1 ; ::; `n 2 A g, B = A
and t is the identity.
Then, we consider the loose extension of this framework. In this case, we
can see that this loose extension LTra f o(P) would include all transformations
(Σ; A ; B ; t ) such that there are structures A 0  A and B 0  B , such that B0+ =
A0+ [faj9a : `1 ; ::; `n 2 P such that `1 ; ::; `n 2 A g and B0 = A0 . However, this
loose extension is not yet what we want. We have to make sure that the negative
atoms that can be added in B with respect to B 0 are consistent with the negation
as failure rule. This can be done by imposing a constraint on rules. In particular,
this constraint C would be:

8a 2 B nA0 8a :
;

`1 ; ::; `n

2 P 9i, such that : i 2 A
;

`

It is not difficult to prove that the following compositionality property holds:
LTra f os((P1 [ P2; C)) = LTra f os((P1; C)) \ LTra f os((P1; C))
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5 Conclusions
The work presented in this paper has been motivated by the need of providing
a loose semantics to transformation systems, in order to deal with requirements
specifications and to provide compositional semantics to modular units. In this
sense, we have introduced a general axiomatic approach to deal with transformation systems, showing how this approach can be applied to a number of cases.
In particular, the double and single pushout approaches and the double-pullback
approach to graph transformation, place/transition nets and logic programs with
negation have been considered.
First, we have defined a notion of tight transformation framework, characterizing the locality and frame assumptions that underlie most operational approaches. Then, we have seen how, by eliminating the frame assumption, one
can define loose transformation frameworks that can be used to give loose semantics to tight transformation approaches. Finally, we have seen how one can
impose some constraints to restrict, as needed, the semantics of loose frameworks.
Acknowledgements This work has been partially supported by the CICYT
project HEMOSS (ref. TIC98-0949-C02-01) and CIRIT GRC 1999SGR-150.
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A Comparison between three Non-determinism
Analyses in a Parallel-Fun tional Language
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Abstra t. The paper ompares three analyses to determine when an
Eden expression is sure to be deterministi , and when it may be nondeterministi . This work extends previous works where the three analyses were presented and ompared with respe t to expressiveness and
eÆ ien y. The rst analysis has linear ost, the se ond one exponential
ost, and the third one polynomial ( ubi ) ost. In this paper: (1) the se ond and third analyses are ompleted with polymorphism, (2) we prove
that the domains in the se ond and third analyses form a ategory in
whi h the morphisms are embedding- losure pairs of fun tions; and (3)
we formally relate the analyses and prove that the rst analysis is a safe
approximation to the third one (in a previous paper we already proved
that the third one is a safe approximation to the se ond one). So the
three analyses be ome totally ordered by in reasing ost and pre ision.

1 Introdu tion
The parallel-fun tional language Eden [2℄ extends the lazy fun tional language
Haskell by onstru ts to expli itly de ne and ommuni ate pro esses. It is implemented by modifying the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC) [13℄. The three
main new on epts are pro ess abstra tions, pro ess instantiations and the nondeterministi pro ess abstra tion merge. Pro ess abstra tions of type Pro ess a
b an be ompared to fun tions of type a -> b, and pro ess instantiations an be
ompared to fun tion appli ations. An instantiation is a hieved by using the prede ned in x operator (#) :: Pro ess a b -> a -> b. Ea h time an expression
e1 # e2 is evaluated, a new parallel pro ess is reated to evaluate (e1 e2). Nondeterminism is introdu ed in Eden by means of a prede ned pro ess abstra tion
merge :: Pro ess [[a℄℄ [a℄ whi h fairly interleaves a set of input lists, to produ e a single non-deterministi list. The presen e of non-determinism reates
some problems [11℄ in Eden: It a e ts the referential transparen y of programs
[8, 16℄ and invalidates some optimizations done in the GHC [15℄.
The paper ompares three analyses to determine when an Eden expression is
sure to be deterministi , and when it may be non-deterministi . This work is a
ontinuation of [11℄ and [10℄. In [11℄, the rst and se ond analyses were presented
and ompared with respe t to expressiveness and eÆ ien y. In that paper some
open questions were left whi h are extensively treated here: (1) to omplete the
se ond analysis with polymorphism; (2) to prove that the domains in the se ond
analysis form a ategory in whi h the morphisms are embedding- losure pairs of
fun tions, respe tively alled abstra tion and on retisation fun tions; and (3) to
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prove that the rst analysis is a safe approximation to the se ond one, i.e. whenever it hara terizes an expression as being deterministi , so will do the se ond
one. In the se ond paper [10℄, a third, intermediate analysis was developed as a
widening [4, 5, 7, 14℄ of the se ond one in order to have a less ostly representation
of fun tions and to speedup the xpoint omputation. There, it was proved that
this new analysis is a safe approximation to the se ond one. It also des ribed an
algorithm to annotate the program expressions with non-determinism information, so that it an be used to avoid the harmful transformations.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Se tion 2 the language and the three
analyses are brie y summarized. All of them are based on abstra t interpretation.
In Se tion 3 the properties of the abstra tion- on retisation fun tion pairs are
proved. In Se tion 4 polymorphism in the se ond and third analysis is treated
in detail. Se tion 5 shows that the rst one is a safe approximation to the third
one. Finally, some on lusions and open questions are drawn. All the proofs an
be found in [10℄, available at authors' web page.

2 Three Analyses for Non determinism in Eden
2.1

The Language

The language being analysed is an extension of Core-Haskell [13℄, i.e. a simple
fun tional language with se ond-order polymorphism, so it in ludes type abstra tion and type appli ation. A program is a list of possibly re ursive bindings
from variables to expressions. Su h expressions in lude variables v , lambda abstra tions, appli ations of a fun tional expression to an atom x (a variable or
a literal k ), onstru tor appli ations, primitive operators appli ations, and ase
and let expressions. Constru tor and primitive operators appli ations are saturated. The variables ontain type information, so we will not write it expli itly
in the expressions. When ne essary we will write e :: t to make it expli it. A type
may be a basi type K , a tuple typle (t1 ; : : : ; tm ), an algebrai type T t1 : : : tm ,
a fun tional type t1 t2 or a polymorphi type :t.
The new Eden expressions are a pro ess abstra tion pro ess v
e, and a
pro ess instantiation v # x. There is also a new type Pro ess t1 t2 representing
the type of a pro ess abstra tion pro ess v e where v has type t1 and e has
type t2 . Frequently t1 and t2 are tuple types and ea h tuple element represents
an input/output hannel of the pro ess.

!

8

!

2.2

!

The First Analysis

Figure 2 shows the abstra t domains for the rst analysis. There is a domain
with two values: d represents determinism and n possible non-determinism,
with the ordering d n. This is the abstra t domain orresponding to basi types
and algebrai types (ex ept tuples). Tuples are spe ially treated as tuples of basi
abstra t values1 (see [11℄ for justi ation). The ordering between basi values is
naturally extended to tuples. Several least upper bound (lub) operators as well

v

Basi

1

We use

b

to denote a basi

tuple of basi

values.

abstra t value and

a

to denote either a basi

value or a
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Basi = fd; ng where d v n
D1 K = D1 T t1 :::tm = D1 = Basi
D1 (t1 ;:::;tm ) = f(b1 ; : : : ; bm ) j bi 2 Basi
D1 t1 !t2 = D1 Pro ess t1 t2 = D1 t2
D1 8 :t = D1 t
Fig. 1.

t : Basi

!D t
1

1

m

g

Abstra t domains for the rst analysis

b(t1 ;:::;tm ) = (b; : : : ; b )
bt1 !t2 = bPro ess t1 t2 = bt2
b8 :t = bt
bt = b if t = K; ; T t1 : : : tm
Fig. 2.
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bb
ntb = n t
=b
b(b1; : : : ; bm) = F bi
dtb = b t
i
b t (b1 ; : : : ; bm ) = (b1 t b; : : : ; bm t b)

Adaptation fun tion de nition, lub and attening operators

as an operator to atten the internal tuples an be de ned, shown in Figure 2.
The domains orresponding to fun tions and pro esses are identi ed with their
range domains (this is the most important di eren e with the se ond analysis).
The abstra t domain of a polymorphi type is that of its smallest instan e [1℄,
i.e. that one in whi h K is substituted for the type variable. So the domain
orresponding to a type variable is Basi .
In Figure 3 the abstra t interpretation is shown. The interpretation of a tuple
is a tuple of basi abstra t values, so the abstra t value of ea h omponent is
b). In the interpretation of a onstru ted value,
previously attened (by using t
we take a step further: On e the omponents are attened, the lub is applied
so that a nal basi value is obtained. This means that the information about
the omponents is lost. As merge pro ess is the only sour e of non-determinism,
we will say that an expression may be non-deterministi when it ` ontains' any
instantiation of this pro ess. So we will onsider that a fun tion/pro ess is deterministi if it does not generate non-deterministi results from deterministi
arguments. Then, the interpretation of a fun tion/pro ess is the interpretation
of its body when the argument is given a deterministi abstra t value.
Su h value is in fa t an adaptation of the basi abstra t value d to the type of
the argument, see Figure 2. Given a type t, t takes a basi abstra t value b and
produ es an abstra t value in D1 t . Its behaviour is the opposite to the attening
operator: If t is a m-tuple, it repli ates b to obtain the m-tuple (b; : : : ; b). Note
bbt = b and (tba)t w a.
that t
The result of an appli ation is non-deterministi either when the fun tion is
non-deterministi or when the argument is non-deterministi .
In the re ursive let expression, the xpoint an be obtained by using the
Kleene's as ending hain. The number of iterations is linear with the number of
tuple omponents in the bindings.
We have three di erent kinds of ase expressions (for tuple, algebrai and
primitive types). The more omplex one is the algebrai ase. It is non-deterministi if either the dis riminant expression or any of the expressions in the alternatives is non-deterministi . Note that the abstra t value of the dis riminant e,
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[ v ℄ 1 1 = 1 v
[ k ℄ 1 1 = d
[ (x1 ; : : : ; xm )℄℄1 1 = ( ([[x1 ℄ 1 1 ); : : : ; ([[xm ℄ 1
[ C x1 : : : xm ℄ 1 1 =
([[xi ℄ 1 1 )

tb
1 ))
Ftbtb
b([[x℄ 1 1F)) t [ e℄ 1 1
[ e x℄ 1 1 = (t
b([[x ℄ 1 1)) where op :: t1 ! (t2 ! : : : (t ! t))
[ op x1 : : : x ℄ 1 1 = ( t
b([[x℄ 1 1) t [ p℄ 1 1
[ p#x℄ 1 1 = t
i

m

i

t

m

i

7!

[ v:e℄ 1 1 = [ e℄ 1 1 [v dt ℄ where v :: t
[ pro ess v e℄ 1 1 = [ e℄ 1 1 [v dt ℄ where v :: t
[ merge℄℄1 1 = n
[ let v = e in e0 ℄ 1 1 = [ e0 ℄ 1 1 [v [ e℄ 1 1 ℄
[ let re vi = ei in e0 ℄ 1 1 = [ e0 ℄ 1 ( x (01 :1 [vi [ ei ℄ 1 01 ℄))
[ ase e of (v1 ; : : : ; vm ) e0 ℄ 1 1 = [ e0 ℄ 1 1 [vi i ([[e℄ 1 1 )ti ℄ where
[ ase e of Ci vij ei ℄ 1 1 = b ( [ ei ℄ 1 1i )

!

f

g
!
!

7!
7!

tF
i

ase

7!

where b = [ e℄ 1 1 and 1i = 1 [vij
ei ℄ 1 1 = [ e℄ 1 1 ( [ ei ℄ 1 1 )

F

t i
e of ki !
[  :e℄ 1 1 = [ e℄ 1 1
[ e t℄ 1 1 = ([[e℄ 1 1 )tinst where (e t) :: tinst
[

7!

Fig. 3.

7! b

tij

vi :: ti

℄; vij :: tij

Abstra t interpretation of the rst analysis

let us all it b, belongs to Basi . That is, when it was interpreted the information about the omponents was lost. We want now to interpret ea h alternative's
right hand side in an extended environment with abstra t values for the variables
vij :: tij in the left hand side of the alternative. We do not have su h information,
but we an safely approximate it by using the adaptation fun tion, see Figure 2.
When a type appli ation e t is interpreted, it is ne essary to adapt the abstra t value of the type abstra tion to the instantiated type, as new stru ture
may arise from the instantiation. If no new stru ture arises (i.e. the domain orresponding to the smallest instan e is already a artesian produ t), then we do
not need to make any adaptation. So, by overloading the adaptation fun tion
notation, we ould write (b1 ; : : : ; bm )(t1 ;:::;tm ) = (b1 ; : : : ; bm ).
2.3

The Se ond Analysis

To over ome the limitations of the rst analysis (see [11℄ for a thorough dis ussion
and an example) we de ne a new analysis where interpreting fun tions and
pro esses as abstra t fun tions allows us to express several levels of determinism
and non-determinism, for instan e z:d v z:z v z:n. It is also an abstra t
interpretation based analysis, in the style of Burn, Hankin and Abramsky [3℄.
In gures 4 and 5 the abstra t domains and the abstra t interpretation for
the se ond analysis are shown. The interpretation of a onstru tor belongs to
Basi but, as ea h omponent xi :: ti has an abstra t value belonging to D2 ti ,
we annot dire tly apply the lub. First the information of ea h omponent must
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Basi = fd; ng where d v n
D2 = D2 1 m = Basi
D2 ( 1 m ) = D2 1  : : :  D2 m
D2 1 ! 2 = D2
1 2 = [D2 1
T t :::t

K

t

P ro ess t

t

! D 2℄

t

t

t ;:::;t

Fig. 4.
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[ v ℄  =  (v )
[ k℄  = d
[ (x ; : : : ; x )℄℄  =F([[x ℄  ; : : : ; [ x ℄  )
([[x ℄  ) where x :: t
[C x : : : x ℄  =
[ e x℄  = ([[e℄  ) ([[x℄  )
[ op x : : : x ℄  = ( (d)) ([[x ℄  ) : : : ([[x ℄  ) where op :: t
[ p#x℄  = ([[p℄  ) ([[x℄  )
[ v:e℄  = z 2 D :[ e℄  [v 7! z℄ where v :: t
[
v ! e℄  = z 2 D :[ e℄  [v 7! z ℄
[ merge ℄  = 0z 2 Basi 0:n
[ v = e e ℄  = [ e ℄  [v 7! [ e℄  ℄
[
fv = e g e0 ℄  = [ e0 ℄ ( x (0 : [v 7! [ e ℄ 0 ℄))
[
e (v ; : : : ; v ) ! e0 ℄ ( = [ e0 ℄  [v 7!  ([[e℄  )℄
(n) if [ e℄  = n
[
e C v ! e ℄  = F [ e ℄  otherwise
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Abstra t interpretation for the se ond analysis

be attened. The fun tion responsible for this is alled the abstra tion fun tion
t : D2 t ! Basi , de ned in the following se tion.
Appli ation and pro ess instantiation are interpreted as fun tions appli ations. In a re ursive let expression the xpoint an be al ulated using again
Kleene's as ending hain. As there are fun tional domains, the number of iterations is, in the worst ase, exponential in the number of bindings.
In the algebrai ase expression we again nd a safe representative of the
dis riminant's abstra t value in the domain of the variables vij , now D2 tij . This
is obtained with a fun tion t : Basi ! D2 t , alled the on retisation fun tion.
In parti ular, n is mapped to the top of the domain D2 t , and d to a value in
D2 t that re e ts our original idea of determinism: We will see below that t (d)
is the biggest value in D2 t that has the property of preserving the determinism.
Polymorphism will be treated in Se tion 4.
2.4

The Third Analysis

The high ost of [ ℄ 2 is due to the xpoint al ulation. At ea h iteration, a omparison between abstra t values is done. Su h omparison is exponential in ase
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fun tional domains are involved. So, a good way of speeding up the al ulation of the xpoint is nding a qui kly omparable representation of fun tions.
Some di erent te hniques have been developed in this dire tion, su h as frontiers algorithms [12℄ and widening/narrowing operators [4, 7, 14℄. In this analysis,
fun tions are represented by signatures in a way similar to [14℄ and the xpoint
al ulation is speeded up by using a widening operator, see Figure 6.
Three (not shown) useful fun tions, nArgs , rType and aTypes an be de ned.
Given a type t, the rst one returns the number of arguments of t; the se ond
one returns the (non-fun tional) type of its result (it is the identity in the rest
of ases); and the third one returns the list (of length nArgs (t)) of types of the
arguments.
A signature for a fun tion is obtained by probing su h fun tion with some expli itly hosen ombinations of arguments. We probe a fun tion of m arguments
with m + 1 ombinations of arguments: t1 (n); t2 (d); : : : ; tm (d); t1 (d); t2 (n);
: : : ; tm (d); . . . ; t1 (d); t2 (d); : : : ; tm (n) and t1 (d); t2 (d); : : : ; tm (d). The last
ombination is very important for us, as we want the analysis to be more powerful than [ ℄ 1 , where the fun tions were probed with only this ombination.
As we probe only with some arguments, di erent fun tions may have the same
signature and onsequently some information is lost, see [10℄ for details. When
we want to re over the original value, we an only return an upper approximation
to it. This leads us to the de nition of the operator W t : D2 t ! D2 t , in Figure
6. This de nition is obtained by applying rst the probing pro ess to obtain a
signature and then trying to re over the original value. In [10℄ we prove that
W t w idD2 for ea h type t.
t
The abstra t domains for this third analysis are the same as the domains for
the se ond analysis, see Figure 4. The representation of fun tions by signatures
is only done in the xpoint al ulation and the details an be found in the
implementation algorithm shown in [10℄. We will use a 3 unders ript to identify
it. The only expression where there are di eren es with respe t to the se ond
analysis is the re ursive let expression:
[ let re

f

vi = ei g in e ℄ 3 3 = [ e ℄ 3 ( x (3 :3 [vi 7! W ti ([[ei ℄ 3 3 )℄))
0

0

0

0

where ei :: ti . In [10℄ it is shown that the ost of xpointing a re ursive fun tion
de nition f = v1 : : : vm :e with this analysis, in luding the omplete annotation
of the body e, is in O(m2 size (e)), being m the number of arguments and size (e)
(roughly speaking) the size of the de nition body.
Noti e that, by modifying the widening operator, we an have several di erent
variants of the analysis. We an express them parameterised by the ( olle tion
of) widening operator wopt , [ ℄ 3wop .

3 Abstra tion and Con retisation Fun tions
The ontributions of this paper begin in this se tion2 . In the se ond and third
analyses, and for ea h type t, we need two fun tions alled the abstra tion fun tion, t , and the on retisation fun tion, t , both de ned in Figure 7. They are
2

All the results obtained in this se tion remain true after in luding polymorphism.
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W t :: D t ! D t
W K = W T t :::t = W = idBasi
W t ;:::;t (e ; : : : ; em ) = (W t (e ); : : : ; W t (em))
W 8 :t = W t
W t(f8) = z 2 D t : : : : :zm 2 D tm :
^
>
>
W
zi v t (d)
t (f t (d) : : : t (d)) if
>
>
<
i
^
W
zj v
t (f t (d) : : : t (n) : : : t (d)) if
>
>
>
2

2

1

( 1

m

1

m)

1

1

r

2 1

1

1

m

2 m

m

i

=1

>
:
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6

j =1;j =i

tj (d)

^ zi 6v

ti (d)

i 2 f1::mg

tr (n) otherwise (m > 1)
where t = t01 t02 or P ro ess t01 t02 ; m = nArgs (t); tr = rType (t); [t1 ; : : : ; tm ℄ = aTypes (t)

!

Fig. 6.

!

Basi
t : D2 t
= idBasi
K = T t1 :::tm =
ti (ei )
(t1 ;:::;tm ) (e1 ; : : : ; em ) =
i
P ro ess t1 t2 (f ) = t1 t2 (f )
t1 t2 (f ) = t2 (f ( t1 (d)))
:t = t

8

F

!

!

Fig. 7.

The widening operator

!

D2 t
t : Basi
= idBasi
K = T t1 :::tm =
(t1 ;:::;tm ) (b) = ( t1 (b); : : : ; tm (b))
P ro ess t1 t2 (b) = t1 t2 (b)
z D2 t1 : t2 (n) if b = n
t1 t2 (b) =
z D2 t1 : t2 ( t1 (z )) if b
:t = t

8

!



2
2

!

=d

Abstra tion and on retisation fun tion de nitions

mutually re ursive and are respe tively used in onstru tor appli ations and in
ase expressions. In [11℄ they were explained in detail and an example was given
to illustrate their de nitions. Here we only re all the main ideas. Given a type t,
the abstra tion fun tion takes an abstra t value in D2 t and attens it to a value
in Basi . The idea is to atten the tuples (by applying the lub operator) and
apply the fun tions to deterministi arguments.
Given a type t, the on retisation fun tion t un attens a basi abstra t value
and produ es an abstra t value in D2 t . The idea of this fun tion is to obtain
the best safe approximation both to d and n in a given domain. The fun tion
type needs explanation, the rest of them being inmediate. We have said that a
fun tion is deterministi if it produ es deterministi results from deterministi
arguments; but if the argument is non-deterministi , the safest we an produ e
is a non-deterministi result. So, the un attening of d for a fun tion type is a
fun tion that takes an argument, attens it to see whether it is deterministi or
not and again applies the on retisation fun tion orresponding to the type of
the result. The un attening of n for a fun tion type is the fun tion that returns
a non-deterministi result independently of the argument.
The rst ontributions of this paper are to prove that t and t are a Galois
insertion [9℄, or equivalently a Galois surje tion [6℄, or an embedding- losure pair3
[1℄ (see Proposition 1), and also that t1 !t2 (d) faithfully re e ts the notion of
deterministi fun tion (see Proposition 3).
In the following proposition we prove that t and t are monotone and ontinuous, and that they are a Galois insertion. This fa t guarantees that in the
3

Where t is the embedding and t is the losure.
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i 2 f2; 3g
D2 :t = D2 t
D2 = Basi
[[ :e℄℄ i i = [[e℄℄ i i
[[e t℄℄i i = t
([[e℄℄ i i ) where e :: 8 :t ; tinst = t [
8

0

0 tinst

0

t

:= ℄

Fig. 8. Abstra t domains and abstra t interpretation for polymorphism

interpretation of ase expressions, the information re overed from the dis riminant is not only safe but also the best we an obtain onsidering how its abstra tion was done (giving a non-deterministi abstra t value to ea h variable in the
alternative is also safe, but less a urate). Item 1(d) says that the un attening
of n is the top of the orresponding domain.

Proposition 1

For ea h type

(a) The fun tions t and t
(b) t  t = idBasi
( ) t  t w idD2 t
(d) 8e 2 D2 t :e v t (n)

t:

are monotone and

ontinuous.

As a dire t onsequen e of this proposition, we have the following (quite
standard) one, asserting that all the values below t (d) are attened to d. That
is, t (d) represents d. But it also says that any other value, bigger that t (d) or
in omparable with it, is attened to n. This on rms that t (d) is the biggest
value representing d.

Proposition 2

For ea h type

t: 8e 2 D2 t :e v t (d) , t (e) = d

A fun tion/pro ess is onsidered as deterministi if when applied to a deterministi argument its result is also deterministi . This means that, when a
fun tion (resp. pro ess) of type t1 ! t2 (resp. Pro ess t1 t2 ) is applied to a value
less than or equal to t1 (d), the result is less than or equal to t2 (d). The following proposition says that a fun tion of type t1 ! t2 is deterministi if and only
if it is less than or equal to t1 !t2 (d), i.e. t1 !t2 (d) is the biggest representative
of the deterministi fun tions of that type. The same happens for pro esses.

Proposition 3 Given a fun tion f 2 D2 t , where t = t1 ! t2 or t = Pro
f v t (d) , 8e v t1 (d):f (e) v t2 (d)

4

ess

t1 t2 :

Polymorphism

Polymorphism is now in orporated to both se ond and third analyses, see Figure 8. The abstra t interpretation of a polymorphi expression is the abstra t
interpretation of its `smallest instan e', i.e. that instan e where K (the basi
type) is substituted for the type variables. This is the reason why the abstra t
domain orresponding to a type variable is Basi , and the abstra t domain
orresponding to a polymorphi type is that of the type without quali er. When
an appli ation to a type t is done, the abstra t value of the appropriate instan e
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t
t
t
t
t
t
t

= K; T t1 : : : tm
= (t1 ; : : : ; tm )
0
= t1 ! t2
0
= Pro ess t1 t2
0
=
0
= 0 (6= )
0
= 8 0 :t1
0

0

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

!

Fig. 9.

;
;
t tinst ;
t tinst ;
t tinst ;
t tinst ;
t tinst ;
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tinst t0 ) = (idBasi ; idBasi )
m
tinst t0 ) =  (( t1 tinst 1 ; tinst 1 t1 ); : : : ; ( tm tinst m ; tinst m tm ))
0
tinst t ) = ! (( t1 tinst 1 ; tinst 1 t1 ); ( t2 tinst 2 ; tinst 2 t2 ))
tinst t0 ) = ! (( t1 tinst 1 ; tinst 1 t1 ); ( t2 tinst 2 ; tinst 2 t2 ))
tinst t0 ) = ( t ; t )
tinst t0 ) = (idBasi ; idBasi )
tinst t0 ) = ( t1 tinst 1 ; tinst 1 t1 )

t0 tinst

t0 tinst
0

0

0

0

0

e
e
e
e
((f ; f ); (g ; g )) = (f  g ; f  g )
((f e ; f ); (g e ; g )) = (h:g e  h  f ; h0 :g  h0  f e )

Polymorphi abstra tion and on retisation fun tions de nitions

p 2 Fp

(z 2 Basi :d; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :d; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :d; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :z; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :z; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :z; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :n; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :n; z 2 Basi
(z 2 Basi :n; z 2 Basi

:d)
:z )
:n)
:d)
:z )
:n)
:d)
:z )
:n)

Fig. 10.

tinst 1 t1 (p) f ( tinst 1 t1 (p))
(d; d)
d
(d; d)
d
(d; n)
d
(d; d)
d
(d; d)
d
(d; n)
d
(n; d)
n
(n; d)
n
(n; n)
n

f ( tinst 1 t1 (p)))
u 2 Basi :u
u 2 Basi :u
u 2 Basi :u
u 2 Basi :u
u 2 Basi :u
u 2 Basi :u
u 2 Basi :n
u 2 Basi :n
u 2 Basi :n

t2 tinst 2 (

An example of polymorphism

must be obtained. Su h abstra t value is in fa t obtained as an approximation
onstru ted from the abstra t value of the smallest instan e. From now on, the
instantiated type t0 [ := t℄ will be denoted as tinst. The approximation to the
instan e abstra t value is obtained by using a polymorphi on retisation fun ion
t tinst : D2 t ! D2 tinst , whi h is de ned and studied in detail below. Another
fun tion, tinst t : D2 tinst ! D2 t , whi h we will all the polymorphi abstra tion
fun tion, will also be de ned. They are mutually re ursive and will be shown to
be a Galois insertion. We study also some other properties.
Given two types t, t0 and a type variable fun tions t tinst and tinst t are
formally de ned in Figure 9 (where tinst i denotes ti [ := t℄). These fun tions
are a generalisation of t and t . In ase t0 = they oin ide with t and t .
In [1℄ the ategory of domains and embedding- losure pairs is presented.
Two fun tors,  (and m ) and !, an be de ned in this ategory (see Figure
9 bottom). They build a new embedding- losure pair from two (or more in the
ase of the artesian produ t) embedding- losure pairs. We de ne t tinst and
tinst t by means of these fun tors.
As an example, let the polymorphi type 8 :t0 , where t0 = ( ; ) ! , be
applied to the type t = Int ! Int. Then tinst = t0 [t= ℄ = (Int ! Int; Int !
Int) ! Int ! Int. To abbreviate, we will all Ep to Basi  Basi and Fp to
[Basi ! Basi ℄  [Basi ! Basi ℄. Let f 2 D2 t be f = p 2 Ep :1 (p). By
de nition we have that t tinst (f ) = p 2 Fp : t2 tinst 2 (f ( tinst 1 t1 (p))). Figure 10
shows a table for t tinst (f ) and the intermediate steps that have been followed
to ompute it. The following proposition is trivially true by de nition.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Fig. 11.

Some onmutativity properties

Proposition 4
(a) t tinst
(b) tinst t
( ) t tinst

Basi

t

and

0

0

0




Given two types t,
tinst 0

t

0 tinst

t

0

Wd

Fig. 12.
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A hierar hy of analyses

and a type variable

:

are monotone and ontinuous.

= idD2 t

tinst 0 w

t

W

idD2

0

tinst

In the following proposition we study the relationship between the abstra tion/ on retisation fun tions and its polymorphi ounterparts. They have some
onmutativity properties, shown in Figure 11.

Proposition 5

Given two types t,

(a) t tinst  t =
(b) t  tinst t =
0

0

0

0

tinst
tinst

( )
(d)

t

0

and a type variable

tinst 
tinst

t

0

t

= t
tinst =
t

0 tinst



0
0

(e)
(f )

:
tinst 

t

0



t

0

w

tinst w

t

0 tinst

t

tinst 0

A generalization of the pair ( t tinst ; tinst t ) an be de ned, where several type variables are instantiated in sequen e. This orresponds to a type
0
0
8 1 : : : : :8 m :t and an instantiation tinst = t [ 1 := t1 ; : : : ; m := tm ℄. The
analysis domains together with these pairs as morphisms form a ategory (by
propositions 5(a) and 5(b)).
0

0

5 Relation between the Analyses
In [10℄ the relation between the se ond and the third analyses was studied. There,
it was shown that all variants of the third analysis produ es less a urate results
than the se ond one:
Let W t : D2 t ! D2 t be a widening operator for ea h type t.
Given 2 and 3 su h that for ea h variable v :: tv 2 (v ) v 3 (v ), then for ea h

Proposition 6

expression

0

0

e :: te , [ e℄ 2 2 v [ e℄ 3 3 .
W

In this se tion the relation between the rst analysis and the other two analyses is studied. Grosso modo we will see that the rst analysis is worse than
some variants of the third analysis, but in a safe way, that is, it is a safe approximation to them. In parti ular we will prove that the rst analysis is an
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e = let re
f = p:x:

in let

p of
(p1 ; p2 ) !

ase

p2 of
0 ! (p1 ; x)
z ! (f (p1  p1 ; p2
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ase

1)) (x  p2 )

f1 = (f (q; 3)) 4
f2 = (f (1; 2)) q
x1 = ase f1 of (f11 ; f12 ) ! f12
x2 = ase f2 of (f21 ; f22 ) ! f21
in (x1 ; x2 )

[ e℄℄1 [q 7! n℄ = (n; n) = [ e℄℄3W [q 7! n℄ = (n; d) = [ e℄℄2 [q 7! n℄ = (d; d)
Fig. 13.

Di eren es in power between the analyses

upper aproximation to those variants of the third analysis that ful ll a property (see Theorem 14). We will prove that the parti ular widening operator W t
de ned in Figure 6 ful lls su h property. In [10℄ we mentioned other possible
widening operators that ould be de ned (W b , W and W d ) and their relation
with W . The main di eren e between them lies in their treatment of tuples in
the arguments and/or in the result of fun tions, either as indivisible entities or
as omponentwise entities. As all the variants of the third analysis are upper
approximations to the se ond one, it will also happen that the rst analysis is
an upper approximation to the se ond analysis. In Figure 12 we illustrate the
relation between the rst analysis, the se ond analysis and some variants of the
third analysis. In [10℄ an example was given to show the di eren es in pre ision
between [ ℄ 1 , [ ℄ 2 and [ ℄ 3W , also shown in Figure 13.
In Figure 14 a s heme of the fun tions de ned in this se tion and their
de nition domains are shown. Many propositions in this se tion an be easily
visualized using this gure.
In the rst analysis there are neither nested tuples nor abstra t fun tions.
However, the abstra t value a of a fun tion in su h analysis represents an abstra t
fun tion. It is a fun tion that takes an abstra t value as argument; if that value
is non-deterministi the result is also non-deterministi , and if it is deterministi
it gives as result the abstra t value a. This leads us to de ne a fun tion t , see
Figure 15 (left), alled the expansion fun tion that expands the abstra t values
of the rst analysis domains into abstra t values belonging to the se ond and
third analyses abstra t domains. Re all also that in the rst analysis there are
no nested tuples, so it will be ne essary to adapt ea h of the basi values to the
types of the omponents.
We an also look at the se ond and third analyses from the point of view of
the rst one. We just have to atten the tuples up to the rst level and apply
the fun tions to t (d), to obtain the behaviour of the fun tion when it is applied
to a deterministi argument. This is represented by the ompression fun tion Æt
de ned in Figure 15 (right). We prove now that Æt and t are a Galois insertion.
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Æt

Æt

D1 t

tb
bt

t

Basi

Fig. 14.

D2 t

r

t

D2 t

t
t

Representative s heme of the fun tions in Se tion 5

Proposition 7 For ea h type t:
(a) The fun tions Æt and t are monotone
(b) Æt  t = idD1 t
( ) t  Æt w idD2 t

and

ontinuous.

The following proposition asserts that given an abstra t value in D2 t , if we
b to the result (it ould
apply Æt to it to obtain a value in D1 t and then we apply t
be a tuple of basi abstra t values) we obtain the same basi value as applying
t dire tly to it. This shows a similarity between the abstra tion fun tion t
used in onstru tor appli ations and the ompression fun tion Æt . In the end the
ideas are the same.

t: tb  Æt = t
Proposition 7 tells us that t  Æt is a widening operator in D2 t . This omposition
will be widely used in the following, so we de ne rt = t  Æt . We will all it the
rising fun tion (just to di erentiate it from W t ).
It also tells us that for ea h type t, the range of rt is isomorphi to D1 t :
rt (D2 t ) ' D1 t . This means that the range of rt is a subdomain of D2 t where we
Proposition 8

For ea h type

have lost the additional information provided by the se ond and third analyses.
For example, we still have nested tuples, but they are maintained in a titious
way, that is, they have been attened up to the rst level and then un attened
again. So, all the internal tuples will be formed by only n's or only d's. For
example both ((n; d); d; (d; d)) and ((d; n); d; (d; d)) are transformed by rt into
((n; n); d; (d; d)). We also have abstra t fun tions, but only some of them: Those
that an be represented with an abstra t value in the rst analysis domains.
These are the fun tions su h that for all values below t1 (d), give the same
result as the one obtained for t1 (d), and for the rest of the values give as result
the top of the orresponding domain, t2 (n).
Theorem 14 below asserts the orre tness of the rst analysis with respe t to
the third one, but rst we will see some more properties that are needed to prove
it. The following proposition relates the adaptation fun tion of the rst analysis
and the on retisation fun tion t . The are made equal through the appli ation
of Æt .
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t : D1 t ! D2 t
K = T t1 :::tm =  = idBasi
(t1 ;:::;tm ) (b1 ; : : : ; bm ) = ( t1 (b1 ); : : : ; tm (bm ))
t1 !t2 (a) = P ro ess t1 t2 (a) =
z v t1 (d)
z 2 D2 t1 : t2 ((an)) if
otherwise
t2
8 :t = t
Fig. 15. Expansion and

Proposition 9

For ea h type
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Æt : D2 t ! D1 t
ÆT t1 :::tm = Æ = idBasi
Æ(t1 ;:::;tm ) (e1 ; : : : ; em ) =
( t1 (e1 ); : : : ; tm (em ))
Æt1 !t2 (f ) = ÆP ro ess t1 t2 (f ) =
Æt2 (f ( t1 (d)))
Æ8 :t = Æt

ompression fun tions

t: 8b 2 Basi : bt = (Æt  t )(b)

The following proposition relates the rising fun tion rt with the abstra tion
and on retisation fun tions t and t . The rst two items tell us that on e we
have gone up in the domain with rt , the fun tions t and t behave in the same
way in the subdomain of D2 t that is the range of rt , than in the whole domain.
This means that in fa t t and t are moving inside this subdomain. In Figure
14 this fa t is represented by two D2t domains en ir led by a dashed line, where
t and t appear between the range of rt and Basi .

Proposition 10

For ea h type

t: (a)

t rt

=

t

(b) rt 

t

=

t

( ) rt v

t t

The following proposition adds some results about the polymorphi fun tions.
The rst one tells us that we obtain the same result if we adapt an abstra t value
belonging to D2t to the type tinst and then rise the result than if we rst rise
it and then adapt the result. The se ond one tells us that the adaptation of
an abstra t value in D1t to obtain an aproximation to the abstra t value of
an instan e tinst , is basi ally equal to the adaptation made with t tinst in the
domains of the se ond and third analyses.
0

0

0

Proposition 11
(a)

rtinst 

t0 tinst

Given two types

=

t0 tinst

 rt0

t, t0

and a type variable

:

(b) 8a 2 D1t : atinst = Ætinst (
0

 a)))

t0 tinst ( t0 (

A very important and useful property to prove the orre tness is the semihomomorphi property of Æt with respe t to the appli ation of a fun tion. But
as there are no fun tional domains in the rst analysis, the property holds with
respe t to the pseudoappli ation we use in su h domains, that is, the way in
b x) t f (see Figure 3).
whi h appli ation of a fun tion is interpreted: f (x) = (t

Proposition 12
Æt1 !t2 (f )

Let

f

2

[D2t1

!

D2t2 ℄, e 2 D2t1 . Then: Æt2 (f (e)) v (tb Æt1 (e))

t

To prove the orollary of Theorem 14 we will need the following lemma.

Lemma 13

For ea h type

t: t (dt ) = t (d)

The following theorem establishes that the rst analysis is a safe (upper)
approximation to the transformation by Æt of those variants of the third analysis
[ ℄ 3wop su h that Æt  wopt = Æt
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Theorem 14

Æt . If for
0
Æte ([[e℄ 3W

Æt  W 0t =
ea h variable v :: tv , 1 (v ) w Ætv (3 (v )) then: 8e :: te : [ e℄
1 1 w
0
3 ). Or equivalently, 8e :: te : te ([[e℄ 1 1 ) w rte ([[e℄ 3W 3 )
0

Let W t be a widening operator for ea h type

t,

su h that

The theorem an be proved by stru tural indu tion on e and by propositions
1(a), 1( ), 4(a), 7(a), 8, 9, 11 and 12.
As a orollary, and by Lemma 13 and Proposition 7( ), we obtain the orre tness of the rst analysis with respe t to these variants: If the rst analysis
tells us that an expression is deterministi then the orresponding variant of
the third analysis also tell us that it is deterministi , probably with some additional detail as the independen e of the output with respe t to the input in a
fun tion/pro ess.

Corollary 15
Æt . If for ea
0
[ e℄ 3W 3 v

0

t, su h that Æt  W 0t =
8e :: te : [ e℄
1 1 = dte )

Let W t be a widening operator for ea h type

h variable

v :: tv , 1 (v )

te (d)

w

Ætv (3 (v ))

then:

Proposition 16 asserts that the parti ular widening operator de ned in Figure
6 has this property (the widening operator W b mentioned in [10℄ also ful lls it)

Proposition 16

For ea h type

t, Æt  W t = Æt .

The orre tness of the rst analysis with respe t to the se ond one is trivially
obtained from Theorem 14, as the se ond analysis is in fa t a variant of the third
analysis where the widening operator is the identity fun tion.

6 Con lusions
We have presented and formally ompared three non-determinism analyses for
a fun tional language with se ond-order polymorphism and non-deterministi
expressions. All of them are based on abstra t interpretation. We have proved
interesting properties of some attening and un attening fun tions whi h appear when polymorphism is formally treated, and also have shown that the rst
analysis is a safe approximation to the se ond and the third ones.
Although the main motivation for this work has been the orre t ompilation
of our language Eden, everything presented here an be applied to any other nondeterministi polymorphi fun tional language. Related work on erning other
abstra t interpretation and type based analyses was already reported in previous
papers [11, 10℄. We have not found any previous analyses for this problem in the
literature.
The rst paper on this subje t [11℄ presented our preliminary ideas in the
form of two not ompletely satisfa tory analyses. The rst one was eÆ ient but
not powerful enough, while the se ond one was powerful but not pra ti al in
terms of eÆ ien y. The se ond paper [10℄ developed a third analysis that was
both powerful enough and pra ti al in implementation terms. This paper has
presented the theoreti al results supporting the orre tness of that implementation. For our purposes, this loses the initial problem. A proof of orre tness
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of the se ond analysis with respe t to the standard semanti s of the language
remains to be done. Unfortunately there is still no su h semanti s available for
Eden. Nevertheless, a simpli ed form of semanti s ould be used to prove part
of the analysis orre tness.
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Resumen La sele i
on ompletamente justa surge en el ontexto de los
programas no deterministas y sirve para garantizar que todos los elementos que se habilitan in nitamente a menudo se sele ionan in nitamente
a menudo. Esta no ion de sele ion presenta dos anomalas: la nitud
justa y las onspira iones. Este art ulo se entra en la sele ion justa
de intera iones y presenta una nueva no ion llamada sele ion ompletamente k{justa uya prin ipal ventaja sobre otras propuestas es que da
solu ion a las dos anomalas de forma simultanea y que el valor de k se
puede estable er a priori para ara terizar su bondad. Para ello, hemos
des rito un modelo abstra to de intera ion que ha e independiente el
riterio de sele ion del lenguaje de programa ion y que se puede a omodar a gran variedad de modelos de intera ion. Tambien presentamos un
algoritmo general para implementar la sele ion ompletamente k{justa
de intera iones que no requiere a eder al estado lo al de los pro esos
del sistema.
lave: programa i
on on urrente y distribuida, modelo abstra to de intera ion, a iones onjuntas, eventos ompartidos, ex lusion
mutua, sele ion justa, onspira iones.

Palabras

1 Introdu ion
La sele ion justa surge en el ontexto de los programas uya eje u ion no es
determinista para poder garantizar propiedades de integridad y de viveza [7℄
en sus eje u iones. Este fa tor no determinista puede ser introdu ido por (i)
lenguajes de programa ion no deterministas, por (ii) el entrelazado de odigo en
los programas on urrentes o por (iii) la on gura ion de la red en el aso de
programas distribuidos.
En la bibliografa no hemos en ontrado ninguna de ni ion de justi ia que
prevalez a sobre las otras, pero en el ontexto de los lenguajes de programa ion
?

Este trabajo esta subven ionado por la Comision Interministerial de Cien ia y Te nologa: proye to GEOZOCO (TIC2000-1106-C02-01)
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F1 .fCoger1 g, F2 .fCoger2 g,
( T5 .fCoger5 , Coger1 g, T2 .fCoger2 , Coger3 g, T1 .fCoger1 ,Coger2 g, Coger1 [℄,
F1 .fSoltar1 g, T1 .fSoltar1 , Soltar2 g, T5 .fSoltar5 , Soltar1 g, Soltar1 [℄, F1 .fCoger1 g )n
(a)
F1 .fCoger1 g, F2 . fCoger2 gF3 .fCoger3 g,
( T5 .fCoger5 , Coger1 g, T3 .fCoger3 , Coger4 g, T1 .fCoger1 , Coger2 g, Coger1 [℄,
T2 .fCoger2 , Coger3 g, Coger3 [℄, F1 .fSoltar1 g, T1 .fSoltar1 , Soltar2 g,
T5 .fSoltar5 , Soltar1 g, Soltar1 [℄, F3 .fSoltar3 g, T2 .fSoltar2 , Soltar3 g,
T3 .fSoltar3 , Soltar4 g, Soltar3 [℄, F1 .fCoger1 g,F3 .fCoger3 g )!
(b)
Figura 2.

Anomalas de la sele ion ompletamente justa de intera iones.

Estas anomalas han sido estudiadas por varios autores dando lugar a nuevos
riterios de sele ion mas restri tivos. Entre ellos desta aremos: la sele ion justa
nita [1℄ y la sele ion hiperjusta [2℄.
La sele ion justa nita intenta paliar el primer problema. Para ello lo que
ha e es sustituir el termino \in nitamente a menudo" de la de ni ion por \al
menos una vez ada k ve es" siendo k un natural des ono ido a priori. Las
prin ipales desventajas de esta propuesta es que (i) el valor de k se ono e a
posteriori, (ii) que no resuelve el problema de la nitud y las onspira iones, (iii)
no hemos en ontrado ningun algoritmo para implementarla2 .
La sele ion hiperjusta surge omo respuesta al problema de las onspiraiones. Se di e que una eje u ion hiperjusta uando es nita o toda intera ion
que puede habilitarse in nitamente a menudo lo ha e in nitamente a menudo.
Con esta no ion se pretende garantizar la habilita ion de las intera iones y no
la sele ion de las mismas, por lo que se ha e ne esario ombinarla on otra
no ion de sele ion de intera iones. Sus prin ipales desventajas son que (i) no
resuelve el problema de la nitud y (ii) no se ono e ningun algoritmo general
para implementarla3 .
Nosotros proponemos una nueva no ion para resolver simultaneamente las
dos anomalas presentadas: la sele ion ompletamente k {justa. Una eje u ion
sera ompletamente k {justa uando ninguna intera ion se eje uta mas de k
ve es sin ono er el estado de nitivo de las intera iones on las que tiene que
obtener la ex lusion mutua y ademas uando se sele iona es la intera ion mas
antigua del grupo (este on epto lo de niremos mas adelante).
Nuestra no ion esta de nida sobre un modelo de intera ion abstra to basado en el on epto de a ion onjunta que abar a a modelos de intera ion de
alto nivel ( omo el de multiples parti ipantes) hasta modelos de intera ion mas
2
3

Los autores proponen un esquema de transforma ion que puede ser apli ado a programas expresados on automatas de Bu hi [10,5℄.
Los autores proponen un esquema de transforma ion de programas IP que impli a
modi a ion del odigo de los pro esos y la existen ia de gestores a medida para
ada programa.
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primitivos omo el paso de mensajes o el rendezvous [8℄. Con este modelo de
intera ion onseguimos ha er independiente el lenguaje de programa ion del
riterio de sele ion que se adopte. Por ultimo, presentamos un algoritmo general para implementar nuestra no ion que no ne esita a eder al estado de los
pro esos.

2 Modelo abstra to de intera i
on
Entenderemos que nuestros programas on urrentes y/o distribuidos estaran formado por un onjunto jo no va o de pro esos y un onjunto jo no va o
de a iones onjuntas (en adelante intera iones) entre di hos pro esos. Todo
pro eso puede parti ipar durante su eje u ion en un onjunto jo no va o de
intera iones.
Los pro esos se eje utaran de forma on urrente (real o simulada) y en ada
instante de tiempo solo podran eje utar una intera ion, es de ir, suponemos
que los pro esos solo tienen un uni o hilo de eje u ion. El uni o me anismo que
se propor iona para sin ronizar pro esos distintos son las intera iones, es de ir,
los pro esos no omparten variables ni se envan mensajes entre ellos.
Los pro esos se pueden en ontrar en tres estados distintos:

Realizando al ulos lo ales: Cuando un pro eso se en uentra en di ho estado solo podra eje utar a iones sobre su estado lo al, es de ir, a iones que
no requieren intera tuar on otros pro esos para llevar a abo ninguna tarea.
Esperando intera tuar on otros pro esos: Cuando un pro eso se en uentra en este estado diremos que esta ofre iendo un onjunto de intera iones
y que se en uentra bloqueado a la espera de que alguna ellas se habilite y
resulte sele ionada para ser eje utada.
Finalizado: Un pro eso se en uentra en este estado uando termina su eje uion. En realidad lo que a nosotros nos interesa es que un pro eso que se
en uentra en este estado no puede ofre er (ni eje utar) ninguna intera ion
en el futuro ni tampo o efe tuar al ulos lo ales.
La vida de un pro eso puede des ribirse on la siguiente expresion regular:


p :: (p:jp:; x) ; p:;

(1)

Donde p: representa la eje u ion de al ulos lo ales, p: el ofre imiento de un
onjunto  6= ; de intera iones, x la sin roniza ion a traves de una intera ion
x 2  y p:; el evento de termina i
on de p.
Las intera iones (a iones onjuntas sn ronas entre un numero arbitrario
y jo de pro esos) solo se eje utan uando todos los pro esos que pueden ofreerla lo han he ho. Cuando dos o mas intera iones pueden ser ofre idas por
los mismos pro esos, es de ir, tienen algun parti ipante en omun diremos que
son poten ialmente on i tivas. Cuando dos o mas intera iones que son potenialmente on i tivas se en uentran habilitadas el mismo tiempo diremos que
se ha produ ido un on i to y se tendra que de idir que intera ion eje utar y
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re hazar el resto, ya que omo hemos di ho los pro esos solo tienen un uni o hilo
de eje u ion.
De esta forma, entenderemos que la eje u ion de un programa es la se uen ia
de ofre imiento de intera ion/eje u ion de intera ion que provo a el ambio
de estado en el mismo. Es de ir, asumimos que los al ulos lo ales que realizan
los pro esos no son visibles durante la eje u ion.

2.1 Des rip ion detallada
A ontinua ion haremos algunas de ni iones para introdu ir todos estos oneptos de forma pre isa. Tomaremos omo ejemplo para poder ilustrar estas
de ni iones el ejemplo de los losofos omensales visto en la gura 1.

Modelo de los sistemas
Sistema: Un sistema  se de ne omo la la tupla (P ; I ). P =
6

; es un
onjunto nito de pro esos ( on un uni o hilo de eje u ion y un estado lo al
independiente) e I 6= ; es un onjunto nito de intera iones que permiten
sin ronizar y omuni ar a un numero arbitrario y jo de pro esos de P .
Parti ipantes de una intera ion: Dada intera ion x 2 I se de ne un
onjunto estati o de pro esos P(x)  P que estara formado por todos los
pro esos a los que x puede sin ronizar.
Intera iones de un pro eso: Todo pro eso p 2 P de ne un onjunto tambien estati o de intera iones I(p)  I de forma que solo se podra sin ronizar y omuni ar on otros pro esos a traves de estas intera iones.
Con gura ion: Una on gura ion es una estru tura matemati a que denota
el estado en el que se en uentra la eje u ion un programa en un instante determinado. Generalmente las on gura iones in luyen el estado de los
pro esos y alguna informa ion de ontrol adi ional. Las denotaremos on
C; C 0 ; C1 ; C2 ; et .
Eventos: Las transi iones entre on gura iones de un sistema vienen dadas por
eventos. Nuestro modelo de ne tres eventos: p: uando el pro eso p eje uta
una instru ion lo al, p: uando el pro eso p ofre e intera ion en alguna
intera ion x 2  y x uando el sistema eje uta la intera ion x.
Eje u ion: Se de ne una eje u ion  de un sistema  omo la tupla (C0 ; ; ),
donde C0 es la on gura ion ini ial, = [C1 ; C2 ; : : :℄ es una se uen ia maximal ( nita o in nita) de on gura iones y = [e1 ; e2 ; : : :℄ tambien es una
se uen ia maximal ( nita o in nita) de eventos, donde ei ara teriza la transi ion entre las on gura iones Ci 1 y Ci (i  1).
Traza: Sea  = (C0 ; ; ) una eje u ion de un programa  . Denotaremos
omo  (traza de on gura iones) y
omo  (traza de eventos).
Semanti a: Asumiremos que nuestros programas han sido es ritos en un lenguaje L uya semanti a operativa esta de nida por la regla de transi ion
e  , donde e es un evento del sistema. Dada una eje u ion  = (C0 ; ; )
L
tambien la es ribiremos de la siguiente forma:
C0

e1


L

C1

e2


L

C2

e3


L



(2)
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Modelo de los pro esos
Ofre imiento de intera ion: Un pro eso p estara ofre iendo la intera ion
x en la on gura ion i{esima de su eje u ion si o solo si llega a un punto en
el que la eje u ion de la intera ion x se una posible ontinua ion.
Readies(; p; x; i) sii
91 

k  i  ((k) = p: ^ x 2  ^ k < j  i   (j ) = z ^ z 2 )

(3)

Esperando intera tuar: Un pro eso p estara esterando intera tuar en la on-

gura ion i{esima de una eje u ion  si y solo si esta ofre iendo alguna
intera ion.
Waiting(; p; i) sii 9x 2 I  Readies(; p; x; i)
(4)
Pro eso nalizado: Un pro eso p habra nalizado su eje u ion en la on gura ion i{esima de su eje u ion  si y solo si ya no puede volver a eje utar ni
al ulos lo ales ni intera ion.
Finished(; p; i) sii

91 

k  i   (k) = p:;

(5)

Modelo de las intera iones
Intera iones enlazadas: El onjunto de intera ion enlazadas a la intera ion x en la on gura ion i{esima de la eje u ion  estara formado por
aquellas intera iones que han sido ofre idas por pro esos omunes.
Linked(; x; i) =
f

y 2 I j y 6= x ^ 9p 2 P  (Readies(; p; x; i) ^ Readies(; p; y; i))g

(6)

Intera iones habilitadas: Una intera ion x estara habilitada en la on gura ion i{esima de la eje u ion  si y solo si todos los pro esos de P(x) la
estan ofre iendo.

Enabled(; x; i) sii

p 2 P(x)  Readies(; p; x; i)

8

(7)

Intera iones deshabilitadas: Una intera ion x estara deshabilitada en la

on gura ion i{esima de la eje u ion  si y solo si no esta habilitada y todos
los pro esos de P(x) estan esperando intera tuar o nalizados.
Disabled(; x; i) sii
:

Enabled(; x; i) ^ 8p

2

P(x)  (Waiting(; p; i) _ Finished(; p; i))

(8)

Intera iones semihabilitadas: Una intera ion x estara semihabilitada en
la on gura ion i{esima de la eje u ion  si y solo si no esta habilitada y ha
sido ofre ida por al menos un pro eso.
SemiEnabled(; x; i) sii

:

Enabled(; x; i) ^ 9p

2

P(x)  Readies(; x; i)

(9)

Intera iones onsolidadas: Una intera ion x estara onsolidada en la on gura ion i{esima de la eje u ion  si y solo si esta habilitada o deshabilitada.
Stable(; x; i) sii Enabled(; x; i) _ Disabled(; x; i)

(10)
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Hay que desta ar que este modelo abstra to de intera ion solo muestra el
aspe to que deben tener las reglas de inferen ia que lo des riben, y que para
valores on retos de L y S tendremos distintos asos de modelos de
intera ion.
La gura 4 muestra dos reglas de inferen ia que ara terizan (desde un punto
de vista abstra to) a nuestros programas. La regla 13 des ribe la semanti a de un
ofre imiento por parte de un pro eso p. El onse uente solo exige que la transi ion
venga dada por un evento de ofre imiento. Por otro lado, el ante edente obliga
a que para que un pro eso p pueda ofre er intera ion primero llegue a un punto
de su eje u ion en la que ya no puede eje utar al ulos lo ales, y ademas, para
poder volver a ofre er intera ion o eje utar al ulos lo ales (! 2 fp:; p:g) es
ne esario que el programa eje ute una intera ion en la que p sea parti ipante.
La regla 14 aptura la semanti a de la termina ion de un pro eso p. La transi ion
L del onse uente esta ara terizada por el evento de termina ion. Con el
ante edente expresamos que uando un pro eso p termina su eje u ion ya no
volvera a eje utar ni al ulos lo ales ni a ofre er intera iones (! 2 fp:; p:g).

9

C 0 ; C 00 ; C 000 ; C3  (C2

  I(p) ^  6= ; ^ (C 0  C1 p:L C 0 ) ^
* C0 !  C ) C
* C 00 x  C 000


2
L
L
L 3
L
p:
C1

L C2
C 0 ; C 00  C2

C1
Figura 4.

LC

L C2



p:;

*

0

!



LC



L C3 ^ x 2 )
*

(13)

00

(14)

Modelo abstra to de intera ion entre pro esos de un programa

En el aso del riterio de sele ion podemos en ontrar en la bibliografa varios propuestas de sele ion de intera iones. De forma abstra ta, todos ellos se
omportan segun el modelo de la gura 3, lo uni o que ambia entre ellos es la
ondi ion de sele ion que ada uno adopta. Por ejemplo, en [3℄ se re iben los
ofre imientos y tan pronto omo una intera ion habilitada onsigue la ex lusion mutua se sele iona (no tiene en uenta la sele ion justa). En [4℄ se trata
el problema de la sele ion justa de alternativas en instru iones de sele ion
multiple no deterministas sele ionando aquella alternativa que ha e mas tiempo que no se eje uta ha iendo uso de ontadores de sele ion. En [9℄ se re iben
ofre imientos aleatorios y se sele iona aquella intera ion que se habilita primero (se apoya en la Teora de los Grandes Numeros para garantizar la sele ion
justa de intera iones). En [6℄ se espera a re ibir todos los ofre imientos y sele iona aquella intera ion que puede ser re hazada en menor numero de o asiones
ha iendo uso de ontadores de re hazo.
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3 Sele i
on ompletamente k{justa de intera iones
De forma intuitiva entenderemos por eje u ion ompletamente k {justa aquella
que garantiza que ninguna intera ion se eje uta mas de k ve es sin que las intera iones on las que esta enlazada en ese momento esten onsolidadas, ademas,
en aso de on i to debe sele ionarse la intera ion de mayor edad. Formalmente la de nimos de la siguiente forma:

De ni ion 1 (Sele ion Completamente k{Justa)

Sea una eje u i
on  =
) y k un natural no nulo. Diremos que  es una eje u ion ompletamente
k{justa si el predi ado SKF (; k) se satisfa e.

(C0 ;

;

S KF

(; k)

sii

x I ; i

8

2 ExeSet(;x; 1)  Enabled(; x; i) ^
(LStable(;x; i) ^ LOldest(;x; i) _ : LStable(;x; i) ^ (; x; i)  k)
2

(15)

Esta de ni ion ha e uso de varias fun iones y predi ados auxiliares que detallaremos a ontinua ion. LStable(; x; i) es un predi ado que utilizamos para
saber si las intera iones enlazadas on x en la on gura ion i{esima estan en
un estado onsolidado.
LStable(;x; i) sii

y

Linked(;x; i)  Stable(; y;i)

(16)

Linked(; x;i)  Age(; x; i)  Age(; y; i)

(17)

8

2

LOldest(; x; i) es un predi ado que se satisfa e uando la intera ion x es la
de mayor edad en la on gura ion i{esima de la eje u ion  de entre todas las
intera iones que estan enlazadas on ella.
LOldest(; x; i) sii

y

8

2

(; x; i) es una fun ion que devuelve el numero de ve es que la intera ion x
se ha eje utado en presen ia de intera iones enlazadas no onsolidadas desde la
ultima on gura ion que se eje uto hasta la on gura ion i.
(; x; i) =

P

X

k<i

( (k) = x ^ Linked(; x;k) 6= ; ^ : LStable(;x; k))

(18)

donde a2A P (a) , jfa 2 A j P (a)gj), y  se de ne de la siguiente forma
(observe que el maximo de un onjunto va o es ?):


= max k
 , 1j ifenjotro
aso
f

2

ExeSet(; x; i) j LStable(; x;k)g ^ j =
6 ?

(19)

De la de ni ion se dedu e que toda eje u ion que ontenga menos de k eje u iones de intera ion es ompletamente k {justa (ya que ninguna intera ion se ha
podido eje utar mas de k ve es) y que ademas k debe ser ono ido a priori4 y
debe veri ar que:

k

4



maxfj I(p) \ I(q )j  p; q 2 P ^ p 6= q g

(20)

Observe que k ara teriza a la no ion de sele ion ompletamente k{justa, es de ir,
es un dato de partida. En la no ion de sele ion justa nita el valor de k se al ula
a posteriori sobre la propia eje u ion.
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Esto es as porque en un grupo de N intera iones enlazadas tenemos que garantizar que, en el peor de los asos ( uando el grupo se onsolida y todas se
habilitan), al menos toda intera ion se eje uta 1 vez ada N eje u iones de
intera iones enlazadas, es de ir k = N . Para poder garantizar esto en todos
los grupos de intera iones enlazadas lo que tenemos que ha er es dar a k un
valor mayor o igual que el maximo de intera iones enlazadas, lo que se obtiene
al ulando el numero maximo de intera iones omunes que tienen los pro esos
del sistema dos a dos.
El valor de k puede verse omo un umbral de semihabilita iones en nuestras
eje u iones. Es de ir, podemos entender que k es el numero maximo de ve es
que una intera ion se puede sele ionar en presen ia de intera iones enlazadas
que se en uentran semihabilitadas.
Por otro lado, las eje u iones ompletamente k {justas de un programa pueden verse omo un sub onjunto de las eje u iones ompletamente justa a las
que en el riterio de sele ion se les ha a~nadido una ondi ion en fun ion de k .
As si k es mnimo tenemos que el riterio de sele ion de intera iones es muy
exigente de forma el onjunto de intera iones que lo umplen es mnimo, por
lo que el sub onjunto de las posibles eje u iones ompletamente k {justa tambien es mnimo. Por el ontrario, si k tiende a in nito el riterio de sele ion es
muy relajado (de he ho solo se exige que las intera iones se en uentren habilitadas), por lo que el onjunto de posibles eje u iones es maximo (igual al de las
eje u iones ompletamente justa).
Para ver omo on la sele ion ompletamente k {justa de intera iones dete tamos y resolvemos las anomalas de la sele ion ompletamente justa anali emos
las eje u iones de las guras 2.a. En la primera se observa omo di ha eje u ion
no seria ompletamente k {justa para ualquier k menor que n ya que Get1 se ejeuta n ve es uando Get2 se en uentra semihabilitada. En la segunda eje u ion
( gura 2.b) tambien tenemos que no seria ompletamente k {justa para ualquier
k menor que n por el mismo motivo on la diferen ia de que en la on gura ion
k +1 la intera ion Get1 no umplira el riterio de sele ion permitiendo de esta
forma que Get2 se habilite y sea sele ionada.

4 Algoritmo de sele ion de intera iones ompletamente
k{justo
A ontinua ion vamos a des ribir en detalle un algoritmo que a partir de ualquier programa uyo modelo abstra to de intera ion sea el des rito en la se ion
2 obtenga eje u iones que sean ompletamente k {justas para un valor de k dado.
Primero haremos una des rip ion informal a grandes rasgos del algoritmo.
Despues haremos una des rip ion mas detallada ha iendo uso de reglas de inferen ia para des ribir el ambio de estado ( on gura ion) que provo an los
distintos eventos.
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4.1 Des rip ion informal
La idea del algoritmo onsiste en ordenar todas las intera iones en una ola ( )
de forma que las intera iones que estan al nal son las que se han eje utado
mas re ientemente (sele ionar la primera intera ion habilitada de una ola
ordenada garantiza que nuestras eje u iones sean ompletamente justas [6℄).
Ademas a ada intera ion x se le aso ia un ontador (Æ (x)) que sirve para
llevar la uenta del numero de ve es que otras intera iones enlazadas on x se
han eje utado uando el grupo no estaba onsolidado.
Para ono er el estado de los pro esos y las intera iones utilizaremos un
mapa de ofre imientos ('), de forma que ada intera ion tiene aso iado en
tiempo de eje u ion uales son los pro esos que la han ofre ido. Para ello ada
vez que se produ e una transi ion de ofre imiento/intera ion se a tualiza di ho
mapa de la forma ade uada.
As, nuestro algoritmo siempre sele ionara para su eje u ion aquella intera ion habilitada que se en uentre primero en la ola y que omparta pro esos
on un onjunto de intera iones onsolidado o que el valor de Æ de ninguna de
ellas haya superado el valor de k .

4.2 Des rip ion detallada
Vamos a des ribir la semanti a operativa de nuestro algoritmo de sele ion ompletamente k {justo ha iendo uso de la regla de transi ion S KF sobre on gura iones que denotaremos omo D; D0 ; D1 ; : : : Di has on gura iones estaran
ompuestas por la on gura ion C del programa mas las estru turas de datos
ne esarias para llevar a abo la sele ion.
A ontinua ion de niremos las estru turas de datos ne esarias as omo las
fun iones que las a tualizan.

Estru turas de datos
Mapa de ofre imientos: De nimos el mapa ' de forma que a ada intera ion
x 2 I se le aso ia un onjunto de pro esos '(x).
' 2 ff : I

! 2P ^ dom f = I g

(21)

Este mapa sirve para disponer en tiempo de eje u ion de uales son los
pro esos que han ofre ido ada intera ion. De esta forma, podremos saber
uando una intera ion se habilita o uando omparte pro esos on otras
intera iones.
Pro esos que nalizados: Se de ne un onjunto de pro esos #  P que ontendra a todos los pro esos que han nalizado su eje u ion. En este onjunto
mantendremos todos los pro esos que han terminado su eje u ion de forma
que se podra dete tar uando un pro eso ha terminado su eje u ion o uando
una intera ion no volvera jamas a habilitarse.
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Mapa de semihabilita iones: De nimos un mapa Æ de forma que a ada intera ion se le aso ia un numero natural.
Æ

2 ff : I ! N ^ dom f = I g

(22)

En este mapa mantendremos informa ion a er a del numero de ve es que
una intera ion ha sido re hazada en presen ia de otras intera iones on las
que omparta algun pro eso. De esta forma podremos saber uando dentro
de un grupo de intera iones que omparten pro esos alguna intera ion
puede estar siendo marginada.
Cola de intera iones: Se de ne la se uen ia de intera iones  de forma que
las intera iones que se en uentran en las primeras posi iones son aquellas
que ha e mas tiempo que no se eje utan.


= [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄ ^ n = jI j ^ img  = I

(23)

Con gura ion extendida: La on gura ion extendida del algoritmo en un
instante i viene dada por la tupla (Ci ; i ; 'i ; Æi ; #i ), donde Ci es la on guraion del programa en el instante i, i es la ola de intera iones, 'i es el mapa
de ofre imientos, Æi es el mapa de semihabilita iones y #i es el onjunto de

pro esos nalizados.
La on gura ion ini ial del algoritmo viene determinada por la on gura ion
ini ial del programa, ualquier ola de intera iones (no importa el orden),
un mapa de ofre imientos '0 de forma que 8x 2 dom I  '0 (x) = ;, un mapa
de semihabilita iones Æ0 de forma que 8x 2 I  Æ0 (x) = 0 y una se uen ia
de pro esos nalizados #0 = ;.

Fun iones de onsulta y a tualiza ion de las estru turas de datos
A tualiza ion de ' y #: Cuando un pro eso p de ide intera tuar a traves de
onjunto de intera iones   I utilizaremos la fun ion AddO er('; p; )

para rear un nuevo mapa de ofre imientos a tualizado de la siguiente forma:
AddO er('; p; ) =fx 7! '(x)  x 2 dom ' ^ x 62 g [
fx 7! '(x) [ fpg  x 2 dom ' ^ x 2 g

(24)

Cuando una intera ion x se sele iona para ser eje utada sera la fun ion
RemoveO er('; x) la que se en argue de rear un nuevo mapa de ofre imientos de la siguiente manera:
RemoveO er('; x) = fx 7! '(x) n P(x)  x 2 dom 'g

(25)

Cuando un pro eso p naliza su eje u ion y ofre e el onjunto de intera iones  va o (p:;) la fun ion AddFinished(#; p) rea un nuevo onjunto de
pro esos nalizados en el que in luye a p.
AddFinished(#; p) =



#
#

[ fpg si  6= ;
si  = ;

(26)
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A tualiza ion de : Cuando una intera ion x resulta sele ionada para ser
eje utada usaremos la fun ion Order para retrasar la posi ion de x en  .
Order(; Æ) =  0 si dom  = dom  0 ^ ran  = ran  0 ^
0 1 (x1 )   0 1 (x2 ) ) Æ(x1 )  Æ(x2 ) (27)
8x1 ; x2 2 ran   
Intera iones habilitadas disyuntas: Dada una ola de intera iones  y un
mapa de ofre imientos ' se de ne el onjunto de todas las intera iones
habilitadas disyuntas Ready(; ') de la siguiente forma:
Ready(; ') = fx 2 dom '  P(x) = '(x) ^ y 2 S  P(y) = '(y) ^ 

1

(y) < 

1

(x)g
(28)

Siendo S = fz 2 dom '  '(z ) \ '(x) 6= ;g.
Intera iones onsolidadas: Dado un onjunto de intera iones  , un mapa de ofre imientos ' y un onjunto de pro esos nalizados # de nimos el
predi ado Consolidated(; '; #) que se veri a uando todos los pro esos de
todas las intera iones de  han ofre ido intera ion5.
Consolidated(; '; #) sii 8x 2 

p 2 P(x)  p 2 ran ' _ p 2 #

 8

(29)

A tualiza ion de Æ: Cuando una intera ion x es sele ionada para su eje uion utilizaremos la fun ion Update('; Æ:x) para rear un nuevo mapa de
semihabilita iones de la siguiente forma:
Update('; Æ:x) = Æ

f

x 7! 0g

f

y 7! Æ(y)+1y 2 S nfxg^: O ered(S ; '; #)g (30)

De niendose S igual que en la fun ion Ready(; ').
Hemos des rito el algoritmo de sele ion ompletamente k {justo de intera ion ha iendo uso de las dos reglas de inferen ia que se muestran en la gura 5.
En la regla 31 des ribimos omo ambian las estru turas de datos uando se
produ e una transi ion de ofre imiento, es de ir, ada vez que un pro eso p ofre e
el onjunto de intera iones  nuestro algoritmo a~nade di ho ofre imiento en el
mapa de ofre imientos. En el aso de que un pro eso p nali e lo que ha emos
es a~nadir di ho pro eso al onjunto de pro esos nalizados.
En la regla 32 se des ribe que intera ion debe sele ionar para que la ejeu ion que se genere sea ompletamente k {justa (observese que C1 x L C2
apare e en el onse uente). El ante edente de esta regla asume que x es la primera intera ion habilitada de la ola  , de forma que el riterio de sele ion se
satisfa e si se da alguna de las siguiente ondi iones:
1. Si x no es on i tiva on ninguna intera ion, es de ir, S = fxg.
2. Las intera iones on las que x esta enlazada estan onsolidadas.
3. El ontador de semihabilita iones aso iado de todas las intera iones enlazadas on x es menor que k .
5

Fjese en que onsolida ion no impli a habilita ion pero en ambio habilita ion si
impli a onsolida ion.
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p:

'

0

0

0
C
L C ^
0
er('; p; ) ^ # = AddFinished(#; p)

= AddO
(C; ; '; Æ; #) p:SKF (C

0

; ; '0 Æ; #0 )

x 2 Ready(; ') ^ S = fz 2 dom '  ('(z ) \ '(x) 6= ;)g ^
= Order(; Æ ) ^ ' = RemoveO er('; x) ^ Æ = Update('; Æ:x) ^
(S = fxg _ O ered(S ; '; #) _ (S 6= fxg ^ max Æ (y ) < k))
0

0

0

(C; ; '; Æ; #) x SKF (C
Figura 5.

(31)

0

y2S nfxg
x  C0
L

;  0 ; '0 ; Æ 0 ; #) ^ C

Algoritmo de sele ion

S KF

(32)

.

5 Con lusiones
En este art ulo hemos presentamos un nuevo riterio de sele ion de intera iones para poder garantizar propiedades fundamentales en programas uyo omportamiento es no determinista que on otros riterios resultan imposibles. Este
riterio de sele ion de intera iones resuelve las anomalas de la sele ion ompletamente justa mostradas en la gura 2.a y 2.b y sus prin ipales ventajas son:
{ No asume que ualquier eje u ion nita sea justa por de ni ion, lo que nos
puede llevar a eje u iones omo las mostradas en 2.a.
{ El valor de k se ajusta empri amente a priori para ada programa. Di ho
valor ara teriza las eje u iones que umplen el riterio de sele ion.
{ Garantiza la eje u ion de todas las intera iones que pueden habilitarse en
un tiempo nito y a otado superiormente (el valor de di ha ota vara en
fun ion de k ).
{ Resuelve el problema de las onspira iones on una bondad que aumenta
onforme disminuye el valor de k .
{ Propor ionamos un algoritmo para implementarla que no requiere a eder
al estado lo al de los pro esos.
Una de las aporta iones mas importantes es el on epto de umbral de semihabilita iones k , que utilizamos para dete tar las posibles situa iones de onspira ion y resolverlas a tiempo. Este umbral ara teriza la eje u ion de nuestros
programas de forma que nos sirve para regular la velo idad a la que se eje utaran
las intera iones que omparten pro esos en tiempo de eje u ion. Si k es mnimo
enton es las intera iones enlazadas se eje utaran a la velo idad del parti ipante
mas lento, ya que en este aso ninguna intera ion se sele iona hasta ono er
el estado nal de todas las intera iones on las que omparte ofre imientos.
En este ontexto nuestro algoritmo es similar a [4℄ resolviendo el problema de
las onspira iones a osta de ralentizar los pro esos que omponen un programa
on urrente. Si k es maximo (tiende a in nito) enton es las intera iones enlazadas se eje utan a la velo idad del parti ipante mas rapido, ya que en este aso
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toda intera ion se sele iona tan pronto omo obtiene la ex lusion mutua on
las que es on i tiva. En este ontexto nuestro algoritmo se pare e a [3℄ y [11℄,
en los que no se tiene en uenta el problema de la sele ion justa de intera iones
pero se onsigue eje utar un gran numero de intera iones por segundo.
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Abstract. Linda is a coordination language, originally presented as a

set of inter-agent communication primitives which can virtually be added
to any programming language.
In this paper, we analyse the use of Linda to specify the interactive behaviour of software components. We rst introduce a process algebra for
Linda and a we de ne a notion of process compatibility that ensures the
safe composition of components. In particular, we proof that compatibility implies successful computation.
We also argue that Linda features some advantages with respect to similar proposals in the context of dynamic compatibility checking. In this
perspective, we propose an alternative de nition of compatibility that
takes into account the state of a global store, which gives some relevant
information about the current execution of the system.
The results presented in this paper correspond to the preliminary steps
towards a depth exploration of di erent formalisms to model interaction
in open distributed systems, always oriented to their practical application
by means of automatic checking tools.

Coordination languages, components, compatibility, interaction, process algebras.

Keywords:

1 Introduction

Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is an emergent discipline
growing up in the eld of Software Engineering. Although it appeared
recently, there is a lot of people working on this eld. The reason is the
necessity for developing open systems and plug-and-play reusable applications which lead to the concept of \commercial o -the-self" (COTS) component. Historically, the most important previous platforms were CORBA
and DCE which were developed by OSF (Open Software Foundation) and
OMG (Object Management Group). The following step was formed by
several platforms, like COM/DCOM, CCM, EJB, and recently .NET,
developed by Microsoft.
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It is worth observing, however, that traditional IDLs were de ned
for describing the services that objects o er, rather than the services
they need from other objects or the relative order in which they expect
their methods will be called. It is therefore necessary to add protocol
information to object interfaces.
The objective of this work is to explore the usability of the coordination language Linda as a language to express protocol information of
components. This has been already dealt with in previous works, from
di erent perspectives. Thus, in the eld of Software Architecture, several
attempts have been made to express, at certain level of detail, the behavior of components involved in a software system architecture. In fact,
some formal approaches (e.g. CSP,  -calculus, etc.) have been used to
describe protocols governing the interaction of a component with its environment [1, 9]. Other similar works have been developed in the context of
component-based software engineering, where also process algebras have
been applied [4,10] to give a more practical view, where both feasibility
of automatic tools and the application to real component platforms are
the main motivations.
In this work, we explore a di erent approach based on the coordination
model Linda [11], trying to exploit the speci c features which characterize
it. Linda can be presented as a set of interaction primitives which allow
agents to read, delete and add tuples in a tuple space, which is shared by
all interacting agents. This way, we de ne a compatibility relation among
agents which takes into account the situation of the store, so making the
compatibility checking easier during the system's execution, and ensuring the safe composition of components. We are interested in using Linda
as a speci cation language for describing component protocols, that is,
we do not worry about component computation, but about its interaction
behavior. Thus, a component would be de ned by two orthogonal descriptions, its execution code (providing the computation), and its Linda-based
speci cation (giving an abstraction of the interaction behavior). In order
to have a process calculus semantically equivalent to Linda, we have considered an algebraic view of its communication primitives [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a
Linda-based process calculus, and we illustrate by means of a simple
example how it can be used to specify component protocols. Next section
is devoted to introduce the notion of safe composition of components,
giving several conditions to ensure it. In this section, we de ne a notion
of compatibility, which is rstly presented in an intuitive way, and then
we give an alternative de nition which is store sensitive. We also prove
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the equivalence between both compatibility presentations. Finally, we give
some concluding remarks.

2 Specifying component protocols in Linda
2.1 A Linda calculus

Linda [11] was the rst coordination language [12], originally presented
as a set of inter-agent communication primitives which can virtually be
added to any programming language. Linda's communication primitives
allow processes to add, delete and test for the presence/absence of tuples
in a shared tuple space. The tuple space is a multiset of data (tuples),
shared by concurrently running processes. Delete and test operations are
blocking and follow an associative naming scheme that operates like select
in relational databases.
In this paper, following [8], we shall consider a process algebra L
containing the communication primitives of Linda. These primitives permit to add a tuple (out), to remove a tuple (in), and to test the presence/absence of a tuple (rd, nrd) in the shared dataspace. The language
L includes also the standard pre x, choice and parallel composition operators in the style of CCS [13].
The syntax of L is formally de ned as follows:

P ::= 0 j A:P j P + P j P k P j recX:P
A ::= rd(t) j nrd(t) j in(t) j out(t)
where 0 denotes the empty process and t denotes a tuple.

Following [8], the operational semantics of L can be modeled by a
labelled transition system de ned by the rules of Table 1. Notice that the
con gurations of the transition system extend the syntax of processes by
allowing parallel composition of tuples. Formally, the transition system
of Table 1 refers to the extended language L de ned as:
0

P ::= P j P jj hti
0

0

Rule (1) states that the output operation consists of an internal move
which creates the tuple hti. Rule (2) shows that a tuple hti is ready to
o er itself to the environment by performing an action labelled t. Rules
(3), (4) and (5) describe the behaviour of the pre xes in(t), rd(t) and
nrd(t) whose labels are t, t and :t, respectively. Rule (6) is the standard
rule for choice composition. Rule (7) is the standard rule for the synchronization between the complementary actions t and t: It models the
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(1) out(t):P ! hti k P

(6)

(2)

t
hti !
0

(7)

(3)

t
in(t):P !
P

(8)

(4)

rd(t):P

t

!P

(5) nrd(t):P !t P
:

Table 1.

(9)
(10)

P !P
P +Q ! P +Q
t
t
Q
P !
P Q !
P k Q ! P k Q
t
t
Q
P Q !
P !

P kQ !P kQ
P ! P 6= :t
P kQ !P kQ
t
t
P !
P Q6 !
t
P kQ !P kQ
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

:

0

:

0

Transition system for L.

e ective execution of an in(t) operation. Rule (8) de nes the synchronization between two processes performing a transition labelled t and t,
respectively. Notice that the process performing t is left unchanged, since
the read operation rd(t) does not modify the dataspace. The usual rule
(9) for the parallel operator can be applied only to labels di erent from
:t. Indeed a process P can execute a nrd(t) action in parallel with Q only
if Q is not able to o er the tuple hti, as stated by rule (10). Notice that,
following [8], there are no rules for recursion since its semantics is de ned
by structural axiom recX:P  P [recX:P=X ] which applies an unfolding
step to a recursively de ned process.
The rules of Table 1 are used to de ne the set of derivations for a
Linda system. Following [8], both reductions labelled  and reductions
labelled :t are considered. Formally, this corresponds to introducing the
following derivation relation:
(P ! P 0 or P :!t P 0 ):
Notice that the above operational characterization of L employs the socalled ordered semantics of the output operation [7]. Namely, when a
sequence of outputs is executed, the tuples are rendered in the same order
as they are emitted. It is also worth noting that also the store can be seen
as a process which is the parallel composition of a number of tuples.
Let us nally introduce another derivation relation that will be used
as a shorthand in the rest of the paper:
P =) P 0 i
(P 7 ! ! P 0 )
where 2 ft; t; tg.
P

7 ! P0 i
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2.2 Component protocols in Linda

We now describe how the Linda language can be e ectively used to specify
the interactive behaviour of components. To exemplify the appropriateness of Linda for specifying component protocols, we will illustrate its
application to the standard client/server interaction model.
The typical basic behaviour of a server can be described by the following protocol:
SERVER = in(c,tos,qry).out(c,ans).SERVER

The server repeatedly exhibits the same interactive behaviour: It rst inputs a request and then outputs the answer it computed for the received
request. The input operation has three parameters which denote the name
(c) of the client who produced the request, the type of service required
(some constant tos), and the actual request (qry). The server then returns its answer to the query by placing a tuple of the form <c,ans> in
the shared dataspace.
The typical basic behaviour of a client is instead described by the
following protocol:
CLIENT = out(#me,tos,qry).in(#me,ans).CLIENT

where #me is the identi er of the client process [11].
Notice that, in the above speci cation, the client request does not
refer to the name of a speci c server. Most importantly, a client does not
need to be aware of which servers are currently available. Notably, the
above speci cation allows several clients and servers to be dynamically
and transparently plugged in an open system.
The above speci cation describes the basic behaviour of clients and
servers. A more re ned speci cation may include for instance the brokerage of the servers currently available for a given type of service. Indeed,
the server protocol may be rewritten so that the rst operation a server
performs is to inform the system that she is a server featuring a certain
type of service. This can be done by outputing a tuple that associates
the process identi er with a certain type of service, as speci ed in the
following protocol:
SERVER = out(tos,#me).CYCLE
CYCLE = in(c,#me,qry).out(#me,c,ans).CYCLE

where CYCLE is a process name. Notice also that the SERVER protocol
employs the tuple format <sender,receiver,message> for the message
exchanged between clients and servers on the shared dataspace.
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Server brokerage can be then easily included in the client protocol as
follows:
CLIENT = (rd(tos,srv).out(#me,srv,qry).in(srv,#me,ans).CLIENT)
+
(nrd(tos,srv).EXCEPTION)

Namely the client determines the name of a server o ering the desired
type of service by means of the rd(tos,srv) operation. If there is no
server available for such type of service (nrd(tos,srv)), then the client
will have to handle the unexpected situation by means of some process
EXCEPTION.

3 Correct composition of components
3.1 Components compatibility
We now introduce a notion of compatibility among processes in order
to determine whether two processes | speci ed as two Linda agents |
conform one another.
Let us rst de ne the notion of successful computation which, intuitively speaking, denotes the absence of deadlock in all possible alternative
executions of a process.

De nition 1 (Successful computation). A process P is a possible failure if there exists an agent P 0 such that P 7 ! P 0 67 ! and P 0 is not
structurally equivalent to a store (i.e., a parallel composition of tuples).
On the contrary, a process P is successful if P is not a possible failure.

Before de ning the notion of compatibility among processes, we introduce the notion of synchronizable processes. This notion is needed for
technical reason, and its need will be better clari ed later.

De nition 2 (Synchronizable processes). A process P provides an
input a for an agent Q if there exist two processes P 0 and Q0 , such that
P =a) P 0 and Q =) Q0, where 2 fa; ag. Two processes P and Q are
synchronizable if P provides an input for Q or Q provides an input for P .
De nition 3 (Compatible processes). A process P is semi-compatible
with a process Q, written P C Q (and the relation C is called a semi-

compatibility), i :

1. If P is not successful then P and Q are synchronizable
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t
2. If P only
can proceed by :t transition then Q 7 ! 6 !

3. If P ! P 0 then P 0 C Q
t
t
4. If P !
P 0 and Q !
Q0 then P 0 C Q0
t
t
P 0 and Q !
5. If P !
then P 0 C Q
t
then P 0 C Q
6. If P :!t P 0 and Q 6 !
A relation C is a compatibility if both C and C 1 are semi-compatibilities.
We say that two processes P and Q are compatible, and we denote it by
P  Q, if there exists a compatibility relation C , such that P C Q.
Intuitively speaking, two Linda processes are compatible if for each
possible action o ered by one of them there is a corresponding answer
from the other one, and vice-versa. Notice that condition (i) has a technical justi cation as it avoids considering two unrelated processes (viz.,
two processes that do not share any action) compatible.
If we consider the notion of bisimilarity de ned in other process calculi [14], we can observe that compatibility provides a di erent way of
comparing processes. In fact, whereas two bisimilar processes present the
\same" behavior, two compatible processes describe two \complementary" behaviors.
When processes are de ned with a nite number of states (even if they
present an in nite behavior), it is worth observing that it is possible to
implement a tool capable of automatically checking the compatibility of
two processes. Obviously, depending on the structural complexity of the
processes, the cost of checking might be very high. In any case, even when
in nite behavior is dealt with, the usefulness of a tool is clear. Thus, a
negative answer showing the non-compatibility of two components could
prevent from wrong compositions. Obviously, the compatibility of two
generic processes is not always decidible. However, from a practical point
of view, it is usual to complement the description of a component with
state nite processes. We can, for instance, verify that the processes:

CLIENT = out(#me,tos,qry).in(#me,ans).CLIENT

and:

SERVER = in(c,tos,qry).out(c,ans).SERVER

! CLIENT' and SERVER qry!SERVER',
are compatible. Since CLIENT ! qry
we check the compatibility of the two new processes
CLIENT'=in(#me,ans).CLIENT

and

SERVER'=out(c,ans).SERVER.

!SERVER. Then, both proNow, CLIENT' ans
!CLIENT and SERVER' ! ans
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cesses belon to a compatibility relation, and then, we can conclude that
CLIENT and SERVER are compatible.
On the other hand, we can observe that an \eager" server (that may
terminate if there are now pending queries) such as:

SERVER2 = in(c,tos,qry).out(c,ans).SERVER2 + nrd(c,tos,qry).0

is not compatible with CLIENT.
We now prove that the compatibility of two processes implies the
success of their parallel composition.

Theorem 4.

P  Q then P k Q is successful.
Proof. Suppose that P  Q but P k Q is not successful.Then, there exists
F (a possible failure) such that P k Q 7 ! F, F is not a set of tuples and
If

F 67 !. We will prove that it is not possible by induction on the number
n of  -transitions leading to F.
1. 
. Suppose n = 0. Then P k Q = F 67 !, therefore P 6 ! and
Q 6 !. If P or Q is a stuck process, then, by the rst condition of comBase Case

patibility, we infer that P and Q are synchronizable (it means that a
exists such that P =a) P 0 and Q =) Q0, where 2 fa; ag). And then,
we have P k Q =) P 0 k Q0 !, which is a contradiction. Another
t
possibility is that P :!t and Q !
for some action t (or viceversa);
but this is contradictory with the second condition of compatibility.
2. Inductive hypothesis. 8P 0 ; Q0: P 0  Q0 , if P 0 k Q0 7 !k F with k < n,
then either F 7 ! or F is structurally equivalent to a store (i.e. a
parallel composition of tuples).
3. General Case. Suppose that (P k Q) 7 ! (P 0 k Q0 ) 7 !n 1 F. Then
the initial transition is due to one of the following situations:
(a) P ! P 0 . Then, since Q = Q0 we have that P 0  Q0
t
t
Q0. Then, we have that P 0  Q0
(b) P !
P 0 and Q !
t
t
. Then, we have P 0  Q0
(c) P !
P 0 and Q !
t
(d) P :!t P 0 and Q 6 !
. Then, we have P 0  Q0
(e) Or the symmetrical situations for Q.
Because of P  Q in every situation, we can apply the inductive hypothesis and deduce that either F ! or F is a parallel composition
of tuples, again obtaining a contradiction.



For instance, the previously described processes CLIENT and SERVER
are compatible, and Theorem 4 ensures that their parallel composition is
a success.
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3.2 Store sensitive compatibility

In Linda inter-process communication occurs only via a shared store (or
dataspace) which is a (multi)set of tuples inserted, extracted or deleted
by the concurrent processes.
In order to have an explicit treatment of the store, we now de ne a
compatibility relation that takes into account the situation of the store.
As we will see, we can obtain a similar result concerning successful computation in the presence of compatibility. An advantage of having an
explicit reference to the store is the possibility of establishing dynamic
compatibility checking. Indeed, a Linda-based computation is characterized by the store's evolution, so that the set of tuples included into the
store governs each computation step. This way, the aim of the following
de nition is to enable run-time, store-sensitive compatibility checking.

De nition 5 (Compatible processes with respect to a store). A process P is semi-compatible with a process Q w.r.t a store Store, written
P CStore Q, i :
1. If P is not successful then a partition of Store, StoreP k StoreQ ,
exists such that P k StoreP and Q k StoreQ are synchronizable.
2. If P ! P 0 then P 0 CStore Q.
t
t
Store0 then P 0 CStore Q.
3. If P !
P 0 and Store !
t
t
4. If P !
P 0 and Q !
then P 0 CStore Q
t
t
Store0 then P 0 CStore Q.
P 0 and Store !
5. If P !
t
t
6. If P !
Q0 then P 0 CStore Q0.
P 0 and Q !
t
t
:
t
then P 0 CStore Q.
7. If P ! P 0 , Q 6 ! and Store 6 !
0

0

0

A relation CStore is a compatibility w.r.t. the store Store if both CStore
1
are semi-compatibilities w.r.t. the same Store. We say that
and CStore
two processes P and Q are compatible w.r.t. Store, and we denote it
by P Store Q, if there exists a compatibility relation CStore , such that
P CStore Q.
As in De nition 3, condition (i) is introduced for technical reasons to
avoid two unrelated processes to be considered compatible. In this case,
since the compatibility relation is relative to a certain store, we allow
to have unrelated (without sharing complementary actions) compatible
processes, whenever they might be related through the store. That is,
when two processes do not present any common (complementary) behavior, but one of them, after consuming a tuple from the store, synchronizes
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with the other process, then they may present a compatible behavior. In
another case, these processes should not be considered compatible.
Notice that two processes which are not compatible in the sense of
De nition 5 can be compatible with respect to a convenient store. For
example, if we consider the process CLIENT2=in(#me,srv,ans).CLIENT,
it is not compatible with the process SERVER, but they are compatible
w.r.t. a store containing the tuple <c,tos,qry>. Here, we can see how the
new introduced notion makes more exible the compatibility between two
processes. In fact, the compatibility of a client and a server could depend
on the actions already made by a third component already created (the
one which has put the convenient tuple into the store.)
The result of Theorem 4 can be extended to Store , obtaining the
following theorem.

Theorem 6.
Proof.

If

P Store Q then P k Q k Store is successful.

Analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.



Theorem 6 ensures the success of the computation of a pair of processes in presence of a suitable store. In practice, Theorem 6 can be used:
{ both for checking the compatibility of a component and of a running
system w.r.t. the current store (characterizing the current state of the
execution),
{ and for conditioning the acceptance of a given component into an open
running system so as to wait for a suitable state of the store in order
to ensure the success of the overall system.
It is worth observing that the two relations  and Store are closely
related. Although we have not fully proved the relationship between both
notions, we conjecture the following result: \if P Store Q then (P k
StoreP )  (Q k StoreQ) for some partition Store = StoreP k StoreQ ".
This is rather natural, because the notion of compatibility w.r.t. a store is
de ned in terms of the complementary behavior of a process with respect
to another one (as it is made in the notion of compatibility), and with
respect to the store, which is dealt with as one more process (a parallel
composition of tuples). Informally,  can be seen as a di erent presentation of Store . What we mean with this is that the compatibility with
respect to a store could be de ned in terms of the compatibility relation,
where the store can be seen as one more process: a parallel composition of tuples. The advantage of using the presentation given by Store is
its usefulness from the automatic checking perspective. Although the new
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compatibility relation is relevant per se (because the store plays an important role in the interaction of components, and it is explicitly considered),
a more interesting point is the possibility of building an automatic checking tool capable of determining which is the store (if any) that makes two
given processes compatible.

4 Concluding remarks
Linda is a coordination language where inter-process communication can
only occur through a set of tuples, and the main novelty of our proposal
consists of de ning a compatibility relation taking into account the situation of the store. The advantage of this is the possibility of establishing
dynamic compatibility checking. That is, when a component has to be
incorporated into an already executing system (seen as another component), the compatibility has to be analyzed dynamically, and the \static"
speci cation is not enough because it presents the behavior of a component from its instantiation. Indeed, the advantage of using a Linda-based
formalism is that a Linda computation is characterized by the store's evolution, in such a way that the set of tuples included into the store governs
each computation step. This is not made in other proposal, where other
formalisms, like CSP or  -calculus, are used. We believe that this Linda's feature can be potentially be used to establish the compatibility of
executing components, by using the store to have information about the
current state of the component.
Indeed, some of the issues covered in this paper have also been dealt
with in other proposals. In the context of software architecture Allen
and Garlan [1] use the process algebra CSP to describe synchronization
of components and connectors, while having some limitations concerning
the dynamic change of con gurations. Another proposal improving the expressiveness of interaction descriptions by using  -calculus was presented
by Canal [9]. Some of the ideas proposed in [9] have already been applied
to CORBA in [10]. In this case, dynamic interaction among components
(dynamic change of topology) can be better expressed than in CSP. Other
works, like [4], propose the use of (a subset of)  -calculus to describe interaction patterns for components so as to reduce the cost of verifying
correctness properties in dynamic, open systems. Our proposal somehow
combines these two last lines by de ning a notion of process compatibility
in the style of [9, 10], while focussing on the automatic, run-time checking
of properties in dynamic, open systems in the style of [4].
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Our future work will be devoted to de ne an inheritance relation over
processes in order to promote the reusability and substitutability of interaction descriptions, and to study how this a ects compatibility and
successful computations. We are also planning to develop an automatic
tool (by applying model checking techniques) to check compatibility in
order to explore the practical application of our proposal and to analyze and experiment the cost of checking properties in practical real-word
cases.
New generation component-based platforms (e.g., .NET) will allow
protocol information to be directly included in the metalanguage description (e.g., in XML) of a component. In this perspective, our future work
will be devoted to develop a methodology for coding protocol information
as metalanguage descriptions and for checking composition properties by
analyzing their metalanguage descriptions.
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This paper des ribes how to use a pattern-based approa h
to integrate task and data parallelism. Coordination patterns are used to
express task parallelism among a olle tion of data parallel HPF tasks.
Patterns spe ify the intera tion among domains involved in the appliation along with the pro essor and data layouts. The use of domains,
i.e. regions together with some intera tion information, improves pattern reusability. Data distribution belonging to the di erent HPF tasks
is known at the oordination level. This is the key for both omputational ode reutilization and an eÆ ient implementation of the ommuni ation among tasks. Besides that, our system implementation requires
no hange to the runtime system support of the HPF ompiler used.
In addition, a set of di erent implementation templates are provided in
order to ease the programmer task. The suitability, expressiveness and
eÆ ien y of the language are shown by means of some examples.
Abstra t.

Coordination patterns, Task and data parallelism integration, Pattern and
omputational ode reusability.

Keywords:

1 Introdu tion
There has been a tenden y in the parallel programming paradigm to ignore high
level issues, parti ularly in the area of programming model and language design.
This may be reasonable sin e performan e is the main purpose of parallel programming. Currently, an important e ort is being arried out in order to apply
stru tured programming prin iples to parallel programming. This is justi ed by
the experien e, as real parallel programs rarely onsist of random olle tions of
pro esses intera ting in an unpredi table way, but these intera tions are usually
well stru tured and t a set of patterns. In this sense, in [15℄ a methodology
for stru tured development of parallel software is proposed. This methodology
is based on the establishment of a xed set of patterns or onstru tors of parallelism, whi h are the only way to express the parallel stru ture of the program.
In the same way, the oordination paradigm [6℄ provides parallel omputing
with a high level way of fa ing the development of parallel software. It is based on
?
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the separation of oordination and omputational aspe ts. Coordination models
and languages o er a good solution to the problem of managing the intera tions among on urrent pro esses. The purpose of a oordination model and the
asso iated language is to provide a mean of integrating a number of possibly
heterogeneous omponents in su h a way that the olle tive set forms a single
appli ation that an exe ute on and take advantage of parallel and distributed
systems.
A resear h area that an take advantage of both stru tured parallel programming and oordination models and languages is the integration of task and data
parallelism. This area tries to over ome the onstrain that arises when using a
pure data parallel language su h as High Performan e Fortran (HPF) [12℄. It is
widely a epted that many important parallel appli ations annot be eÆ iently
implemented following a pure data parallel paradigm. For these appli ations,
rather than having a single data parallel program, it is more appropriate to subdivide the whole omputation into several data parallel pie es, where these run
on urrently and o-operate, thus exploiting task parallelism. Although several
approa hes have been proposed [10℄[11℄[19℄, integrating the two forms of parallelism leanly and within a oherent programming model is diÆ ult [4℄. The
use of oordination languages and stru tured parallel programming is proving to
be a good alternative, providing high level me hanisms and supporting di erent
forms of task parallelism stru tures in a lear and elegant way [3℄[7℄[17℄.
In this paper we des ribe DIP (Domain Intera tion Patterns), a new approa h to integrate task and data parallelism using patterns. DIP is a high level
oordination language to express task parallelism among a olle tion of data
parallel HPF tasks, whi h intera t a ording to stati and predi table patterns.
Patterns spe ify the intera tion among domains involved in the appli ation, the
relationship between domains and tasks, and the mapping of pro essors and data
distribution. In order to ease the programmer task, a set of di erent implementation templates are provided. This way, the programmer uses a higher level of
abstra tion to manage ommuni ation and syn hronization aspe ts, and some
other low level details an also be avoided in the omputational part.
On the one hand, the use of domains, whi h are regions together with some
intera tion information, makes the language suitable for the solution of numeri al
problems, espe ially those with an irregular surfa e that an be de omposed into
regular, blo k stru tured domains. Moreover, other kinds of problems that take
advantage of integrating task and data parallelism and have a ommuni ation
pattern based on (sub)array inter hange may also be de ned and solved in an
easy and lear way. The use of domains also avoids that some omputational
aspe ts involved in the appli ation, su h as data types, have to appear at the
oordination level, as it o urs in other approa hes [7℄[17℄. This improves pattern
reusability.
On the other hand, the knowledge at the oordination level of data distribution belonging to the di erent HPF tasks is the key for both omputational
ode reutilization and an eÆ ient implementation of the ommuni ation and
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syn hronization among them. In DIP, the inter-task ommuni ation s hedule is
established at ompilation time.
DIP implementation is based on BCL [8℄[9℄, a Border-based Coordination
Language fo used on the solution of numeri al problems. BCL provides a simple parallelism model where oordination and omputational aspe ts are learly
separated. The former are established using the oordination language and the
latter are oded using HPF (together with only a few extensions related to oordination). This way, there is a oordinator pro ess that is in harge of both
reating the di erent HPF tasks and establishing the ommuni ation and synhronization s heme among them. In the oordination part, pro essor and data
layouts are also spe i ed. BCL is implemented on top of the MPI ommuni ation
layer, but no hange to the underlying HPF ompiler has been needed.
The rest of the paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 1.1 dis usses related
work. DIP is des ribed in se tion 2. Se tion 3 dis usses the implementation issues
and preliminary results and, nally, in se tion 4, some on lusions are sket hed.
1.1

Related work

In re ent years, several proposals have addressed the integration of task and data
parallelism. We shall state a few of them and dis uss the relative ontributions
of our approa h.
In HPF/MPI [10℄, the message-passing library MPI has been added to HPF.
In an HPF/MPI program, ea h task onstitutes an independent HPF program in
whi h one logi al thread of ontrol operates on arrays distributed a ross a stati ally de ned set of pro essors. At the same time, ea h task is also one logi al
pro ess in an MPI omputation. In our opinion, the adoption of a messagepassing paradigm to dire tly express task parallelism is too low-level. Moreover,
in our approa h, the inter-task ommuni ation s hedule is established at ompilation time from the information provided at the oordination level related to
the inter-domain onne tions and data distribution. In this ase, expressiveness
and good performan e are our relative ontributions.
The SkIE [3℄ environment is also fo used on heterogeneous and multidis iplinary appli ations and uses another oordination language (SkIECL) but, in
this ase, a pattern-based approa h is adopted. The basi idea of this integrated
heterogeneous environment is to allow the rapid prototyping and development
of omplex appli ations on several platforms. This work evolves from P3L [2℄,
a stru tured parallel programming language that embeds a set of parallel onstru ts expressing basi parallel paradigms into C. In SkIE, di erent sequential
languages for omputational tasks have been onsidered (e.g., C, C++, F77, F90,
Java, ...). The user an also en apsulate parallel ode using MPI and spe ialized
libraries.
Another work that evolves from P3L is taskHPF [7℄. It is a high level oordination language to de ne the intera tion patterns among HPF tasks in a de larative way. Considered appli ations are stru tured as ensembles of independent
data parallel HPF modules, whi h intera t a ording to stati and predi table
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patterns. taskHPH is possibly the losest proposal to DIP. However, the di eren es are substan ial: a) we work with domains, without onsidering data types
at the oordination level, improving pattern reusability; b) our pattern provides information about the future data distribution together with the pro essor
layout, whi h allows s heduling the inter-task ommuni ation pattern at ompilation time. On the other hand, DIP provides a multi-blo k pattern that makes
the language suitable for the solution of domain de omposition-based problems
and multi-blo k odes. Both proposals provide implementation templates. However, DIP improves omputational ode reutilization as the data distribution is
spe i ed in the pattern instead of the task.
The implementation of taskHPF is based on COLTHP F [14℄, a runtime support spe i ally designed for the oordination of on urrent and ommuni ating
HPF tasks. It is implemented on top of MPI (there is a new version using PVM)
and requires small hanges to the runtime support of the HPF ompiler used.

2 The DIP oordination language
DIP is a high level oordination language whi h allows the de nition of a network
of ooperating HPF tasks. Tasks intera t a ording to stati and predi table
patterns and an be omposed using prede ned stru tures, alled patterns. We
have established two patterns in DIP. The multi-blo k pattern is fo used on
the solution of multi-blo k and domain de omposition-based problems, whi h
onform an important kind of problems in the high performan e omputing
area. The other pattern provided by DIP is the pipeline pattern, whi h pipelines
sequen es of tasks in a primitive way.
DIP is based on the use of domains. HPF tasks re eive the domains they
need and use them to establish the ne essary variables for omputation. Lo al
omputations are a hieved by means of HPF senten es while the ommuni ation
and syn hronization among tasks are arried out through some prede ned DIP
primitives. The programmer an also use a higher level of abstra tion to manage ommuni ation and syn hronization aspe ts, by means of implementation
templates.
2.1

The MULTIBLOCK pattern

Domain de omposition methods are su essfully being used for the solution of
linear and non-linear algebrai equations that arise upon the dis retization of
partial di erential equations (PDEs) [18℄. Programming su h appli ations is a
diÆ ult task be ause we have to take into a ount many di erent aspe ts, su h
as: the physi s of ea h domain; the di erent numeri al methods applied; the
onditions imposed at the borders; the equations used to solve them; overlapping
or non-overlapping te hniques; the problem geometry, whi h may be omplex and
irregular and, nally, the possible integration of task and data parallelism.
In order to express this kind of problems in an easy, elegant and de larative
way, the MULTIBLOCK pattern has been de ned. The following ode shows the
general s heme of this pattern:
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MULTIBLOCK pattern_name domain definitions
task1(domain1:(data distribution)) pro essor layout
.....
taskm(domainm:(data distribution)) pro essor layout
WITH BORDERS
border definitions
END

A domain de nition is a hieved by means of an assignment of Cartesian
points, i.e. the region of the domain is established. For example, in the following
ode:
MULTIBLOCK example u/1,1,Nxu,Nyu/, v/1,1,Nxv,Nyv/
solve(u:(BLOCK,BLOCK)) ON PROCS(4,4)
solve(v:(*,BLOCK)) ON PROCS(2)
WITH BORDERS
u(Nxu,Ny1,Nxu,Ny2) <- v(2,1,2,Nyv)
v(1,1,1,Nyv) <- u(Nxu-1,Ny1,Nxu-1,Ny2)
END

the expression u/1,1,Nxu,Nyu/ assigns to the two-dimensional domain u the
region of the plane that extends from the point (1,1) to the point (Nxu,Nyu).
In general, a region will onsist of 2x numbers, where x is the problem dimensionality (1  x  4).
Di erent borders an be de ned among the spe i ed domains. In the previous
example, the expression u(Nxu,Ny1,Nxu,Ny2) <- v(2,1,2,Nyv) indi ates that
the zone of u delimited by points (Nxu,Ny1) and (Nxu,Ny2) will be updated by
the values belonging to the zone of v delimited by points (2,1) and (2,Nyv)
(see Figure 1). A border de nition an be optionally labeled with a number
that indi ates the onne tion type in order to ommuni ate di erent borders in
di erent phases of the algorithm.
In the task all spe i ation, the name of the domain to be solved by the
task and the data distribution are spe i ed (optionally, an arbitrary number
of additional arguments needed by the task an also be passed). The pro essor
(Nxu,Nyu)

(Nxv,Nyv)

(Nxu,Ny2)
u

v

(Nxu,Ny1)
(1,1)
(1,1)
Fig. 1.

Communi ation between two HPF tasks
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layout where the task is going to be exe uted is also indi ated. Ea h task is solved
by a disjoint set of pro essors. In the example above, the rst task is exe uted
on a 4  4 mesh of pro essors while the se ond one, on an array of 2 pro essors.
The distribution types orrespond to those of HPF. In Figure 1, dotted lines
represent data distribution, and it shows a (BLOCK,BLOCK) distribution for u
and a (*,BLOCK) for v. This de laration indi ates the future distribution of
the data asso iated to the spe i ed domain (see se tion 2.3). A task knows the
distribution of its domain and the distribution of every domain with a border in
ommon with its domain by means of the information de lared in the pattern.
So, the part of the border that needs to be sent to whi h pro essor of other task
an be dedu ed. This is a hieved at ompilation time.
2.2

The PIPE pattern

The PIPE pattern pipelines sequen es of HPF tasks. The stru ture of a general
n-stage pipeline orresponding to the PIPE pattern is shown in the following
ode:
PIPE pattern_name domain definitions
stage1
.....
stagen
END

Ea h stage in the pipeline onsumes and produ es a data stream, ex ept the
rst and the last stages that only produ es and onsumes, respe tively. The data
stream onsists of a number of elements. This number, i.e. the stream length,
may or may not be stati ally known. Sin e our approa h is based on the use
of domains, the a tual data type of the input/output hannels onne ting ea h
pair of intera ting tasks, i.e. the element type, is not spe i ed. This improves
the reusability of the oordination part of the appli ation.
A stage of the pipeline an be one of the following:
{
{
{

A task all, whi h has a similar form to the task all spe i ation in the

MULTIBLOCK pattern.

A pipeline all, i.e. the name of a nested PIPE pattern together with the
domains it needs.
A REPLICATE dire tive that is used to repli ate a non-s alable stage, whi h
an be a task all or a pipeline all. This improves the pipeline throughput as
di erent data sets an be omputed in parallel on di erent sets of pro essors.
We use the following example to explain the di erent hara teristi s of our

PIPE pattern:

PIPE nested_pipe f/1,1,N,N/
task2(f:(*,BLOCK)) ON PROCS(4)
task3(f:(BLOCK,*)) ON PROCS(4)
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END
PIPE main_pipe d/1,1,N,N/, e/1,1,M,M/
task1(d:(*,BLOCK)) ON PROCS(2)
nested_pipe(d)
task4(d:(BLOCK,*),e:(BLOCK,BLOCK)) ON PROCS(4)
REPLICATE (2) task5(e:(BLOCK,*)) ON PROCS(2)
task6(e:(BLOCK,*)) ON PROCS(2)
END

Figure 2 shows the graphi al s heme of the previous example. The domains
involved in ea h pipe are de ned after the pipe name. In our example, the main
pipe uses two domains, d and e and the nested one only requires a domain f.
Unlike in the MULTIBLOCK pattern, the ommuni ation between two pipe stages
is spe i ed by using the same domain as argument in both stages. The stage
where this domain rst appears is onsidered the one that generates the data
asso iated to the domain. If the same domain appears in several stages, it means
that the intermediate stages, i.e. those di erent from the rst and the last, not
only re eive data from the previous stage but also send them (usually after some
omputation) to the following stage. In the example above, task4 generates
the data asso iated to e, task5 re eives and sends them to task6. The data
distribution of a domain must be spe i ed in every stage it appears.

task 5
e

e
d f
task 1

f
task 2

task 3

fd

task 6

task 4
e

e
task 5

Fig. 2.

Stru ture of the nested pipeline

In the example above, task5 is repli ated in su h a way that two instan es
of this task are exe uted on two pro essors ea h. This way, task4 and task6
must arry out some spe ial work due to the presen e of the repli ate stru ture.
Thus, task4 must dispat h the di erent elements of its output stream to the two
instan es of task5, and task6 has to olle t the elements re eived from both
instan es. Di erent dispat h methods an be arried out, e.g. round-robin, on
demand, et .
Note that PIPE patterns allow us a high level des ription of an appli ation
stru ture. A programmer an ompletely hange this stru ture by only modifying this on ise, simple and high level des ription, so that several alternative
implementations an be tested and evaluated. Unlike in other proposals [7℄, the
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absen e of input/output dire tives improves the reutilization of simple, nested
and repli ated stages.
2.3

Computational tasks

A task a hieves lo al omputations by means of HPF senten es while the ommuni ation and syn hronization among tasks are arried out through some inorporated primitives. A new type and a new attribute have also been in luded.
The following ode shows the general s heme of a task:
subroutine task_name(list_of_domains)
domain de larations
grid de larations
grid distribution
grid initialization
body ode
end subroutine

By means of the type DOMAINxD (1  x  4), a task de lares variables for
the re eived domains. For example, in the following task:
subroutine solve(d)
DOMAIN2D d
double pre ision,GRID(d)::g,g_old
!hpf$ distribute(BLOCK,BLOCK)::g,g_old
all initGrid(g)
do i=1,niters
g_old = g
UPDATE_DATA(g)
all omputeLo al(g,g_old)
error = omputeNorm(g,g_old)
REDUCE(error,maxim)
Print *, Max norm: , error
enddo
end subroutine

the expression DOMAIN2D d de lares the two-dimensional domain variable d. We
use the attribute GRID(d) to de lare array variables asso iated to the domain
d. In the previous example double pre ision,GRID(d)::g,g old de lares twodimensional arrays of real numbers, whi h are dynami ally reated with the size
of the domain region.
The a tual data distribution is a hieved by means of the orresponding HPF
dire tive. The task body of the example onsists of a loop where besides lo al
omputations, ommuni ation and syn hronization aspe ts are arried out by
means of two primitives: UPDATE DATA(g) and REDUCE. The data belonging to
one task that are needed by another (as de ned in the orresponding oordination pattern) are inter hanged by means of the instru tion UPDATE DATA(g)
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where g is a variable with GRID attribute. This instru tion a tually alls sequentially PUT DATA(g) and GET DATA(g), two other primitives provided by the model
in order to send and re eive data, respe tively. The use of these two instru tions
separately an take advantage of both the implementation of omplex ommuniation patterns and the overlapping of ommuni ation and omputation, whi h
is the key for the eÆ ien y of some appli ations. PUT DATA(g), GET DATA(g) and
UPDATE DATA(g) instru tions may optionally have a se ond argument, an integer
number that represents the kind of border that is desired to be "sent" and/or
"re eived" (see the MULTIBLOCK pattern).
When the MULTIBLOCK pattern is used, it may be ne essary to establish ertain ommuni ation among tasks in order to determine whether the onvergen e riteria of a method have been rea hed. The instru tion REDUCE(vble,
Pro Name) is in harge of this aspe t. vble is a s alar variable of any type and
Pro Name is a subroutine name. This instru tion produ es a redu tion of the
s alar value used as rst argument by means of the subroutine Pro Name.
Besides this dire t way of odifying the omputational tasks, we provide a set of di erent implementation templates in order to
ease the programmer task. A template is a ode skeleton of an HPF task ooperating with other tasks a ording to a xed intera tion pattern. In order to obtain
the a tual implementation of the tasks, the templates must be instantiated by
in luding programmer-provided ode. Templates are parameterized by means of
arguments to re eive this ode. In addition to Fortran prede ned types, we have
established two new argument types: HPF DECL and HPF CODE for variable
de larations and HPF ode, respe tively. The system ompiler is in harge of
automati ally arrying out this instatiation. The template argument types aid
the ompiler to dete t possible errors in the programmer spe i ation.
The next two se tions des ribe the di erent templates we have initially established. A programmer an add new templates appropriated to the kinds of
appli ations he/she is dealing with.
Implementation templates

Multiblo k templates

We have de ned two implementation templates in order to generate HPF
tasks for the MULTIBLOCK pattern: the Ellipti and the Paraboli templates.
Both t the problem of solving PDEs by means of nite di eren e methods using
domain-de omposition, whi h has been used in order to evaluate our approa h.
Obviously, these templates are not the only ones that an be de ned for this
kind of problems and more omplex templates an be established.
Figure 3 shows the DIP spe i ation of the MULTIBLOCK pattern together with
a task " alled" from it that solves a paraboli equation. The programmer will ll
the di erent ne essary ode se tions of the task using HPF ode. The gure also
depi ts the instantiation of the orresponding template. The template we show
is organized as two nested loops. The outermost is used to evolve in the time
variable, the innermost iterates until the onvergen e onditions among domains
are a hieved. Inside this onvergen e loop, the borders among tasks are updated
by means of the UPDATE DATA instru tion. The instantiation is arried out by the
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Programmer Specification
Parabolic taski(domain)
#decl
variable declarations
#init
initialization code
#termination
termination condition
#preconverge
code before conv. loop
#convergence
convergence condition
#postconverge
code after conv. loop
#preupdate
code before communication
#postupdate
code after communication
#results
code to show results
end

MULTIBLOCK pattern_name domain definitions
task1(domain1:(data distribution)) processor layout
.....
taski(domaini:(data distribution)) processor layout
.....
taskm(domainm:(data distribution)) processor layout
WITH BORDERS
border definitions
END

provided variable declarations
variable and distribution
declarations added by the compiler

initialization code added
by the compiler
provided initialization code

TEMPLATE Parabolic(HPF_DECL decl;
HPF_CODE init,preupdate,postupdate,
preconverge,postconverge,
results;
LOGICAL termination
LOGICAL convergence)
decl
init
do while (.not. termination)
preconverge
do while (.not. convergence)
preupdate
UPDATE_DATA(grid)
postupdate
enddo
postconverge
enddo
results
end

Implementation Template

Fig. 3.

The Paraboli template and its instantiation from DIP spe i ation

DIP ompiler. The ompiler adds some ne essary information to the programmer variable de larations and initializations before instantiating the template.
From a domain de nition, its distribution spe i ed in the MULTIBLOCK pattern
and the variables de lared in the task spe i ation, the ompiler generates: a)
The domain dimensionality; b) The dimensionality of the grid asso iated to the
domain; ) The distribution of the grid; d) The dynami allo ation of the grid.
The rest of the programmer ode se tions are dire tly used for the template
instantiation.
Note that if the same task is alled from the MULTIBLOCK pattern but using di erent data distributions, the task spe i ation will be the same and the
ompiler will generate di erent instan es from the template. This way, the omputational ode reusability is improved. On the other hand, a template may be
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independent of the problem dimensionality (1D, 2D, et .). The templates for the
PIPE pattern take advantage of both hara teristi s as well.
The Ellipti template we have de ned only requires a loop sin e, in this
ase, no time variable is taken into a ount. In this way, the programmer does
not have to provide the termination, pre onverge and post onverge ode
se tions. The instantiation pro ess is similar to that shown in Figure 3.

Pipeline templates

The PIPE pattern establishes a hain of data- ow stages, whi h onsume and
produ e an input and output data stream, respe tively. Thus, the implementation template of a generi stage has to be organized as a loop that re eives
elements from the input stream, exe utes some ode and sends the resulting data
to the output stream.
We have onsidered two di erent ases to deal with the stream length. The
rst one assumes that all the stages know the stream length by means of the number of iterations established by the programmer. In the se ond one, the stages
do not know it, so that a distributed termination proto ol has been established
asso iating a termination mark with ea h element of the stream.
Figure 4 shows the implementation template where the rst approa h has
been onsidered. Note that we do not need spe ial templates for the rst and
last stages of the pipeline, sin e the ompiler will dedu e how many PUT DATA
and GET DATA instru tions have to be introdu ed in the instantiation pro ess
from the information des ribed in the pattern and task spe i ation.
When the stream length is not known by the stages, the task spe i ation
does not need the number of iterations se tion. The loop is repeated until the
end of stream mark is re eived. However, with this approa h, we need a spe ial
template for the rst stage of the pipeline, whi h is in harge of generating the
mark. A logi al expression must be provided in the task spe i ation in order
to ontrol the loop of this rst stage.
Finally, when the REPLICATE dire tive is used, the round-robin poli y has
been onsidered. Thus, when the number of iterations is provided, the ompiler
automati ally de ides how many iterations have to be done by ea h instan e of
the repli ated stage. On the other hand, when the stream length is unknown, the

TEMPLATE Stage_it(HPF_DECL decl;
HPF_CODE init,computation;
INTEGER number_of_iterations)
decl
init
do iteration=1,number_of_iterations
GET_DATA(grids)
computation
PUT_DATA(grids)
enddo
end

Fig. 4. The Stage template. The stream length is known
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ompiler introdu es spe ial ode for the stages before (emitter) and after ( olle tor) the repli ated stage. Thus, when the emitter sends the end of stream
mark at the end of its exe ution, it must a tually send as many marks as instan es in the repli ated stage. In the same way, the olle tor must re eive the
end of stream marks from all the instan es before sending its own mark.

3 Implementation issues and results
In order to evaluate the performan e of DIP, a prototype has been developed on
a luster of 4 DEC AlphaServer 4100 nodes inter onne ted by means of Memory
Channel. Ea h node has 4 pro essors Alpha 22164 (300 MHz) sharing a 256 MB
RAM memory. The operating system is Digital Unix V4.0D (Rev. 878).
The implementation is based on sour e-to-sour e transformations together
with the ne essary libraries and it has been realized on top of the MPI ommuni ation layer and the publi domain HPF ompilation system ADAPTOR [5℄.
The DIP ompiler translates DIP ode into BCL ode. As mentioned in se tion 1,
BCL is a previous work and it has inspired di erent aspe ts of DIP.
If it is required, the DIP ompiler will use the implementation templates to
generate the BCL ode. The BCL ompiler translates the ode into an SPMD
program that takes advantage of the task region HPF 2.0 fa ility, so that the
worker pro esses an be exe uted on di erent pro essor subsets. Communi ation among worker pro esses are a hieved by means of alls to the BCL library
(BCLIB), whi h is implemented on top of MPI. The resulting HPF program is
ompiled by the ADAPTOR ompiler.
Several examples have been used to test the prototype and the obtained
preliminary results have su essfully proved the eÆ ien y of the proposal. Table 1 shows the results obtained for a system of two non-linear rea tion-di usion
equations. A detailed explanation of this problem and the employed numeri al
method an be found in [16℄. The equations are solved for an irregular domain
de omposed in three regular subdomains. Di erent grid sizes have been onsidered (for example, in the rst row, the grid sizes of ea h subdomain are 64  64,
32  32 and 64  64, respe tively). For both HPF and DIP implementations, 5,
9 and 16 pro essors have been onsidered. In the ase of HPF, all the pro essors
exe ute ea h domain. In the ase of DIP, when 5 pro essors are used, 2 of them
exe ute the rst subdomain, 1 the se ond and 2 the last one; for 9 pro essors, the
mapping is 4/1/4 and for 16 pro essors it is 7/2/7. Note that when 5 pro essors
are used, the one exe uting the se ond subdomain is idle most of the time sin e
its total number of grid points is 1/4 of the other two domains. However, DIP
o ers a better performan e than HPF ex ept when the problem size be omes
larger. In the rest of tested ases, DIP is better than HPF.
Table 2 shows the exe ution time per input array for HPF and DIP implementations of the 2-D FFT appli ation. Given an NN array of omplex values,
a 2-D FFT entails performing N independent 1-D FFTs on the olumns of the
input array, followed by N independent 1-D FFTs on its rows. In order to in-
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Table 1.

Computational time (in hours) for the non-linear rea tion-di usion equations
Grid Sizes Sequential
64/32/64
128/64/128
256/128/256

Table 2.

problem
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0.21
2.07
21.12

5 Pro essors
0.28/0.16
1.34/1.05
11.14/11.88

HPF vs. DIP
9 Pro essors 16 Pro essors
0.31/0.14
0.29/0.13
1.16/0.67
1.05/0.54
8.88/7.14
6.87/4.31

Computational time (in millise onds) and HPF/DIP ratio for the 2-D FFT
Array Size Sequential
32  32
64  64
128  128

1.507
5.165
20.536

HPF vs. DIP
4 Pro essors 8 Pro essors 16 Pro essors
0.947/0.595 0.987/0.475 1.601/0.921
2.189/1.995 1.778/1.082 2.003/1.095
7.238/7.010 5.056/4.081 4.565/2.905

rease the solution performan e and s alability, a pipeline solution s heme is
preferred as proved in [10℄ and [7℄.
Results are given for di erent problem sizes. Again, the performan e of DIP
is generally better. However, HPF performan e is near DIP as the problem size
be omes larger and the number of pro essors de reases, as it also happens in
other approa hes [10℄. In this situation HPF performan e is quite good and so,
the integration of task parallelism does not ontribute so mu h.
The third example has been taken from the NAS Parallel Ben hmark [13℄. It
is the Fourier Transform (FT) to solve a 3-D di usion equation. As in the previous example, a pipeline s heme is preferred [1℄ in order to improve the solution
performan e by means of the overlapping of ommuni ation and omputation.
In addition, our solution takes advantage of another level of parallelism as the
time step iterations are independent sin e the result of one iteration is not used
for the next one. We a hieve this by means of the REPLICATE dire tive. Tables 3
and 4 show the results onsidering di erent number of instan es in the repli ated
stage (R) and data sizes. Sin e ea h stage is exe uted on at least one pro essor,
the version with R=4 an not be exe uted on 4 pro essors as there are two stages
per repli a. We an observe in table 3 that for small data sizes, DIP is better
than HPF. As in the previous examples, the better results are generally for the
greater number of pro essors. On the other hand, as the number of instan es
grows, the performan e improves ex ept in the ase where the repli ation avoids
the integration of task and data parallelism (e.g. 8 pro essors and R=4). As the
data size grows (table 4), HPF performan e is better that DIP in the ases where
few pro essors are used or only task parallelism is arried out.
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Table 3.

Table 4.

Computational time (in millise onds) for the NPB-FT problem
NPB-FT 32x32x32. Sequential 94.7
Pro essors HPF DIP R=1 DIP R=2 DIP R=4
4 37.5 35.4
35.3
8 33.4 23.8
20.7
22.6
16 43.5 37.3
19.8
15.0
Computational time (in millise onds) for the NPB-FT problem
NPB-FT 64x64x64. Sequential 999
Pro essors HPF DIP R=1 DIP R=2 DIP R=4
4
339 388
480
8
239 207
211
278
16 213 118
113
148

4 Con lusions

A new pattern-based approa h to integrate task and data parallelism has been
proposed. The main advantage of this approa h is to supply programmers with
a on ise, pattern-based, high level de larative way to des ribe the intera tion
among HPF tasks. The use of domains and the establishment of data and proessor layouts at the oordination level allow pattern reusability and eÆ ient
implementations, respe tively. Patterns allow a high level des ription of an appli ation stru ture and the programmer an modify it by means of simple hanges
in the patterns. The approa h also provides the programmer with implementation templates, so that a higher level of abstra tion to manage ommuni ation
and syn hronization aspe ts and omputational ode reusability an be a hieved.
By means of some examples we have shown the expressiveness and suitability
of the model. The evaluation of a prototype has also shown the eÆ ien y of the
approa h.
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Abstra t. In this paper we present an algebrai language for the spe i ation of probabilisti and nondeterministi pro esses, PNAL , whi h
is a probabilisti extension of nite EPL (EPLf ) that maintains nondeterminism.
We have de ned both an operational and a testing semanti s for PNAL,
as well as a denotational semanti s and a proof system. We show that
the equivalen e between nondeterministi pro esses in EPLf is preserved,
and we also prove that the testing semanti s, the denotational semanti s
and the proof system are fully abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The fundamentals of pro ess algebras were established in the eighties but only
qualitative aspe ts of on urrent systems were onsidered in these pioneering
works. Subsequently quantitative aspe ts have been proposed, and several extensions to lassi al pro ess algebra models have been developed in luding time,
priorities and probabilities.
Severeal models for probabilisti pro esses have been presented in [18, 7, 12,
3, 4, 15℄. Nevertheless, the main idea in all these models onsists of substituting a nondeterministi behaviour by a probabilisti one in whi h the di erent
types of behaviours are quanti ed with probabilities. A pre ise knowledge of
the probabilities asso iated with ea h behaviour is therefore required to de ne a
pro ess. However, in pra ti e, this probability distribution ould be ompletely
or partially unknown.
It is also ne essary therefore to provide operators that allow us to deal with
nondeterminism, but, at the same time, taking into a ount the probabilisti
aspe ts. In the pro ess of modelling a on urrent system we sometimes nd nondeterministi behaviours that an be quanti ed (for instan e, the probability of a
faulty ommuni ation hannel failing), whereas on other o asions these nondeterministi behaviours annot be quanti ed (for instan e, relative speed between
?

This work has been partially supported by the CICYT proje t \Performan e Evaluation of Distributed Systems", TIC2000-0701- 02-02.
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two pro esses). This is why we need a language that allows us to model nondeterministi systems with or without quanti ation, depending on the nature of
the system in question.
In line with these ideas, in [21℄ a probabilisti extension of CCS is presented.
The language adds a probabilisti hoi e operator (p ) indexed with a probability p 2 (0; 1), whi h models the probabilisti internal hoi e, whereas the
original CCS hoi e (+) is maintained for representing nondeterminism. A testing semanti s, based on De Ni ola and Hennessy testing, is presented. This work
is taken further in [10, 11℄, where these preorders are rede ned and denotationals
hara terization for may{testing and must{testing are presented.
In [13℄ a probabilisti extension of CSP (PCSP) that maintains nondeterminism is introdu ed. The model is provided with an operational semanti s, and
several denotational semanti s are given, based on di erent kinds of observations
(tra e, broom and barb semanti s), where semanti obje ts are trees with three
kinds of nodes: probabilisti , nondeterministi and a tion nodes.
Another probabilisti extension of CSP is presented in [14℄, where a denotational semanti s of CSP is de ned by applying the probabilisti powerdomain
onstru tion of Jones and Plotkin [9℄ over a dire ted{ omplete partial order.
Probabilisti pro esses are onsidered to be probability distributions over proesses of CSP.
Based on ACP, we an ite [1℄. In that paper, a probabilisti version of ACP is
presented leading to a language that ombines probability and nondeterminism.
An operational semanti s is de ned based on the alternating model [7℄. In the
onstru tion of the term models they use a probabilisti bisimulation showing
soundness and ompleteness of the term model with respe t to the proposed
axiom systems.
Di erent approa hes, in the eld of probabilisti automaton and Markov
de ision pro esses, are onsidered in [17, 16, 19℄ where the separation between
nondeterministi and probabilisti behaviour is a hieved by means of adversaries,
s hedulers or poli ies, whi h resolve the nondeterminism.
The spe i aim of this paper is to add probabilisti hoi e to Hennessy's
EPLf [8℄, to show how the semanti s of that an be de ned, and to investigate
the resulting pro ess algebra.
The paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es our language. In
Se tions 3 and 4 an operational semanti s and a testing semanti s are presented.
In Se tion 5 a denotational semanti s is given by means of nite probabilisti
a eptan e trees and we prove that the denotational semanti s is fully abstra t
with respe t to the testing semanti s. In se tion 6 a sound and omplete proof
system is presented. Finally, in se tion 7 we evaluate the work and ompare it
with other approa hes.

2 PNAL language
The syntax of the language we present, PNAL, is based on EPLf (EPL without
re ursion) [8℄ and provides three kinds of hoi e: lassi al internal hoi e, denoted
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by  , lassi al external hoi e, denoted by + , and a probabilisti hoi e labelled
by a probability p: p .
Let  be a set of input a tions,  = fa j a 2 g their orresponding output
a tions, and A t =  [ . Furthermore we assume a set of pro ess variables Id
ranged over by X and Y . Terms of PNAL are de ned by:

P ::= 0 j X j a:P j P  P j P + P j P
where a 2 A t; p 2 (0; 1), X 2 Id, and A  .

p

P j P j P j P nA

The lassi al operators are interpreted in the usual fashion and the probabilisti hoi e has a generative interpretation, i.e., P p Q behaves like P with
probability p, and like Q with probability 1 p, this de ision been made internally.
In order to deal with probabilities and nondeterminism we have to de ide
how to solve a situation where both hoi es appear. In the literature available
we have, basi ally, two alternatives: in [1, 14, 21℄ probabilisti hoi es are solved
rst, whereas in [13℄ the opposite approa h is taken. Note that this de ision
is not at all meaningless, be ause, depending on the approa h adopted, some
properties of lassi al pro ess algebras will be preserved or not. For example,
idempoten y of internal hoi e is only maintained when internal hoi e is resolved
rst. Idempoten y of external hoi e is never maintained, be ause if we take
P = a 0:5 b, we nd that P  P in rements the probability of a, for any model
we onsider.
In all these models we an identify two kinds of nondeterminism: nondeterminism introdu ed by internal hoi e (synta ti nondeterminism), and nondeterminism introdu ed by external hoi e and parallel omposition between
pro esses pre xed by the same a tion. Let us onsider the following example
(using PNAL syntax):
(a:P j (a:Q p b))  R
If we onsider Lowe's approa h [13℄, we rst resolve internal hoi e and later
( onsidering the left hand side pro ess) probabilisti hoi e; at this point we
nd a nondeterministi behaviour introdu ed by the pro ess a:P ja:Q, and the
resolution of this nondeterminism is delayed after the exe ution of a tion a.
But, in Lowe's words (si ) \it is not enough to resolve all nondeterminism in
a given state before the probabilisti hoi es; we have to resolve all nondeterminism before any probabilisti hoi e ... an we nd a model that is (faithful
to our intuition)?.Su h a model would need to ensure that all nondeterministi
bran hing o urs before any other bran hing, but it is far from obvious how to
write down the semanti equations so as to a hieve this". This is still, indeed,
an open problem.
If we onsider the approa h taken by Morgan et al. [14℄, probabilisti hoi e
is resolved rst, and later on both kinds of nondeterminism an be resolved.
Moreover, in that model we nd the opposite behaviour, i.e., every probabilisti
hoi e must be resolved before any internal hoi e. But, in the model in question,
probabilisti hoi e is distributed through all the other operators, so this aim
an be a hieved easily.
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Taking into a ount both models [13, 14℄, and the study of asyn hronous
probabilisti parallel omposition introdu ed in [5℄ (where \bundle probabilisti
transition systems" are introdu ed), we onsider that the more suitable approa h
is to resolve probabilisti hoi e rst, and then resolve any kind of nondeterminism later on. As we will see in the following se tions, this de ision leads us to a
model that shares some hara teristi s with the Morgan et al. [14℄ model (e.g.,
distribution properties of probabilisti hoi e).

3 Operational semanti s
The operational semanti s is de ned in the usual way, by using a labelled transition system. In order to understand these rules we require a preliminary de nition:

De nition 1 (Probabilisti stability)
We de ne in an indu tive way the probabilisti stability predi ate
i) 0 and a:P are probabilisti ally stable.
ii) P  Q, P + Q, P jQ are probabilisti ally stable i both P and Q are.
iii) P nA is probabilisti ally stable i P is.
We use P # to denote that P is probabilisti ally stable.
Transition rules are divided into 3 tables. Table 1 de nes the probabilisti hoi e
operator behaviour, by using probabilisti transitions, like P !p Q, whi h
means that P may evolve to Q with probability p immediately. Rules P1a and
P1b indi ate that pro ess P p Q behaves like P with probability p and like
Q with probability 1
p. The remaining rules establish the pre eden e of the
probabilisti hoi e with respe t to the other operators. Pro esses P and Q are
supposed to be probabilisti ally independent pro esses in rules P2 , P3 , and
P4 , like in [1, 7, 21℄.
The behaviour of the remaining operators is presented in Tables 2 and 3,
where we assume that pro esses are now probabilisti ally stable. The se ond table de nes the rules for unlabelled transitions, i.e., those representing an internal
evolution, P ! Q, with the usual meaning that P may evolve internally to Q
without performing any visible a tion. Rules I1a and I1b show how the internal
hoi e operator behaves. Rules I2a, I2b, I3a and I3b indi ate that internal hoi e
distributes over the external hoi e and parallel omposition. Rule I3 indi ates
that an unbarred a tion may syn hronize with its homologous barred a tion and
the obtained pro ess evolves internally. Finally, rule I4 shows the operational
behaviour for the restri tion operator.
The third table de nes the inferen e rules for transitions labelled with a tions
a
in A t, P ! Q, with the usual meaning that P an perform and a and move
to Q.

De nition 2 The operational semanti s of PNAL is de ned as the multiset of
transitions we an derive by using the rules in Tables 1{3.
Throughout the paper we will use
to represent any of these transitions.

instead of

!p , ! and a! in order
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P2b
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+

Q
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P
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P
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P
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P
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P
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+
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P
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A1

!1

Q

P
!p P 0 ; Q !0 q Q0 0
P  Q
!pq P  Q
P
!p P 0 ; Q !0 q Q0 0
P + Q
!pq P + Q
P
!p P 0 ; Q !0 q 0Q0
P jQ
!pq P jQ

P2

Q

p

P
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j

Q

P Q

!a 0 0
!
a
! 0
a
! j 0
a

P

Q

P

Q

P Q

P

+

P

A4
P

!a 0
! 0

a

Q

A2b

n

A

Q

Q

Q

! 0
! 0n

a
a

P

P

A

(a; a

62

A)

Transitions labelled with a tions

4 Testing semanti s
A test is just a pro ess whi h additionally may perform a spe ial a tion w to
report a su essful state. A purely probabilisti pro ess P will pass a test T with
a ertain probability p. But, when dealing with nondeterministi pro esses, i.e.,
in luding internal hoi es, we will have to ompute a set of probabilities to pass
ea h test, in order to apture all the possibilities to do that.
As usual, in order to relate two pro esses using the testing semanti s, we
take one of them as a spe i ation and the other one as its implementation. We
will say that a pro ess is a good implementation of a spe i ation if the range
of probabilities with whi h the implementation passes every test is in luded in
the range of probabilities with whi h the spe i ation passes the same test.
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We use P kT to stand for (P jT )nA t. P kT is a pro ess that an only perform
w
probabilisti transitions !p , unlabelled transitions ! or w transitions !.
These pro esses are alled test pro esses and will be represented by S , S 0 , et .
Given a pro ess P and a test T , (P;T ) will represent the set of probabilities
for a epting T onsidering ea h possible evolution of P kT . In order to de ne
(P;T ) we need some preliminary de nitions, following similar ideas to those
presented in [21℄.

De nition 3 A resolution R of P kT is a maximal subtree of P kT su h that,
whenever S ,! S1 , S ,! S2 , we have S1 = S2 , where ,! represents either !
or w!.
Therefore, every nondeterministi node in a resolution has a unique output ar .

De nition 4 A omputation C of a test pro ess S is a maximal sequen e of
transitions, S
w
!.

S1 : : : Si

1

Si : : : where

represents either

!

p

,

! or

We will use the following notation: R(S ) denotes the set of resolutions of S , C (R)
denotes the set of omputations of resolution R, Pr (C ) denotes the probability
to rea h a su essful state along the omputation C , and Pr (R) denotes the
probability to rea h a su essful state in the resolution R.

S1    Si 1 Si : : : Sn is a su essful omputation if Sn ! and Sk 6 ! for all k < n. We use C (R) to denote the
set of su essful omputations of R. We may ompute the probability for C to be
a su essful omputation as follows:

b

De nition 5 A omputation C = S
w

w

Pr (Sn
Pr (Si
Pr (Si

! S ) = 1 (su ess)
! C ) = Pr (C )
! C ) = p  Pr (C )
w

n+1

p

And the probability to get a su ess in a resolution: Pr (R) =

X
b(R)
C 2C

Pr (C )

De nition 6 Given a pro ess P and a test T , we say that P may pass T with
the set of probabilities (P;T ) = fPr (R)

j R 2 R(P kT )g.

Now we may introdu e the test preorder over pro esses, by using (P;T ) .

De nition 7 We de ne the test preorder as follows:
P

v

test

Q if 8T s.t. (P;T ) 6= f0g; then (Q;T ) 6= f0g;
supf(P;T ) g  supf(Q;T ) g; and inf f(P;T ) g  inf f(Q;T ) g

This preorder impose that whenever Q annot a ept a test T , P annot a ept
it either. This has been introdu ed be ause, a ording to the de nition of test
preorder given in [10℄, the pro esses P = a  and Q = a are related under the
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test preorder, i.e., P vtest Q. On the ontrary in Hennessy's testing P may :w
but Q may
=
:w so P 6vmay Q. A
ording to our de nition both situations are
aptured.
The test relation has the following interpretation: P vtest Q if Q is a good
implementation of the spe i ation P . The orresponding equivalen e is de ned
as follows:

De nition 8

P

test

Q

if and only if

P

vtest

Q

and

Q

vtest

P

5 Denotational semanti s
The aim of this se tion is to provide our language with a fully abstra t denotational semanti s with respe t to the testing semanti s. Our domain will be a
set of nite probabilisti a eptan e trees, fPAT. Let us informally des ribe the
stru ture of these trees:

{ We will onsider trees with two kinds of nodes: probabilisti ( ), and nondeterministi ().

{ The root node is a probabilisti one and probabilisti and nondeterministi
nodes appear in an alternative way.

{ Nondeterministi nodes are labelled with an a eptan e set (as de ned in
[8℄), while probabilisti nodes are unlabelled.

Pi

{ Bran hes leaving a probabilisti node are labelled with probabilities pi , with

pi = 1. Every bran h leaving a nondeterministi
node is labelled with
one a tion in the a eptan e set, but there are not two bran hes labelled
with the same a tion.
{ Terminal nodes are always nondeterministi , and are labelled with the a eptan e set f;g.

We an see that these trees are quite similar to those used in [8℄, but now
we have to extend these trees in order to in lude the probabilisti information
asso iated with every rea hable state. Let us introdu e now a eptan e sets and
probabilisti a eptan e sets.

De nition 9 An a eptan e set A is a subset of P (A t). Let D(A) be the domain of a eptan e sets for a given set of a tions A t .We say that (p; A) is a
\probability{a eptan e set pair" if (p; A) 2 (0; 1℄  D(A).
Let A be an a eptan e set. We de ne A(A), the set of a tions belonging to
A, as follows:
A(A) = fa 2 A t j 9B 2 A s.t. a 2 B g
De nition 10 A probabilisti a eptan e set, PA, is de ned as follows:

PA = f( i Ai ) 2 (0 1℄  D(A) j
p ;

;

X
i

pi

= 1 ^ Ai =
6 Aj if i 6= j g

The domain of probabilisti a eptan e sets is represented by

D(PA).
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De nition 11 We de ne the probability distribution, indu ed by a probabilisti

D(A)  D(PA) ! [0; 1℄ given by

a eptan e set, as the fun tion  :

 (A; PA) =



p if (p; A) 2 PA
0 otherwise

De nition 12 Let PA be a probabilisti a eptan e set. We de ne the set of
a eptan e sets belonging to PA as follows:
A ept(PA) = fA 2 D(A) j 9p s.t. (p; A) 2 PAg
We will use the following notation:
C = fa j a 2 C g and AnC = fB (C [ C ) j B 2 Ag.
Besides the de nitions above, we will need two additional operators borrowed
from [8℄: operators and u. Due to the la k of spa e, we will not give here their
formal de nitions. Instead, we will remember their informal meaning: is the
onvex losure of a set, and u is the pointwise union of sets of sets.
We may now de ne (see Table 4) the probabilisti a eptan e set of ea h
pro ess at the top level, PA(P ). Parallel omposition will be studied separately
be ause extra explanation is needed.

PA(0) = f(1; f;g)g
PA(t

1

PA(a:t) = f(1; ffagg)g

q t2 ) = f(p; A) j A 2 A ept(PA(t1 )) _ A 2 A ept(PA(t2 ));
p = q   (A; PA(t1 )) + (1 q )   (A; PA(t2 ))g

X

PA(t  t ) = f(p; A) j 9B 2 A ept(PA(t )); 9C 2 A
p=
 (B; PA(t ))   (C ; PA(t ))g
1

2

1

A= (B[C)

PA(t

1

Xf A Bj 9BPA2

+ t2 ) = (p;

p=

1

A =B u C

)

( ;

ept(PA(t2 )) s.t. A =

B [ C );

(

2

A ept(PA(t1 )); 9C 2 A ept(PA(t2 )) s.t. A = B u C ;
 (C ; PA(t2 ))g

(t1 ))

PA(tnC ) = f(p; A) j A = BnC ^ p =
Table 4. Probabilisti

X

A=BnC

a

 (t; B)g

eptan e set of a semanti pro ess

The probabilisti a eptan e set de ned allows us to distinguish between the
di erent rea hable states, and also provides us with the probability asso iated
with every state.
Let us now introdu e the semanti pro ess t=(A; a), whi h models the behaviour of t, on e it has exe uted the a tion a at the state given by A. We de ne
t=(A; a) as follows:
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{ If t is a pro ess su h that either a 62 A(A) or A 62 A ept(PA(t)) then
t=(A; a) is not de ned.

{ If t = a:t1 , the only rea hable state is fag with probability 1. Then
t=( fag ; a) = t1 .
{ t = t1 q t2 . We must distinguish several sub ases:
 A 2 A ept(PA(t1 )) and A 62 A ept(PA(t2 )). In this ase only t1 an
exe ute the a tion a, so t=(A; a) = t1 =(A; a).
 A 62 A ept(PA(t1 )) and A 2 A ept(PA(t2 )). It is the symmetri ase:
t=(A; a) = t2 =(A; a).
 A 2 A ept(PA(t1 )) and A 2 A ept(PA(t2 )). Now a an be made either
by t1 or t2 , then: t=(A; a) = t1 =(A; a) q t2 =(A; a)
{ t = t1  t2 . We have that, a ording to the de nition of PA for the internal
hoi e operator, ea h one of its states, A, is obtained as the onvex losure
of a union of states, A = (B [ C ), where B 2 A ept(PA(t1 )) and C 2
A ept(PA(t2 )). Then, we an distinguish the following ases:
 a 2 A(B) and a 62 A(C ). Then, it is t1 whi h exe utes a, and thus:
t=(A; a) = t1 =(B ; a).
 a 62 A(B) and a 2 A(C ). Symmetri ase: t=(A; a) = t2 =(C ; a).
 a 2 A(B) and a 2 A(C ). Either t1 or t2 exe ute the a tion, then:
t=(A; a) = t1 =(B ; a)  t2 =(C ; a)
Therefore, as A may be obtained from several di erent sets B and C , we
have:
M
M
t=(A; a) =
t1 =(B ; a) 
t2 =(C ; a) 
B C (B[C)=A
B C (B[C)=A
a2A(B)^a62A(C)
a62A(B)^a2A(C)
M
t1 =(B ; a)  t2 =(C ; a)
B C (B[C)=A
a2A(B)^a2A(C)
; ;

; ;

; ;

{ t = t1 + t2 . We have that every state A is built as A = B u C , where
B 2 A ept(PA(t1 )) and C 2 A ept(PA(t2 )), and we an repeat the same
ase distin tion as in the internal hoi e, thus obtaining exa tly the same
expression for t=(A; a).
{ tnC . If a 2 C then (tnC )=(A; a) is not de ned. If a 62 C then:
O   (t; B ) 
(t=(B ; a))nC
(tnC )=(A; a) =
 (tnC; A)
A=BnC
On e we have de ned the probabilisti a eptan e sets of a pro ess, not only
for its rst a tion, but all over its possible exe utions, we are interested in all
the possible sequen es of a tions it an perform. Let us now introdu e some
notation for that. As ea h probabilisti node in the tree representing t an be
rea hed by following a sequen e of pairs (a eptan e set, a tion), due to the
alternating nature of these trees, we may identify these nodes by t(s), where
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s = hA1 ; a1 ; : : : ; Ak ; ak i is the sequen e leading us to the node. We
an use
a similar notation for synta ti al terms. Then, (P =(A; a)) =(B ; b) will be represented shortly by P =(hA; a; B ; bi)
Parallel omposition. The de nition of the fun tion over fPAT orresponding to j is quite diÆ ult, and a onsiderable amount of notation is needed. We
will introdu e intuitively the on epts related to this operator. Its formal de nition is in luded in the extended version of this paper [2℄, available via world
wide web.
Let us onsider the pro esses P1 = a:( 0:4 e) 0:3 b, P2 = a:d and P = P1 jP2 .
In gure 1 we an see the fPAT of P1 , P2 and the rst level of P1 jP2 .

0 :3

0 :7

fg

b

a

a

0 :4

0 :6

fg

fg

a

b

a

1

1

;

e

fg
d

e

d

1

1

1

;

;

;

0:12
(

1

fg

fg

ff gg [ ff
;d

Fig. 1.

a; a;

gg)

;d

0:18
(

0 :7

ff gg [ ff
e; d

gg)

a; a; e; d

ff gg
a; b

fPAT of P1 , P2 and rst level of P1 jP2

In the rst level, P may perform the a tions that P1 or P2 may perform
at their rst level. Besides, in ase of ommuni ation between P1 and P2 , some
a tions of the following level in P1 and P2 are promoted to the rst one in
P . We have to onsider all the possibilities, i.e., every a tion may or may not
ommuni ate with its homologous barred a tion, and this introdu ed some kind
of nondeterminism.
In this example, a tions a and a may ommuni ate, so se ond level a tion,
like , e and d may be performed at the rst level. Let us onsider that a and
a
ommuni ate, and the probabilisti hoi e after a tion a in P1 is resolved
following the bran h labelled with probability 0:4. In this ase, with probability
0:3  0:4 = 0:12, the semanti pro ess P rea hes a nondeterministi a eptan e
set A su h that A(A) = fa; a; ; dg. In ase of ommuni ation, only a tions
and d may be performed. Nondeterminism is introdu ed in A onsidering the
onvex losure of the union of sets f ; dg and fa; a; ; dg.
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De nition 13 We de ne the sequen es of P , denoted by S eq(P ), as the set
of all the sequen es of pairs (a eptan e set,a tion) that we may obtain from
[ P ℄ fPAT .
De nition 14 We say that two pro esses are equivalent a ording to the denotational semanti s, whi h will be denoted by [ P ℄ fPAT = [ Q℄ fPAT , i :
{ S eq(P ) = S eq(Q), and
{ For every sequen e s, PA(P =(s)) = PA(Q=(s)).
We now state that this equivalen e relation between probabilisti pro esses is an
extension of that presented in [8℄ for nondeterministi pro esses.

Theorem 1 Let P; Q 2 EPLf be two pro esses.
[ P ℄ fAT = [ Q℄ fAT if and only if [ P ℄ fPAT = [ Q℄ fPAT
Also, we have that both the testing semanti s and the denotational semanti s
identify the same pro esses, i.e., the denotational semanti s is fully abstra t with
respe t to the testing semanti s.

Theorem 2 Let P; Q 2 PNALf be two pro esses, then
[ P ℄ fPAT = [ Q℄ fPAT if and only if

P

test

Q

6 Proof system
In this se tion we present a proof system, whi h is sound and omplete with
respe t to the denotational semanti s. This proof system is based on that of
EPLf , by in luding the axioms related with the probabilisti hoi e operator.
Nevertheless, some of the axioms of EPLf are not preserved in the general ase.
For instan e, the internal and the external hoi e now fail to be
idempotent, and distributivity of the internal over the external hoi e (and
vi e versa) is not maintained. However, these axioms an be used when we are
working with a spe ial kind of pro esses (probabilisti ally stable pro esses) and
they are very useful when proving ompleteness.
Table 5, ontains the set of axioms related to the following operators: 0,
pre x and the three hoi es. Axioms in Table 5 show that probabilisti hoi e
is ommutative (P1), asso iative in a probabilisti way (P2), and idempotent
(P3). These axioms allow us to generalize probabilisti hoi e to an arbitrary
number of arguments. Thus we an write i [pi ℄Pi to denote a probabilisti
hoi e among n pro esses, ea h one with probability pi > 0. Other rules say that
probabilisti hoi e is propagated to the following level when both pro esses are
pre xed by the same a tion (P4), and that the probabilisti hoi e distributes
over the internal and the external hoi e (PI1, PE1).
Let us observe that the axioms maintained from EPLf are: the internal and
the external hoi e are ommutative and asso iative (I1,I2,E1,E2), the external

N
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hoi e has a zero (E3), and, nally, the internal and the external hoi e between
pro esses pre xed with the same a tion are propagated to the following level
(I3,IE1). The rest of axioms (those with the symbol #), do not hold in the general ase, but if we restri t P , Q and R to a kind of pro esses, whi h we all
probabilisti ally stable pro esses, they be ome true. These axioms are: idempoten y of the internal and the external hoi e (I4#, E4#) , and distributivity of the
internal hoi e over the external hoi e and vi e versa (IE3#, IE4#).
P1

P

p Q

P2

(P

P3

P

P4

a:P

PI1 P
PE1 P




p P

(

q R

p P



 (Q

P



a( P
p Q)
)  (P  Q)
p R)  (P + Q)

p R

+ (Q

P

I2

P

I3

a:P

Q

p)q
pq

Q

Q

(P 
p (P +

p

  
 (  )(  ) 
  (  )

I1

(1
1

p q

R

P

R

a:Q

P

a P

Q

R

)

+ QQ + P
+ (Q + R)  (P + Q) +
P + 0  P
a:P + a:Q  a:P  a:Q

E1

P

E2

P

E3

P

p a:Q
Q

1

Q

)

p Q

IE1

)
R)

R

#  
# + 
IE3#
+( 
IE4#
( +
I4

P

P

P

E4

P

P

P

P

Q

R

P

Q

R

)  (P +
)  (P 

R

)  (P +
) + (P 

Q

R

Q

R

)
)

Q

Table 5.

Axioms for 0, pre x and hoi e operators

We may also apply, over probabilisti ally stable pro esses, the derived equations given in [8℄, whi h are useful to prove ompleteness. Finally, in Table 6 we
an see the axioms for restri tion and parallel omposition, whi h, as usual, are
derived operators. In rule PaE1, the fun tion omm(P; Q) (de ned in [8℄) is false
if there is not any possibility of ommuni ation between P and Q.
Note that axioms PaI1 and PaE1, whi h are introdu ed in [8℄, hold only
for pro esses in EPLf . Applying repeatedly P4, PI1, PE1, ReP1, and PaP1
(distribution axioms) every pro ess in the form P jQ may be transformed into
[pi  qj ℄Pi jQj , where Pi ; Qj 2 EPLf .
i;j

N

)nC = P nC + QnC
a:(P nC ) if a 62 C _ a 62 C
Re1
a:P nC =
0
otherwise
ReP1 (P
q Q)nC = P nC
q QnC
Pa01 0jP = P
ReE1

(P +

Q

P
if
are f
then 8
< (
j = :( (

PaE1

P; Q

ai P i ; i

2 g , Pf
I

ext

2 g
J

) if omm(P; Q) is false
P; Q) + int(P; Q))  int(P; Q)
otherwise

ext P; Q

P Q

bj Qj ; j

Table 6.

Theorem 3

ReI1

(P

n
j(



Re01 0 C
PaP1 P
PaI1

(P

)nC = P nC

Q

 n

Q C

=0

Q



) = (P jQ)
)jR = P jR 

q R
Q

q

j

(P jR )

Q R;

P; Q; R

L

2 EPLf

where int(P;P
Q) =
fPi jQj ; ai = bj g
ext(P; Q) =
fai (Pi jQ); i 2 I g + Pfbj (P jQj ); j
and P; Q 2 EPLf

2 g,

Axioms for restri tion and parallel omposition

Axioms are sound with respe t to the denotational semanti s.

J
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As usual, to prove the ompleteness, we look for the adequate normal forms.
Essentially, these normal forms represent the di erent ways a pro ess has to
omplete its exe ution. This leads us to a generalized probabilisti hoi e at the
top, followed by a generalized internal hoi e among a set of states, whi h is
followed by a generalized pre xed external hoi e among the a tions in this set,
whose ontinuations are also in normal form.

De nition 15
{
{

(Normal forms)

Pro ess 0 is in normal form.
if i is a onvex set and for every
then

A

2 (Ai ) there is a normal form (Ai

O MX
i

[qi ℄

a

A

A2Ai a2A

n

a:n

;a

),

(Ai ; a)

is a normal form.

These normal forms share some hara teristi s of lassi al models (CSP, EPL),
as well as some hara teristi s of other probabilisti models [4℄. Thus, the ontinuations after performing the same a tion in di erent probabilisti bran hes
do not need to be identi al (usual in probabilisti models), and the a eptan e
sets Ai must be onvex as usual in lassi al models.

Lemma 1 Every term in PNAL an be transformed, by using the given proof
system, into another equivalent term in normal form.
Theorem 4
and only if

P

Let



P; Q

2 PNAL

be two pro esses, then

[ P ℄ fPAT = [ Q℄ fPAT

if

Q

Finally, by using theorems 2 and 4, we an relate the proof system with the
testing semanti s as follows:

Corollary 1

Let

P; Q

2 PNAL
test
P

be two pro esses, then
Q

if and only if

P



Q

7 Con lusions and omparisons
In this paper we have presented an algebrai theory of probabilisti and nondeterministi pro esses whi h is a probabilisti extension of Hennessy's theory
presented in [8℄. An operational and a testing semanti s have been introdu ed,
as well as a denotational semanti s and a proof system. The testing semanti s,
the denotational semanti s and the proof system are shown to be fully abstra t.
To our knowledge, this paper is the rst that presents a general framework of
probabilisti and nondeterministi pro esses based on Hennessy's model. Similar
approa hes have been presented, based on di erent lassi al pro ess algebras.
Thus, in [1℄ an operational semanti s, a probabilisti bisimulation and a proof
system are introdu ed for a probabilisti extension of ACP. In [14℄, a denotational
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semanti s and a proof system are introdu ed for a probabilisti extension of CSP.
In [13℄, only an operational and a denotational semanti s are de ned for another
probabilisti version of CSP whi h does not in lude a hiding operator. Finally,
in [21, 10℄ a probabilisti extension of CCS is presented, and an operational
semanti s, a testing semanti s and a denotational semanti s are de ned.
In order to deal with probabilism and nondeterminism we have hosen an
approa h that onsiders that a probabilisti hoi e is resolved before an internal
hoi e. Thus, the transition system we obtain is very similar to \bundle probabilisti transition systems" (BPTS) presented in [5℄, whi h are the onverse
of the simple model of [17, 16℄. In our ase (as in BPTS), a set of nondeterministi alternatives is hosen with a ertain probability, while in [17, 16℄, an
a tion is hosen nondeterministi ally and then, for ea h a tion, a distribution of
probabilities over the su essor states is given (rea tive probabilisti hoi e).
A similar operational semanti s is de ned in [21℄, but in this ase some of
the premises of the rules in lude negative onditions over transitions, whi h is
problemati (see [6℄). In our model we have avoided this problem by introdu ing
the \probabilisti stable" predi ate, whi h is de ned synta ti ally.
The de ision of resolving probabilisti hoi es rst leads us to a model in
whi h some of the properties of lassi al pro ess algebras are not maintained.
For instan e, the internal hoi e now fails to be idempotent, as the following
example shows. Let P be the pro ess a:0 0:5 b:0, we then have:

PA(
PA( 

P

P

P

) =f(0:5; ffagg); (0:5; ffbgg)g
) =f(0:25; ffagg); (0:25; ffbgg); (0:5; ffag; fbg; fa; bgg)g

This is, however, a known onsequen e of introdu ing probabilities and nondeterminism by taking the approa h of rst resolving the probabilisti hoi es. We
en ounter the same problem in some of the aforementioned papers [1, 14, 21℄,
and also in [20℄, where a probabilisti extension of CCS is presented by introdu ing intervals of probabilities that allow us to spe ify pro esses with un ertain
information.
The normal forms are de ned in a very natural way. They onsist in a generalized probabilisti hoi e at the top, followed by a generalized internal hoi e
between a set of states, whi h is followed by a generalized pre xed external
hoi e between the a tions in this set, whose ontinuations are also in normal
form. But, as we ould see in Se tion 6, distribution axioms allow us to de ne
an alternative normal form that onsists in a probabilisti hoi e followed by a
non{probabilisti pro ess in EPLf 's normal form, i.e., ea h probabilisti hoi e
must be resolved before any internal hoi e. The same on lusion is obtained in
[14℄ for a probabilisti extension of CSP.
Finally, the proof system we have obtained is very similar to Andova's proof
system [1℄. One noteworthy feature is that, in her ase, the proof system is sound
and omplete with respe t to probabilisti bisimulation, while in our ase it is
sound and omplete with respe t to the testing semanti s.
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